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ABSTRACT

This dissertation explores a collection of letters of denunciation against Jews during
Vichy France 1940-1944 which is housed at the Mémorial de la Shoah in Paris. In order to
situate this epistolary corpus in its historical context, the opening chapter recounts the ambivalent
relationship of France with its Jewish population, i.e., the continuity of French anti-Semitic
images and tropes during the German Occupation, and the centrality of anti-Semitism as an
organizing principle of Vichy’s project of National Revolution. Methodological and theoretical
considerations are presented in a chapter informed by the work of Derrida, Foucault, and Schwab
that deals with the politics of commemoration and memorialization of the Shoah in France. The
Mémorial de la Shoah itself is theorized as a fortress and crypt where repressed memories are
confined, the archive housing artifacts of trauma, which are the letters themselves. One hundred
and twenty six were examined through a literary lens shaped by the reading of critical theorists
so as to identify the rhetorical devices and the various types of discourse that organize them.
Based on this taxonomy, the second part of the dissertation provides a detailed analysis of
twenty-five letters of denunciation that illustrate the representative types of discourse that inform
this corpus of epistolary hatred: the discourses of otherness, illegality, propaganda and civic
engagement, and the affective discourses of vengeance, envy, and inverted victimhood. Each of
these letters is also read in relation to the anti-Jewish legislation of the time (Statuts des Juifs and
German Ordinances) and the work of historians who specialize in Vichy France, thereby
unearthing the voice of the everyday perpetrators of the regime, who, in their small mindedness
felt a certain agency and power that could turn lethal. But because perpetrators and victims are
inextricably entwined in these texts, one can also infer the silent presence, the testimony of the
victims they denounced. With this insight in mind, we conclude by revisiting the issue of
memorialization, the preservation or erasure of sites of memory of the Shoah in France.
9

Introduction: Mémoire et Délation
Qui suis-je? Si par exception je m’en rapportais à
un adage: en effet pourquoi tout ne reviendrait-t-il
pas à savoir qui je “hante”? André Breton, Nadja

How is it that I found myself researching letters of denunciation, letters written by French
citizens to incriminate Jews, in the archives of the Mémorial de la Shoah in Paris? What led me
to this place? For decades I returned to Paris from the United States roaming through its streets,
from quartier to quartier, from north to south, from east to west, some days perfecting the art of
flânerie, haphazardly investigating each square and archway, attempting to extract its secrets.
Other times I walked with a place in mind, perhaps a museum with a must-see exhibition, or the
Luxemburg Gardens to unwind from a hot Parisian day, or to meet a friend at a café. I often
crossed the city by foot from my usual haunt in Montmartre walking and walking to burn enough
calories to allow myself to eat a piece of cheesecake from Florence Kahn’s bakery on rue de
Rosiers. Each year, all my promenades had to oblige the ritual of passing through Notre Dame de
Paris to light a candle for my grandparents, to thank them for the courage they had to immigrate,
leaving the Old Country, leaving traditions and family behind in Kiev and Bialystok. I was not
aware of what motivated this ritual until years later when I could complete the phrase of
thankfulness with “so that you would not have died and I could be born.” As years passed, my
wonderings took me from Montmartre down rue des Martyrs down through rue Faubourg du
Montmartre where I became acquainted with Jewish neighborhoods other than the Marais like
rue Richer, and the old Jewish shmate1 district. Little by little the overarching Catholic churches
and monuments receded and Jewish Paris emerged in my consciousness and prompted me to
1

Yiddish for rags, material for clothing, and wholesalers of clothing, in and around rue du
Sentier.
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search and wonder what Jewish French life was like, what was its history. Suddenly, Paris, in all
its imposing beauty, became ghosted and eerie. I found hints, clues, even explanations the more I
investigated. Still the fullness of the reality of the French Shoah had not sunk in even when I
knew about it, a process of recognition and disavowal that allowed my unconditional love of
France to continue.
In the spring of 2012, at the end of my coursework for the doctorate in French Literature,
my promenade led me to the Fête du Cinéma, an obligatory intellectual pastime, where I saw the
documentary of André Halimi La Délation sous l’Occupation, produced in 1997, not released
until 2003 (!), and revealed to me on that spring day, a serendipitous entry among short
documentaries. In the most Bretonian sense, I stumbled upon my answer or the answer stumbled
upon me. I was horrified and fascinated at the same time as the reality of collaboration pierced
my body. And I asked myself, how could France, the country that I considered my second home,
participate in the atrocities of the Shoah? I had blindly loved it, its writers, its film-makers, its
food, its language, its various land and cityscapes, my kindest friends cultivated through forty
years of traveling back and forth from the US. It was Laurent Joly’s research that gave me a
roadmap to the Center of Contemporary Jewish Documentation (CDJC) and to the archives of
the General Commission of Jewish Affairs (CGQJ). I was forced to break into the fortress, to
enter the inner sanctum of the Mémorial de la Shoah, to arrive at the archives and sift through its
boxes to find my recompense, answers to my multiple questions, traces of the Holocaust in
France. The documents I found, letters of denunciation against Jews during Vichy processed by
the CGQJ were not easy to decipher or, mind you, to digest: from the paleographic work, to
situating them historically, to finding a way of organizing and theorizing the letters from a
textual point of view, to the extenuating emotional distress they caused me.
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While doing my research at the CDJC my grandmother’s voice reverberated through its
walls, “Vai, vai do you vant to go back der, to europ. Vee ran out of der. Dey vanted to kill us,
dey vanted to kill us all.” The body remembers: the sounds, the vibrations, intonations,
reverberations that are physical, inscribed in it; the aural and visual memory of that moment was
visceral, physical, palpable, material; the spontaneous vocalization and physical re-enactment of
her voice must be what memory is about. Those words spewed forth from my mouth as material,
as real as the day they were uttered and ingested some forty years ago. Haunted, “[s]uch a word
means much more than it says, makes me still alive, plays the role of a ghost, evidently referring
to what I must have ceased to be in order to be who I am” (Breton, Nadja, 11).
The eerie-like quality of the Parisian atmosphere goes beyond the uncanny or unheimlich
stemming from juxtapositions of disparate and unlikely objects on the same plane. Something
much deeper, bordering on the oneiric, where dreams put us in touch with personal and
collective trauma; something happened here; something was buried, covered over, repressed,
forgotten; something that resonates within me, my ethnic and social history, my identity and my
affiliations. Reading Maurice Rajsfus’ Des Juifs dans la collaboration (1980) brought me closer
to an understanding of the aforementioned phenomenon. In his research it became clear why
there was not a walled Paris ghetto like the Warsaw ghetto. There was no need for one: the
addresses of the Jews were known because of the obligatory registration, and they were confined
to the boundaries of the Occupied Zone, guarded by French police, and under the surveillance of
ordinary people encouraged to denounce their whereabouts and the slightest infraction of the
Vichy anti-Jewish laws and German ordinances. In fact, as Vichy closed its borders to
emigration and the other countries closed their borders to Jewish refugees, all of France
functioned as a concentration camp. In his preface to Rajsfus’ text, Pierre Vidal-Naquet
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explains: “Ce qu’il faut comprendre, en effet c’est que ceux des Juifs qui vivent au contact de
l’ennemi, se trouvent en fait déjà dans une société concentrationnaire, non pas à Birkenau ou à
Treblinka – cela, à Paris ou à Varsovie, c’est le futur prochain – mais à Buchenwald, et à
Mauthausen” (20).
Paris under the specter of Hitler in front of the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower is
forever haunted by that image, as it is by those hunted by its ideology of death. I, “l’âme [juive]
errante” who had moved unconsciously and naively through the majestic buildings, the
renowned museums, galleries, cafés, the hallowed streets of one of the cultural capitals of world,
the capital of the 19th century according to Walter Benjamin, the place where I had often felt the
most safe in the world, faced the devastation of a broken heart, a love affair gone sour. Had I
been there some 75 years ago… I am a Jew returned from the dead who haunts Paris; each one of
us a reminder that the Final Solution did not succeed. And yet, I know there are many Parises,
many universes in the city, the Paris of my French friends and my youth, the Paris of intellect
and art; perhaps my beleaguered soul could find its way back to those spaces of comfort and
beauty by understanding its ghosts, and my own.
Therefore, I submerged myself into my research with great urgency and purpose; into the
archival cartons holding the letters; into the texts of letters themselves; into histories and
memoires of victims of this particular persecution; and again back to the letters for a close
textual read. It was only then that I realized what I was doing: reading perpetrators’ voices,
voices that spewed violent anti-Jewish vitriol that soiled my body and the inner world of my
psyche. These were not words of those who endured or survived the Shoah (although we could
listen to them if we read between the lines, between the silences), but those that contributed to its
success. There were times I had to wash “it” off me; push it away; metaphorically reflect the
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stereotypes back to their source, as any colonized, subaltern, female subject must do with the
scars inflicted upon her. We cannot accept nor believe these illusory constructs. It belongs to
them, not to us. Sometimes it wasn’t exactly what they said, but how, the inflection, intonation,
and intimation of their requests or proposals or recommendations: “If you are serious, I will tell
how to improve the situation; I will tell you how to better get rid of them: just get rid of the
Jews! Get rid of the Jews! Get rid of the Jews!” (CCCLXVIII-3, 27 Oct. 1942).2 After reading
these texts day after day their voices begin to echo in your head. Voices that did not emanate
from the pens of victims, that were not words from the diaries and memoirs of Hélène Berr,
Jacques Biélinsky, Jean J. Bernard, Raymond-Raoul Lambert, Sarah Kofman, Joseph Weismann,
Saul Friedlander, Lucien Vidal-Naquet, Charlotte Delbo, Iréne Némirovski, and from the myriad
of others unfortunately too numerous to name. These letters were not the desperate letters from
Vél’ d’Hiv that a few compassionate firemen, police, and aid workers delivered to a loved one or
family member of those entrapped; or letters from Drancy written in the wagon à bestiaux,
pushed through the slots of the walls onto the tracks to be found by other kind persons who made
sure to post them.3
“Sticks and stones ...” Nothing is farther from the truth; no adage more off-base. Every
word from each of these letters, from the essays and histories written by well-known anti-Semitic
intellectuals and authors, some even august members of the Académie Française, every concept
taken up in the histories consulted on Vichy and the Jews, each and every word hurt, leaving
behind a smarting bruise. I feel of like mind with Linda Nochlin in both her personal anguish and
informed assessments of Franco-Jewish relations. She begins her introduction to The Jew in the
2

Refer to pages 246 and 358 of this dissertation for the full text, analysis, and facsimile of the
letter.
3
I am referring here to the texts Je vous écris du Vél’ d’Hiv: Lettres retrouvées edited by Karen
Taieb and Lettres de Drancy edited by Antoine Sabbagh.
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Text: Modernity and the Construction of Identity by asking the question “Why do they hate us so
much?” (7). That same question came to my mind many times as I struggled through the pain
and anger that surfaced throughout the writing of this dissertation. Nochlin explains that “this is
not merely an anguished cry torn from the heart – although, of course, it is that, too – but rather a
perfectly rational question to ask in the face of the plethora of hostile, denigrating, and debasing
representations of Jews” (7). She also came to understand the irony of Jewish successful
assimilation throughout what she refers to as the “‘benign’ nineteenth century,” the irony being
that this success was linked “with the formation of modern anti-Semitic stereotypes” (10-11).
The most glaring proof is Léon Blum’s election to the office of Prime Minister of France
in 1936, the culmination of the promise of the Enlightenment, of Jewish emancipation and the
universal rights of man. French Jews were incorporated and the meritocracy of the universal
project of the Republic opened its doors to their economic and social success. Jews were
everywhere and in every social milieu, visible and overrepresented: medicine, dentistry, law,
military, real estate, commerce, and banking. They had financed and built the first railroads in
France. They spoke French as their first language and went to the best schools. The head of the
government and a number of high officials were Jews. This was a seemingly successful
integration into French society. The culture and topography of France, and Paris in particular had
molded these Jews into the perfect French “look-alikes”, indistinguishable from the Old French
stock – les Français de souche. Paradoxically the fullness of Jewish participation carried with it
its own demise.
The “mimetic process” had been building and escalating throughout the nineteenth
century moving toward the “mimetic crisis” that exploded with the Dreyfus Affair. A profound
shake-up of the foundations of French social and political life ensued which redrew political
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boundaries that have more or less endured throughout the twentieth century: anti-Dreyfusards
representing the right and the Dreyfusards the left. As the slogan “Mort aux Juifs” (death to the
Jews) resounded in the streets, Jewish identity and incorporation into citizenry of the Republic
were called into question and threatened to their very core. It was the necessity of World War I
that brought Jews back into the French fold; after all, every man was needed to combat the
unquestionable common enemy. Jews emerged from WWI as one of the “spiritual families of
France” (Barrès). There was a progression from distinct identities and communities to sameness:
French citizen soldier against Germany to the state of non-differentiation, to the end of social and
ethnic distinctions and difference. The Jews had arrived; however, the continued crisis of
sameness had settled in once again. The France of victory and economic expansion could sustain
social harmony (at least superficially) at first; there was a defeated Germany, a perfect
substitutional victim to contain French internal social violence. Thus, France and French identity
could re-unify and re-adhere as the collective violence was channeled toward and galvanized
around a common enemy, Germany. Jews blended in as never before as they experienced a
momentary reprieve from their function of “scapegoat.”
The economic and refugee crises of the 30’s and Hitler’s rise to power changed all
equations, and we know the rest. Frances’s entry into the war, its defeat, and what had initially
weakened it was blamed squarely on the Jews. Pétain’s efforts and strategies to re-ignite dormant
and smoldering anti-Semitic sentiments were successful in shifting the focus of the common
enemy and scapegoat back to the Jews. And there begins the undoing and destruction of the
French Jewish community under German and Vichy oppression.
Alain Finkielkraut’s Imaginary Jew astutely and succinctly puts his finger on the ‘truth’
and irony of assimilation:
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Anti-Semitism turned racist only on the fateful day, when, as a consequence of
Emancipation, you could no longer pick Jews out of a crowd at first glance. Since the
Jews – those revolting mimics – were no longer distinguishable by any particular trait,
they were graced with a distinct mentality. Science was charged with succeeding where
the gaze had failed, asked to make sure that the adversary remained foreign […]. Racial
hatred and its blind rage were the Jews’ punishment for no longer placing their difference
on display. (83)
During my perusal of Jewish history in the various regions that now constitute modern
France the ambivalence of France towards “its Jews” emerged as a strong and consistent theme.
This phrase, “its Jews,” “our Jews,” merits the analysis of what is quite obvious: the paternalistic
stance, by labeling people with a possessive pronoun as if their objects, as if a mere possession,
the shadow of colonialist discourse permeating the words, our colonies, our Jews, as if
citizenship were a mere favor, a gift bestowed upon the lesser with great generosity, a gift that
could and was taken away in Algeria and Vichy. In the introduction to The Jew in the Text,
Tamar Garb articulates French ambivalence towards Jews as an extension of the generalized
attitude of European Christianity:
Ambivalence has been the salient attitude towards the Jew in Christian consciousness.
The boundary between Judaism and Christianity could never be firmly policed […]. The
Jew was the thorn in the flesh of Christian culture, for it could neither completely rid
itself of “him” nor accept “his” difference as legitimate and permanent […] Christianity
needed its Jews to make sense of its own redemptive mission but this usually involved a
phantasy of annihilation, if not of Jews themselves, of Jewishness as a system of belief
and a code of behavior. (20-21)
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During Vichy the anxiety against Jews and Jewishness was stoked and instrumentalized, and this
revived the magical Jew, a scapegoat with claws, horns and tail. The pendulum had swung in the
other direction, and the purging of the pest that was at the root of the French defeat was France’s
new organizational goal. Vichy’s collaborationist policies with Germany, its complicity in the
rounding-up and deportation of Jews, and its own anti-Semitic policies are well-documented by
many prominent historians such as Michael Marrus, Robert Paxton, Michael Winock, Serge
Klarsfeld, Vicki Caron, Eberhard Jackel, Stanley Hoffman, Laurent Joly, Henry Rousso, Tal
Bruttman, Pierre Azéma and many others. Henry Rousso’s The Vichy Syndrome (1991)
hypothesizes that there is an obsession with the Vichy years and especially, its responsibility in
the French persecution of Jews, reflected by the superabundance of publications on the topic in
the 80’s. In his research, by quantifying these thematic publications in France, he reaches the
conclusion that this topic is insistently revisited due to unfinished mourning (15-59, 220, 27576).
Since the 1990’s there has been a debate over the centrality of Vichy’s responsibility and
complicity in the French Shoah. Some researchers like Eric Conan, although fully subscribing to
Vichy’s role in the persecution of Jews in the Shoah, feel that there is an overemphasis on the
centrality of anti-Semitism in the exploration of the period. I personally believe that antiSemitism was in fact central to Vichy’s National Revolution. On the economic front, it thrived
and paid its bureaucrats with expropriated Jewish wealth; politically it utilized Jewish hatred to
unify and galvanize French society against a common enemy, and to demonstrate France’s
efficiency in implementing racial policy to prove itself a worthy partner to Germany when the
war was over with a Nazi triumph. Socially, it divided society into Jews and “Aryans”
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establishing a rigid and clear hierarchy that permeated work, residential living, and ultimately, a
certain sense of normalcy of one group at the expense of the deportation of another.
More recently several major studies concentrate on diverse aspects of France’s history
during the dark years deemphasizing Vichy’s anti-Jewish agenda. For example Jacques
Semelin’s book Persécutions et entraides dans la France occupée: Comment 75% des Juifs en
France ont échappé à la mort (2013), just as the title suggests, focuses on aspects of resistance to
the Vichy policies, and the solidarity that some French people and organizations (churches, local
authorities, scouts, etc.) displayed, enabling Jews to survive the persecution. Another example,
Le mythe du grand silence: Auschwitz, les Français, la mémoire (2012) by Francois Azouvi
attempts to debunk the “myth” that France could not face its own past and could not talk about
their participation in the Jewish genocide. Although he demonstrates that from the very
beginning there were organizations, commemorations, films, novels, and testimonies, experts
have pointed to the fact that these initiatives were produced by the elite, for the elite, and did not
reach a wide audience. Annette Wieviorka, historian of the French Shoah and its aftermath and,
more importantly, historian of the history of memory of the Shoah, affirms that although the
Jewish community knew about the “six million dead” and stories about individual family
members’ escape or death in referring to the period after the war and the 1950’s, these stories
remained a private matter: “Dans ces années-là, ces histoires étaient des histoires privées. Elles
ne sortaient pas du cadre familial” (L’heure d’exactitude: Histoire, mémoire, témoignage, 24). In
response to the interview question “Ces six millions de morts, c’étaient dans les années 1950
autant d’affaires privées?” (24) Wieviorka categorically replies:
Oui. Rien, dans l’espace public, ne rappelait ces morts. Quand on nous a montré au Lycée
d’Ermont […] Nuit et Brouillard, c’était dans le cadre du tout nouveau Concours de la
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Résistance. Il était évident pour nos professeurs que cette déportation-là concernait les
résistants, même si, comme beaucoup, j’y ai vu autre chose. L’histoire des Juifs était
introuvable. Elle était présente à la maison, chez des amis de mes parents […]. Ailleurs,
elle n’existait pas. (24-25)
Whereas Semelin and Azouvi in their respective works try to attenuate the harshness of
the Vichy years and recuperate positive aspects of French history, Cécile Desprairies’ L’héritage
de Vichy: ces 100 mesures toujours en vigueur (2012) flat out tries to rehabilitate and exalt the
Vichy government for the legislative accomplishments it brought about. Emmanuel Le Roy
Ladurie, whose father was minister of Agriculture in 1942 and later, in 1943-1945, joined the
Resistance, writes the preface to her text praising her as a historian who is interested in the
French quotidian and who shies away from political correctness. For him, she displays an
“objectivité, ce qui n’est pas si fréquent ni si évident dès lors qu’on aborde le vaste domaine de
la vichystologie” (9). The facts in her work are accurate and well-researched, but the
interpretative aspect fails as she borders on vindication; her tone is one of quasi exaltation for
Vichy’s legislative frenzy; her lack of meaningful reflection of how it was possible to
promulgate 16,786 laws and decrees, and to what aim is to me astounding. Nowhere in her text
does she reflect upon the fact that it is easy for an authoritarian state to act by decree, without a
parliament to hinder its policies.
Desprairies’ words reveal a genuine enthusiasm for the regime: “Cette période
effervescente étant propice à une réinvention du quotidien […]” (13). She only cursorily
mentions that some laws were meant to exclude Jews, such as the laws that created the Ordres of
doctors, lawyers, and dentists and restricted Jewish membership to a 2% quota. She never
reflects upon the fact that one of the aims of this re-invention of French daily life was to have a
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France purged of Jews and all other elements that did not fit with the National Revolution’s view
of Frenchness.
Ladurie is pleased to tell the reader that most of his countrymen are unaware of the
groundbreaking and progressive laws put into place by Vichy and unabashedly points to the
“benevolence” of the law known as “accouchement sous X” promulgated by Pétain himself in
September 1941: “Ce terme à la fois bizarre et mystérieux désigne une loi qui tendait à sauver la
vie de centaines de milliers d’enfants nés d’unions franco-allemandes” (9-10). In the text itself,
Desprairies explains that since abortion was illegal, a crime punishable by death, this law was
enacted to prevent infanticide and to promote the natalist policy advocated by Pétain’s National
Revolution: 120,000 such babies were born in France and 80,000 in Germany (22). Neither
Ladurie nor Desprairies comment on why saving children born from a Franco-German union that
produced “Aryan” babies was so valuable to the French State while in contrast, over 11,400
Jewish children were not spared deportation and extermination. A well-known fact is that Laval,
on of his own volition, shipped 614 Jewish children on convoy 22 from Drancy on August 21,
1942, despite the fact that the Germans had only requested Jewish adults. Desprairies ignores
what this policy meant for French society: its “Aryanization” and the elimination of future
Jewish generations. She is oblivious to the fact that approximately 1,500,000 Jewish children
were exterminated in the Holocaust.
Both Ladurie and Desprairies present an apologist position about the accomplishments of
Vichy:
Pour des raisons familiales et autres que chacun peut comprendre, j’ai toujours été fasciné
par la période ainsi mise en cause. Je me suis soigneusement abstenu […] d’écrire ou de
publier à ce propos, mais c’est avec d’autant plus de gratitude et d’émotion que je
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considère la démarche de Cécile Desprairies. Elle a pris un risque, elle a osé un pari et
elle l’a gagné” (Ladurie 10).
[L]’“héritage de Vichy” n’est pas ici entendu au sens strict de “régime,” mais au sens
plus large de “période,” incluant l’influence allemande dont nous avons pu, chaque fois
que nous l’avons constatée, souligner la prégnance (Desprairies 11).
The irony here is that Desprairies privileges German influence at its worst, at a time when the
impetus of Nazism and its French version, the Vichy State, was to eliminate not only French
Jewish influence from French life, but Jews themselves, and any attempt at free inquiry. From
both their voices, a revisionist historiography emerges that, by emphasizing accomplishments
that benefited French society, veers towards the rehabilitation of the Vichy government. This
redemptive narrative is deleterious not only to memory but also to the humanistic foundations of
any free society. Even when the Occupied Zone was under German control, the Vichy regime
managed all local and urban projects. Measures intitiated by Vichy that modernized
infrastructure cannot compete with the loss of the French soul through its racist and
segregationist laws.
In my opinion there is nothing redeemable about Vichy despite the recent attempts to
soften its harsh hand. The swift efficiency with which such a copious legal corpus was
promulgated speaks to the mechanics of a totalitarian state. Finally, I would like to reiterate that
it is not Desprairies’ facts or even her research project that I take umbrage with; it is her
empiricism and her attempt to pay tribute to Vichy, dangerous research that provides information
but does not produce knowledge due to lack of interpretation. It is to works like these, works that
attempt to either rehabilitate Vichy, or to minimize its collaborationist and anti-Semitic
character, that my research responds.
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When Halimi published his book La délation sous l’Occupation (1983), his scholarship
and sources were challenged and to some degree discredited. Through Laurent Joly’s edited
volume La Délation de la France des Années Noires (2007), Halimi’s efforts were revindicated
and the phenomenon of délation during Vichy is now considered a serious area of research. This
dissertation focuses on the discursive analysis of letters of denunciation against Jews.
Denunciation was an important if not a central practice to Vichy’s success because it
engaged the public; it made everyone feel part of a larger project. Moreover it gave them a voice.
These letters hold the voices of perpetrators, those who had incorporated popularized versions of
anti-Semitic themes abundant in literature, political debates, cartoons, (especially since Dreyfus),
and then wrote letters to turn in Jews. They were also called letter-writers, coinciding with what
Pierre-André Taguieff calls l'antisémitisme de plume. The corpus also fits into what Sandrine
Sanos calls the aesthetics of hate (3-14). Writing gave these perpetrators a certain sense of
agency in an occupied country that had to endure the penuries and uncertainties of war. By
writing letters they could express their frustrations, woes, aspirations, fantasies, complaints, or
hatred against Jews. It gave them a sense of importance because suddenly they had become petits
fonctionnaires of Vichy, part of the grandiose dystopian vision; in all likelihood, they must have
felt somewhat powerful, for they imagined they had the life of someone in their hands; that they
were being good citizens, for they were following the laws mandating denunciation. They
definitely felt morally entitled.
I examined the letters of denunciation, also referred to as missives délatrices by Joly,
contained in boxes XXXVIII and CCCLXVIII of the collection of the CGQJ in the archives of
the CDJC at the Mémorial de la Shoah. I view these letters both as corpus and as individual
textual artifacts, each one a unique lieu de mémoire, as Pierre Nora defines the term. I scrutinized
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these texts with respect to narrative discourse, ideology, language, themes, tropes, semantics and
rhetoric. In order to investigate each of these texts, I had to do a paleographic analysis of the
handwritten letters using digital image enhancement techniques; since many of the letters in
general were degraded or fragile even typed letters had to be digitally read. With permission of
the Mémorial de la Shoah,4 each letter was photographed in the archive in order to be carefully
examined later on the computer.
Theorization of denunciation as embodied in the documents examined requires a twopronged approach. The first perspective is derived from their juridical aspect that originates from
the body of legislation in Vichy, the most notorious being the Statut des juifs. These laws provide
the legal and moral justification for informers (délateurs) and gave impetus to their epistolary
endeavors. The second one is an ideological/discursive one. This two-fold approach structures an
epistemology of denunciation, the letters becoming its material footprints.
For the historical chapter (Chapter 1) I consulted the archives of well-known right-wing
anti-Semitic newspapers and literary reviews such as Gringoire and Je suis partout, known to
publish articles that promoted délation, where well-known French intellectuals who subscribed
to these ideas published their works in order to promote this ideology.5 I also consulted
mainstream dailies of the time, such as Le temps, Le Matin, and Le Figaro 6 and most
importantly, foundational texts of Vichy’s history and Jewish life under Vichy, such as Michael
Marrus and Robert Paxton’s Vichy France and the Jews (1981); Anti-Semitism in France: A
Political History from Léon Blum to the Present (1992) by Pierre Birnbaum; Renée Poznanski’s

4

See authorization to reproduce in Appendix A, 380-382.
Paul Morand, Jacques Chardonne, Robert Brasillach, Henri Béraud and Pierre Dieu La
Rochelle, among many others.
6
La Libre Parole, le Rire, le Grelot, and Le Cri du peuple are also well-known exemples of this
nationalistic, xenophobic and anti-Semitic press.
5
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Jews in France during World War II (2001); An Uneasy Asylum: France and the Jewish Refugee
Crises, 1933-1942 (1999) by Vicki Caron; and Michel Winock’s La France et les Juifs: De 1789
à nos jours (2004) which provided the overview and grounding for the historical context of the
study. Maurice Samuel’s text Inventing the Israelite: Jewish Fiction in Nineteenth-Century
France (2010) was indispensable for understanding the construction of Jewish identity in France
and French Jews as an ethnic minority. The important text French Literary Fascism:
Nationalism, Antisemitism, and the Ideology of Culture (1995) by David Carroll helped me
comprehend the intersection of nationalism and anti-Semitism and how they are transmitted and
reproduced through cultural production. In this chapter I seek to establish a continuity of antiSemitic discourse and its transformations, may it be religious, cultural, political, or racial in
France, situating these letters within a context of ambivalence towards Jews. I also give an
overview of anti-Jewish legislation and German ordinances during the Occupation, and theorize
the act of denunciation.
Archival theorists such as Derrida and Foucault informed my understanding of the joys
and pitfalls of archival work, and Gabriele Schwab in her analogy of psyche as crypt, led me to
understand archives as vaulted spaces of the unconscious where traumatic memories reside.
Annette Wieviorka guided me through the travails of French Jewish memorialization,
specifically though symbolic aspects of the Mémorial de la Shoah, its architecture, its
institutional history, and the debates that its foundation triggered within the post-war FrenchJewish community. Pierre Nora was seminal in aiding in the ensoulment of the concept of lieux
de mémoire or sites of memory, in delving into the politics of memorialization, and discerning
the difference between monuments honoring those who die for a country in contrast to those who
die because of a country’s policies of oppression and persecution. Finally, I broach the poetics of
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denunciation through the lens of Lacan’s famous seminar about disavowal, “La lettre volée”
(1955) that allowed me to theorize letters of denunciation as historically recognized but simply
ignored. It also situated me, as the researcher, as yet another destinateur to whom the letter had
been delivered.
In this second chapter Émile Benveniste’s approach to discourse guided me in developing
a taxonomy for the collection, leading me to establish the following narrative categories:
ideological discourse; discourse of otherness; discourse of illegality; discourse of propaganda
and civic engagement--that presents itself often as didactic or pedagogical suggestions to the
authorities on how to eliminate Jews more efficiently; and finally the three salient affective
discourses which included inverted victimhood, that is, blaming the Jews for the woes of the war
when Jews were in truth victims themselves; envy, the desire for the possessions of others to the
point of taking everything away without any personal gain; and vengeance, retribution for a
perceived wrong. Because they did not fall under the purview of letter writing, I decided not to
include numerous administrative documents within the collection (reports by paid informants,
memoranda from functionaries of diverse offices, etc…) although they illuminated how the
bureaucratic apparatus of the CGQJ operated.
Subsequently I theorize each category of the taxonomy of narrative discourses (Chapter
3). Terry Eagleton (1976) provided a structure, an encasement for the letters within his
ideological model for textual analysis. Theorists of alterity and anti-Semitism such as Homi
Bhabha, Franz Fanon, Emmanuel Levinas, Hannah Arendt, Jean-Paul Sartre, René Girard, and
Hayden White informed and assisted my presentation of the complexities and ambivalences of
Jewish and French identities, hybridity, and otherness. For the discourse of propaganda and
civicism, Stuart Hall’s famous essay “Encoding/Decoding” (1973) and Marina Camargo-Heck’s
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“The Ideological Dimension of Media Messages” (1974) allow for an understanding of how
media packages ideological messages in ways that make them resonate with the public. For the
tropes and techniques of propaganda I consulted Anthony R. Pratakanis’ Age of propaganda
(1992) and the Encyclopedia of Propaganda (1998) by Robert Cole. Renée Poznanski’s
Propagandes et Persécutions (2008) was a quintessential work for grasping the reach and scope
of both Vichy and German propaganda offices. Psychoanalytic theoretical tools from Melanie
Klein, Kristeva, Freud, and Lacan were indispensable in my approach to the affective discourses,
as well as theories of trauma and memory by Giorgio Agamben, Gabriele Schwab, and Dominick
LaCapra. Girard’s theory of mimetic desire was fundamental in my attempt to decode the psyche
of the perpetrators, to comprehend the psychological structure of their hatred for Jews.
The next three chapters comprise the analysis of twenty-five letters of denunciation of the
collection grouped by narrative discourse with an introductory transcription of each document. I
attempted to get a cross-section of the French population by region of both the Occupied and
Unoccupied Zones, letters from Paris, Pau, Cannes, Toulouse, Morocco, Algeria, Lyon, among
others. I also tried to include letters from men and women, although the grand majority of letters
were written by men, debunking the myth of denunciation as a female activity, at least in this
collection of anti-Semitic letters. Every letter has been given a title that highlights salient
imagery, themes, or theoretical considerations. Each document is treated as a unique text sifting
from it rhetorical tropes, semantic fields, deconstructing phrases and words in the attempt to
extract both the narrative and sémiotique from the letter. They are viewed through the lens of the
theoretical framework associated with its discursive category. All letters tell a singular story that
seems almost palpable due to the immediacy of epistolary writing. Many seem theatrical due to
the folkloric detail they offer as well as their grotesque epithets and descriptions of Jews. They
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are inevitably moralizing since they point out perceived grievances, wrongdoings, or “illegal
activity.” They often describe a panorama, both in landscape and in customs of the regions they
write from.
In Chapter 4, I investigate the discourse of illegality in letters that report and denounce
alleged violations of the Statuts des Juifs, spoliation laws, and German ordinances. In the same
chapter I also analyze letters highlighting the discourse of otherness and its various stereotypes,
in a Bhabhan sense, that have led the authors to fetishize Jews as phobic objects. Letters that
indict the Jewish community, accusing Jews of harming France and the French, and include
proposals on how to curb their influence and destroy their power, belong to the discourse of
propaganda and civic engagement that I broach in chapter 5.
Envy, vengeance, and inverted victimhood are grouped together in the affective
dimension of discourses of denunciation (Chapter 6). These are emotionally charged letters
whose authors are promted to denounce by conscious or unconscious motivations. All of these
categories overlap and letters for each section were selected on the basis of the tone and the
general feeling each left me with after a careful reading. All letters in the collection contain some
aspect of this affective dimension, but it was most pronounced in these letters, they begged for an
emotive distillation and analysis. Envy was by far the largest category among the affective
discourses, people who wanted Jews’ apartments or factories, or were jealous that their
belongings had been left to a French concierge who had helped someone escape. Their pettiness
surprises given the stark contrast it offers with the solemn tone of the missives. Letters of
vengeance are retaliatory in nature: they respond to specific acts where some Jew or another is
held responsible. And perhaps they were at times, but not because they were Jewish, and not
because their acts were illegal. The anger of a spouse over an affair with a Jew, the foreclosure of
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a property in the 30’s by a Jewish bank, specifically target the dark object of their ire.
Propaganda stoked the fires of the discourse of inverted victimhood. These people felt that Jews
had everything and they had nothing. They wrote about shortages caused by Jews, without
understanding that it was war that was to blame. They saw in Jews capitalist and communist
enemies, and condemned individuals that were often on the run, trying to survive, just like them.
I felt the need to write an epilogue analyzing three sites of memory of the Shoah in order
to bring Vichy to the present. I compare Vél’d’Hiv, Drancy, and Camp des Milles in their
approaches to memorialization, or lack thereof, including the concepts of erasure, palimpsest,
and recuperation of memory. This comparison sheds light on the evolution of attitudes towards
Vichy and the Shoah in France and underscores the point I want to make: that lack of appropriate
memorialization stems from post-Vichy France’s inability to fully face its past and to mourn it.
Three appendices are included in this study. Appendix A contains a facsimile of the
twenty-five letters of the collection examined in part II of this dissertation, with a summary of
the content of each one. Appendix B presents relevant newspaper articles of the period.
Appendix C consists of images alluded to in the dissertation.
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PART I. DENUNCIATION: HISTORY AND THEORY
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Chapter I.

Denunciation: Historical Considerations

If a man attributes all or part of his own misfortunes and
those of his country to the presence of Jewish elements in
the community, if he proposes to remedy this state of
affairs by depriving the Jews of certain of their rights, by
keeping them out of certain economic and social activity,
by expelling them from the country, by exterminating all of
them, we say that he has anti-Semitic opinions (Sartre,
Réflexions sur la question juive).

1.1. Two Frances: a history of ambivalence towards the Jews
The alternating history between the oppression and the expulsion of Jews and their thriving
inclusion within French society is long and complicated. It seems that there are two parallel
histories, one that implemented measures that restricted their civil rights and their economic and
social development: from the yellow circle (rouelle jaune, 1215)7 to the yellow star (1942). The
other history consisted of moments full of hope, of becoming fully incorporated into French
society. These two aspects typify the ambivalence of the State with respect to Jews.
The tradition of expulsion and marginalization of Jews from the Middle Ages to the
Enlightenment is compelling; a series of expulsions of Jews (1182, 1240, 1254, 1394, 1683)
mark very definitive moments of antagonism and hatred that are engraved within the collective
Franco-Jewish memory. Interspersed with these exiles are oppressive policies from
7

The rouelle is a yellow or red round piece of material imposed on Jews as a distinctive sign by
the civil authorities immediately after the Council of Latran in 1215.The use of distinctive signs
by Jews had as a function of stigmatizing and differentiating then socially. See Danielle Sansy
“Marquer la différence: l'imposition de la rouelle aux XIIIe et XIVe siècles,” 15-16. In the Nazi
Occupation and the government of Vichy the wearing of the yellow Star of David signified not
only their alterity but also the humiliation and degradation of Jews.
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stigmatization to massacres, expropriations, riots, and their confinement to certain professions
and living spaces (carrières).8
On the other hand, the history that followed the trajectory towards emancipation,
citizenship, and integration allowed Jews to significantly participate in multiple sectors of French
society; their artistic, intellectual, economic, and political contributions are undeniable.
Philosophers and cultural theorists (Derrida, Cixous, Memmi, Lévi-Strauss), writers and artists
(Proust, Cohen, Sarraute, Némirovsky, Soutine, Chagall, Max Jacob, Sonia Delaunay),
politicians (Blum, Pierre Mendès France, Georges Mandel, Sarkozy), wine producers and
bankers (Rothschild) all attest to the possibilities of individual Jewish-French expression and
success. Imbued with a spirit of openness to the world, this France drew immigrants and refugees
of all origins that found a space where their ideas and creativity could blossom, enriching French
culture. The Ecole de Paris in Montparnasse and Gertrude Stein’s salon are excellent examples
that were born out of this openness to the other.
Often these two histories were intertwined and operated simultaneously. Just after the
emancipation of Jews (1790, 1791) which was the result of the philosophical debates of the
Enlightenment and the French Revolution,9 Napoleon Bonaparte advanced the project of the
modernization of French Jews.10 Throughout the nineteenth century they were incorporated
within the most exclusive and traditional clubs that were emblematic of Frenchness such as the
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For a detailed timeline of grievous events see page 384 in Appendix B.
In 1790 the Assemblée recognized citizenship of Jews in Southern France. In 1791 Jews in the
Alsace-Lorraine region received their citizenship.
10
He included Judaism as one of the official religions of France and instituted civic
advancements that would help their integration into French society.
9
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military that Stendhal fictionalized and established as a French value in Le Rouge et le Noir
(1830).11
At the end of the century the Dreyfus Affair (1894-1906) exploded and shattered the
illusion of acceptance and equality within certain circles and perhaps the Republic itself. A few
years after Léon Blum pierced the ultimate glass ceiling by becoming the first Jewish prime
minister (1936) the Vichy Regime was established eventually rounding up Jews, both French and
immigrant, and sending them to their death. Perhaps these events could be explained by Pierre
Birnbaum’s theory that suggests that historically when French Jews have been closely
associated with the State during a political crisis, be it social or economic, they were
instrumentalized to provoke the collapse of a regime (Anti-Semitism 15-20). Jews became the
cause, the explanation, and the solution of the crisis. Thus, they became the scapegoat eliminated
or punished as the substitution for the state itself.
These two histories can be viewed as two forces with opposing tendencies that clash.
Tensions between both forces were always present and the current that was the strongest eclipsed
and dominated the other depending on economic and political conditions and on the solidarity
and cohesion of the parties in power. This is to say that the well-being of Jews always depended
on the benevolence of the state, on its ideology, its disposition, and the capriciousness of the
authorities that governed them. Upon the establishment of the Third Republic (1870-1940) the
tendency of a secular and inclusive republic seemed to triumph and the position of Jews
appeared to be consolidated and affirmed within French society with integration and
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The protagonist, Julien Sorel, is torn throughout the novel between his admiration for
Napoleon, hiding a postcard of him while tutoriring the children of the aristocratic Renard, and
his formation within the clergy.
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participation as full citizens. Perhaps the inspiration and dynamism of the conservative current
lay dormant under the success and impetus of the universal rights of man and citizens.
1.1.1. Voltaire and the beginning of rational anti-Semitism
As I have established previously, most often both tendencies of exclusion and incorporation
flourished simultaneously. In my opinion Voltaire personifies both of these aspects within his
intellectual life. On one hand, he contributed to the philosophy of Enlightenment with his
anticlerical concepts and his opposition to the absolute power of the monarchy. His ideas were
the some of the fundamental underpinnings of the French Revolution; important elements of this
movement were the separation of Church and State, the universal equality of humankind, and the
participation of citizenry within the Republic once the people replaced the king as embodiment
of national sovereignty. In addition, his Treatise on Tolerance (1763) is a foundational document
that advocates religious tolerance. He opposes the Catholic enterprise that dominated France and
its tight relationship with the State that had resulted in the persecution of Protestants and Jews
during different historical periods. Voltaire critiques religious superstition and promotes reason
as an instrument of modernity.
Voltaire wrote passionately about the Jewish question and explored this theme as an
extension of his preoccupation with the main principles of the Enlightenment: the new civil state,
citizens and their responsibilities, alterity, and the possibility (or impossibility) of the
assimilation and integration of Jews into the nation. Since they were the quintessential religious
and ethnic others of the time, Jews were often at the center of Voltaire’s reflections. He is wellknown for his writings that broach Jewish themes such as Lettres de Memmius à Cicéron
(1771), Il faut prendre un parti, ou le principe d’action (1772), Sermon du Rabbin Akib
prononcé à Smyrne le 20 de novembre 1761 (1761), Juifs et Un Chrétien contre six Juifs
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(1777). Within these articles Voltaire developed his thesis that Judaism was not only the motherreligion of Christianity but that Jews were a fanatical and barbaric ethnic group that incarnated
the faults of irrationality and superstition and the social defects of avarice, egotism, and rigidity,
a nation within a nation that privileged the well-being of the clan before the well-being of the
State:
Enfin vous ne trouverez en eux qu'un peuple ignorant et barbare, qui joint depuis
longtemps la plus sordide avarice à la plus détestable superstition, et à la plus invincible
haine pour tous les peuples qui les tolèrent et qui les enrichissent. Il ne faut pourtant pas
les brûler.12
Voltaire’s perspective essentializes Jewish identity and renders it as natural, historically
coherent and thus fixed, and unchangeable defining this group as incompatible with the mother
nation. Even in the Treatise of Tolerance, in order to attack religion in general, especially
Christianity, he reduces Judaism to a primitive anachronism that encourages a backward way of
life:
Ils sont tous nés avec la rage du fanatisme dans le cœur, comme les Bretons et les
Germains naissent avec des cheveux blonds. Je ne serais point étonné que cette nation ne
fût un jour funeste au genre humain.13
Within the field of polemics concerning Voltaire’s antisemitism, many academics such as
Arthur Hertzberg, Léon Poliakov, and Arnold Ages14 have concluded that Voltaire was anti12

Voltaire [1756], Des juifs (Œuvres complètes de Voltaire, éd. Louis Moland (Paris, Garnier,
1877-1885), tome 19). Tout Voltaire:
http://artflsrv02.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.539:1.toutvoltaire
Accessed on August 18, 2014.
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Voltaire [1771], Lettres de Memmius à Cicéron (Œuvres complètes de Voltaire, éd. Louis
Moland (Paris, Garnier, 1877-1885), tome 28). Tout Voltaire:
http://artflsrv02.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/philologic/getobject.pl?c.916:1.toutvoltaire
Accessed on August 18, 2014.
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Semitic at least according to the negative representations, the misrecognitions, the false
assertions, the careless and slanderous imputations towards Jews found in his work. According to
Hertzberg, Voltaire’s position towards the Jews can be summarized as following:
Christianity is the Jewish religion superimposed on people of a different world, both
ethnically and culturally. It is somewhat better than Judaism because it has been affected
by the nature of those who have adopted it and by their earlier, healthier tradition. It is
possible to redeem Europe by reviving its attachment to its own fundamental nature and
tradition. European men can be freed effectively of Christianity because Christianity is
here a long-standing infection; it is not one of the foundations of the European spirit,
deriving from its character. The case of the Jews is radically different. Being born a Jew
and the obnoxiousness of the Jewish outlook are indissoluble; it is most unlikely that
“enlightened” Jews can escape their innate character. The Jews are subversive of the
European tradition by their very presence, for they are radically other, the hopeless alien.
Cure them of their religion and their inborn character remains (306-307).
Harvey Chisick and Peter Gay15 are among those scholars who (attempt to) shed a more
favorable light on Voltaire’s views and ambivalences towards the Jews, although they both
acknowledge that he does make many explicitly disparaging remarks about them. Gay is
relentless in his assertion that Voltaire’s criticism of Judaism and biblical Jews was a strategy to
get at the Church, the real enemy of reason: “[He] struck at the Jews to strike at the Christians”
(103). Similarly, Chisick is forgiving in his assessment of Voltaire’s attitude towards Jews. In
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his logically methodical and exhaustive study of Voltaire’s work regarding Jews in relation to
what is said about other groups within that work, Chisick concludes that although his historical
facts are at times confused and lacking in validity, Voltaire’s ethics are intact:
Probably the question of Voltaire's anti-Semitism has been misformulated. There are […]
no recommendations for actions against Jews in Voltaire's entire corpus. Nor does
Voltaire condone in other nations the things he criticizes in the Jews. Despite his
fundamental misunderstanding of Jewish history, Voltaire's ethics were admirable. He
believed in humanity and applied that value universally. There were forms of behavior
that were incompatible with humanity, and these Voltaire condemned wherever and in
whatever culture he found them. But there was no people that he excluded from the great
family of humanity. […] We might similarly say of Voltaire with respect to the Jews that
if his history was seriously flawed, his ethics were good, and it is the latter that are, in the
end, decisive. (595)
After the publication of the Treatise on Tolerance, a series of responses in the form of
letters and critical essays concerning the Jewish question that Voltaire had addressed in the
Treatise and in other philosophical essays was written. These writings refuted his positions, his
perceptions, and his representations of Judaism and the Jewish people. A number of these texts
were written by Catholic clergy, for example Essai sur la régénération physique, morale et
religieuse des juifs by Abbé Grégoire (1788); Jewish sages and intellectuals who were influential
at the time as well wrote in response to Voltaire’s aspersions such as l’Apologie des Juifs by
Isaac de Pinto (1762) and l’Apologie des juifs en réponse à la question: Est-il des moyens de
rendre les juifs plus heureux et plus utiles de France by Zalkind Hourwitz (1788). Abbé Guinée
published a compilation of letters and essays that were essentially responses to Voltaire which
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included several letters of response to their criticism from Voltaire as well: Lettres de quelques
juifs portugais et allemands à Mr. Voltaire avec des réflexions critiques, etc. et Un petit
commentaire extrait d’un plus grand (1769). These texts contain a profound intertextuality
referencing other important Catholic and Jewish scholars of that time.
The idea of universal equality of man proposed by Voltaire and essays like those of Abbé
Grégoire who argued against all political, economic, and social constraints that prevented Jews
from succeeding asserted that these restrictions would delay incorporation of Jews into French
citizenry. Even when these essays advanced the movement towards the emancipation of Jews
their project presented a double-edged sword since some enlightened Jewish philosophers like
Zalkind Hourwitz were concerned that the proposed advances would not only lead to Jewish
assimilation, but ultimately to their conversion to Christianity.
It seems to me that Voltaire’s crass representation of Jews depicting them as immutable
and irredeemable established a new precedent of racial antisemitism that would be developed
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This new anti-Semitism would sometimes
clash; sometimes join with the deeply rooted tradition of religious anti-Semitism in France.
Despite Voltaire’s anti-Jewish views, one understands that this is by no means the totality of his
ideology nor diminishes his contribution to the Enlightenment. On the other hand, there is a clear
contradiction between his liberal philosophical thought and his racist ideas.
1.1.2. A brief history of Jews in France from antiquity to the eve of the Revolution
There was a Jewish presence in France since Roman times. Jewish merchants would frequent the
port of Marseilles founding the Jewish communities of Provence and Comtat-Venaissin. Within
regional cities such as Nîmes, Montpellier, Cavaillon, Avignon, and Carpentras these groups
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developed their own Judeo-Provencal dialect and historical archives demonstrate that there were
indigenous inhabitants of this region that converted to Judaism.
In the Middle Ages these communities flourished and became important due to their
artistic and intellectual production exemplified by the famous scholar Rashi and the philosopher
Moïse de Narbonne. Unfortunately, from the Crusades on there were persecutions against Jews
instigated by the Catholic Church and the Inquisition; there were as well pogroms surrounding
Jewish religious practices that were feared and considered murderous (specifically, the nefarious
blood libel, that is the sacrificing of Christian children and utilizing their blood for the making of
the matzo during Passover).16 This culminated in their expulsion from the Kingdom of France in
1394, when Jews had to leave all their possessions behind. However, Jewish communities of
Avignon and of the Comtat-Venaissin which were under the protection of the Popes Clement VII
and Benedict XVIII were able to remain in France, as well as the communities of Alsace and
Lorraine that were part of the German-Roman Empire.
Exiled Jews could return with “Lettres Patentes,” provisional permits allowing them to
live in certain regions of the kingdom. Often these letters could be purchased for a significant
sum of money and needed to be renewed under every new king. After the expulsion of Jews from
Spain (1492) and Portugal (1497), there was a significant influx of Sephardic Jews that
established vibrant communities in the Bordeaux and Bayonne regions bringing the cultural and
economic sophistication that they had developed in Spain.
On the eve of the Revolution Jews inhabited four main regions of what is now France:
Bordeaux, Comtat-Venaissin (the Pope’s Jews), Alsace, and Lorraine. The Comtat-Venaissin did
not become part of France until 1791 following a plebiscite by the regional population. Jews in
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Alsace Lorraine had been protesting the German laws still in place until Cerf Beer (also Cerfberr,
Naftali Hertz ben Dov Beer-1726-1793),17 an Alsatian Jewish politician and philanthropist,
obtained, the abolition of the Leibzoll18 in 1784. Although each group had its own specificity,
most Jews in France were impoverished due to the statues and constraints that limited their
livelihoods. These laws prohibited Jews from owning land and farming it and practicing a
number of professions. Because of the impurity associated with some professions such as
medicine (touching cadavers and the sick), street peddlers (humiliating them by selling in the
street), second-hand clothes dealers, and money-lenders, Jews were confined to these given that
they were forbidden to Christians. These constraints were responsible for their impoverishment.
In Alsace-Lorraine, Jews were not allowed to live in the cities; thus they lived in small
towns and villages. Due to the prohibition of owning land, they could not become peasants. In
addition, Alsacian Jews were forced to pay special taxes, a tolerance tax and a transit tax, that
allowed them to move between cities and provinces. Perhaps the most insidious of all taxes was
the corporal toll, “le péage corporel” where Jews were reduced to animals:
Sous l'ancien régime, les péages, droits seigneuriaux, se prélèvent sur le bétail et les
marchandises, au passage sur les terres des seigneurs. Les sommes recueillies doivent
servir à l'entretien des routes et des ponts. Au début du XVIIIe siècle, 5,688 péages
subsistent encore en France. Mais le bétail et les marchandises ne sont pas seuls à être
taxés. Jusqu'à la veille de la Révolution française, un péage corporel est imposé aux Juifs
17
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en Basse-Alsace, à l'entrée de la province et aux portes de la ville de Strasbourg. Le
péage corporel assimile, en fait, l'homme à l'animal. « Juden-Leibzoll », péage corporel
des Juifs, telle est la dénomination officielle de ce péage en Alsace. (Feuerwerker 857)
These kinds of taxes also existed in the Lyonnais, the Languedoc, and the Dauphiné
regions (ibid 858). In Strasbourg for example, the toll rate for Jews was higher than the rate for
animals (ibid 859). The princes of these regions enriched themselves through these taxes, and
thus invited Jews to settle there.
In the regions of the Comtat-Venaissin, despite being protected by the Pope, Jews were
forced to live in a “carrière,” a small street a hundred meters long, a precedent to the ghettos of
modernity. Avignon, Cavaillon, Carpentras and Ile-sur-Sorgue each had their carrière. The
families lived in confined cramped quarters. At night the doors of the carrière were locked and
no one could leave. In each “carrière” one thousand five hundred to two thousand people were
born, married, raised their children, and died until the Revolution.
Jews from Bordeaux were the most affluent and cultured. Since 1723, they had the most
liberty to engage in commerce, and the wealthiest families were involved in the shipping
industry and engaged in import and export on a grand scale, including the slave trade. Jews
played an important role in the development of the port of Bordeaux.
Just before the Revolution, the population in France was twenty-six million people of
which forty thousand were Jews (0.15%), a minuscule number. Half of them lived in Alsace in
miserable conditions. It was under these conditions that Jews were emancipated because of the
Revolution and began the path of citizenship and prominence that they would eventually occupy
in the secular republic.
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1.1.3. Napoleon: Jews become Israelites
Within my proposed analysis of the dual France, the nineteenth century for the most part
belonged to the benevolent country that tended towards the acceptance and inclusion of French
Jews. Although Napoleon Bonaparte’s vision favored the development and modernization of the
French Jewish community, some of his policies towards the Jews were mixed. On one hand
Bonaparte took diverse measures to integrate Jews more fully and to normalize their relationship
to French civil society. Judaism was established as an official religion together with Catholicism
and Protestantism (Samuels, Inventing the Israelite, 9). Through the Bayonne Decree in 1808 he
created a system of consistories for governing Jewish congregations and forced Jews to take last
names.19 Jews found a place within the military, education, politics, and commerce.
Paradoxically he also “issued a number of discriminatory decrees regulating Jewish
business practices in Alsace” (ibid.).20 In his Imperial Decree Calling for an Assembly of Jewish
Notables (May 30, 1806) for example, he promulgated “a one-year moratorium on all debts held
by Jewish creditors against farmers in the Eastern departments of France” (Mendes-Flohr 141).
Perhaps the problem was not so much the debt suspension, but the fact that the decree was aimed
at Jews exclusively. Most importantly Napoleon revisited the idea of Jewish rapacity and
immorality, vestiges of anti-Semitic stereotypes that still lingered even after the Emancipation;
moreover he embodied a paternalism that attempted to improve Jewish moral standing:
These circumstances have, at the same time, pointed out to us the urgent necessity of
reviving, among individuals of the Jewish persuasion residing in our dominions,
sentiments of civil morality which, unfortunately, have been stifled in many of them by
19
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the abject state in which they have long languished, and which it is not our intention
either to maintain or to renew. (qtd. in Mendes-Flohr 123-124)
A member of the Council of State, one of Napoleon’s close advisors on Jewish Affairs,21
proposed rescinding Jewish emancipation altogether (ibid., 126). In addition, the so-called
“Infamous Decree” (March 17, 1808) instituted “restrictions on the economic activities and the
right of residence of Jews” (ibid. 140) severely regulating and monitoring their banking and
lending practices and limiting their right to move and settle in the Alsace-Lorraine regions. It is
noteworthy that these provisions did not apply to the southern regions where Jews thrived. After
Napoleon’s collapse, the Bourbon Restoration government did not renew the discriminatory
decrees and then Louis-Philippe “took a giant step forward by instituting official parity between
the three major religions” (Samuels 10).22
During this period Jews embraced full-fledged French citizenship. They attempted to
discard the old image of the small-minded Jew who always remained a foreigner without loyalty
to France because of his affiliation to his people and his religion,23 and substitute it with that of
universal man. In his seminal work Inventing the Israelite: Jewish Fiction in Nineteenth-Century
France, Maurice Samuels argues that the main dilemma for Jews at that moment was to define
themselves in their own terms, to figure out how to retain a sense of “being Jewish,” and to what
extent, while folding into and participating fully in a universal French paradigm:
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Perhaps the most central question concerning nineteenth-century French Jews is whether
or not, or to what extent, they abandoned their Jewish specificity by becoming French
citizens. To many, the emancipation bargain presented to the Jews during the French
Revolution seemed to be a zero-sum game; their transformation from Jews into
Israelites—as the acculturated French citizens of the Mosaic persuasion preferred to call
themselves—required the exchange of Jewish specificity for the universal rights of the
French Republican tradition. (13)
It was at this point that the term Israelite emerged as an official appellation of the State
(Sibelman 488-489). For example, after the creation of the Consistory of Bordeaux (1809), the
institution decided to build a large synagogue in the city. According to Dominique Jarrassé, what
was central to this decision was the desire of representing the symbolic integration of Jews
within French society and the official recognition of the Jewish religion:
Ils créent ainsi ce que j’ai désigné comme le premier temple israélite français… attestant
le changement radical qui s’opère avec la Révolution et Napoléon dans le statut du
judaïsme, réduit dès lors à une confession, l’israélitisme (17).
An effect of this transformation was that Jews lost a part of the particularity of their
religious and cultural tradition and their specific identity was trumped by a tacit agreement with
French society. In becoming a true Frenchman (français de souche), Jews assumed they would
receive the promise of all rights and benefits of citizenship.
Jews negotiated the dilemma of being French and Jewish through their involvement with
both communities, as well as through their literary and academic endeavors. Samuels affirms that
fiction “offered a way for French Jews to think through their new historical situation” (5). French
Jews were the first ethnic minority group to write in French and sought not only to define
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themselves politically and culturally but also to debunk nasty stereotypes that had haunted them
for centuries. They developed a minority “ethnic” literature24 that incorporated aesthetic and
literary codes of the time to narrate the French-Jewish experience. Authors like Eugénie Foa,
Ben-Lévi, Ben Baruch, Alexander Weil, and Daniel Stauben, among others elaborated a range of
possibilities of what it entailed to become a modern citizen of the Mosaic persuasion:
Ranging from apostasy to Orthodoxy, from total assimilation to strict observance of
Jewish law and tradition, these writers suggest different possibilities for being a Jew in
modern France, for redefining the nature of Jewish affiliation (Samuels 33).
Moreover, the negotiation of Jewish identity during this period turned out not to require a
loss of community and ethnic identification. From statistical evidence gathered from civil and
religious registries, historians have concluded that there was a rather low incidence of conversion
and intermarriage (Samuels 11, 14).
From Bonaparte through the 1870’s we could understand the relationship between the
French State and the Jews as a variation of the “mission civilisatrice” of colonial France in which
ethnic others were perceived as primitives that needed to be incorporated into the “civilized
world”, a world of universality where they ultimately had no place. Jews – the internally
colonized other - like Algerians, Sub-Saharan, and Caribbean colonial subjects, were a people to
be domesticated, morally elevated, linguistically incorporated, and trained to become an
imitation of the French model, which was for France, the most elevated and only form of
civilization.
As we have seen, the path from emancipation to fully accepted French-Jew/Israelite was
not without setbacks and hurdles. The voice of socialist antisemitism embodied by writers such
24
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as Alphonse Toussenel and Edouard Drumont emerged along the way. Whether dormant,
lingering beneath the surface, or nascent, anti-Jewish sentiments (while retaining their traditional
character) were recast with newer more modern forms of the socialist anti-capitalist brand as
Jews heralded in and embraced modernity through commerce, industry, finance, banking,
military service, and writing themselves and their communities into the French literary tapestry.
In referring to Toussenel’s infamous work Les Juifs, rois de l’époque, histoire de la féodalité
financière (1845) as a prime example of the burgeoning new antisemitism of the time, MendesFlohrs states that:
Toussenel was a pioneer of a literature that linked the medieval image of the Jew as a
usurer to the popular contempt for the financier and banker in the age of nascent
capitalism. […] This dialectic between anti-capitalism and antisemitism was encouraged
by the tendency of early socialists, especially in France, to identify the essence of
capitalism with high finance and the depiction of this activity as a form of usury. (336)
Both Toussenel and Drumont offered plans to solve the “Jewish Question” and argued for the
elimination of Jewish influence and economic power. In the above-mentioned long-winded
diatribe, Toussenel raged against Jewish wealth in general and Rothchild specifically as the
supremacy of banking and political control. He made it clear that behind all capitalist ventures
and projects was the Jewish monopoly: “Qui tient le monopole de la banque et celui des
transports, les deux bras du commerce? Le juif. Qui a le monopole de l’or et du mercure? Un
juif. […] Qui a le monopole de l’impression des journaux : Un juif […]” (Les Juifs, 10). He also
insisted that Jews and ‘their form of money-making’ had to be controlled if not eliminated
altogether and that the intention of his work was to expose this situation and offer remedies:
Le juif règne et gouverne en France.
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Je signale dans cet écrit l’origine, les tendances et les envahissements successifs de la
féodalité financière; j’expose les dangers de la situation actuelle et j’indique les moyens
d’en sortir; je fais voir qu’il est possible encore de mater le pouvoir insolent des écus
(Toussenel 5).
In La France juive (1886) Drumont argued explicitly for the expropriation of Jewish
wealth – money and factories – and showed how it could be accomplished:
[L’expropriation des biens Juifs], je ne crains pas d’insister sur ce point, s’accomplirait
sans secousses, sans effusion de sang, par simples décrets en quelque sorte, sans plonger
le pays dans une de ces crises dont profite l’étranger. L’administration des Biens juifs
confisqués fonctionnerait comme a fonctionné l’administration des Biens nationaux, et je
ne vois pas trop comment on attaquerait la légitimité de cet acte puisque aucun des
manuels, qu’on met entre les mains de la jeunesse, ne hasarde un blâme contre les
confiscations révolutionnaires. (522-523)
1.2 Modern anti-Semitism
1.2.1 From Dreyfus to Vichy: breaking through the illusion of equality
If Voltaire presented an ideological conflict of values between universalist ideals and his own
anti-Semitic views, the Dreyfus Affair (1894-1906) became a symbol of the expression of these
conflicting tendencies within French society that were profoundly socially entrenched, from the
intellectual to the ordinary man. In other words, these contradictory discourses were manifested
in the split social psyche of France, which would flare up in moments of social, economic and
political crises, until France’s participation in the Shoah.
Before the Dreyfus Affair the Franco-Prussian war took place resulting in the French
defeat and its loss of the Alsace and Lorrain regions (1870). After this, the Panama scandal
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(1892)25 and the bankruptcy of the Banque Union Générale (1882)26 triggered a violent wave of
anti-Semitism in France. In the aftermath of these incidents, Edouard Drumont published his
anti-Semitic treatise La France Juive (1886) and founded his weekly La libre parole (1892) 27
where he claimed that several famous Jews were involved in the Panama debacle. He also led a
virulent campaign against the participation and inclusion of Jews in the higher ranks of the
military. The Dreyfus Affair proved to be a convenient case to promote his ideas. For Drumont
and his disciples, Jews were the direct beneficiaries of the Revolution and they managed to bring
about a kind of coup in France due to their ambition for power. In La France Juive, Drumont
writes:
Le seul auquel la Révolution ait profité est le Juif. Tout vient du Juif ; tout revient au
Juif…Il y a là une véritable conquête, une mise à la glèbe de toute une nation par une
minorité infime mais cohésive, comparable à la mise à la glèbe des saxons par les
soixante mille Normands de Guillaume le Conquérant. (vi)
The Dreyfus Affair was a turning point where intellectuals intervened in public discourse
in order to influence French politics through their writings in major newspapers; they wrote
about government procedures and decisions of the judiciary, having a profound impact on public
opinion and social mobilization. In this period, there was a plethora of publications and
newspapers that represented the full range of political affiliation, from the most extreme right,
many of which were anti-Jewish (L’Eclair, La Patrie, L’Intransigeant, Le Jour, La Croix, Le
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Petit Journal, Le Petit Parisien, Le Matin, Le Rire, La Libre Parole, Le Grelot, Le Pilori, etc…)
to progressive, radical, or left leaning (L’Aurore, Le Soleil, Le Siècle, and La Revue blanche).28
The role of the press was instrumental in how the Dreyfus Affair evolved both politically and in
the eyes of the public.
The Dreyfus Affair created two virulently opposed camps: the dreyfusards (Zola, Anatole
France, Jean Jaurès, Bernard Lazare, Georges Picquart, Auguste Scheurer-Kestner, Jean Ajalbert,
Raymond Koechlin, Fernand Gregh, Daniel Halévy, Félix Fénéon, Robert de Flers, Marcel
Proust, Victor Bérard, Lucien Herr, Charles Andler, Célestin Bouglé, Jean Perrin, Élie Halévy),
and the anti-dreyfusards (Drumont, Maurice Barrès, Léon Daudet, Mercier, Paty de Clam, Billot,
Boisdeffre, Gonse, Pellieux, etc.). This event radically divided France.29 The dreyfusards wrote
articles, essays, and pamphlets defending Dreyfus against the accusation of treason that the
military imputed to him. The anti-dreyfusards seized the occasion to disseminate a vicious antiSemitic discourse: vitriolic campaigns in their journals included images that reflected a racist
iconography depicting Jews with repulsive physical traits mirroring a degenerate and low moral
condition. This racialization of Jews would culminate in Vichy’s exhibition Le Juif et la France
(Paris, Sept 1941) at the Palais Berlitz.30 Through anthropometric images, tables, and
calculations, one of the central objectives of the exhibit was to physically define Jewish types,
and to alert the public of the danger they posed.
The confabulated evidence, the collusion of the military and the state, and l’erreur
judicaire (miscarriage of justice), culminated in Dreyfus’ conviction and harsh imprisonment on
Devil’s Island (1895) that he recorded in his diary Cinq années de ma vie (pub. 1982) where “je
28
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raconte uniquement dans ces pages ma vie pendant les cinq années où j’ai été tranché du monde
des vivants (55) [In these pages I only tell of my life during the five years where I was cut off
from the world of the living. tr. mine]. The valiant struggle led by Zola, Lucie Dreyfus (his wife),
Mathieu Dreyfus (his brother), Bernard Lazare, Joseph Reinach, and Auguste Scheurer-Kestner
led to his release on September 1899 and full exoneration on July 12, 1906. His charges of
espionage on behalf of the Germans were the expression of anti-Semitic stereotypes of Jewish
internationalism, through which Jews were deemed traitors, incapable of allegiance to their
country, and ultimately perceived with suspicion; thus the Dreyfus Affair was an easy sell to the
public.
After the Dreyfus Affair, the French Jewish community was deeply shaken and
“ironically forced the Israelites to recognize that French culture had never ceased to perceive
them as Jews” (Sibelman 489, tr. mine). It propelled them to reexamine the process of
integration, the price paid for social inclusion and the loss of their Jewish specificity in relation
to the dominant culture. Some French Jews decided to follow the Zionist proposals of Theodore
Herzl in the attempt to secure their future in a Jewish homeland. Others reinforced their
affiliation with France by involving themselves in the project of an inclusive secular republic.
They attempted to rediscover an authentic Jewish identity and simultaneously fortify their ties to
the ideals of French citizenship. This last position is exemplified in the writing of authors such as
Edmond Fles, Henri Franck, and Armand Lunel who defined themselves as French Jewish
writers and endeavored to explore the fusion between the Jewish and French traditions and
articulated, through their works, a hyphenated identity.
A relevant lens through which to understand the fin-de-siècle incendiary swell of antiSemitic vitriol is as the resounding clash of dissonant national and political desires and
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discourses. From the Revolution onward, there was a social and political impetus towards the
consolidation of the French nation and a definition of French national identity under the sign of a
French secular Republic. In seeking to create an idea of nation that all citizens belong to,
defining national unity through exclusion is one process that emerges. There were two competing
and parallel ideological currents of nation building vying for dominance as the process of
national consolidation forged onward. One was to have a tolerant Republic based on the notion
of universality and inclusion for all its citizens, a meritocracy based onintegration and
assimilation into “Frenchness.” This implied erasing particularity and blending in. The other
ideological trend embraced by the haute bourgeoisie with its representative writers, newspapers,
and revues basically offered the point of view that all foreign groups, including the Israelites, as
assimilated as they seemed to be, were underneath it all nothing but chameleons with their true
beliefs and allegiances camouflaged by a veneer of Frenchness. This latter current was a legacy
of prerevolutionary aristocratic values. Its regressive undertow pulled the national imaginary
towards a space yearning for the ancien régime arousing a strong desire to return to the grand
aristocracy, nobility, and absolute monarchy, a nostalgia both ideological and aesthetic. This was
evidenced by the existence of the Royalist, Monarchist, and Catholic political parties which,
since the beginning of the Republic, had presented candidates for various municipal and national
seats in alliance with more modern parties. It was as if they were waiting for the opportune
moment to restore the order of the ancien régime in opposition to the chaos of a democratic,
decadent, feeble, and secular Republic.31
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In his exploration of French cultural fascism, David Carroll refers to Zeev Sternhell’s
work Neither Right nor Left: Fascist Ideology in France (1986) in which he argues that the
foundational tenets of fascism originated in France and were put into motion by the political
machinery in Europe years later (French Literary Fascism: Nationalism, Anti-Semitism, and the
Ideology of Culture, 4). Maurice Barrès (1862-1923) was perhaps the most prominent author,
politician, and ideologue that developed these ideas. In fact, he was inducted into the Académie
Française in 1906.32 His cultural nationalism was based on the exclusion of all others that
poisoned and weakened France with their foreign ideologies and sensibilities. From this process
of purification a strong virile coherent unified French nation would reemerge, and this newly
reinvigorated collectivity would be an antidote to the fragmentation and decadence brought about
by war, industrialization, and the failure of Republican parliamentarianism. “Our morality,
religion, our feeling of nationality are all crumbled things … from which we cannot derive rules
for living, and while waiting for our masters to reestablish certitudes for us, it is advisable that
we hold on to the only remaining reality, the Self” (Barrès qtd. in French Literary Fascism, 22).
His philosophy is based on the notion of this homogeneous Self, both individual and
collective, and was central to his version of cultural nationalism. For Barrès the Self was the
underlying principle of cultural identity, a vitality indispensable to its development and its very
survival. The Self was defined by exclusion, by purging “all exterior elements, especially nonselves, whom Barrès called foreigners or ‘barbarians’ achieving the totalization and
homogenization of culture” (Caroll 23).
But Barrès’ barbarian had nothing to do with his Greek sources, since in ancient Greece
“barbaros was anyone who did not speak Greek, one who babbled, and who therefore lacked the
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one power by which political life could be achieved and a true humanity realized” (White, 165).
Contradicting Barrès’ own paradigm of Self, French others who were versed in French language,
the basis of any culture, who shared tastes and sensibilities indispensable to his aesthetized
notion of culture, and fully participated in French cultural, political, and military life, could still
truly never fit. In fact, they would be enemies of the essential French Self:
Barrèsian nationalism has its foundation in a subject whose unity is prefigured, always
already given in advance through its immediate relation to what Barrès called la terre et
les morts (land and the dead). Culture is conceived as a collective subject whose voice
manifests itself in philosophy, art, and literature and is echoed in and supported by the
voices of model ancestors, and by monuments and memorials, local customs, and the land
itself as it speaks to and is symbolically cultivated by its native sons. (Carroll, 21)
The racial theories prevalent at the time influenced Barrès in his determination of the Self
that constituted a people. For example, a racial imperative was a unifying force for Germany
since in Barrès’ view, Germanic people were ethnically homogeneous and their ‘Self’ was
formed by racial affiliation; in the case of the French, he felt they were much more racially
diverse due to intermarriage and the diversity of indigenous peoples; thus, the French Self had to
be cultural in nature, an issue of aesthetics, of taste and sensibilities. Since his own definition of
Self needed an opposing other to struggle against in order to achieve a pure Self, Barrès devised
cultural and racial typologies that would be enemies of the French Self and that had to be purged,
a constant struggle to constitute itself, an eternal process of becoming through excision that
would lead to a totalizing homogenous collectivity, the methodology of fascism.
Barrès developed a typology for determining who the enemies of Frenchness were. He
felt that the worst and most pernicious elements of the Self were the uprooted, those who had no
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ties to the land and its culture. Emblematic of the uprooted were the stateless Jews since, for
Barrès, they were separated from their land of origin and could not fully belong to other national
Selves. He explores this notion in the novel Les Déracinés (1897). In referring to the fiasco of
the Panama scandal Barrès makes sure to highlight the involvement of Jews in this fraud even
though the non-Jewish cabal constituted by far the majority who orchestrated it. He mentions
two prominent Jews, the Baron Jacques de Reinach who was in charge of the publicity campaign
of the Panama Canal in order to capitalize it (Déracinés, 252) and Cornélius Herz who was sent
by the director of the Panama Canal Project (Charles de Lesseps) to buy votes in the Parliament
in order to pass legislation to continue financial support of the project (ibid. 254). For Barrès this
demonstrated the pernicious nature of Jews who had corruptive power over the entire French
government due to Jewish power and had diseased the French nation. In fact, he believed that
French parliamentarianism was a Jewish invention. Jews had poisoned the French culture with
bolshevism, industrialism, and the ideology of liberalism. They had seduced the “Western”
French with “Oriental” ideas (Carroll 32-33). For Barrès,
[…] a person … could meet all the legal requirements for citizenship, and be seemingly
totally assimilated into French society, and still be considered […] to be a foreigner if he
were judged not to belong to the “national family,” the symbolic unity or spiritual
identity allegedly determined by French tradition and culture. (ibid. 4)
This of course was a startling proposition for all the enlightened Jews who had integrated
and fully participated in French society; they spoke French and wrote in French; they looked
French and felt French. Sternell describes the evolution of Barrès’ anti-Semitic ideas giving it a
somewhat more racialist tinge:
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In its first manifestations, Barrèsian antisemitism took the main outlines of its ideas from
Drumont, and it fell within the tradition of leftist antisemitism. This was followed […] by
an antisemitism which owed more to the traditional Catholic imagery. In the final stage,
under the decisive influence of Jules Soury, Barrès was led to a physiological and racial
antisemitism. The synthesis of these three types is what gives his antisemitism its
originality. They changed […] to become incorporated, by way of racial antisemitism,
into a physiological determinism which would thenceforth be the cornerstone of his
organic nationalism (58).
During WWI and through the twenties, due to the participation of Jews in the war, antiSemitic sentiments subsided. Vicki Caron states that the government tried to unify the whole
France against Germany by declaring a sacred union (union sacrée) (“Path to Vichy”, 4). In
1917 even Barrès published his essay Les diverses familles spirituelles de la France where he
recognized the Jews’ contribution to the war effort and their valor in the battlefield. However,
this was an ambivalent text since despite applauding the Jews that served in the military, he still
believed that their first allegiance was to Israel (Palestine at the time) and fantasized about their
definite departure to this land after the war. Jews erroneously interpreted Barrès’ text as the
defeat of xenophobic and anti-Jewish antagonism in France since he had been one of the
principal anti-Semitic voices in French public discourse.
Barrès’ essentialist ideals collapse into themselves by proposing a cultural and not a
racial unity, that is to say, an aesthetic version of Frenchness. He excluded those who constituted
French culture and tradition such as those who lived in France since the Middle Ages, even as
outsiders, after they had incorporated themselves into the French cultural tradition and had for
generations spilled their blood and buried their dead in France.
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Carroll believes that “Barressian nationalism […] can legitimately be considered
protofascist” (21) due to its totalizing ideology of the subject (21-22):
The priority that Barrès gives to the cultural does not make his form of nationalism (or
the French forms of fascism modeled after it) less extreme or violent than nationalisms
that give priority to practical political issues. On the contrary, it makes his nationalism
more uncompromising, since the cultural ideal it pursues is presented as being
extrapolitical or prepolitical, absolute, and, in this sense, “natural.” (36)
In light of this, the 1930’s and Vichy could be seen as iterations of Barresian nationalism in their
xenophobic and anti-Semitic character and in the purist paranoia that attempted the purification
of French culture from its internal enemies in order to recuperate France for the French (la
France aux français).
Because of the bloodbath of WWI where 1.4 million Frenchmen lost their lives in
combat, France desperately needed laborers and the country opened its doors to thousands of
immigrants. This resulted in the Naturalization Act of 1927 that reduced the time needed by
foreigners to acquire French citizenship from ten years to three (Caron, “Path to Vichy,” 3-4). By
the early 1930’s, about 7% of France’s population was foreign (ibid. 4) and there was a
significant influx of Jews from Eastern Europe. In fact, Caron states that around that time
immigrant Jews constituted one half of the total French Jewish community.
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1.2.2. 1930’s
Regardez défiler sur nos boulevards ces nez
crochus, ces lèvres lippues, ces chevelures
crépues dont les propriétaires jargonnent
leur yiddish natal, regardez tous ces
spécimens de sémites, échappés de tous les
ghettos d’Europe. (Henri-Robert Petit)
En voyez-vous un? Il en viendra cinquante à
sa suite. Leur action, d’abord, sera lente,
insidieuse, souterraine. Ils s’emparent à la
façon des termites. (Georges Saint-Bonnet)
In 1931 the Depression hit France causing an economic slowdown and high
unemployment (one million) that created a resurgence of xenophobia and anti-Semitism. An
increasing resentment towards the immigrants and refugees who had come to the country since
WWI and the great influx of refugees from Germany and other Central European countries,
many of whom were Jewish, created a generalized discontentment.33 The middle classes
especially felt threatened by the competition in commerce, artisanry, and the liberal professions,
especially medicine and law (Caron, Asylum, 3-4). In terms of legislation protecting these
professions Caron states that:
Already in 1933 the Parliament passed a law that limited the practice of medicine to
French citizens, and in 1934 and 1935 it passed additional laws that barred even
naturalized immigrants from either of these professions for five to ten years following
their naturalization. These laws were of momentous significance: for the first time in the
history of the Republic they created a two-tiered system of citizenship with regard to
professional rights, granting fewer rights to recently naturalized citizens, while requiring
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them to fulfill all the obligations of citizenship, including military service. (Caron, “Path
to Vichy,” 6)
There were public displays of xenophobia that demanded that the government institute
immigration quotas. There were two periods in the 1930’s that were especially anti-foreigner: in
1934-35 the Flandin and Laval conservative regimes utilized anti-immigration ideology as a
deflector of blame against the ineffective governmental institutions and policies, stoking the fire
against immigrants and refugees. The second period was under Daladier (1938-39) during which
harsh decree laws were imposed that tried not only to limit immigration but to “distinguish
desirable from undesirable immigrants” (Caron, Asylum, 174). The overarching goal was to
eliminate illegal foreigners or “clandestines” (ibid.). Anti-immigration and anti-Semitic
sentiments went hand in hand: Jews were identified with the political left and were perceived as
the provocateurs of a war with Germany in order to avenge Hitler’s policies against Jews (Caron,
Asylum, 4).
During the 30’s there were also countervailing voices to these policies emanating from
the communist and socialist parties, the League for the Rights of Man and Citizen, and the
Catholic left (ibid. 9.) Pro-refugee factions wanted to implement more humanistic immigration
policies to resolve the displacement crisis brought about by the rise of the Third Reich and its
expansion into conquered territories. In response to the rising tide of anti-Semitic sentiments
disseminated through diverse venues such as essays, treatises, books, pamphlets, and new
articles, pro-Semitic politicians engineered the passage of the Marchandeau Decree (April 1939)
that rendered illegal all anti-Semitic propaganda.34
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Perhaps the most prominent pro-immigrant advocate was Léon Blum, a socialist, who
became Prime Minister of France in June 1936 under the leftist coalition of the Popular Front.
He represented the culmination of enlightened French Jews who had become part of France’s
universalist project. He broke the ultimate glass ceiling and passionately promoted progressive
labor polices, from the 40 hour work week, to the right to strike and paid annual leave. He also
implemented domestic reforms such as increasing the age for obligatory education, controlling
illegal price gauging, and nationalizing the arms industry.
Blum and the Popular Front managed to soften restrictions on immigrants and refugees
and attempted to protect them as much as possible. Despite gridlock in government, he
nonetheless managed to sign the Geneva Accord (July 4, 1936) that granted amnesty to German
refugees already in France and protected them from arbitrary deportation (ibid. 271). In addition
he signed a Presidential Decree (Sept 17, 1936) that normalized the legal status of refugees with
German citizenship (Caron, Asylum, 121-122). In directly addressing the influx of immigrants
and refugees he endeavored to resolve the situation through an agricultural resettlement program
that would move as many of them as possible out of Paris and other dense urban areas to underpopulated rural regions in Southwest France or into French colonies that needed agricultural
settlement such as Algeria or Madagascar. Unfortunately these plans never came to fruition since
the Popular Front was voted out (ibid. 142-170).
It is clear that these reforms, added to his ethnicity, fed the fear of bolshevism and
“ignited a resurgence of anti-Semitism” (ibid. 268). His political opponents hurled at him a series
of allegations: he was accused of filling his cabinet with Jews, although there were only four
high-ranking ministers in his government. There was a “birther” movement that led a campaign
challenging the fact that he had been born in France; to counter this relentless attack he wrote an
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editorial responding to the false notion that he was not French.35 He was considered to have too
much political power and was deemed the cause of the defeat by the Nazi forces and therefore, of
France’s demise.36 Although Blum’s election as prime minister epitomized the success of the
Republic as a democratic meritocracy and in the eyes of the Jewish community symbolized the
pinnacle of Jewish integration, for his political detractors and anti-Semitic adversaries, his
achievement was proof of the “Jewification” of France’s culture and its political system. Sadly,
Blum and his regime became an excuse for the policies of Jewish marginalization and exclusion
that prevailed in Vichy.
Birnbaum upholds that the more Jews participated in the state, the more they became
violently targeted when the State was attacked. In light of this fused identity with the state,
whether perceived or real, Jews became a substitute for the state:
On leaving the ghetto, the French Jews entered the Republic: their fate was therefore
definitely linked to that of the republican state, sharing its emancipating ideal which
assured them of both freedom and citizenship. They were “insiders” espousing the
structures of a strong state, and their fate in France henceforth seemed to be more bound
up with the nature of their integration into the state than with their social integration.
Loud in their praise of the state, they would share its fate, and the end of the republican
state would coincide with their own tragedy. (Birnbaum, Antisemitism, 20)
1.2.3. Vichy and the Jews
The anti-refugee programs of the late 1930’s paved the way for popular support and
collaboration for the anti-Jewish policies implemented by Vichy from the very start. At the time,
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approximately 300,000-350,000 Jews, French and immigrant, lived in France and 25% (76,00080,000) perished during the Shoah. This was the effect of a collective enterprise, not only by the
police and the military, but also by popular support for the policies of the new authoritarian state
of Vichy.
Philippe Pétain signed the armistice between Germany and France in Rethondes on June
22, 1940. Less than a month later on July 10, 1940 the Chamber of Deputies voted to dissolve
Parliament and grant full powers to Pétain; thus he became the leader of the new French state
that marked the end of the Third Republic. Subsequently (Oct. 3-4) Pétain began the
promulgation of a series of anti-Jewish laws (Statuts des Juifs) that excluded Jews from higher
civil service jobs, public school teaching, and the media. They also established quotas for the
access of Jewish students to universities and for the practice by Jews of certain liberal
professions like law and medicine. This initial legislation included the obligatory registration of
Jews in the Occupied Zone. The Germans also implemented their own ordinances targeting the
expropriation of their belongings, including properties, bank accounts, art collections, and
businesses.
By 1941 the situation had become even more precarious, as in 1941 (May, August,
December) there were large roundups of Jews and the establishment of the interment and
concentration camps of Beaune-la-Rolande, Pithiviers, Drancy, and Compiègne. Vichy
implemented the registration of Jews in the Free Zone (June 2, 1941) foreshadowing the project
of full-Jewish purging from France. On March 27, 1942, the first convoy left from Compiègne to
Auschwitz and a few months later, the German ordinance forcing Jews to wear the yellow star in
public was decreed (May 29, 1942). Roundups became more frequent and violent from Vel
d’Hiv’ to Bordeaux. These deportations endured throughout the war with the last convoy
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departing August 17, 1944, eight days before the liberation of Paris, faithful to the project of
Jewish elimination till the end.37
In revisiting the anti-immigrant policies in the last years of the Third Republic in the
previous section, one can infer that there was a certain degree of continuity in Vichy’s antiJewish project. Many of the generic anti-refugee decrees of the late 30’s were translated into
explicitly anti-Jewish legislation during Vichy. In Vichy France and the Jews, Marrus and
Paxton argue that in fact the latter stemmed directly from the xenophobic policies of the Third
Republic (25-71). While she agrees with their thesis, Caron notes that the explicit character of
anti-Jewish measures was specific to Vichy and that this specificity “[…] became enshrined as
the ideology of the state, [clearing a path to] pursue these policies to a degree inconceivable
under republican auspices” (Asylum, 323). Proof of the centrality of the anti-Semitic agenda were
the immediacy with which Vichy implemented the marginalizing and discriminatory legislation
and the swift internment of the German Jewish refugees (ibid.) Moreover, Marrus and Paxton
emphasize that these laws came from a French initiative rather than from German prompting (7071). As these scholars state, “[a] vivid French tradition of antisemitism singled out the Jews
among them, and anti-Jewish sensibility permeated even into moderate political attitudes” (71).
1.2.4. Anti-Jewish Legislation in Vichy and Occupied France
France’s defeat (Bataille de France, May 10, 1940- June 22, 1940) led both to the signing of the
armistice that surrendered French sovereignty to the German forces and to the installation of a
collaborationist government in Vichy. This document outlined the terms of the division of France
into two zones: north and west of the demarcation line would be governed and occupied by
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Germany (occupied zone); Vichy, representing the French state, would control the south and east
of the country (free zone) (Avalon Project, Franco German-Armistice, Article 2).38
Although in theory Vichy was the government for all of France, the German military had
the prerogative to exercise all rights of an occupying power and the French government was
obligated to support it by all means possible that included implementing any legislation imposed
by it (Paxton 53-54). German ordinances would only be applied in the occupied zone while
legislation from the Vichy government would be enforced in all of France. As an ally of
Germany, Italy would control a narrow corridor along its border with France. On Nov 11, 1942
Germany expanded its occupation of France to include control of the free zone due to the landing
of allied forces in North Africa.39 At this time, Italy also occupied Nice, Toulon, and Grenoble
(Paxton 280-281).
Because of the dissolution of the Third Republic and the establishment of a French
authoritarian state under Pétain (July 10, 1940), a nostalgic nationalist project emerged from
what Marc Bloch has called L’Etrange Défaite where Pétain, a hero of the battle of Verdun,
would symbolically become a unifying paternal figure. The new slogan of Pétain’s National
Revolution – “travail, famille, patrie” – (work, family, fatherland) replaced the foundational
“liberté, égalité, fraternité.” Already on June 17, 1940 Pétain took to the national airwaves to
call for a cease-fire and offer himself as the only viable unifier of a disintegrated and defeated
nation:
Français!
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A l'appel de M. le président de la République, j'assume à partir d'aujourd'hui la direction
du gouvernement de la France. Sûr de l'affection de notre admirable armée, qui lutte avec
un héroïsme digne de ses longues traditions militaires contre un ennemi supérieur en
nombre et en armes, sûr que par sa magnifique résistance elle a rempli son devoir vis-àvis de nos alliés, sûr de l'appui des anciens combattants que j'ai eu la fierté de
commander, sûr de la confiance du peuple tout entier, je fais à la France le don de ma
personne pour atténuer son malheur.
En ces heures douloureuses, je pense aux malheureux réfugiés, qui, dans un dénuement
extrême, sillonnent nos routes. Je leur exprime ma compassion et ma sollicitude. C'est le
cœur serré que je vous dis aujourd'hui qu'il faut cesser le combat.
Je me suis adressé cette nuit à l'adversaire pour lui demander s'il est prêt à rechercher
avec nous, entre soldats, après la lutte et dans l'honneur, les moyens de mettre un terme
aux hostilités.
Que tous les Français se groupent autour du gouvernement que je préside pendant ces
dures épreuves et fassent taire leur angoisse pour n'écouter que leur foi dans le destin de
la patrie (Discours aux Français, 57-58).
Pétain turned out to efface French democratic tenets; for French Jews in particular, he
created a sense of otherness that negated the long path of integration they had pursued since the
Revolution. Similarly, Pétain’s ideal fatherland would foment exclusionary policies implemented
by its vertical institutions. Crucial to the upholding of the Vichy state was the new legislation
created and implemented by the French government.
While Marrus and Paxton establish the continuity of Vichy’s policies toward Jews with
French anti-immigrant policies of the 1930’s (70-71), Henri Rousso in The Vichy Syndrome
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emphasizes the continuity of Vichy in terms of the infighting and conflicts that began the last
years of the Third Republic (6). Despite constant political infighting between the different
factions, both right and left seemed to agree with the notion of “the enemy within” (6). Jews
were, for the left, the source of capitalism, and for the right, were surreptitiously eroding
France’s core values through ethnic and cultural infiltration.
Jewish discrimination for the sake of the cohesion of France’s authoritarian state was
fundamental to its organization. It did not only mimic Nazi policies, but aroused ancient popular
prejudices and connected with modern intellectual anti-Semitic discourse. Rousso corroborates
this: “Vichy’s anti-Semitism […] was inspired not by Nazism but by French anti-Semitic
traditions” (7). Discriminatory laws paved the way for the spoliation of Jewish goods that both
fueled the Franco-German alliance and was at the very heart of the French economy of the time.
The hierarchical nature of Vichy’s organization that trampled Jewish citizens’ rights set the stage
for the centralization of power of the regime. The project of purging the country of Jews led both
to the symbolic purity yearned for by Vichy and to the temporary unity of the French people
based on the exclusion of visible segments of the population. In the end, it also led to booty.
1.2.4.1. Initial discriminatory decrees of the Vichy government
After settling in the spa town of Vichy, the newly constituted regime lost no time in its frenzy to
legislate against immigrants, refugees, and foreigners by passing what are known as pre-statute
laws, legislation that targeted immigrants but affected Jews as well. On, July 13, 1940 Pétain
issued his initial decree mandating that ministerial cabinet positions could only be held by men
of French parentage (Caron, Asylum, 323). It was followed a few days later (July 17, 1940) by
the law limiting public sector posts to “individuals born in France of French fathers” (ibid. 324).
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One of the most important measures was the law of July 22, 1940 that mandated that all
naturalizations granted since 1927 be revised. Out of 500,000 cases, 15,000 citizens had their
citizenship revoked and approximately 6,000 of those were Jews (Paxton 170-171). On July 23,
1940 another decree was announced confiscating the property and revoking the citizenship of all
French nationals who had departed after May 10, 1940, the day Hitler initiated his Western
offensive bombing Belgium, Holland, France and Luxemburg (Caron, Asylum, 323).
The following decrees limited the practice of liberal professions by Jews: the first one
mandated the creation of a doctor’s guild (Ordre de Médecins) that limited the practice of
medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy to those born of French fathers (Aug 16, 1940) (Caron 324).
On Sept 10th the same law was applied to those practicing law.
Finally the repeal of the Marchandeau law that prohibited anti-Semitic and racist speech
(August 27, 1940) opened the floodgates to anti-Semitic propaganda that both Germany and
France would utilize so extensively (Marrus and Paxton 3).
1.2.4.2. German laws and ordinances
Even before the armistice was signed, a German ordinance had given power to the
Occupying Authorities (MBF) to take over the businesses and properties of people who had fled
during the confrontation with Germany (May 20, 1940) (Marrus and Paxton 7). In July of 1940,
over 3000 French Jews were expelled from Alsace-Lorraine and forced to move to the free
zone.40 More ordinances explicitly targeting Jews were to follow.
The first one was imposed in the occupied zone on Sept. 27, 1940 and had four main
parts: it defined a Jew as a person belonging to the Jewish religion or having more than two
Jewish grandparents. It also mandated the establishment of a registry for the Jewish population,
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forbade Jews who had left France to enter the occupied zone, and finally, compelled Jews to put
up bilingual signs indicating that their businesses were Jewish-owned (Marrus and Paxton 6-7).
This German ordinance presented a blueprint of exclusionary policies that would later be
enhanced and intensified within the French legal system.
The second ordinance forced all Jewish enterprises in the occupied zone to be registered
and assigned to provisional administrators (Oct 18, 1940) (Marrus and Paxton 7). The third
ordinance of April 26, 1941 allowed administrators of Jewish businesses to sell them to nonJews or liquidate them (Paxton 176). These set the framework for the spoliation of Jewish goods
and for the ultimate dispossession of their owners.
Three additional German ordinances were of dire consequence for Jews. On December
17, 1941 a one billion franc tax was levied on the Jewish community (Poznanski 230). The 8th
ordinance of May 29, 1942 (and to begin on June 7, 1942) required Jews to wear the yellow star
(le port de l’étoile juive) in the Occupied Zone which became a visible symbol that explicitly and
undeniably signified their precarious condition of pariah (Poznanski 238). In fact, this particular
law was invoked quite frequently as the reason for denunciation. The 9th ordinance of July 8,
1942 forbade Jews from frequenting public spaces and events and restricted their visits to stores
and businesses exclusively from 3-4 pm (Poznanski 247). These ordinances imposed the
hierarchical racial tenets that would govern the occupied zone and structure the legal system
under which it would govern.41
In the initial summer, while establishing their headquarters in Hotel Majestic and taking
over the luxurious social and residential space of Hotel Lutetia, the Nazi main preoccupation was
to be able to launch attacks on England with strategic advantage. The Armistice Commission at
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Weisbaden was mostly concerned with ensuring that the French military would support them and
with the stabilization of the French economy (Marrus and Paxton 5).
Since France was Germany’s most important supplier of raw materials, industrial
resources, and manpower for the war-effort, the Reich needed a compliant partner. The German
Military Occupation Administration did not want to deport Jews and other enemies of the State
so abruptly as to foment immediate resistance if deportation to ‘the east’ were to be enacted from
the beginning. They had already expelled Jews from Alsace and Lorraine moving them to the
‘free’ zone; however, they still remained in France (Griffioen and Zeller 439-440, Marrus and
Paxton 155.) As Germans established their propaganda bureau fomenting Jew-hatred, and
consolidated the occupation, German ordinances progressively became more and more
restrictive. Wannsee (Jan 20, 1942) was the definitional moment to their project of deportation:
although there had been many previous round-ups, the first convoy to Auschwitz left Drancy and
Compiègne on March 27 1942 (Klarsfeld, French Children of the Holocaust, 418-419.)
1.2.4.3. The preamble to the Statut des Juifs
The preamble, published together with the first Vichy law, justified the necessity to
legislate against French Jewish citizens as a punishment for their part in the demise of France;
they are seen as the primary cause of the defeat and subsequent takeover by Germany.42 As an
October 19, 1940 article in Le Temps indicates, they are also perceived as the root of the moral,
physical, and cultural decadence that weakened France and made it possible to be overtaken by a
foreign power, the prime reason being that Jews were in positions of power, with widespread
cultural and political influence:
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Le gouvernement dans son œuvre de reconstruction nationale a dû dès les premiers jours
étudier le problème des juifs et celui de certains étrangers qui ayant abusé de notre
hospitalité, n’ont pas peu contribué à notre défaite.
Partout et spécialement dans les services publics […] l’influence des juifs s’est fait sentir
insinuante et finalement décomposante (Le Temps, Oct. 19, 1940, 2).
Allusions to the tenets of the National Revolution that Pétain espoused (moral, cultural,
and bodily renewal and a return to Frenchness) permeate the text, ineluctably linked with the
marginalization and ultimately purging of certain groups, Jews in particular, as the corner stone
to his project. However, it states explicitly that Jewish persons and their property will not be
threatened by the government. “Il respecte les personnes et les biens juifs” (Le Temps, Oct. 19,
1940, 2). This promise would prove to be empty as further laws and decrees would enact a
program of “Aryanization” and “spoliation” of Jewish property and Jews would be rounded up,
incarcerated, and deported.
Even the drafters of the First Vichy Statute wanted to emphasize that these measures
were to be adopted not for reprisal, nor revenge, but for “national security.” What is more,
alluding to some possible exemptions that would allow some Jews to work, the government tried
to pass itself off as humanistic and compassionate:
Le gouvernement pourra d’ailleurs affranchir de certaines limitations qu’il prescrit dans
l’intérêt vital ceux des juifs qui auront bien mérité de la patrie.
Et cette réserve prouve dans quel esprit d’humanité il s’est efforcé de régler une question
dont l’actuel bouleversement a démontré le caractère universel. (Le Temps, Oct. 19, 1940,
2)
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This discourse of obfuscation caused innumerable Jewish citizens and refugees to trust
that despite the limitations imposed on them they would still be protected by Vichy. In Au
bureau des affaires juives (2006), Tal Bruttmann points out that the Vichy government did not
want these laws to be seen as racial laws but as laws of social reorganization by establishing a
new order excluding any chaotic element from it. The choice of the word “statut” was chosen to
make the anti-Jewish measures seem innocuous since Vichy simultaneously had other statutes in
the making such as statutes for revisions for government workers and salaries (Bruttman 44-45).
Thus, the deployment of the signifier “statut” did the work of trivializing the import and the
seriousness of the Jewish laws with a tragic effect for many Jews who did not leave or hide
immediately. Moreover, the use of deceptive bureaucratic rhetoric conveying a politics of
splitting “worthy” Jews from unworthy ones (“ceux des juifs qui auront bien mérité de la patrie”)
to create a sense of false hope – that if one is good and obeys the law and follows the rules of the
new order, one will survive – would become a standard strategy among many in the politics of
deception used against Jews.
Throughout the Vichy years, Jews would be marginalized, their contact with the public
domain more and more restricted (Halimi 92-93), and for many, internment and deportation
would be their fate. By the end of the occupation close to two hundred anti-Jewish measures
excluding Jews from the polity were adopted by the German and French authorities (ibid. 67).43
1.2.4.4. Vichy statutes against the Jews
By October 1940 the Vichy government had begun drafting its own set of explicitly anti-Jewish
laws known as the statut des Juifs which would be applied throughout all of France (in both the
occupied and free zone) in contrast with the German ordinances applicable only in the occupied
43

For details, see appendix B, pp. 387-389, where copies of the actual publication of the laws in
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zone. Two major statutes against the Jews would be decreed and further bolstered by one
hundred and forty-three legal anti-Jewish measures.44 Broadly outlined, they were aimed at
limiting employment and education for Jews. Access and exercise of governmental and judicial
positions were greatly restricted. Quotas were established in the liberal professions and Jews
were for the most part banned from the press, theater and film industry. The first statute of
October 3, 1940 emphasized the definition of Jew with respect to origin and ancestry:
Article premier - Est regardé comme juif, pour l'application de la présente loi, toute
personne issue de trois grands-parents de race juive ou de deux grands-parents de la même
race, si son conjoint lui-même est juif.45
In this first stage, Judaism was racialized and ethnicity was the main component of Jewish
affiliation. Article 2 of this statute ordered the exclusion of Jews from high level public sector or
civil service jobs, officers in the military, positions in all levels of education and justice, and
from any kind of elected office. Article 3 allowed Jews who were decorated war veterans to hold
some public service jobs. Article 4 established quotas for liberal professions and article 5
excluded Jews from all forms of media, including the press, film, and radio. Article 6 also
excluded them from any type of elected office (such as union representative) in the professions
mentioned in articles 4 and 5. Article 8 also exempted “les Juifs qui dans les domaines littéraire,
artistique, scientifique ont rendu des services exceptionnels à l’Etat français,” (Jews in the
literary, artistic, and scientific domains whorendered exceptional services to the French state.)
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See Loi du 3 octobre 1940 portant Statut des Juifs.
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This statute was published in the Journal Officiel on Oct 18th, 1940 and the French population,
including the French colonies, was mandated to follow them from that date on.
On the very next day, the law of October 4, 1940 was issued allowing the local prefects “to
intern foreign Jews in ‘special camps’ or to assign them to live under police surveillance in
remote villages (résidence forcée)” (Marrus and Paxton 4).46 The Crémieux Decree of 1870 that
had granted citizenship to Algerian Jews was abrogated on October 17, 1940 stripping them of
their citizenship. This law essentially completed the early anti-Jewish legislation (ibid.).
The second statute was promulgated on June 2, 1941 almost a year later, and replaced the
first one, defining more precisely who was considered a Jew in Vichy. According to Philippe
Fabre, “Ce critère s’avère plus rigoureux, dans tous les sens du terme; à la fois plus précis et plus
sévère, que l’était le précèdent” [This criterion became more rigorous in every sense of the
word; at once, more precise and more severe than the preceding definition was] (Le conseil
d’état et Vichy: Le contentieux de l’antisémitisme, 93, tr. mine).
Article 1- Est regardé comme Juif :
1. Celui ou celle, appartenant ou non à une confession quelconque, qui est issu d'au moins
trois grands-parents de race juive, ou de deux seulement si son conjoint est lui-même issu
de deux grands-parents de race juive. Est regardé comme étant de race juive le grandparent ayant appartenu à la religion juive.
2. Celui ou celle qui appartient à la religion juive, ou y appartenait le 25 juin 1940, et qui
est issu de deux grands-parents de race juive.
La non-appartenance à la religion juive est établie par la preuve de l'adhésion à l'une des
autres confessions reconnues par l'État avant la loi du 9 décembre 1905.
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Le désaveu ou l'annulation de la reconnaissance d'un enfant considéré comme Juif sont
sans effet au regard des dispositions qui précèdent.47
The definition of Jew expanded to incorporate a religious component, as Fabre describes
it, a tautology that defines race by invoking religion: for example, the first clause defines a
Jewish grandparent as “being of the Jewish race if he belongs to the Jewish religion” (93, tr.
mine). The most salient aspect of the first clause is precisely the amalgam of race and religion
that cannot be separated even when addressed as two distinct categories; thus religion is
racialized.
The second clause of this article seems to deal with diverse cases where Judaism was not
transparent and especially to stop any abuse of conversions. To this effect Jean Marcou states
that the fear of false conversions was stronger than Catholic orthodoxy (Marcou qtd. in Fabre,
94). In fact he feels that the allusion to the date of Dec 9, 1905, when France declared the
separation of church and state, becoming fully laic, is a reference to the Catholic France of the
19th century when religion was woven into all the interstices of the state (ibid.). It served to
exclude converted or baptized Jews after June 25, 1940 whose grandparents had practiced the
Judaic religion in order to discourage anyone from converting as a strategy against persecution.48
This second statute expanded the prohibitions and exclusions put forth in the first law and
it was much more explicit in delineating the restrictions and exemptions. Jews were specifically
barred from participating in the areas of finance, banking, real estate and property management.
It was published in the Journal Officiel on June 14, 1941. For both statuts des Juifs there were
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exemptions for Jews that had “rendered exceptional services to the French State.”49 Vicki Caron
makes mention of the fact that out of 125 professors who applied for exemptions in 1940 only 10
received them (Caron, Asylum, 325).
In 2010 a document was anonymously dropped off at the Mémorial de la Shoah with
Pétain’s hand-penciled annotations on a draft of the first French Statute against the Jews.50 After
careful authentication by Serge Klarsfeld this document is now considered a foundational text
outlining the future anti-Semitic policies of the Vichy regime. It was extremely similar to the
definitive text of the first Vichy law. The document contains modifications, additions, deletions,
and paragraph and article number changes made by Pétain, widening the reach and toughening
the restrictions and interdictions against all Jews. For example, he expanded the exclusion from
teaching to all Jewish members of the teaching system, whereas the initial drafters foresaw only
the exclusion of administrative posts such as headmasters, directors, and department chairs. The
most damning evidence appears on page 2 of the document: it is the crossing out of a sentence
that would have spared the descendants of Jews born in France or naturalized prior to 1860
allowing them to keep their mid- and low-level positions in civil service. As the commentator in
the Mémorial de la Shoah website points out, this proves that “En dépit de ce qu'ont affirmé
Pétain et ses partisans après la guerre, ce document montre que Pétain n'entendait faire aucune
différence entre les Juifs français et les Juifs étrangers” [In spite of what Pétain and his followers
declared after the war, this document shows that he absolutely was not intending to differentiate
between French and foreign Jews] (tr. mine). This debunks the myth that he had attempted to
protect French Jewish nationals. The document also demonstrated Pétain’s paternity in the
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conception of the Vichy laws and his personal stake in the anti-Semitic project. Even when there
was an indigenous anti-Semitism in France, Pétain was not only eager to follow in the footsteps
of Nazi Germany, but to demonstrate that he could be an equal ideological and pragmatic partner
in their racist project.
Besides the anti-Jewish statutes, there were three additional insidious laws: the first one
required the registration of Jews (recensement des Juifs) (June 2, 1941); a month later, a law
established the framework for expropriation of Jewish businesses, wealth, and properties
(spoliation/aryanisation) (July 22, 1941). As Tal Bruttmann explains in the introductory
brochure of the exhibition “La spoliation des Juifs: une politique d’état 1940-1944,” 51
spoliation and aryanisation were part of the many terms used to express “l’idéologie antisémite
des régimes qui l’appliquent” [the antisemitic ideology of the regimes applying it] (tr. mine). He
defines aryanisation as “a policy of systematic dispossession of businesses belonging to Jews
coupled with a policy of decontamination of sullied goods meant to purify the economy” (1, tr.
mine). “In France,” he adds, “it was first put in place by the occupant, then it was borrowed and
adopted by the Vichy regime” (ibid. tr. mine). This law was perhaps the most instrumental for
the elimination of Jewish wealth and influence in the economy and as an additional benefit, it
inflated the coffers of the French State (which was obliged to pay 400 million francs or 20
million marks a day for occupation costs to Germany) (Paxton 53, 143). In order to implement
and oversee the spoliation, an elaborate state bureaucracy of protocols and offices was created to
administer this transfer of Jewish wealth to ‘Aryans.’52 A third law of Dec 11, 1942 states that
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the words “Juif” or “Juive” needed to be stamped on all identification or ration cards, making it
easy to identify or track Jews in France.

1.2.5. Discursive fictionalization of Vichy
In his seminal book Tropics of discourse (1978) Hayden White delves into the problematic
nature of “historical truth” and traces the literary and discursive devices that historians are forced
to use in the process of narrativizing their historiographies.
Theorists of historiography generally agree that all historical narratives contain an
irreducible and inexpungible element of interpretation. The historian has to interpret his
materials in order to construct the moving pattern of images in which the form of the
historical process is to be mirrored. And this because the historical record is both too full
and too sparse… And so the historian must “interpret” his data by excluding certain facts
from his account as irrelevant to his narrative purpose…The historian inevitably must
include in his narrative an account of some event or complex of events for which the facts
that would permit a plausible explanation of its occurrence are lacking. And this means
that the historian must interpret his materials by filling in the gaps in his information on
inferential or speculative grounds (“Interpretation in history,” 51).
Moreover, by incorporating Lévi-Strauss’ notion of linguistic and mythological structures, White
is able to assert that in the effort of creating coherent versions of history through narrative,
historical accounts are never objective, that is that “history is never simply history, but always
“history-for,” history written in the interest of some infrascientific aim or vision” (ibid. 55-56).53
By also incorporating Levi-Strauss’ skepticism about the boundaries between history and myth, a
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distinction that was deeply emphasized in nineteenth century historiographies, White underlines
that in the process of creating narrative meaning, myth and history are embedded into each other:
[…] reliance on the chronological record does not save the historian from mythic
interpretations of his materials…the coherency of the historical account is mythological
in nature…any “alleged historical continuity” that might be built into such an account “is
secured only by a dint of fraudulent outlines” imposed by the historian himself upon the
record. (ibid. 56-57)
We can construct a comprehensive story of the past, Levi-Strauss insists, only by the
decision to “give up” one or more of the domains of the facts offering themselves for
inclusion in our accounts (“Historical text as literary artifact,” 90).
A useful notion that White introduces in the process of historical construction is that of
“emplotment,” the process of transforming chronicles into stories by “the encodation of the facts
contained in the chronicles as components of specific kinds of plot structures…” (83). It is
through emplotment that the historian attempts to craft his narrative to fit certain structures such
as heroic, romantic, etc… (ibid.). This process of “emplotment” often obeys structures that vary
historically at the whims of the intellectual and ideological predilections of their times as well as
those of their authors. A corollary to this concept is that historians often employ rhetorical
devices utilized both by poets and authors of fiction in order to construct cogency in their
narratives. The most common rhetorical figures utilized in historical discourse are metaphor,
metonymy, synecdoche and irony: (“Fictions of factual representations,” 128).
What should interest us in the discussion of “the literature of fact” or as I have chosen to
call it, “the fictions of factual representation” is the extent to which the discourse of the
historian and that of the imaginative writer overlap, resemble, or correspond with each
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other. Although historians and writers of fiction may be interested in different kinds of
events, both the forms of their respective discourses and their aims in writing are often
the same. In addition, in my view, the techniques or strategies that they use in the
composition of their discourses can be shown to be substantially the same, however
different they may appear on a purely surface, or dictational, level of their texts. (ibid.
121)
White strongly concludes that “the historical narrative does not reproduce the events it
describes; it tells us in what direction to think about the events and charges our thought about the
events with different emotional valances” (“Historical text as literary artifact,” 91). He adds that:
“by drawing historiography in its origins in literary sensibility, we should be able to identify the
ideological, because it is the fictive element in our own discourse” (ibid. 99).
This is especially relevant to a plethora of historiographies written about the events that
happened during Vichy, emerging after the liberation of France and continuing until the late
sixties and early seventies.54 These historiographies were foundational in terms of how French
people (and the world at large) perceived WWII and France’s participation in it. These
permeated French national memory and still prevail to some degree; they created a collective
mythology that was deposited into the national imagination with embellishments, euphemisms,
and outright falsehoods that even to this day are considered true:
We might say that according to the theory of psychoanalysis, the patient has
overemplotted these events, has charged them with a meaning so intense that, whether or
merely imagined they continue to shape both his perceptions and his responses to the
54
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world long after they should have become “past history” (White, “Historical text as
literary artifact,” 87).
The French were especially receptive to sanitized versions of Vichy due to the national
shame of surrender to the Germans and life under occupation, active participation in Nazi
policies, the loss of the Third Republic to a fascist dictatorship, the abandonment of French
Republican principles that had constituted a strong component of national identity, (although
there was a split polity that emigrated from France or joined the Resistance), and finally, the
heavy loss of French life.
These foundational myths emphasized the aspect of occupation and the policies that were
adopted due to the necessity of the preservation of the French state while awaiting liberation. In
an article on “Collaborationism in France during World War II” (1968), historian Stanley
Hoffman differentiated between “voluntary” and “involuntary” collaboration:
The drama of Vichy was not in the motives but in the consequences and, alas, the ethical
value of a policy has to be assessed in light of the outcome, not in the intentions: the
circumstances placed l’Etat français, in a situation of mandatory involuntary
collaboration. […] Many Vichyites […] who were sure that their policy was one of
serving strictly French interest moved to voluntary collaboration out of conviction that
Germany would win the war (378.)
Thus, with the historical lens highlighting the tribulations of occupation, aspects of collaboration
were obfuscated and/or effaced. But Marrus’ and Paxton’s groundbreaking work Vichy, France,
and the Jews55 debunked the notion of a France victimized by its defeat and occupation by the
Germans, “a fiction of factual representation” that underscored its innocence and its resistance to
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Nazi policies. In his article “Vichy Lives!” Paxton rightly contends that “[t]he historiography of
Vichy France since the 1970’s has consisted largely of refuting the early postwar view that
Marshal Pétain’s regime was an alien import imposed for the moment by Nazi force (2).56
Due to archival excavation and new historicism, we now know that from the beginning
Vichy wanted to demonstrate to Germany that it was a worthy partner in the war effort with the
hopes of sharing power in the New World Order upon the victory of the Axis. In fact, political
discourse during Vichy supported and exalted German values, such as courage and virility.
Pétain’s National Revolution was a rearticulation of Nazi ideology to “rejuvenate”, “regenarate”, “reinvigorate,” “restore,” and “masculinize” a feminized intellectual Jewified
(enjuivée) France. This ideology was at the heart of Vichy’s propaganda and permeated all of
society; right-wing intellectuals saw this moment as an opportunity to articulate their longstanding antisemitism and xenophobia and seize political power with the nostalgic notion of
returning to some kind of ancien régime.
The common understanding that France was part of the Allied Forces in WWII is of
course not exactly true: it was part of the Allies from the declaration of war (Sept 3, 1939) until
l’étrange défaite, in June 1940. The truth is that for the greater part of four years, France was in a
collaborative alliance with the Axis. The government’s interest laid in German victory and it
actively participated toward this goal. In fact, Pierre Laval’s speech of June 22, 1942 broadcasted
across France affirmed his allegiance with Germany and his desire for their definite victory:
Je souhaite la victoire allemande, parce que sans elle, le bolchevisme demain s'installerait
partout [...]. Ouvriers de France! C'est pour la libération des prisonniers que vous allez
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travailler en Allemagne ! C'est pour permettre à la France de trouver sa place dans la
nouvelle Europe que vous répondrez à mon appel.
Published the following day, June 23, 1942, in the daily Le Matin,57 this speech was written to
promote the program that would send French workers to Germany to help in industry and
agriculture where there was a labor shortage (la Relève).58 In exchange, for every three French
workers, one French POW would return to France. Laval designed this plan in hope that France
would eventually become a sovereign and strong partner with Germany. Two glaring military
facts point to Vichy’s collaboration with Nazi Germany. The first one was France’s refusal to
scuttle its fleet to avoid German use as Churchill had requested (Marrus and Paxton, 43). A
second instance is that the French military fought American troops landing in North Africa
(November 8, 1942) (Paxton 305-306).
Parallel to the mythification of Vichy’s alliances, is the popular belief that all French
citizens participated in the Resistance Movement against the Nazis and were waiting with open
arms for De Gaulle’s return to France. It may well be that enthusiasm for the Vichy regime was
on the wane in the last years of the war, but the truth is that Pétain held wide support well into
the summer of 1942, and at the beginning of his government in 1940 he was embraced by much
of the French nation. As Stanley Hoffmann states:
There is enough evidence behind the thesis of Vichy, the shield that protected the French
body politic while London and the Resistance forged a sword, to allow the French public
to face without too much shame such facts as Pétain’s early popularity and Vichy’s
original appeal (375).
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Graphic representations of this widely-held distortion are depicted in André Zucca’s
controversial photographs of Paris under the Occupation.59 Zucca captures Parisians
promenading, shopping, and socializing with joie de vivre together with German soldiers.60
Despite being the official photographer for the German Authority (and thus he could be
perceived as biased), Zucca never staged his photographs and thus offers real renderings of
Parisian life during the Occupation. However, whether wittingly or not, his photographs also
present metonymic snapshots where one can see isolated arms, legs, half bodies, heads,
incorporated into the urban landscape, which can be interpreted as the fragmentation of French
society during this historical period.
Alan Riding’s And the Show Went On (2011) and André Halimi’s film Chantons sous
l’occupation promote this motif of the continuity of French social and cultural life during the
Occupation as well. Their research explores how writers, actors, film-makers and intellectuals
stayed in France building their careers and creating some of their most significant oeuvres. They
carried on their artistic and intellectual endeavors freely producing works such as Sartre’s Being
and nothingness (let us not forget his famous quote “Jamais nous n'avons été plus libres que sous
l'occupation allemande”) (Situations III, 11).61 Sartre directly profited from the Statut des juifs,
(prohibition of Jews from teaching in state institutions), by taking a position held formerly by a
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Jewish philosophy professor at the Lycée Condorcet. Cocteau wrote Les parents terribles and
Colette, who wrote for many anti-Semitic journals including Gringoire and La Gerbe (Riding
289), published Gigi.62 De Beauvoir, “having published her first novel [L’Invitée,1943] was
suspended from her teaching post in June 1943 […] for seducing one of her students, Nathalie
Sorokine […]. The following February [she] began presenting a series of programs […] on
Radio Vichy” (Riding 291). And of course, the anti-Semitic Coco Chanel thrived.
Some of these intellectuals insisted they had stayed in France “in protest,” to claim
France as their own, even when they profited by their stay. France must have been more theirs
than Breton, Duchamp, and Lévi-Strauss, who left, and intellectuals like Robert Desnos who
truly resisted by producing radio programs that protested the Occupation and wound up paying
dearly for his resistance: he was deported to Dachau and died in Theresienstadt.
However, the myth of total victimhood of the French does not negate their suffering,
since they had to undergo the everyday violence of occupation through rationings, the
transformation of national identity, the loss of independence of French sovereignty, the loss of
life due to Allied bombings, forced labor and prison camps for nearly 1.8 million French
prisoners of war in Germany, and the deployment of French soldiers who fought for the Axis on
the Eastern front.
With respect to policies against Jews, participation and collaboration by French
Authorities was erroneously perceived as a mere effect of the misfortune of occupation.
Roundups, denunciatory acts, exclusionary laws, property expropriation, and the participation of
the French police force in their ultimate annihilation were viewed as necessary measures to
satisfy Nazi demands. In truth, Vichy anti-Jewish policies were independent of Nazi ones:
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Vichy anti-Jewish policy was not only autonomous from German policy; it was a rival to
it. Vichy struggled with the occupying authority with the attempt to assert its own
sovereignty in anti-Jewish matters and to keep the advantages of property confiscations
and refugee control for itself (Marrus and Paxton 366).
Part of the fiction of the Vichy government was in fact that it had managed to protect Jews:
Vichy, the argument went, had served as a shield for thousands of Jews, especially those
who were French. Vichy had dirtied its hands, its defenders were sometimes prepared to
admit; but the final result was not so terrible as elsewhere, where a far greater proportion
of Jews had been murdered (Marrus and Paxton 344).
This proposition was bolstered by the fact that one of the terms of the Franco-German Armistice
was to surrender upon demand those requested by German authorities. The problem with this
narrative is that there were a mere “3000 Ordnungspolizei [German police forces that handled
Jewish affairs] from the Belgian frontier to the Mediterranean” (Marrus and Paxton 303). The
Nazi regime relied heavily on the French state apparati and infrastructure, like the train and city
bus system, to implement and execute the Final Solution:
In the summer and autumn of 1942, when the French police and administration lent their
hands to the task, some 42,500 Jews were deported from France to their deaths ---perhaps
one third of them at Vichy’s initiative from the unoccupied zone […]. One can only
speculate on how many fewer would have perished if the Nazis had been obliged to
identify, arrest, and transport without any French assistance every Jew in France whom
they wanted to slaughter. (Marrus and Paxton 372)
Finally, an egregious misunderstanding after the war was the notion that there was no specificity
to Jewish deportation; that there was no differentiation between Jewish deportees and all other
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“enemies of the state” and that all were subject to the same fate: confinement to work camps in
the East. In Aucun de nous ne reviendra, a bleak memoire of her time in Auschwitz, Charlotte
Delbo conveys this distinction by way of a stark dialogue between a French woman and a French
Jew in the camp:
-

Tu es française?

-

Oui.

-

Moi aussi.

Elle n’a pas d’F sur la poitrine. Une étoile.
-

D’où ?

-

Paris.

-

Il y a longtemps que tu es ici ?

-

Cinq semaines.

-

Moi, seize jours.

-

C’est beaucoup déjà, je sais.

-

Cinq semaines… Comment c’est possible ?

-

Tu vois.

-

Et tu crois qu’on peut tenir ?

Elle mendie.
-

Il faut essayer.

-

Vous, vous pouvez espérer mais nous…

Elle montre ma jaquette rayée et elle montre son manteau, un manteau trop grand
tellement, trop sale tellement, trop en loques tellement.
-

Oh, nos chances sont égales, va…
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-

Pour nous, il n’y a pas d’espoir.

Et sa main fait un geste et son geste évoque la fumée qui monte,
-

Il faut lutter de tout son courage.

-

Pourquoi… pourquoi lutter puisque nous devons toutes… »

Le geste de sa main achève. La fumée qui monte.
-

Non. Il faut lutter.

-

Comment espérer sortir d’ici. Comment quelqu’un sortira-t-il jamais d’ici. Il vaudrait

mieux se jeter dans les barbelés tout de suite.
Que lui dire ? Elle est petite, chétive. Et je n’ai pas le pouvoir de me persuader moimême. Tous les arguments sont insensés. Je lutte contre mes raisons. On lutte contre toute
raison.
La cheminée fume. Le ciel est bas. La fumée traîne sur le champ et pèse et nous
enveloppe et c’est l’odeur de la chair qui brûle. (26-27)
Approximately 2,500 Jews deported from France returned out of the 76,000 that were
sent to their death. But upon their return from the camps, these Jews were categorized as political
deportees without acknowledging the fact that a Jewish genocide had taken place. In La douleur,
Marguerite Duras decries the reluctance of the French government represented by De Gaulle to
acknowledge the trauma and suffering of the deportees in general and to reveal the truth, mourn,
or commemorate those who died in deportation:
De Gaulle ne parle pas des camps de concentration, c’est éclatant à quel point il n’en
parle pas, à quel point il répugne manifestement à intégrer la douleur du peuple dans la
victoire, cela de peur d’affaiblir son rôle à lui… (45).
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De Gaulle a décrété le deuil national pour la mort de Roosevelt. Pas de deuil national
pour les déportés morts. Il faut ménager l’Amérique. La France va être en deuil pour
Roosevelt. Le deuil du peuple ne se porte pas (46).
It wasn’t until researchers started consulting the archives at the CDJC (Centre de documentation
juive contemporaine) that this distinction became known. It was through the initiative and effort
of the Jewish community that the reality of the French Shoah came to be known at first: the
CDJC published a review dedicated to the history of the Shoah called Le Monde juif (1945)
(Winock 276-82); and in 1947, Roger Berg, under the auspices of the CDJC, published the first
synthesis of the Jewish deportation called La Persécution raciale (ibid. 279).63 But the full
understanding of Vichy, both the intentionality and the effects, are still being discovered,
explored and debated today. A national trauma of collaboration, its legacy has often been veiled
by rationalizing narratives that construed the regime as inevitable under the circumstances. The
least that can be done for now is to accept Philippe Burrin’s conclusion in France under the
Germans (1996):
In the last analysis, faced with a choice between state power, which would have meant
opting for the Anglo-Saxon camp, and political survival, which tied it to the occupying
power, Vichy chose the latter, even if the price to be paid was vassaldom.
In August 1944, Pétain assured his compatriots: ‘Even if I have not been able to be your
sword, I have tried to be your shield.’ But he might have addressed that remark more
truthfully to Hitler. Over four years, particularly during the first two, he had vainly
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Published by the Service d’information de crimes de guerre. According to Winock: “Le livre
[…] analysait bien la réalité de la persécution: législation d’exception, spoliations, profanations,
arrestations, déportations, exterminations” (279).
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offered to be the shield of Nazi Europe against the Anglo-Saxon world, in return for an
advantageous peace treaty (67).
Whereas all conquered countries certainly deported, Vichy France was the only country
not under direct military control in Western Europe (1940-1942)64 to promulgate racial laws
more severe than German ones; without direct occupation, the regime deported Jews, foregoing
the possibility of protecting them (Marrus and Paxton 344-372). Arthur Koestler rightly and
eloquently laments in his compelling memoir Scum of the Earth (1941) about the vicissitudes of
life in Vichy and the bankruptcy of the regime that “[a] man might be happier amongst a shower
of high-explosives and incendiaries than under the Pax Swasticana” (250).
1.2.6. Denouncing Jews under Pétain
1.2.6.1. Letters of denunciation: the corpus
Just like the 1793 loi des suspects made it a civic duty to identify counter-revolutionaries, laws
were invoked as a basis for encouraging denunciation among the French population under Pétain.
With war and occupation creating a climate of oppression, poverty, and of moral disorientation,
the praxis of denunciation (letter writing, anonymous telephone calls, secret, infiltrated
informants) became common and widespread, giving rise to a society of surveillance, spying,
and paranoia. An important factor in these practices was the human impulse of survival in an
environment of penury and hunger (rationing of food and commodities) where bribery was used
by the authorities to ferret out the “enemies of the state,” (communists, partisans/Gaullists, Jews)
in order to turn them over to Vichy and the Germans. However, even under such harsh
conditions at a moment of great uncertainty, denunciation of Jews was not a historical aberration.
It belonged to an anti-Semitic tradition that we have historicized in this chapter.
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Bulgaria, in Eastern Europe, was the only other country to hand over Jews to Germany that
was not under direct occupation. See Marrus and Paxton, 363-364.
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From the autumn of 1940 on the Gestapo and other German security agencies recruited
hundreds of agents and thousands of French informers that were paid for their services. For
example, denouncing a Jew garnered a thousand francs, three thousand francs for a Gaullist or a
communist, and between five thousand and thirty thousand francs for information leading to
stores of hidden armaments (Halimi 16). The writers of these letters became unofficial
bureaucrats who wanted to protect and provide for their families, while becoming good citizens
of Vichy. Historical French xenophobia and anti-Semitism were harnessed in the promotion of
this practice.
Vichy drafted specific legislation that forced French citizens to denounce. The Loi du 25
octobre 1941 modifiant les articles 228 et 248 du code pénal et portant obligation de dénoncer
les crimes ou projets de crimes attentatoires aux personnes et de secourir de personnes en
danger was published the day after its drafting on October 26, 1941. The law mandated that if
someone saw or heard of a crime that might take place they were obligated to tell the authorities
(Journal Officiel de l’Etat Français, 4657).65 Denunciation was also encouraged both in official
newspapers and on Radio Paris, a station that reached at least 5,000,000 radios, most notably on
Georges Oltramare’s Chronique des auditeurs, a program that according to Halimi became the
“tribune des délateurs” (263). In addition the program Répétez-le “n’est alimenté que par des
lettres de délation d’auditeurs” (Halimi 264).
Vichy had opened a Pandora box: there was such a barrage of letters against all sectors
under surveillance for possible subversion or resistance (especially elementary school
teachers),66 many anonymous or frivolous, that government offices were inundated to such a
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For a facsimile of the official entry of law see Appendix B, p. 393.
See Roger Austin, “Political surveillance and ideological control in Vichy France: A study of
teachers in the Midi, 1940-1944.”
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degree that Pétain himself in his New Year’s speech (1942) discouraged any further
denunciations and severely criticized the practice of anonymous and untruthful ones (Pétain,
Discours, 212). After this speech, Pétain had the minister of the interior send an official
document to regional prefects ordering them to discourage any further délation (Austin 22) and
later, on Oct. 8, 1943, a new law was decreed against fraudulent denunciations, l’acte au délit de
la délation calomnieuse (Olivier Wierviorka 18).
Both André Halimi and Laurent Joly, the main researchers of denunciation under Vichy,
state that this practice was rampant and in fact, an everyday occurrence.67 It was neither
extraordinary nor fraught with gravitas. Both scholars differ in their estimation of the amount of
denunciatory letters in Vichy and there is an enormous gap between high and low estimates. For
example, Halimi establishes a range between three to four million letters, pertaining to all types
of denunciation, not exclusively against Jews, and the much lower historical estimation of
150,000 letters between 1940 and 1944: “un tel écart reflète la difficulté à estimer un phénomene
sensible et non institutionnalisé, traité à son idée par chacune de multiples autorités receptrices.
Les sources d’information restent dispersées et ne sont pas toutes recensées” (7).
According to these scholars the difficulty of estimating the exact number of missives
stems from the fact that most bureaucratic archives from the Gestapo, the MBF (German
Military Administration), the CGQJ (Commissariat Général des Questions Juives), the Service
juif de la préfecture de police de Paris, and la Milice (the French Gestapo) were burned or
pillaged just before the liberation to erase the traces of collaboration and perpetration (Joly,
Délation, 18-19). Other letters were taken from surviving archives after the war and used during
the purge trials for those who denounced the resistance fighters since denunciation letter-writing
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See Halimi, 7-9 and Joly, 11-24.
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was viewed as an act of collaboration; however, letters of denunciation against Jews were not
included in these trials. Joly estimates a minimum of 20,000 letters against Jews, one quarter
anonymously written and three quarters signed by their authors, based on formulae of daily
delivery of letters to the CGQJ, the principal institution that handled Jewish affaires during
Vichy (surveillance, registry, and spoliation) (Joly, “Délation antisémite,” 149).
In Sartre’s post-war essay “Qu’est-ce qu’un collaborateur?” (1945), he articulated the
idea that collaborators were devious and weak, like women: “[…] le collaborateur s’est réservé
la ruse. Il reconnait donc sa faiblesse et ce prêtre de la puissance virile et des vertus masculines
s’accommode des armes de faible, de la femme” (58). Taking his ideas a step further he labeled
collaborators as effeminate deviant homosexuals who seduce:
Le collaborateur […] il est même le charme et la séduction puisqu’il prétend jouer de
l’attrait que la culture française exerce, d’après lui, sur les Allemands. Il me parait qu’il y
a là un curieux mélange de masochisme et d’homosexualité (58).
From his quotes we can infer that Sartre viewed collaboration, and therefore denunciation, as a
feminine activity, even when performed by men. Perhaps this foundational essay had too much
influence on the historical perception of collaboration and collaborationists.
Hannah Diamond, for example, understands the writing of anonymous letters of
denunciation as a form of collaborative complicity and states that it has often been seen as an
activity involving women (81-82); Richard Cobb refers to female letter writers as “compulsive
women dénonciatrices” (qtd. in Diamond, 90) and Philippe Burrin views this activity emanating
from women of an inferior social milieu. The following quote is representative of the misogyny
with which some historians have viewed denouncers:
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Betrayal is the weapon of the weak and denunciation is doubly so: not only were the
majority of those who resorted to it women, but many were women who belonged to
disadvantaged social categories. People from the liberal professions, whether men or
women, were very under-represented in such affairs. Denunciation was the weapon of
weak people who could not resist the temptation to make this source of newfound power
play into their own hands. (Burrin, France under the Germans, 209)
Diamond calls the notion that “denunciation was an activity which particularly concerned
women” a “popular mythology” (88) but it informs her work nonetheless. According to her, for
instance, it was mostly women who wrote letters during WWI to denounce those whom they felt
were not patriotic enough and to report abortions to the police authorities (88). Emphasizing the
wide-ranging scope of these denunciatory practices, she muses that there must have been a
predisposition towards it from earlier crises in French history and concludes that all the Vichy
and German Occupation authorities had to do was to harness this familiar female practice. My
research on Jewish denunciation, by contrast, does not bear out this thesis: granted, my sample is
limited, circumscribed to the files of the CGQJ at the Mémorial de la Shoah, but my numbers are
striking nonetheless: of one hundred and twenty six letters I studied, only eleven were written by
women.
1.2.6.2 Délateurs and délation
La littérature joue un rôle capital dans
la conscience que la France prend d’ellemême et de sa civilisation. Aucune autre
nation ne lui accorde une place comparable.
Il n’y a qu’en France où la nation entière
considère la littérature comme l’expression
représentative de ses destinés.(Robert
Curtius)
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In The Jew as Pariah, Hannah Arendt describes “the great criminal of the century” (232) who
becomes a “cog in the mass murder machine” (231) in the following way:
He is neither a Bohemian like Goebbels, nor a sex criminal like Streicher, nor a perverted
fanatic like Hitler, nor an adventurer like Goering. He is a “bourgeois” with all the outer
respectability, all the habits of a good paterfamilias who does not betray his wife and
anxiously seeks to secure a decent future for his children; […] first and foremost jobholders and good family-men (232).
Even if Arendt provides this description in light of German participation in annihilation
practices, she also states that this is an international phenomenon of modernity (233-234), thus
applicable to the topic of letters of denunciation in France. Like Arendt, André Halimi, in La
Délation sous l'occupation, underscores the convoluted logic that undergirds denunciation:
The authorities utilize the notion of civism to promote their agenda: denunciation,
whether well-founded or not, nourishes oppression and contributes to the wellfunctioning of their institutions. The snitches (mouchards) become exemplary citizens
(tr. mine, 9).
According to Halimi the Germans in France fomented a climate of fear and insecurity
that permeated every level of society, even within the family. These methods were exported to
occupied territories and were widely disseminated in order to control the local populations and
maintain them in line with their policies (15-16). Vichy efficiently adopted these practices due to
their ideological affinity (25) and as “Vichy and the Germans shared the same enemies, they
delegated out their punishment to the common people, the délateurs” (24).
I would also like to postulate that denunciation of Jews during Vichy is a reflection of the
efficacy and success of the well-greased anti-Jewish propaganda machine long-established in
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France. Clues of distaste for everything Jewish, as we have shown, can be found from the
Middle-Ages on to modernity. The content and explosion of denouncing via letters, both signed
and anonymous, illuminate successful ideological marketing where maligning, degrading, and
dehumanizing language echoes the anti-Semitic sentiments disseminated by prominent writers,
academics, philosophers, journalists, clergy, and politicians throughout French history. 68 Various
mass media vehicles such as newspapers, pamphlets, illustrations, and popular historical texts,
conveyed these sentiments before and after the Revolution taking on a more modern, violent, and
explicit expression after the Franco-Prussian War (1871).69
Letters of denunciation against Jews during Vichy constitute the “popularization”, often
the “vulgarization,” of anti-Semitic discourse developed and embraced by many of these
intellectuals and politicians. Anti-Semitic expression found a perfect matrix for the amplification
of its sentiments in the plethora of nationalist and Catholic revues such as La Libre Parole,
L’Action Française, La Vieille France, La Croix, and Je suis partout for example; in the many
literary and polemical works such as La France Juive (1886), Le Péril Juif (1920), The Protocols
of the Elders of Zion (1920), Gilles (1939), Bagatelles pour un massacre (1937), L’Ecole des
cadavres, Gerbe des forces (1937) and Les Décombres (1942); in popular illustrated weekly
publications such as Le Petit Journal Supplément Illustré, and even in less literary and more
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To name but a few of the many anti-Jewish intellectuals and politicians: Voltaire, Edouard
Drumont, Charles Maurras, Maurice Barrès, Robert Brasillach, Henry Coston, François Coty,
Urbain Gohier, Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, Alphonse de Chateaubriant, Louis-Ferdinand Céline,
Lucien Rebatet, Jacques Dittes, Xavier Vallat, Louis Darquier de Pellepoix, and George
Montandon. See Michael Winock, La France et les Juifs, 185-204 and 228-236.
69
Scandals such as the Panama Canal Scandal, the failure of Banque Union Générale, and the
Dreyfus Affair fueled the anti-Jewish current, further inflamed by publications such as Edouard
Drumont’s La France Juive (1886) and his week newspaper La Libre Parole (1892), and Urbain
Gohier’s La Vieille France.
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widely read mainstream dailies such as Le Journal and Le Matin,70 in which Jews became
scapegoats imbued with all the defects that had brought about the collapse of France in 1870 and
1940 and had weakened traditional French values.
Moreover, the process of discursive vulgarization, as will be shown, followed in step with
the cabal of writers that moved toward an aesthetic of abjection where the objective was
ultimately to expel – to jettison – the (Jewish) “filth” that had permeated the borders of French
identity and sullied France. A thorough reading of the letters of denunciation as a reflection of
anti-Semitic currents in French intellectual and popular culture proves Michael Winock’s remark
to be true: “Jouhandeau, Céline, Brasillach, Drieu, or talent in the service of abjection” (200, tr.
mine).71 Winock rightly reminds us that writers, in absorbing and echoing the currents and
leitmotifs of the day, rarely generate new ideas; they merely express and exploit the current ones.
This also applies to those who, in the action of writing letters to inform upon their neighbors
“reflect a reality: never, since the end of the nineteenth century, had France known such an
unleashing of anti-Jewish sentiment” (200-201, tr. mine).72 To reiterate, the reality expressed in
the letters of denunciation is an indication of the existence of an inflamed and diffused antiJewish sentiment within French society.
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There were many others such as L’Oeuvre, Candide, Gringoire, Au Pilori, Ami du Peuple, La
France Enchainée, L’Antijuif, Le Cri du peuple, La France au travail, La Gerbe, and Je vous
hais! See Michael Winock, La France et les Juifs ; Pierre-André Taguieff (Ed.), L’Antisémitisme
de plume 1940-1944, and Laurent Joly, “L'Ami du Peuple,” 96-109.
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“Jouhandeau, Céline, Brasillach, Drieu, ou le talent au service de l’abjection.”
72
“Les écrivains sont rarement des prophètes ; ils vulgarisent plutôt, avec leurs qualités
personnelles d’expression, l’air du temps, les idées ambiantes, les partis pris environnants. Même
si leur public n’est pas immense (mais ce n’est pas toujours le cas!), ils reflètent une réalité :
jamais, depuis la fin du XIXe siècle, la France n’avait connu pareil déferlement antijuif”
(Winock, La France et les Juifs, 200-201).
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The cultural and political apparatus was very effective in planting negative images of
Jews in the minds of the French population.73 By the end of the nineteenth century, the time of
Drumont and the singular Dreyfus Affair, anti-Jewish campaigns heated up and intensified. One
view of this intensification and of the effectiveness of the propaganda that coalesced and
solidified so pointedly around Jews is that this was a response to the tremendous level of
integration that the Jewish community had attained since emancipation into all echelons of
French society. In fact, this was considered a marker of the success of the secular universal
Republic itself. This incorporation of Jews as full member of French society threatened the
integrity of a more archaic view of French identity based on white ethnicity, Catholic religion,
and aristocratic and local French pedigree. As I have mentioned above, Jews like Dreyfus had
acquired high visibility in prominent positions including high ranks of the military, one of the
bastions of French nationalism and identity. Jewish participation in the state political apparatus
culminated in Léon Blum’s ascension to Prime Minister in 1936. Due to this visibility,
propaganda articulating the successful integration of Jews as a marker of the occult plans for
world domination, expressed in anti-Semitic pamphlets such as The Protocols of Zion and the
Péril Juif, with the invasion and infiltration into national institutions, and the contamination of
traditional French culture by the perennial dreaded and traitorous “other,” in this case the Jewish
outsider/interloper, found a receptive audience in a society where there had long been a tradition
of anti-Jewish prejudice.
In Traumatic Realism: The Demands of Holocaust Representation (2000) Michael
Rothberg, who defines this concept as a space of reality where the everyday and the extreme
coalesce (4-6), conveys his approach to the analysis of the Shoah in the following terms:
73

See Paula Hyman, “The Dreyfus Affair;” Ralph Schor, L antisémitisme en France pendant les
années trente.
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By realist I mean both an epistemological claim that the Holocaust is knowable and a
representational claim that this knowledge can be translated into a familiar mimetic
universe. The realist approach has characterized the dominant scholarly methodology,
that of historians and others who assert the necessity of considering the Holocaust
according to scientific procedures and inscribing the events within continuous historical
narratives (3-4).74
The phenomenon of the letters of denunciation in a bureaucratic context would fall under this
realist approach by historicizing and narativizing French participation and complicity in the
implementation of the Nazi project against the Jews. From a juridical point of view, letters of
denunciation reflect the far-reaching knowledge and effect of the Vichy statutes levied against
the Jewish population, which constituted the legalization of anti-Jewish vitriol and hatred and
became a justification in itself. The délateurs (writers of the letter of denunciation) in the tone
and tenor of their writings often took on the persona of prosecuting attorneys and their letters
resemble opening statements before the court presenting evidence that supports accusations
brought against the defendants to be proven as infractions of the Vichy Laws. By the mere fact of
becoming epistolary authors with a prospective official reading public, they embraced the
authority of the written word.
The ordinary French citizen who wrote such a letter stands as the perfect embodiment of
this bureaucratic figure. He not only sent letters off to one of several official institutions dealing
with the “Jewish problem,” but more importantly adopted the officiousness of a bureaucratic
emissary of Vichy doing the work for redressing, strengthening, cleansing, and healing a
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Rothberg also refers to the anti-realist approach which makes a claim of the un-knowability of
the Shoah, or the possibility of the Shoah only being captured through “radically new regimes of
knowledge” (ibid. 4).
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weakened, decadent, and “Jewified” (enjuivée) France.75 These ordinary citizens who penned
letters of denunciation - petits délateurs - became by extension “petits fonctionnaires d’état.” In
her description of a “law abiding citizen,” Arendt states that “to be law-abiding means not
merely to obey the laws but to act as though one were the legislature of the law that one obeys.
Hence the conviction arises that nothing less than going beyond the call of duty will do” (Arendt,
Eichmann, 137). Ironically, by following German Ordinances and the Vichy Laws, the “law
abiding citizen became a criminal” (ibid. 149).
Regardless of the office where the letters were originally sent, either the Préfecture de la
Police, the IEQG (Institut de Questions Juives), the Office of German Occupation Forces in Paris
(MBF), or regional offices of the CGQJ, theses letters, gazed and touched by bureaucratic
authority, would eventually find their way to one of the two main headquarters of the CGQJ
located in Vichy and Paris. The bureaucrats would then assess whether any further action should
be taken based on the validity of the claim. Often in cases where the letters were signed and
included an address, administrators would write responses to the claimants. In my archival
research, I only found bureaucratic notes thanking them for their information but advising them
that no further action would be taken at the moment. These responses might be coded since we
know that, albeit their obsession with rigorous record-keeping, Nazi and Vichy authorities
effaced self-incriminating evidence. In any event, most of the letters I inspected were stamped
with the seal of the CGQJ, dated, and subsequently filed.
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These main offices were: Le Commissariat général aux questions juives (CGQJ) ; l’Institut
d’étude des questions juives (IEQJ); le Commandement militaire allemand en France (MBF) ; le
Service de sécurité de la SS (SD) ; la Sécurité d’enquête et de contrôle (SEC) ; la Police des
questions juives (PQJ).
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Chapter II.

Archive, Memory, and the Shoah
Memory is a perpetually actual phenomenon, a bond tying us to
the eternal present; history is a representation of the past.
Memory, insofar as it is affective and magical only accommodates
those facts that suit it; it nourishes recollections that may be out of
focus or telescopic, global or detached, particular or symbolic--responsive to each avenue of conveyance or phenomenal screen, to
every censorship or projection. History, because it is an
intellectual and secular production, calls for analysis and
criticism. Memory installs remembrance within the sacred…
Memory takes root in the concrete, in spaces, gestures, images,
and objects… (Pierre Nora, “Between memory and history”).

In this chapter I examine concepts of memory and denunciation against Jews during
Vichy through letters written by ordinary French citizens, a popular practice and an expression of
the phenomenon Pierre-André Taguieff characterizes as “antisémitisme de plume.” I will situate
these documents in their cultural and theoretical context and explore the notion of archive as
both psychic and historical repository of trauma and of acknowledged and unacknowledged
memory, both individual and collective.
This chapter is a meditation on the nature of the archive, of the genre of epistolary
denunciation, and its significance. I will map the history of the Mémorial de la Shoah in Paris
where the Archives of the Center for Contemporary Jewish Documentation are located and the
letters I am examining are housed. I will attempt to elucidate the signification of the Mémorial de
la Shoah and its uniqueness within France’s historical monuments by delving into the politics of
commemoration. My reading of archive as crypt is informed for the most part by Gabriele
Schwab’s Haunting Legacies, Jacques Derrida’s Archival Fever, and his well-known article
“Fors.”
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2. 1. Politics of commemoration and memorialization of the Shoah in France
In his contribution to the collective volume Les Guerres de

émoires (2008) Serge Barcellini

distinguishes between two main types of memorials in France in relation to war, the ones erected
as a site of remembrance for heroic feats, that is, for people who died defending their country
(morts pour la France) (209) and those memorializing the martyrs who died because of France
(morts à cause de la France) (209). The Mémorial de la Shoah was the first and most important
of the latter. In fact, the decision to build the Mémorial triggered a wide array of debates
including those of former colonial subjects and other victims of France’s expansionist project
and its civilizing mission (mission civilisatrice) who felt they had been oppressed by the colonial
power and sought to be symbolically vindicated in part through public monuments and
commemorative practices.76
The construction of the Mémorial, first known as le Tombeau du martyre juif inconnu,
was the brainchild of Isaac Schneerson who began the Centre de documentation juive
contemporaine (CDJC) in Grenoble, France, in 1943, right in the middle of the occupation
because he believed in historical preservation by compiling documents, photographs, and other
evidence of the deportation and expropriatory practices against the Jews. He assumed that no
Jews would survive and that these documents would be a testimony of the annihilation of French
Jewry:
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Barcellini also deals with the controversies surrounding the commemoration of the Algerian
war, the wars of independence of other African colonies, and the slave trade. On these topics,
see also Nicolas Bancel and Pascal Blanchard, “Colonisation: commémoration et mémoriaux.
Conflictualité sociale et politique d’un enjeu mémoriel.”
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Je ne savais pas si je survivrais, aucun de nous ne croyait qu’il sortirait vivant de l’enfer.
Mais, je n’avais qu’un seul désir, aussi longtemps que je pourrais, consigner ce qui se
passait (qtd. in Annette Wieviorka, “Un lieu de mémoire,” 108). 77
The monument itself was conceived in part as a repository for Schneerson’s archive, what later
became the CDJC. Schneerson declared his project to be “l’expression lapidaire de la tragédie
juive en même temps que la commémoration perpétuelle d’une vie juive disparue” (qtd. in
Azouvi, Le Mythe, 73). According to Annette Wieviorka, the particularity of this monument is
that it includes the memorial aspect represented by the tomb and cylinder feature inscribed with
the names of the principle concentration camps, as well as the archival element, represented by
the Documentation Center, and the library (ibid. 115).
The construction of this center sparked heated controversies between the French Jewish
Community, other communities in the diaspora, and in the State of Israel beginning in 1951,
when the project was first made public. The controversy consisted of two major points, one
surrounding its formal aspect and the other, its location. With regards to form, proponents of its
construction believed it was essential to build a concrete space that people could physically visit
and perform rituals of remembrance. Wieviorka cites Joseph Haym Yerushalmi who affirms: “La
mémoire collective est plus activement transmise par les rites que par la chronique” (ibid.).
Groups who opposed the construction of the monument opined that writing had been a traditional
Jewish medium for creating a site of memory; after all, Jews were the “people of the book.”
Religious traditionalists sustained that testimonies written during and after the Shoah should be
sufficient for commemoration and transmission, since there was an incipient aversion to form
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As we know, Schneersohn was not alone in this endeavor. The most famous attempt at
historical preservation was that of Emanuel Ringelblum, a historical endeavor of compilation of
documents, photographs, films, and other artifacts from the Warsaw Ghetto. Please refer to
Ringelblum’s Chronique du Ghetto de Varsovie.
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within Judaism. The memorial as well was modeled after the “Tomb of the Unknown Soldier”
and religious leaders felt it was a laic undertaking, and not a religious one. With respect to the
location of a Holocaust monument, the issue was whether it ought to be built in France, in Israel
as the Jewish State, in the countries where most of the death camps and the crematoriums were
(Poland), or whether they should be built in Germany, the country that implemented the Jewish
genocide. French advocates insisted it be built in France which, in their minds, had been
traditionally philosemitic (!) especially since the emancipation. After all, France was the country
of Rashi78 (even when he and his family had survived virulent pogroms in Mainz and Worms,
1096), and was the birthplace of the L’Alliance Israélite Universelle.79 Moreover, as Jean PierreBloch argued, Paris continued to reign symbolically as the revolutionary and enlightened center
of the world:
Parce que nous sommes quelques-uns à penser que c’est à Paris, capitale de la
Révolution, de la Commune, de la Libération, qui a vu tomber tant de combattants juifs
que le tombeau doit être élevé. Paris demeure le centre du monde et la cité des Libertés,
où chaque rue est sanctifiée par des souvenirs historiques (qtd. in Wievorka, “Un lieu de
mémoire,” 119).
Georges Goldberg and Alexandre Persitz, the architects of the French Mémorial, added in a
1955 article published in the journal L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui: “Le choix du lieu d’érection
d’un tel monument s’est porté sur Paris en raison de sa traditionnelle position de carrefour de
toutes les civilisations et de berceau de la Liberté” (Goldberg et Persitz 20).
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Rabbi Shlomo Itzhaki (Troyes, 1040-1104) who made extensive and foundational
contributions to Jewish Biblical and Talmudic commentaries.
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An international Jewish organization, the Alliance Israélite Universelle was founded in 1860
in Paris. It still operates schools in Israel today.
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Again, in support of France as the ideal locus for the memorial, Wieviorka refers to a letter
written by Isaac Schneersohn to Nahum Goldman that represents the philosophy and politics of a
certain milieu of the French Jewish population that idealized France despite its history of
exclusionary and barbaric practices which were not only directed against Jews, but against its
colonial subjects as well, (which runs contrary to the myth of French universalist humanitarian
ideals):
La France qui, en l’espace d’un siècle, a eu l’expérience de trois agressions allemandes
est certainement le pays au monde le moins enclin à oublier les crimes de la barbarie
teutonne. Elle est incontestablement le pays du monde qui restera le plus longtemps
fidèle à l’idéal humanitaire et démocratique (qtd. in Wievorka, “Un lieu de mémoire,”
119).
This idealized version of France underscoring German aggression and violence in contrast to
French humanitarianism provides an insight into a (Jewish) blind spot regarding French selfperception in its inability to perceive historical responsibility, complicity, and participation in the
planning and implementation of the Shoah. Perhaps, there was too much temporal proximity for
France to perceive itself as a perpetrator/collaborator nation, rather than merely a victimized and
occupied one; although the latter is also true, one reality does not negate the other.
Another controversy vis-à-vis the construction of a site in France commemorating
exclusively Jewish victims of the Shoah resided in the tension between particularism and
universalist French ideals explored in the introduction of this dissertation. Daniel Mayer, as a
proponent of universalism, represents the viewpoint that France should not make a distinction
among its citizens:
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La France ne fait pas de distinctions entre ses citoyens. Edifier un monument à Paris en
isolant les victimes juives de la barbarie nazie, n’est-ce pas du particularisme ? (qtd. in
Wieviorka, “Un lieu de mémoire,” 118).
Robert Falco, one of the judges of the Nuremberg Trials, was a major voice against the
construction of the “Tomb of the Unknown Jewish Martyr” as an exclusive Jewish monument.
In an article published November 7, 1952 in Le Monde, he emphasized that this would set Jews
apart from the rest of the population and thus set them up, once again, for discrimination:
Dresser pour les Juifs un socle particulier, c’est tomber dans le piège tendu par Hitler, qui
à travers toutes les nations a voulu faire du Juif un être à part dans son pays, et c’est ainsi
le suivre dans la voie d’une discrimination que même l’affreux privilège du nombre ne
parait pas à beaucoup un motif suffisant pour justifier [...]. Si les Français Israélites ont
été, en vertu des doctrines hitlériennes, réunis dans l’opprobre en tant que Juifs, ils ne
souhaitent pas, par une application inconsciente des mêmes thèmes mis en œuvre à
rebours, être maintenant publiquement honorés uniquement comme tels (Falco, qtd. in
Azouvi, Le Mythe, 73-74).
Again from Falco, the following quote is a passage from an undated letter to Le Monde
expressing opposition to the construction of this monument in France since he was afraid it
would cause an anti-Semitic reaction:
Français Israélites, nous sommes nombreux à déplorer que cette initiative d’inspiration
très humaine tend cependant à perpétuer une discrimination qui est à la base des
persécutions raciales et contre laquelle nous n’avons cessé de nous élever. Mais dans la
capitale française il me semble qu’il ne devrait y avoir publiquement place que pour un
cénotaphe élevé à la mémoire de toutes les victimes de la barbarie nazie, quelles que
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soient leur religion ou leur race! J’ajoute que le projet, dont il s’agit, discutable dans son
principe, risque par cela même – et contrairement à la volonté de ses auteurs - d’alimenter
un certain antisémitisme impénitent et de nuire par conséquent à ceux justement que l’on
voudrait honorer ! (Falco, qtd. in Amsellem and Cohen, Remembering the Past, 76)
These passages reveal that Jews lived with a sense of understandable fear after the
betrayal of Vichy. In fact Falco’s fear of anti-Semitic reactions against le Mémorial in particular,
and against the Jewish community in general were justified.80 Actually, the architectural
conception of the monument, its location and its formal aspects were informed by this fear of
Jewish over-visibility. The architects chose to emphasize the laic aspects of its location (near
l’Hôtel de Ville) so that it fit into a secular model incorporated into French Republican aesthetics.
They also wanted to avoid the depressive aspects of death since it would be built in the center of
Paris.
Le site, particulièrement difficile, a écarté au départ des solutions qui auraient peut-être
été plus à l’échelle d’un tel monument. D’autre part, étant donné la situation en pleine
ville, au contact de la vie quotidienne de la cité, il fallait éviter un caractère par trop
accusé de monument funéraire (Goldberg and Persitz, 22).
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See the Anti-Defamation League’s archive of Global Anti-Semitism: Selected Incidents that
includes selected Anti-Semitic acts from 2002-2013. Also Dominique Vidal who states in “Are
the French really anti-Semitic?”: “The number of attacks on Jewish people and property had
fallen for 10 years, but there was definitely a sudden upsurge after the autumn of 2000.
Synagogues and Jewish schools were firebombed, and Jews wearing a kippah were insulted,
sometimes assaulted. These attacks received little media coverage until November 2001, when
the Observatoire du Monde juif published a list. The Representative Council of Jewish
Institutions in France (Crif) updated the list and presented it to the Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin,
at its annual dinner on December 1. Three months later the Union of Jewish Students in France
(UEJF) and SOS Racisme published a further list.” Le Monde diplomatique (English Edition),
2002. http://mondediplo.com/2002/12/14antisemitism.
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One prominent member of the Jewish community whose voice exemplifies those
advocates for the construction of the Mémorial in Paris as a reflection of the specificity of the
Franco-Nazi crime was Louis Sachs who emphasized criminal intentionality:
L’extermination des Juifs n’est pas un fait de guerre ni une conséquence de la résistance à
l’occupation. C’est un effroyable crime prémédité de génocide, c’est un immense
massacre d’innocents […] pour le seul motif qu’ils étaient nés juifs (qtd. in Azouvi, Le
Mythe, 75).
In reading these debates I was convinced that the ghosts of Vichy haunted Jewish organizations
and architects that determined the aesthetics of the monument. The emphasis on discretion and
on invisibility are not characteristic of Parisian funerary urbanscape, where some of the most
visited sites, both by tourists and locals, are in fact the cemeteries of Père Lachaise,
Montparnasse, and Montmartre. Moreover, the model that was emulated for the initial “Tomb of
the Unknown Jewish Martyr” (“The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier”) is under the Arc de
Triomphe, one of the most frequented monuments of Paris, and a highlight of the visit, making it
almost a non-funerary monument.
In his study of memorials to the dead soldiers of WWI, Antoine Prost inquires about the
republican, civil, or patriotic nature of these monuments. If we apply his typology to the
Mémorial de la Shoah, the irony is that despite the architects’ attempt not to emphasize the
funerary aspect of the monument, the site seems to fit into his typology of what he calls the
“purely funerary type” with its emphasis on mourning and the absence of nationalistic legends.
(Prost, 311-16). The problem that does arise in terms of Prost’s typology is that the “Tombeau”
was also intended to be a civic monument in the Republican vein and the absence of a formulaic
legend tying together commune, dead citizen, and nation (309) disorients the visitor who does
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not fully comprehend who and why those honored died. More problematic yet is the fact that
they did not die for France but that France contributed to their death. Somehow, the absence of
the generalized inscription “morts pour la France” that implies that “France received and
justified the sacrifice of its soldiers” (309), in fact reveals that France cannot legitimize their
deaths. The anonymity makes them truly anonymous. By not being reclaimed by the nation,
unlike the case of the “Tomb of the unknown soldier,” the dead once again become dispossessed
of a place of belonging.
Within Prost’s typology there is a dissonance between the civic national function of
monuments of remembrance and the Jewish particularity of the Memorial, which, in its emphasis
of “Jewishness,” could be perceived as negating the Republican ideal of the “cult of the dead”
(328). Part of this disjunction came from the absence of the annual commemoration of reading of
the names of the dead inscribed in these monuments on Armistice Day “which held that citizens
were equal before death as before the law, and hence equal as well in the memory of future
generations” (316-17). In the case of the Mémorial there was no inscription of all the names of
the dead because they did not have the precise documentation of whom, where, and when the
memorialized had died.81 This publicly changed with the erection of the Wall of Names (le Mur
des Noms) on January 23, 2005, which started the tradition of the yearly reading of the names
inscribed on the wall. Since Prost emphasized that the function of reading the names of the fallen
constituted them as equal before the eyes of the law, the fact that Jews were not legally equal
before death, since Vichy had stripped them from their rights and often their citizenship, the re-
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Until Serge Klarsfeld published his impressive research: Le Mémorial de la déportation des
Juifs de France, 1978; Le Mémorial des enfants juifs déportés de France, 1994; and a new
updated edition of Le Mémorial de la déportation des Juifs de France, 2012.
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inscription and reading of the names in the wall at the memorial, symbolically reinstates them
into legality and equality.82
The debates surrounding the Mémorial were on some level informed by Sartre’s seminal
éflexions sur la question Juive (1946) since, according to Alain Finkielkraut and François
Azouvi, the essay was widely read by the French and Jewish intelligentsia.83 In his text Sartre
attempts to examine the etiology of hate by analyzing anti-Semitic racism and interrogates its
psychology presenting an analysis of the language of anti-Semitic discourse and stereotypical
notions of Western anti-Semitism. He also addresses the impact of anti-Semitism on the
psychology and behavior of Jews, and calls for authenticity and particularity as an affirmation of
Jewish identity. Albeit critiqued by many,84 this essay was very influential and his notion that
“…authenticity for the Jew is to live to the full his condition of Jew…” (91) led to the conclusion
that living one’s own cultural particularity did not necessarily imply his lack of participation
within the greater society. These intellectual deliberations perhaps weighed in favor of the Jews
who sought to build the Mémorial in Paris, since they evidently prevailed.
One last hurdle for the construction of the Mémorial was the question of who was to be
the arbiter of memory and specifically, who was to be the authentic gatekeeper of Jewish sites of
remembrance of the Shoah. These discussions primarily took place in the early fifties when the
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Wieviorka establishes that there had been readings of names of fallen Jewish soldiers from
WWI. However, for obvious reasons, the deported Jews of WWII could not fall into this
category (“Un lieu de mémoire,” 121-22).
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Finkielkraut and Azouvi, Interview on the radio program “Répliques” on France Culture
entitled “Auschwitz, les Français, la mémoire”, September 22, 2012.
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For example, see Ingrid Galster, Sartre et les juifs and Jonathan Judaken, Jean-Paul Sartre and
the Jewish Question: Anti-antisemitism and the Politics of the French Intellectual. The former is
a collection of papers presented at an international and multidisciplinary colloquium on Sartre
and the Jewish Question in June 2003 at la Maison Heinrich-Heine de la Cité universitaire de
Paris.
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Israeli Knesset questioned who would hold the jurisdiction of sites of memory and define what
was going to be commemorated with respect to the Holocaust.85
On August 19, 1953 the Knesset promulgated the “Law of Remembrance of Heroes and
Martyrs” and created Yad Vashem, the organization that would be the foremost center of
remembrance of the Jewish genocide. Based in Jerusalem, its mission was to centralize the
documentation and the initiative and direction of the construction of monuments. The law
declared what and who would be remembered: martyred Jews, their devastated cultures and
synagogues, and the “just ones,” those Jews and non-Jews who had helped save Jewish lives
(Wiewiorka, “Un lieu de mémoire,” 122-23). In a symbolic gesture of incorporating the dead
into the body politic of Israel, the dead were awarded Israeli citizenship.
Israel’s intervention threw into question the plans for the building of the Mémorial and
initially Yad Vashem was going to try to derail its construction. However, through a series of
discussions between the CDJC and Yad Vashem, both entities reached an accord conferring upon
Yad Vashem primary jurisdiction over the CDJC. Yad Vashem had to be given a copy or the
original of all the documents in the CDJC. However, both organizations would collaborate and
attempt to avoid research competition, and the CDJC would have access to all the materials of
Yad Vashem.
At first the Mémorial inaugurated on October 30, 1956 was called the “Tomb of the
Unknown Jewish Martyr.” The first stone was laid during an imposing civic ceremony in the
secular style of the “Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.”86 In 1974 its name was changed to the
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For an in-depth discussion of the Yad Vashem, CDJC controversy, see Wieviorka, “Un lieu de
mémoire et d’histoire: le Mémorial du Martyre juif inconnu,” 107-132.
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There are three contradictory dates when this even took place: 17 May 1953 (Wieviorka,
“Mémoriaux et mémorial,” 59); 18 May 1953, and 17 June 1953 (Azouvi 73-74). I tend to favor
Wievioka’s information.
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“Memorial of the Unknown Jewish Martyr (Wieviorka, “Un lieu de mémoire,” 115). Finally,
after several years of renovation, it reopened in 2005 as it currently stands, under the name of
“The Memorial of the Shoah” and includes, in addition to the tomb and the CDJC, a Holocaust
museum.
In "Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire," Pierre Nora states that
“Memory is blind to all but the group it binds […]” (9). The Memorial binds Jews to their loss of
family, to violence enacted against them as a group and as individuals, to the destruction of
French Jewish culture, and the disruption and discontinuity of French Jewish life. However, it is
easily understood why much of the French polity would be blind to this memory, for to become a
part of it would perhaps make them perpetrators of crimes against Jews. This is one of the
reasons this monument is invisible to the ordinary French passant.
Given that this was the first monument built in France to commemorate those who
“perished because of France,” in the words of Barcellini, legitimizing victims and not honoring
heroes, it was socially difficult to conceive and erect. It holds up a social mirror for French
society condemning France as a perpetrator nation, and in doing so dispels the myth of being
solely a victimized country under occupation in WWII. This process is indeed very difficult for
the French polity to contend with.
2.2. Theorizing the archive: fortress and crypt
In Archive Fever, Derrida dialogues with Freud over the concept of archive and digresses on the
various meanings of the French idioms: trouble de l’archive, mal d’archive, and to be en mal
d’archive: in need of archives (91). The two connotations of “suffering from a sickness” (mal)
and “to be in need”, in the sense of having withdrawal pains from a narcotic drug, are collapsed
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in the statement: “to burn with passion,” perhaps a perfect description of the malady that
motivates archival research:
It is to have a compulsive, repetitive, and nostalgic desire for the archive, an irrepressible
desire to return to the origin, a homesickness, a nostalgia for the return to the most
archaic place of absolute commencement. No desire, no passion, no drive, no
compulsion, indeed no repetition compulsion, no “mal-de” can arise for a person who is
not already, in one way or another, en mal d’archive (91).
In my own position as researcher that returned almost daily to the archives in the Centre
de Documentation Juive Contemporaine (CDJC) in the Mémorial de la Shoah in order to read
anti-Semitic epistolary documents, I myself had this “archive fever” in my need to piece together
a narrative about denunciation during Vichy that sheds light on both perpetrators and victims.
Especially in terms of letters, quotidian acts of aggression that Hannah Arendt would include
amongst those that constitute a “banality of evil,” I came to the certainty about the importance of
this project.
According to Derrida, the importance of archives resides in the fact that they are sites of
hermeneutic and legalistic power:
[T]he “meaning” of archive, its only meaning comes…from the Greek arkheion: initially
a house, a domicile, an address, the residence of the superior magistrates, archons, those
who command it. The citizens who thus held and signified political power were
considered to possess the right to make or represent the law. On the account of their
publicly recognized authority, it is at their home, in that place which is their house
(private house, family house, or employee house), that official documents are filed. The
archons are first of all the documents’ guardians. They do not only ensure the physical
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security of what is deposited and of the substrate. They are also accorded the hermeneutic
right and competence. They have the power to interpret the archives. Entrusted to such
archons, these documents speak the law: they recall the law, and call on or impose the
law. To be guarded thus, in the jurisdiction of this speaking the law, they needed at once
a guardian and a localization. Even in their guardianship or their hermeneutic tradition,
the archives could do neither without substrate nor without residence (2).
In his definition Derrida links interpretation and legal authority with the understanding
that in archives, within their collection, display, and association (cataloguing) of materials, one
can always intuit the shadow of hegemonic power behind these apparently neutral cultural sites. I
would like to propose that this archival domicile can be metaphorically articulated as one of
crypt. In fact, the Mémorial was first called “Le Tombeau du martyr juif inconnu”, the “Tomb of
the Unknown Jewish Martyr,” and is a mise en abyme of crypts; the initial ground level is
surrounded by walls and contains, in its center, a bronze cylinder engraved with the names of the
death camps where Jews perished in WWII; this cylinder is evocative of the chimneys within the
camps where people were burnt. Yet, there is another underground level that one can access after
entering the main building; one descends into another crypt that houses a marble sepulcher in the
shape of a Jewish star with ashes from Auschwitz and the Warsaw Ghetto mixed with earth from
Jerusalem illuminated from light coming from the cylinder situated right above it. This
underground room is hidden from the public eye. The placement of the monument is carefully
and symbolically planned out and I shall later comment on its signification and social meaning
for the international and French Jewish communities, and its relation to the French psyche and
Parisian aesthetics.
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The notion of crypt also applies to the archive itself, which holds a wide array of
documents that simulate a decomposing body due to their heterogeneity and apparent
disconnectedness, despite, in the best of cases, a rigorous classification. For example, in the
CDJC, one can find documents that were often catalogued as a mere number; some had a title,
while others were presented with a short abstract. There was no apparent chronological or
thematic ordering. Yet they somehow could belong together if one could provide them with a
cogent narrative.
The archive of the Mémorial, a “discursive crypt” is in line with Derrida’s “Fors” linking
the notions of fortress and crypt. It is located in the heart of Paris, in le Marais, and yet it is both
present and invisible to the wider “forum” of the city, surrounded by a “mote” inhabited by
armed guards assigned to protect the monument, in Derrida’s words, the “inner safe” (64):
Within this forum, a place where the free circulation and exchange of objects and
speeches can occur, the crypt constructs another, more inward, forum, like a closed
rostrum or speaker’s box, a safe: sealed, and thus internal to itself, a secret interior within
the public square, but, by the same token, outside it, external to the interior (67-68).
Why does this rather small public space need to be so guarded, more than the Pompidou center,
and the Louvre? “What is at stake here is what takes place secretly, or takes a secret place, in
order to keep itself safe, somewhere in the self […] we have to know that the crypt itself is built
by violence” (Derrida, “Fors,” 68).
We can infer from Derrida’s previous quote that the necessity for extreme security spells
out a history of violence enclosed in the walls of the archive/crypt, ready to be revealed to
anyone who enters and explores this space and its contents. In fact, not only is French-Jewish
history defined by violence reaching a catastrophic peak during WWII (refer to Chapter 1), but
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the resurgence of anti-Semitism, especially after 1960, in Germany and Poland, for postHolocaust Jews translated into the fear of attacks towards Jews globally:
Toute manifestation d’antisémitisme est vécue, sans distanciation, comme un retour
possible de la persécution. Un sentiment violent, qui empêche souvent l’analyse sereine.
Car, pour beaucoup si le génocide n’a pas de sens, il aurait dû avoir un résultat: la fin de
l’antisémitisme. L’horreur avait été telle, l’opprobre si grand, que les peuples auraient dû
être vaccinés à jamais contre ce poison. Or, il n’en est rien. Et la peur remonte, brutale,
et l’angoisse. Car rien n’a été oublié ni refoulé. Ces sentiments se sont tout simplement
assoupis, et ils se réveillent avec une violence qui étonne. (Wieviorka, “Un lieu de
mémoire,” 130)
Thus the notion of fortress was further emphasized in the Mémorial, not only reflecting
the Jewish-French communal psyche, but reality-based Judeophobia in France, with anti-Semitic
incidents targeting the Mémorial itself. Wieviorka mentions three principal attacks that shattered
the French Jewish community in the eighties:
1. Sept 25-26, 1980, the machine-gunning of Jewish schools in Paris and the Mémorial
itself.
2. August 9, 1982, the bombing of Goldenberg’s Delicatessen on Rue des Rosiers.
3. March 31, 1985, an explosion in a movie house during a Jewish Film Festival.
Due to these and other international anti-Jewish acts, the Mémorial found itself
expanding its original mission of archive and funerary monument to that of site of congregation
and protest for Jews against these aggressions that became more frequent after the Six-Day War
(1967). This violence exacerbated tensions between the Jewish and Islamic populations in
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France. We can therefore understand the need for the fortress walls in the first place and the need
for them to be continually reinforced.
Another dimension that differentiates the Mémorial from other museums or historical
monuments is that although it is in fact a site of memory (lieu de mémoire),87 it still remains an
environment of memory (milieu de mémoire) (Nora, “Between Memory and History,” 7); in
Nora’s mind, for the most part the latter have disappeared. Nora explains that environments of
memory are social spaces where memories are lived and transmitted from one generation to the
next: “If we were able to live within memory, we would not have needed to consecrate lieux de
mémoire in its name” (8). The Mémorial is in fact a living entity, where people mourn their dead,
research their genealogy and family histories, congregate in solidarity and in protest,
memorialize, and teach. These functions have seen the Mémorial expand from a tomb/archive, to
a social space of collective participation, and to a museum. The last function developed out of
the fact that the generation of Holocaust survivors and direct witnesses are dying out and the
need of transmitting memories that stretch the notion of humanity will soon be hard to believe.
Educating future generations will indeed be challenging if we are to gage its difficulty with a
surge of Holocaust deniers,88 revisionist history, and exhaustion surrounding the theme of the
Jewish Holocaust.
In its aspect of lieu de mémoire, the Mémorial constitutes a material concrete locus where
“memory is anchored” and “takes root in the concrete (Nora 9).” As Simone Weil expressed in
her speech given during the ceremony of inauguration of the Wall of Names:
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“…any significant entity, whether material or non-material in nature, which by dint of human
will or the work of time has become a symbolic element of the memorial heritage of any
community… (Nora, “Lieux de mémoires to Realms of Memory,” xvii)
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See Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory.
New York: Free Press, 1993.
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Ces pierres qui semblent silencieuses, lourdes de notre peine inconsolable, résonnent
comme le fracas des trains à bestiaux remplis de déportés; elles chuchotent comme
chuchote dans nos mémoires la voix des nôtres, trop tôt disparus.89
The actual stones of this monument-fortress are the materials “where memory crystalizes and
secretes itself” (Nora 7).
In order to enter the inner sanctuary of the Mémorial, this “monument-fors,” one has to
go beyond its boundary. At this point of entry, there is a security center. A scanner checks
baggage content and visitors pass through a metal detector. Beyond this checkpoint lies an inner
courtyard that one traverses to reach the museum and the documentation center: “[T]he boundary
is indispensable to the localization of the crypt, for it surrounds, within the Self […] the cryptic
enclave as an extraneous or foreign area of incorporation” (Derrida, “Fors,” 70-71).
Jewishness and foreignness have been inextricably bound in France’s history and national
identity, and for some, especially those who espouse and trumpet the xenophobic slogan “La
France aux Français,” still remain so. The proposed image of the archive of the Mémorial de la
Shoah as crypt is a metaphor too close to reality that conjures first the exclusion of Jews from
French society, especially during Vichy, and then a marker of their entombment, of the dead
bodies of the Jewish people who were victims of genocide:
[This] leads to the paradox of a foreign body preserved as foreign but by the same token
excluded from a self, which thenceforth deals not with the other, but only with itself. The
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http://www.memorialdelashoah.fr/index.php/en/discovering-the-shoah-memorial/ceremonies-ofinauguration/the-inauguration-ceremony-of-the-shoah-memorial?id=55#Veil
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more the self keeps the foreign element as a foreigner inside itself, the more it excludes it
(Derrida, “Fors,” 7).
What the crypt commemorates, as the incorporated object’s “monument” or “tomb” is
not, according to Derrida, the object itself, but its exclusion (72). In her book Haunting legacies
(2010), Gabriele Schwab references Nicolas Abraham in his description of the contents of the
crypt “in which people bury unspeakable events or unbearable, if not disavowed, losses or
injuries incurred during violent histories” (1). Thus, to reiterate, the Mémorial de la Shoah,
encodes and encrypts exclusion, violence, loss, and denial, within the polity.
Theorization of the archive as crypt entombing the body of history invites the image of
archeological excavation of material traces of the past. The discovery of the past becomes not a
mere abstraction, but through the unearthing, manipulation, observation, and study of physical
historical remnants, it becomes corporeal and real. The term excavation, as well, is utilized in
psychoanalytic discourse as the process of uncovering memories, traumas, impulses, and desires
that drive a person’s conscious life without her being aware of this. Through this process of
uncovering, by grasping emotions and events previously silenced or unacknowledged, a subject
can develop further agency.
The archive is not only a locus where the encrypted other or lost object is
buried/protected in its figurative interior exclusion; it also represents an inner vault – a psychic
core (Schwab, Haunting legacies, 1) – where traumatic memories are sealed off from those who
do not, or cannot, come to terms with their participation, complicity, and collaboration, in the
violence enacted against Jews in France. For victims as well, these are sites of recovery of a
shattered past. The notion of crypt is concomitant to the idea of archive as national historical
unconscious where evidence of a violent past reflects and encodes the repressed and the denied,
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the traumatic and the unprocessed, memories that haunt a nation. These letters are sites of
memory (lieux de mémoire) where the histories of perpetrators and victims meet. In the case of
this particular research project, these memories are encoded in letters that beg deciphering in
order to bring them forth from the silence of the crypt into the social where they can speak their
history and perhaps further the work of national mourning.
According to Derrida, Freud emphasizes “the primacy of live memory and of anamnesis,”
the recalling and re-actualization of memories, “in their originary temporalization”, fueling his
desire as psychoanalyst/archeologist/researcher to return to the origin of trauma and memory
(Derrida, Archive, 92). Derrida clarifies that the task of an archival researcher is one of excavator
and psychoanalyst that finds original documents as the source of memory:
It is the nearly ecstatic instant Freud dreams of when the very success of the dig must
sign the effacement of the archivist: the origin thus speaks by itself. The arkhe appears in
the nude without archive (ibid.).
Archival documents illuminate or reveal the reason for their existence in the archive,
since they were assembled in a collection for this very reason. The letters of denunciation are not
only documents within the archive of the CDJC: they are each an archive within themselves, as
they hold legal inscriptions and reveal the source of institutional power, the propaganda machine
behind Vichy and its laws that gave permission and encouraged its citizens to write these types
of documents. Analogous to these, are the traces of psychic inscriptions that they left upon both
victim and victimizer.
2.2.1. Letters as trace
We know by the very compulsive repetitive nature of the quest for the origin of any artifact the
impossibility of returning to the primal scene of the conception of each letter of denunciation.
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Derrida gives us a list of analogous dyadic associations: printer-printed, impression-imprint,
pressure-trace (Archive, 99) where the second term is a function of the first, that is to say a
material product engendered by a particular action, and this action tied to its product by a set of
social, political, and legal forces. The precise live moment during which the product was
produced, the imprint was pressed, during which a letter of denunciation was penned by an
ordinary French citizen and the social and legal forces behind this act pressed inscriptions upon
the psyche of the victim and writer - “the unique instant where they [the pressure and the trace]
are not yet distinguished the one from the other” - is impossible to know or reconstruct fully; the
uniqueness of this instant is unfindable (ibid. 99-100). But, I do believe we can approach and
approximate it incrementally by sound historical and literary analysis.
Whether the letter is viewed as a historical document held in the archive or as archive in
itself, we only have the extant remnant of an action – the trace, the imprint separated from its
moment of impression. Perhaps the historical truth of each letter (as best as we can approximate)
lies in what the trace speaks to us about the acts preceding it: the act of writing the letter, what
motivated it, where it was sent or delivered; who read it, passed it on and/or classified and filed it
away and where; who investigated the claim, pursued the accused, and what was the outcome of
the “enquête” (inquiry).
2.2.2. Gaze of authority
As we have mentioned, these documents become spaces where denounced and denunciators
coalesce. However, we would be remiss to ignore the invisible gaze of the institutional
authorities that read and processed these letters. There are two useful Foucauldian concepts in
determining the impact of the bureaucratic and legalistic gaze that both fostered and elicited the
writing of denunciation letters and then processed them. Panopticism, as we know, is developed
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in Discipline and Punish and refers to the constant surveillance inherent in penitentiary systems,
in the case of Vichy, a “concentrationary universe” (Rajfus, 19-20) created by the state apparatus
of repression:
This surveillance is based on a system of permanent registration: reports from the
syndics, to the intendants, from the intendants to the magistrates or mayor. At the
beginning of the ‘lock up,’ the role of each of the inhabitants present in the town is laid
down, one by one; [the registration card] bears the name, age, sex of everyone, [address]
not withstanding his condition […]. The registration of the pathological must be
centralized. The relation of each individual to his disease and to his death passes through
the representatives of power, the registration they make of it, the decisions they take on it
(Foucault, Discipline, 196-97).
Even when this last quote describes the Panopticon, we cannot escape the eerie similarities of the
Foucauldian model and the apparatus of power in both the German occupation and the Vichy
state which transformed all of France into a giant prison:
This enclosed segmented space, observed at every point, in which the individuals are
inserted in a fixed place, in which the slightest movements are supervised, in which all
events are recorded, in which an uninterrupted work of writing links the center and the
periphery […] all this constitutes a compact model of the disciplinary mechanism (ibid.
197).
During the Vichy years, the pathological condition most condemned was that of being Jewish
and it had to be constantly monitored.
In Technologies of Gender, Teresa de Lauretis expands this last notion of fixity by
establishing that the gaze, articulated as masculine, belongs to a mobile subject while its
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feminized object is static (44-45).90 Through the technologies of surveillance and repression,
Jews became fixed entities in the French landscape, often hiding, losing mobility, staying within
their assigned location in hope of survival, most especially after borders were closed and they
were confined to their imprisoned existence. French scopophilia had both the effect of desubjectification and objectification of the Jew. Thus, the petits assassins de plume, functioning as
an extension of the all-seeing warden’s eye in their quotidian acts of denunciatory writing,
delivered Jewish “inmates” in their peripheral and excluded position to the centers of power.
Arendt clearly saw, even within the seemingly casual daily operations of Vichy, its overarching
gaze “spread […] like a fungus on the surface [(the surface of a letter)]” (Arendt, Jew as pariah,
251).
The second concept developed by Foucault useful in our analysis is that of the “author
function” which “characterize(s) the existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses
within a society" (130). We can infer from Foucault that via the author function délateurs are
bearers of propagandistic discourses within Vichy. The act of writing these letters gave their
authors the illusion of bureaucratic and phallic power, the power of authorship, despite the fact
that their letters were bound by conventions and pro-forma epistolary structures. Due to these
commonly shared stylistic features and a certain degree of conceptual and theoretical coherence
throughout the collection of letters (“What is an author,” 132-133), one could perhaps posit the
emergence of a collective author that loses the particularity of each author’s voice to an
amalgamation where individuality is erased. Thus we can see the workings of a totalitarian state
that subsumes individuals into its ideological project. Moreover, each “petit auteur” (whether
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amalgamated into a collective or not) is interpolated into very ‘role’ (function) assigned to
him/her by a deceptive, murderous, and collaborationist regime.
2.3. Methodological considerations in the analysis of letters of denunciation
2.3.1. Petits assassins de plume
The heading of this section is a reference to the seminal work on the continuation of the antiSemitic literary tradition in France during the Vichy period, L antisémitisme de plume, 19401944: tudes et Documents (1999), a publication directed by Pierre-André Taguieff, Grégoire
Kauffmann, and Micha l Lenoire. From their memorable phrase antisémitisme de plume that
denotes both authors and tradition, I coined the phrase “petits assassins de plume” referring to
those ordinary French citizens who wrote letters denouncing Jews, Gaullists, communists, and
others (“enemies of the Vichy state”.) The sub-textual inference of the phrase points to the
potential of deportation and murder for those targeted within them.
These petits assassins de plume, in the form of personal narratives, parrot the malicious,
inflammatory ideas expressed in the various media venues that bombarded all French citizens
with anti-Jewish propaganda as evidence and ideological justification that supported Vichy’s
policies of oppression and persecution. Ethnic and cultural essentialization of Jews as wealthy
and powerful was at the core of this propaganda. At the same time and in contradiction to this
first rendering was the disgust for the masses of the others, the dispossessed and poor Jewish
immigrants from Eastern Europe who had arrived to France as refugees during both World Wars.
These “swarmed” like “insects,” according to denouncers, and took away precious resources
from the “rightful French” (Français de souche). In this study, I examine those letters of
denunciation which belong specifically to the archives of the CGQJ (Commissariat général aux
Questions juives) located in the Documentation Center (Centre de documentation juive
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contemporaine (CDJC) of the Mémorial de la Shoah and approach them as a corpus, attempting
to decode discursive, thematic, and rhetorical tropes in these narratives.
The terms denunciation and délation weave process, subject, and object together.
Denunciation stems from the Latin denuntiare, to make known, which also holds the connotation
of a public act [public condemnation of someone or something] and of aggression against a
target [the action of informing against someone].91 Originally, it carried the meaning of an
official act, [to make known officially, to announce or proclaim], emphasizing the public notion
of this action. It also postulated a sense of rupture in the legal sense [annoncer la rupture de]
revealing in our case the bureaucratic aspect of denunciation, together with the social rupturing it
produced: an act of betrayal, both in the accusatory term toward the accused (because of the
breaking of the Vichy laws), and of the denouncer, because of the exercise of betrayal of trust, of
the social and human contract of friends, neighbors and fellow citizens. The definition also offers
a more current use, to make a bad action known [faire connaître une mauvaise action], and by
extension to accuse or designate someone as culpable. This offers a moral categorization that
points both to guilt and evil (associated with the denounced). Another connation is that of
making something known [faire connaitre, révéler quelque chose], so as to bring valuable
information to light, imbuing the term with gain (which during Vichy translated to financial and
social profit through the process of expropriation of Jewish property, including business, and
art.) It is also associated with the term snitch [mouchard] accentuating the despicable nature of
the person who commits the action of denouncement.
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The French term délation derives from the Latin verb deferre, meaning accusing, laying
charge, and indicting,92 showing the total process of the legal system in one single term; délation
also means accusation inspired by despicable motives (Petit Robert, 430). I will use both terms
interchangeably emphasizing the bureaucratic, legal, and perverse notion of the terms.
2. 3.2. Shadows of denunciation or “La lettre volée”
Since this project involves the discursive analysis of letters, a fitting starting point for their
exploration might be Lacan’s seminar “La lettre volée.” This essay, based on Poe’s “The
purloined letter,” a narrative about the exchange and itinerary of a potentially incriminating
letter, reflects on the fact that everyone that comes into the letter’s sphere, becomes
transformed by it; moreover each character’s subjectivity is determined by her or his position
in relation to this charged text (the radical subject or the phallus) (Lacan, The Seminar, 196).
Each letter in the collection that I am examining, as in the case of the “purloined letter,”
had its own particular trajectory, exchanging hands, passing through various bureaucratic venues,
both French and German, finally finding its home in the archives of the CDJC. Since the archives
made the letters available to the public, they continue to pass through the various hands of
curators and researchers, probing their meaning and their own relationship to them. As we know,
voler in French means both to steal and to fly. These letters that robbed many of their freedom, in
fact have flown almost seven decades to reveal themselves to us. Lacan establishes in his
seminar, that multiple subjectivities are constituted from the signifying chain that underlies the
movement of these letters, from their original author to the various readers. Each and every
positionality transforms meaning and interpretation: “It is not only the subject, but the subjects,
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caught in their intersubjectivity … [who] model their very being on the moment of the signifying
chain that runs through them” (Lacan, Ecrits, 21).
Our epistolary authors had different motivations, yet, every one of them, as well as the
bureaucrats at the General Commission of Jewish Affairs, the Gestapo, and the Office of German
Occupation, became tainted by the letters they read and wrote. Each reader or institution offered
different verdicts concerning the accusations and punitive actions to be taken. Retrospectively,
each indictment is fluid pointing to the accuser, the accused, and the judge, depending on their
particular subject positions in relation to the letters and on the timing of the investigation:
It is the letter and its detour which govern [the characters’] entrances and roles. While the
letter might be en souffrance,93 they are the ones who shall suffer from it. By passing
beneath their shadow they become their reflection. By coming into the letter’s
possession—an admirably ambiguous bit of language—its meaning possesses them.
(Lacan, Ecrits, 21)
The letters become transformed due to the legal weight of different historical periods no doubt
provoking deep suffering (en souffrance) for anyone falling “under their shadow.” The role of
the accused changes throughout time: the accused during Vichy was the Jew, during the post-war
it became the délateur and the directors of the institutions that processed the letters and officiated
violent acts, and the whole denunciatory system later on.
Lingering letters either archived in a bureaucratic cellar or in the archives of the CDJC
are still en souffrance, that is, unclaimed and undelivered, until someone rescues them from the
anonymity of being unread and unattended. Even researchers at the archives of the CDJC, Jew
and gentile together suffer while investigating the materials due to their horrific nature. People
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break down and have to take distance from the archives periodically in order to continue their
research.
In the same fashion, as the displacement of the letters transforms subjectivity, it also
changes their signification. Initially these letters functioned as accusatory documents, letters that
would incriminate and could eventually lead to an investigation, arrest, and deportation. At
present these archived letters have again transmutated from their state of letters incriminating
Jews into historical evidence of betrayal, of a broken social contract, the social pact of the
Republic pursuing universalism and seeking a legal, judicial, and moral system that bestows
equal protection under the law to all its citizens. At the same time, social pacts themselves are
historically transformed: the universalist pact of the Republic mutated into the pact of Vichy,
whose cohesion was predicated on the exclusion/ousting of the Jews as enemies of the state. Le
Statut des juifs was promulgated to disenfranchise (if not to de-emancipate) French Jews: “The
letter […] has the function of a certain pact, a certain trust.[...]. It only has value in relation to
everything it threatens, to everything it violates, to everything it flouts, to everything it places in
danger or in suspense” (Lacan, The Seminar, 198).
The original sender gets his due and the letter arrives at its destination; the letter points
back to him rather than to the accused Jew. As a researcher, I have come into “possession of the
letters” and their “meaning possesses me.” I now become the sender of the letters reflecting back
the authors’ prejudice and narrow-mindedness, indicting them for their maliciousness and selfserving cruelty towards their Jewish neighbors. I return the epistolary weapons of persecution
(psychological and ideological projections) to the author/perpetrator. I, as a researcher, do not
only indict individuals, but also the levity and frequency of this practice of délation (estimation
of three to five million). At the same time I am indicting a regime, a historical period, a long
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tradition of anti-Semitism in France, and a French present that refuses to deal with its own
responsibility in the annihilation of Jews. By retrieving the letters at the archive and reading
them, I become another recipient of the letters, so they again reach their destination. The original
author receives his message in an inverted form; the Jew is no longer guilty; and I now become a
denouncer: “…the sender…receives from the receiver his own message in an inverted form. This
is why what the “purloined letter” nay, the “letter en souffrance” means is that a letter always
arrives at its destination” (Lacan, Ecrits, 30).
As the many readers have become recipients, their destinataires, one can infer the chain
of former destinateurs in the process of examining the letters including the whole system that
created them: the French governmental structures and the German Occupation apparatus that
gave the financial and social incentives for denunciation. These petits assassins fall under the
shadow of the letters as contemporary researchers denounce and punctuate the whole process. La
lettre volée gives us an idea of how writers and readers change positionality both synchronically
and diachronically in relation to these letters.
2.3.3. Towards a poetics of denunciation
In “La délation antisémite sous l’occupation” (2007), Laurent Joly, one of the principal
researchers of French délation, has proposed a classification of letters of denunciation outlining
four basic types:
a) Letters containing diverse accusations without much relevance or consequence such as
fleeing to the free zone, and black market activity;
b) Letters concerning expropriation and liquidation of Jewish property (spoliation);
c) Letters concerning the practice of forbidden professions (medicine, law, teaching);
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d) Letters stating direct violations of German ordinances in the Occupied Zone (not
wearing the Jewish star, Jews that are hiding from the authorities, Jews sought by the
police). (144)
Albeit useful, this typology limits the letters exclusively to the content of the accusation, not
allowing us to perceive the multiple textures and fissures within each letter, where issues of
resistance, incipient ideological contradictions, repetitions and variations of the official
propaganda are not broached. Neither is the impetus of each letter, which might often disprove,
take precedent over, or merely utilize anti-Semitic discourse for personal gain. Joly does
hypothesize about the motivation of the letters but only in a cursory fashion, without
emphasizing the significance of these factors. On the other hand, André Halimi finds motivation
fundamental in the decryption of each of these documents, as these lines from La Délation sous
l'occupation indicate:
Les motivations profondes des délateurs – celles qu’on ose à peine s’avouer et qui sont
normalement refrénées par la loi – sont rarement écrites noir et blanc. Elles se lisent entre
les lignes, au détour d’accusations livrées clés en main par la propagande officielle, cet
ordre nouveau qui rend non seulement le passage à l’acte possible, mais le pousse à
l’extrême. (9)
Even when pointing out that accusations stem from all socioeconomic classes (141) Joly
nevertheless divides the letters into two types of authors (correspondants) in terms of the formal
aspects of their letters: the militant or cultivated anti-Semite, and the unrefined, unpolished
(fruste) writer (145). This parsing tends toward a rigid class division manifest through stylistics
and knowledge of the juridical processes within Vichy. However, when examined closely, the
letters provide evidence of class crossover with respect to rabid anti-Semitic content and even
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knowledge of judicial venues that were constantly being promoted and explicated via radio
broadcasts and anti-Semitic popular newspapers like Au pilori which had a wide cross-class
readership.
Joly defines denunciation through the explicit revelation of names and/or addresses to the
French or German authorities: “… le continu d’une dénonciation doit viser explicitement un
individu ou un groupe d’individus ou permettre de les identifier” (141). This narrow definition
excludes multiple types of letters: for example, he does not include administrative documents,94
letters criticizing the government (for their leniency or inefficiency in implementing the policies
of exclusion against Jews), letters ranting and raving in general about the various aspects of the
“Jewish plague”, and letters talking about towns or regions with no accusations against specific
persons, or groups, or providing no specific addresses. I disagree with these exclusions since
these documents often transmit information about the very people who are being turned in or
spied on between different public and private offices and organizations. More importantly, these
documents reveal the institutional processes and structures of denunciation, and the multifaceted
varieties (paid informants, spies) of this practice, bringing to the fore the totalitarian aspect of the
bureaucratic and political structure that promoted, processed, and acted upon the letters by
apprehending, confining, and deporting. And finally, can we not see letters referred to by Joly as
those that “stigmatisent le rôle joué par les juifs dans le marché noir à Nîmes ou l’invasion des
juifs à Pau” (141) (without explicitly giving names or addresses) as a denunciation of an entire
people?
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Although Joly’s categorization is a useful preamble to the study of the phenomenon of
denunciation, I feel that expanding the definition will provide a more nuanced understanding of
the ideological tensions and subtleties within this corpus. The taxonomy I propose will be based
on a discourse analysis that allows for the comprehension of the more sweeping brush strokes of
the social canvas as well as the more intimate spaces of individual narratives.
Departing from Joly’s classification of the letters of denunciation, I want to move towards
establishing a discursive taxonomy of the letters by beginning with the definition of discourse.
The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory defines “discourse” in general as a “formal discussion
of a topic” that can take various forms (“treatise, homily, thesis, etc”…) and in the human
sciences as a term so “widely, and often very loosely, used to describe any organized body or
corpus of statements and utterances governed by rules and conventions of which the user is
largely unconscious,” that is a “near-synonym for ‘ideology’”:
More generally the new emphasis on discourse is influenced by the thesis that language
and symbolic systems in general is not an expression of subjectivity, but rather the
agency that produces subjectivity by positioning human beings as subjects. In all these
senses, discourse ‘is heavily influenced by the French discours which has extremely
broad connotations and which unlike its English equivalent is part of everyday speech
[…]. Modern French does retain the sense […] of discourse as conversation or ‘talk’.
Something of that usage survives in Lacan’s ‘discourse of the unconscious’; this refers
quite literally to ‘what the unconscious is saying.’(100)
[In Problems of General Linguistics, Benveniste] defines the term ‘discourse’ in the
broadest senses as any utterance involving a speaker and a hearer, and an intention, on the
part of the speaker, of influencing the hearer. Both a trivial conversation and a formal
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oration can thus be seen as instances of discourse. Benveniste also describes discourse as
a supra-linguistic phenomenon. The sentence is defined as the highest or most complex of
the system of signs that is language in that it is the product of the combination of more
basic units such as phonemes and signs. With the analysis of the sentence, the domain of
linguistics proper is abandoned and the analyst enters a universe in which language is an
instrument of communication, with discourse as its form of expression … Most would
also agree that the analysis of discourse begins at the point where linguistics reaches the
limits of its technical competence. (100-101)
This extensive definition of narrative discourse presents various approaches that translate into a
set of discourses that I am going to use in my treatment of the letters:
a) An ideological approach: based on Terry Eagleton’s Criticism and ideology (1976), my
analysis will frame the letters as a whole, including themes, rhetorical devices, and a
purview of the authors that spans class, gender, geography, profession, etc.
b) A literary approach: using literary and theoretical devices I will dissect the discourse of
Otherness within the text.
c) A psycho-affective approach as a means of uncovering the unconscious structure and
motivation within the letters: the discourses of envy, inverted victimhood, and vengeance.
d) A pedagogical approach: referring to any denouncer who advocates how best to
implement the process of Aryanization (de-Judeification), one of the cornerstones of
Vichy, to the Authorities,95 or how best to resolve the Jewish question for that matter.
e) A dialogical approach, to demonstrate that letters of délation are always in dialogue with
the dominant ideology of lawfulness and lawlessness by examining the infractions or
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perceived infractions of the Vichy Statutes against the Jews (discourse of legality and
illegality.)
f) A communicative approach: I examine administrative exchanges, including personal
petitions of administrative employment, between various branches of the Vichy
Government such as the CGQJ, the French Police, Regional Offices, etc., in order to
uncover what these letters reveal about the interaction between institutions under the new
political paradigm. Some of these letters are included under the category of propaganda
and not treated as a separate section.
Within this definitional framework, emerges a discursive taxonomy of the letters. Often these
categories are not clear-cut; sometimes they coalesce or conflict in the same text emphasizing its
polyphonic nature.96 Often many discourses appear within one single document making it
difficult to determine which one is the predominant discourse, which is the motivating and
organizing impetus within it, and to recognize the conflicts within the text that among other
aspects reveal practices of resistance in Vichy. Only a careful and close reading will allow us to
determine this and this approach will hopefully prove fruitful in disclosing both patterns and
particularities of each document, and allow us to understand this corpus, and incorporate it into
the study of the literature of its time.
2.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, I explored the particularity of the Mémorial de la Shoah where the collection of
letters of denunciation I examine resides. I not only traced the history of the Mémorial within the
context of Nora’s notions of lieux and milieux de mémoire, but also delineated the politics of
commemoration that surrounded the conception and construction of this institution: the diverse
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functions the Mémorial has had to incorporate, as well as issues of jurisdiction and control of
memory. I also examined certain fundamental questions about the theory of archive as
institutional legal repository. In addition, I undertook the theorization of the archive as crypt
entombing the body of the past as symbol of a French national unconscious where evidence and
traces of violence against Jews and others during Vichy are silently preserved, all of which, I
propose, is symbolic of traumatic events and collective emotions that continue to haunt France. I
utilized the derridean metaphor of excavation of the archive as a parallel to the archeology of the
unconscious during psychoanalysis. Through the use of the definition of narrative discourse as a
starting point I determined a set of theoretical approaches which map directly onto a set of
discourses, and from there I established a discursive taxonomy which ultimately frames the
analysis of the letters. Finally, I suggested that the letters of denunciation are themselves sites of
memory where perpetrators and victims meet, and literature and history are intertwined.
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Chapter III.

Discourses of Denunciation: Theoretical Considerations
La parole est un acte.
Patrick Kéchichan

3.1. Taxonomy of denunciation: making order out of chaos
Within this section I will not be analyzing specific documents but framing and theorizing the
corpus of letters I am researching with the goal of structuring my corpus and of describing tropes
and authors within the ideological, historical, and aesthetic context of the time. Thereafter I will
theorize each discursive category that constitutes the taxonomy of denunciation. In part II of this
dissertation I explore the letters, reading a representative sample from my archival corpus and
applying theory to practice in order to understand the diverse forms of epistolary délation. I have
selected letters from diverse settings and places, from single, collective, and anonymous authors,
so as to create a representative sample that, as much as possible, cuts across class, gender and
ethnicity. Letters stem from Paris, the Free Zone and the North African colonies, mostly from
Algeria. Of course, close reading will be the essential form of analysis in the attempt to find the
rhetorical devices, associations, and etymological relationships that reveal the letters as textual
tapestries of meaning.
3.1.1. Ideological discourse
Terry Eagleton poses that “[the task of criticism] is to show the text as it cannot know itself, to
manifest those conditions of its making (inscribed in its very letter) about which it is necessarily
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silent” (43). I am choosing to frame the letters and their authors within the ideological method of
textual analysis that Eagleton proposes because it can reveal the political and authorial
engrenage that propelled the phenomenon of denunciation and the genre of letters that derived
from it. Even when schematic, Eagleton’s analytical categories can prove useful in our analysis
to situate context, author, and product within a cogent framework. This type of analysis allows
for the understanding of the genesis of anti-Semitic rhetoric in an ideological tradition of
centuries and the impact it had on the development of subjects full of hatred and contempt for the
other who pen such letters, revealing how minds nurtured by propaganda can express
themselves: the idiosyncratic venom becomes the ink of such epistolary acts.
The general mode of production (GMP) of these letters is historically specific and
embedded in economic forces that generate a particular kind of culture (44-45). In the case of
Vichy, the GMP is the economic model of a conquered country under National Socialist
principles, which means that all material production was in the service of the German State and
peripherally Pétain’s “New Revolution.”97 The armament industry was emphasized, as well as
military and police employment. French workers were sent to the East as both industrial and
military labor. An important economic element of the regime was the expropriation of Jewish
industries, businesses, real estate, art, and other material goods that were taken over by the
French State, and put to the service of the authoritarian project, including the salaries and
infrastructure of the industries of persecution and policing of Jewish populations, for example the
CGQJ. Food production was rationed and funneled to the German and French governmental
forces. Infrastructure projects in particular were used to symbolically aggrandize Vichy and Nazi
Germany, or to facilitate the mobilization of occupying forces and the collaborationist apparatus.
For further discussion of this topic, see Paxton “Vichy Lives! - In a Way;” and Desprairies,
L’Héritage de Vichy.
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Eagleton indicates that every text is a product of these forces,98 but he nonetheless
considers the literary mode of production as a particular subset that stems from “certain forces
and social relations of literary production” (45) in a specific society, giving rise to a particular
literature (or any cultural production) derived by the period’s means of “production, distribution,
exchange, and consumption” (47). In the case of Vichy, the regime had propaganda machines:
literary (reviews, articles, and pamphlets), radio programs (Radio Vichy), even art exhibitions
(Le Juif et la France, Sept. 1941) that promoted and disseminated their ideological and political
agenda. The letters I am examining are peripheral to these modes of production in that they are
created by individuals and small groups and have a space within an “artisanal” expression, in that
they are not crafted for mass distribution or consumption (they are either handwritten or typed on
tiny scraps of papers, or on lined sheets from school notebooks, or on official stationary with
letterheads of diverse venues, from individual doctors and lawyers, to larger industrial
companies, to professional associations). Some request anonymity despite being signed. They
were mainly distributed by the postal system and some were even hand delivered, and despite
their subterranean private character, they fit into the total propagandistic schema of the epoch.
The letters are imbued with the lingo of bureaucracy; however amateurish they may seem, they
render a service requested by the State via mass communication.
Eagleton writes that the “general ideology” that frames these texts “is constituted by a
relatively coherent set of ‘discourses’ of values, representations, and beliefs” (54) that promotes
the dominant ideology of a regime. In the case of Pétain’s New Revolution, the motto “family,
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“[S]trictly speaking [the text] is hardly a constituent of literary theory; it is rather its object. But
in so far as it must be examined in its relation with the other elements set out, it can be regarded
methodologically as a particular ‘level.’ The task of criticism is to analyze the complex historical
articulations of these structures which produce the text.” (Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, 4445).
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work, and country” organizes all state discourses distorting them to the point of exclusion of all
elements that are deemed dangerous and foreign to this unity. These values were derived not
only from Nazi ideology, but also from a French xenophobic and anti-Semitic long-standing
tradition exemplified in the works of such acclaimed mainstream writers as Drumont, Maurras,
Doudet, Barrès, Brasillach, and Céline.
The binary opposition, Aryan-Jew, is the foundational dichotomy that underpins the racist
episteme during Vichy and presents a Manichean view whereby Aryan equals the good, worthy,
and strong ideal, and Jew equals the bad, decadent, contaminating, and corrupting element within
the nation. Ideologically the aim of this strict dichotomy was to purge the rotten element in order
to purify and unify French society.99 During Vichy, this ideological apparatus was orchestrated
by the likes of Darquier de Pellepoix and Philippe Henriot.
“Authorial ideology” is, according to Eagleton, “the effect of the author’s specific mode
of biographical insertion into the General Ideology” (58). Distinct factors determine this
specificity such as class, gender, nationality, religion, place of origin and it is dependent on the
General Ideology of the time, whether supporting or resisting it (58-59). In the case of the letters,
their authors are extremely diverse in terms of class, occupation, educational background and
age. Many belong to guilds and unions, veteran’s groups and social organizations. In terms of
geographical location, letters emanate from both urban and rural centers, from Paris to Marseille,
from Pau (Pyrenees) to Grenoble to Nice; they also come from the French North African
colonies: Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria. In this particular collection, with respect to gender,
most letters were written by men, although there were several written by women. Some of the
letters were penned by young adults requesting jobs, others by anciens combattants from World
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See Taguieff’s Introduction to Antisémitisme de Plume.
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War I, others by farmers, lawyers, doctors, etc. The specificity of each author will be addressed
in the close reading of those letters selected for analysis.100
The poverty reflected in some of these letters, with the theme of abject hunger, is truly
painful; however in some instances, letters were written from the 16th arrondissement and other
wealthy enclaves. Some authors were well educated while in other cases syntax and grammar
reflect a poor education where at times spelling is almost phonetic. For Eagleton, aesthetic
ideology spans linguistic and literary expression: “… theories of literature, critical practices,
literary traditions, genres, conventions, devices and discourses” (60). In our case, the letters are
wrapped stylistically around legalistic and propagandistic language with allusions and direct
references to the Vichy Statutes against Jews (1940-41).
Formal conventional salutations and closing statements are almost always present in
every letter: “ onsieur le Commissaire Général;” “A
Vallat;” “Veuillez agréer,

aréchal Pétain;” “Monsieur Xavier

onsieur le Commissaire, l’expression de mes sentiments très

distingués;” “Veuillez agréer…l’expression de ma haute considération;” “Je vous prie de croire,
Monsieur le Haut Commissaire, en mes sentiments très respectueusement dévoués.” Letters
frequently include phrases that denote military and nationalistic standing in order to add valence
and legitimacy to their denunciatory acts: “ancien combattant;” “membre de la Légion
d’Honneur;” “Croix de guerre;” “mutilé de guerre;” “Française 100%;” “Française de souche.”
At the heart of the letters are general denunciatory statements such as “J’ai l’honneur de vous
exposer les faits suivants…;” “Dans l’intérêt de votre mission d’assainissement, nous croyons de
voir vous mettre au courant des faits suivants…;” “J’ai l’honneur de signaler le camouflage du
Juif BRUMER, dont voici ci-après les faits…”
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Beyond these rhetorical formulae, one can almost always find derogatory epithets
regarding Jews: “métèque,” “vermine,” “rapace,” “gros,” “gras,” “néfaste,” “youpin,” etc. But
despite their formulaic aspect, each letter reflects class, educational level, specific motivation(s),
and regional linguistic character in their rhetorical choices. The main themes that describe Jews
within the letters are usury; greed; insatiable consumption of goods; domination or hidden
agendas of power and control; the vulgarity of excess; foreignness; the invasion of French
spaces, especially in the South; their involvement in the black market; the theme of infestation;
the exploitation of the “real French;” the resort Jew; the contaminating Jew; the international
Jew; the communist and freemason Jews; they receive preferential treatment; Jews have a
different moral and ethical system; participation or non-participation in military service; Jews as
tribal who help each other excluding everyone else; Jews as guests in France despite being in the
country for generations, always under the auspices of French benevolence and kindness; Jews as
ingrates.
As for the French attitudes towards “the Jewish problem” the letters contain the following
themes: elimination of a foreign element; abjection; Aryanization; expropriation (spoliation);
cleansing (nettoyage); moral healing (assainissement); purification (épuration). Taguieff
separates the aforementioned themes into two distinct categories that underpin all themes that
pervade anti-Semitic cultural production, first the thesis of alleged Jewish inaptitude for
assimilation; and second, the conspiracy theory that makes all Jews part of an international
network aimed at world domination.101 As in the tradition of anti-Semitic literature, these
categories recur in the collection of letters I am examining, conceptualizing the mythic Jew, a

Taguieff mentions “la thèse de l’inassimilabilité radicale du Juif” and “la vision
conspirationniste du Juif, c’est-à-dire la théorie du complot, local ou mondial, appliquée au ‘Juif
international’ ou ‘éternel,’ stéréotype comme dominateur par nature” (36).
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construct that is not only part of Vichy’s official discourse, but echoes a long-standing intimate
ideology that the French embraced due its constant repetition and its diffusion via the dominant
cultural, religious and political institutions that worked in favor of the anti-Jewish policies in
Vichy.
Eagleton affirms that the text - however comprised by all the elements mentioned above
in his analytic paradigm - “is not merely a passive product. The text is so constituted by this
conjuncture as to actively determine its own determinants - an activity which is most apparent in
its relations to ideology” (63). In other words, the text is produced by the ideological formations
we have examined but it is beyond these ideological in itself, and meaning cannot be controlled
or restricted. Language and discourse, polysemic and dialogical, go beyond conscious
intentionality and multiply meanings.
The letters are themselves material products of the general ideology of the period and
bear witness to the efficiency and success of French anti-Semitic propaganda as one of the main
instruments of the authoritarian state. These letters are a product of the politics of identification
and exclusion subtended by a legal apparatus that produced 143 anti-Jewish laws and decrees, a
clear sign that, as Dominique Gros points out in her article on the ‘statut des juifs’ in the online
journal Culture et Conflits: “Tout l’appareil administratif, tout l’appareil juridictionnel (l’un et
l’autre “épurés” des juifs) sont mobilisés […]” (3). Thus the letters are replete with legalistic
references.
In addition, Joly affirms that denunciation in general assumes a certain orality (“La
délation anti-Semite,” 140). One can certainly extend this notion to the letters themselves, as
they echo the voices of synchronic and diachronic virulent anti-Jewish diatribes that had been
incorporated into both every day and academic language utilized in the crafting of the
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documents, and which are viscerally present in them. These letters fit clearly into Taguieff’s
notion of antisémitisme de plume, however informal (or formal) in their presentation.
3.1.2. Situating the letters
In addressing these letters, it is most useful to go beyond the administrative epistolary genre with
its predisposed form (and formulae), and to contemplate the uniqueness of each particular voice,
even when overtaken by conventional anti-Semitic discourses and legalistic jargon, since all of
these letters are wrapped around and imbued with these. Thus to say that a letter is full of
bureaucratic lingo or anti-Semitic stereotypes, is indeed to state the obvious. It is certainly more
useful to view the collection in light of Bakhtin’s definition of heteroglossia:
At any given moment…a language is stratified, not only into dialects in the strict sense of
the word (i.e., dialects that are set off according to formal linguistic [especially phonetic]
markers), but is […] stratified as well into languages that are socio-ideological: languages
belonging to professions, to genres, languages peculiar to particular generations, etc.
This stratification and diversity of speech […] will spread wider and penetrate to even
deeper levels so long as a language is alive and still in the process of becoming. (qtd. in
Holquist, Introduction, The Dialogic Imagination, xix)
Heteroglossia, as a concept that denotes the discursive tensions within a “stratified” professional
and regional linguistic corpus, is evident in this particular collection of letters as the very matter
where one can find social fissures and textures. Even when most of the letters adopt formulaic
rhetoric from Vichy, both legal and anti-Jewish, each letter seeks to convey a particular message
or its writer to acquire a personal benefit: whether it is to occupy an apartment owned by Jews,
or to acquire a Jewish business, to eliminate Jewish competition, particularly in the professions,
or to avenge spousal betrayal with a Jew or Jewess, to get a job, or to vent personal frustration.
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The usage of anti-Semitic discourses does not necessarily make each and every author
especially anti-Semitic, although sometimes one can truly find letters that strongly espouse racist
and/or ethnic motivation. In the description of their grievances, actions of resistance on the part
of the French authorities or common citizens are sometimes revealed. A monolithic ideological
template is thus deconstructed within the very matter of denunciation, which does not mean,
however, that an overarching anti-Jewish Gestalt that was normative at the time or the need to
demonize Jews in order to blame them for France’s current political plight, and above all,
national humiliation, does not prevail. On the other hand, the tragedy of war and occupation, the
massive diaspora of Jews to the free zone and the displacement of the French population due to
the influx of the newcomers is often broached in a heart-wrenching fashion. Unfortunately Jews
were as victimized as other French citizens, actually much more. While urban populations were
incipiently wealthier and drove prices of foodstuff up in the countryside, everyone suffered. The
moral conundrum was that however hungry a French person was, (and this comes across as
extremely painful in some of the letters), it was ultimately not the fault of the displaced Jews.
Moreover, despite the ravages of war, French people were not slated for deportation and
extermination (for merely “being French”) as Jews were. Each denunciatory letter had the
possibility of setting into motion a shadowy investigation that could lead a person into Drancy,
and onto Auschwitz; each denouncer could become an accomplice to murder. The writer of an
innocent note who might have been motivated by patriotism or civic duty under Vichy’s
definition could become a petit assassin, sometimes unwittingly.
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3.2. Discourse of otherness
3.2.1. An archeology of otherness102
Hayden White’s analysis of the concept of “wild humanity” in “The Forms of Wildness:
Archeology of an Idea” might be useful in understanding the construction of otherness in
Western thought due to how this archetype translated into religious and secularized forms and
their particular manifestations during Vichy:
The notion of “wildness” (or in its Latinate form “savagery”) belongs to a set of selfauthenticating devices which includes among many others, the ideas of “madness” and
“heresy” as well. These terms are used not merely to designate a specific condition or
state of being but also to confirm the value of their dialectical antitheses “civilization,”
“sanity,” “orthodoxy” respectively. Thus, they do not so much refer to a specific thing,
place or condition as dictate a particular attitude governing a relationship between a lived
reality and some area of problematical experience that cannot be accommodated easily to
conventional conceptions of the normal or familiar (151).103
White traces the origins of the idea of the “wild other” to Hebrew and Greek notions and
myths that were incorporated and transformed in Christian thought and then secularized during
modernity. The root of wilderness in the Hebraic tradition was the rendition of the myth of the
fall due to Adam’s transgression. Humankind had to join an inhospitable and savage world (158).
But the most important aspect of this myth is the notion of inner deficiency, “the conflation of a
physical with a moral condition” (159), the weakness that leads us into a disintegrated being with
respect to nature, “a manifestation of a specific relationship to God, a cause and at the same time
102

My title is inspired by the article by Hayden White that I am using as theoretical support for
this section.
103
In White’s last statement one can understand that wildness is inevitably linked to the Freudian
uncanny.
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a consequence of being under God’s curse” (159). In Hebrew thought wildness and otherness
(especially in its current connotation) were often synonymous and implied being expelled from
the community due to transgression of moral behavior, the cornerstone of Judaic thought. The
expelled and broken being is irredeemable because “God has withdrawn the blessing from him”
(159).
In contrast, Greeks associated de-civilization and otherness with the barbaros:
… anyone who did not speak Greek, one who babbled, and who therefore lacked the one
power by which the political life could be achieved and a true humanity realized (165).
This last passage indicates that for Greeks, linguistic differentiation constituted much more than
difference: it implied a lesser state where the fullness of humanity was not an ontological
principle, but depended on the participation of cultural practices. “True humanity” had to be
achieved through the incorporation into the Greek idiom, values, and civic participation.
According to White both ancient Hebrews and Greeks conceived of three types of humanity. For
the first one, humanity was divided into Jews, Gentiles, and wild men; these wild men were a
category unto themselves because, as mentioned above, they had been withdrawn from “God’s
blessing” (159) and thus accursed. For Greeks and Romans the three types of humanity were
civilized men, barbarians, (who, while inferior, still lived with certain organizations), and wild
men, those who lived under no law at all.
Medieval Christianity transformed its cultural parents, Judaism and Greco-Roman
culture, and re-mythified the concept of wildness and otherness. Christians, who had reinvented
and rebelled against Judaic values such as the notion of abundant procreation (to keep the closed
community alive), had instead glorified chastity; abstinence was considered the Christian ideal.
While Greeks did not have the need to project their libidinal fantasies unto others due to the
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sexual freedom of their societies and the abundance of hybrid species such as centaurs, fauns,
nymphs, etc. in their social imaginary (169), Medieval Christians projected their repressed
desires unto the other, the wild man, transforming him into a fetish, desired and forbidden,
repulsive and desperately wanted.
Christian theologists emphasized sin and the fallen condition of humanity, one that could
only be redeemed by Jesus’ love. Jewish law was exchanged for Divine Grace. However, if you
did not believe in Jesus due to lack of Divine Grace, a dangerous aporia presented itself since
Grace could only be granted by the Divine, thus you were cursed. Jews and others who existed
outside the Christian economy fell into this category.
Rousseau and other eighteenth-century writers rescued the idea of the wild man and
created the concept of the Noble Savage as a redeemable form of wildness. However, despite the
process of secularization, the mythical other prevailed morphing into colonial, xenophobic,
racist, and anti-Semitic forms. In these forms the secularized notion of wildness/otherness was
transformed conflating the idea of accursedness or moral deficiency (from Judaism), of
foreignness (from the Greeks), and libidinal projection as perversion (from Christianity). Fear of
others became a central societal element due to the dangers of proximity to those morally lacking
and of repressed sexual desire. Some of these forms are exemplified in specific cultural figures
such as the “Hottentot Venus,” Sara Baartman from South Africa (1789-1860), who was paraded
around the streets of London and Paris naked with a chain around her neck, and was exhibited in
a metal cage. A sexualized and primitivized form of the colonial other, after her death, her
genitalia were excised and conserved and were exhibited in the

usée de l’Homme in Paris until

1970. Another well-known example is the painting Olympia (1863) by Edouard Manet where an
exoticized colonial other dressed as an odalisque sexualizes her mistress. Of course we cannot
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ignore the many caricatures of money-grubbing Jews with a hooked nose grasping the world
with their vulture-like claws that regularly appeared in European dailies. An excellent example is
a caricature of Baron Rothschild called “La Gotha” which appeared in Le Rire, April 16, 1898.
The Dreyfus Affair further ignited a plethora of images portraying Jews as cowards, traitors,
greedy bankers, and so on. Both secularized and religious forms of wildness and otherness
became the lens through which Jews were perceived and represented in France especially from
Dreyfus through Vichy. “Wildness,” in short, is foundational for the construction of otherness
and its vestiges are ubiquitous: “It was the oppressed, exploited, alienated, or repressed part of
humanity that kept on reappearing in the imagination of Western man-- as the wild man, as the
monster, and as the devil--to haunt or entice him thereafter” (White, 180).
3.2.2. Stereotype as fetish
Peripherally to White’s study of otherness and in dialogue with his study on “The Noble Savage
as fetish,” Homi Bhabha adopts a psychoanalytic approach in his investigation and articulation of
the other in The Location of Culture, and particularly in the third chapter which contains his
seminal essay, “The other question: Stereotype, discrimination, and the discourse of
colonialism.” For him, the construction of otherness relies on the notion of ‘fixity:’
Fixity as the sign of cultural/historical/racial/difference […] is a paradoxical mode of
representation: it connotes rigidity and an unchanging order as well as disorder,
degeneracy and daemonic repetition. Likewise the stereotype, which is its major
discursive strategy, is a form of knowledge and identification that vacillates between
what is always ‘in place’, already known, and something that must be anxiously repeated.
[…] It is the process of ambivalence, central to the stereotype […] that gives [the]
stereotype its currency: ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive
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conjunctures; informs its strategies of individuation and marginalization; produces the
effect of probabilistic truth and predictability, which for the stereotype must always be an
excess of what can be empirically proved or logically construed. (66)
This ambivalence is created as a conflict between the idealization of self as a “whole” stemming
from a non-fractured identity, and the true realities of métissage racially, culturally, and even
sexually (67). By observing difference in ethnicity, class, or gender, the primeval notion of
wholeness collapses creating deep anxiety, an unease evoking the Freudian uncanny, a sense of a
difficult association, the notion that something or someone should not be in our commonplace
environs. It is to cover up this anxiety that the stereotype emerges:
Nor would it be possible, without the attribution of ambivalence to relations of
power/knowledge, to calculate the traumatic impact of the return of the oppressed—those
terrifying stereotypes of savagery, cannibalism, lust and anarchy, which are the signal
points of identification and alienation, scenes of fear and desire. […] It is precisely this
function of the stereotype, as phobia and fetish, that according to Fanon threatens the
closure of the racial/epidermal schema […] and opens the royal door to fantasy. (72-73)
In his equation of stereotype as fetish, Bhabha proposes that it is in fact the polarity of obsession,
recognition--disavowal, that is the mechanism through which pleasure and anxiety become
affixed to it. By way of the conception of stereotype, terror, discomfort, repugnance, and veiled
desire become set in the imagination via metaphor, providing the solace of believing that the
other is knowable and therefore can be controlled. A secondary aspect of this obsession is “the
regime of the scopic drive” (76), incessantly studying and watching the other in order to keep it
under constant surveillance, to contain its threatening nature, and to fantasize about it,
momentarily resolving our conflict (74-76). For Bhabha, the tropes of stereotypical fetishism are
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metaphor and metonymy and its forms of identification are narcissism and aggression: “There is
a tie-up between the metaphoric or masking function of the fetish and the narcissistic objectchoice and an opposing alliance between the metonymic figuring of lack and the aggressive
phase of the Imaginary” (77). The stereotype functions through psychological projection, where
inner splits, difficult emotions, eerie psychic spaces that haunt us, can be resolved by disavowing
them from our personal and social realities, and thrust them upon an “other.”
3.2.3. The dilemma of never belonging
In France Jews had a particular trajectory, as outlined in the first chapter, of being both insiders
and outsiders. Oftentimes, as I have shown, these positions alternated historically without an
obvious rationale. Being French implicitly signified being white, Catholic, and ultimately French
identity was tied to the land, the village that one’s ancestors belonged to. The society was
relatively closed, more so in the country. There existed a particular strand of xenophobia.
Even after the French Revolution, when the secular state prevailed, this schism was not resolved.
French religious practices were not fully abandoned and remained very much a part of French
life despite the separation of Church and State (Dec 9, 1905), as Emmanuel Levinas underscores
in these lines from Difficult Freedom:
The irreligiousness of Christian individuals is played out at the very heart of a State that,
even as a lay state, preserves within its secularized substance the forms of religious life.
What makes irreligiousness irremediable in the Jews is that the collectivity no longer
recognizes that it has any historical vocation, and that its religion merely totalizes the
beliefs of individuals. Ignorance of the secularized forms of religious life at the heart of
the secular states themselves was the fundamental vice of the philosophy of assimilation.
The great theoreticians of Emancipation such as Joseph Salvador professed both a sincere
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attachment to Judaism and the conviction that the world which evolved from the French
Revolution should free itself from the Christian structures that underpinned prerevolutionary society.
There exists in fact an element of diffuse religion, halfway between the strictly rational
order of political thought and the mystical order of belief, in which political life itself
swims. One does not think of this religious atmosphere because one breathes it naturally.
It does not simply vanish as a result of the juridical separation of Church and State. The
[French] national spirit is strongly marked by religious history which, throughout the
centuries has impregnated daily social customs. (256-257)
For Lévinas, Jews never truly belonged in the French psyche, no matter how many generations
they had been in France or how assimilated into French culture they felt. In his opinion,
“assimilation failed… because it did not placate the non-Jews or put an end to anti-Semitism”
(255). Frantz Fanon similarly recognizes the non-belonging of Jews within French society when
he writes, in Black Skin, White Masks, that “it is tradition to which the anti-Semites turn to
ground the validity of their ‘point of view,’” namely that “there is no possibility of your finding a
place in society,” because the Jew has no place in “that long historical past, […] that blood
relation between Pascal and Descartes” (121).
Among the French Israélites (old stock of French Jewish families) however, there was
misrecognition in that their Frenchness trumped their Jewishness, a fatal error that became fully
apparent during Vichy. When Léon Blum was elected as Prime Minister of the Third Republic,
the first French Jew to hold this position, Xavier Vallat, (long before becoming the head of the
CGQJ), conveyed his disapproval in the following terms:
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Votre arrivée au pouvoir marque incontestablement une date historique. Pour la première
fois, ce vieux pays gallo-romain va être gouverné par un juif. J’ose dire à haute voix ce
que le pays pense en son for intérieur ; il est préférable de mettre à la tête de ce pays un
homme dont les origines appartiennent à son sol [...] qu’un subtil talmudiste.104
Léon Blum fell prey to birther-like attacks that asserted he was not French-born and were very
similar to those visited upon President Barak Obama. As a result of these constant aspersions,
Blum published an editorial response, “Je suis français,” in the newspaper, Le Populaire
(November 19, 1938), defending his Frenchness and Israélite status which included references to
his family genealogy.105
As the influx of refugees from all over Europe arrived in France, Jean Giraudoux, a
known playwright and the minister of information under Daladier, published five xenophobic
lectures in his book Pleins pouvoirs “in which he defined the concept of French nationality so
narrowly that it could be interpreted as Anti-semitic” (Riding, 33). In Giraudoux’s words
“hundreds of thousands of Ashkenazis escaping from Polish or Romanian ghettos … [are]
swarming in our arts and our old and new industries in a kind of spontaneous generation
reminiscent of fleas on a newly born puppy” (Giraudoux, qtd. in Riding, 33).
The Israélites themselves perceived the more recently naturalized Jews and Jewish
immigrants to be different – as immigrants causing problems - from the longstanding French
Jewish community. In this differentiation, some joined in the collective xenophobia, as if they,
the Israélites, were an absolute part (citoyens à part entière) of France and the newcomers were
not. This became even more crucial to their identity and survival at the onset of xenophobic
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Léon Blum, http://judaisme.sdv.fr/perso/blum.htm. Riding uses the same quote in English in
And the Show Went On, 19.
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See Appendix B, p. 392, for a facsimile of the newspaper article.
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policies preceding the occupation. In Vichy, at the beginning, there was an attempt to separate
the wheat from the chaff, with the promulgation of exemptions and special treatment for anciens
combattants de guerre for example. However, as the process of Aryanization penetrated into the
crevices of French society, distinction among Jews became irrelevant. Taguieff reminds us that
for Louis-Ferdinand Céline, a representative of the extreme anti-Semites, the soft lukewarm antiSemitism of the Pétainistes that aimed to limit Jewish influence was insufficient because it
ignored racial conflict. For him, despite the Statutes against the Jews that imposed quotas and
arrested Jewish immigrants, there was no distinction between Israélites and immigrant Jews,
they were all “diseased:”
Distinction entre les bons Juifs et les mauvais Juifs? Ça rime à rien. Les Juifs possibles
patriotes, et les Juifs impossibles, pas patriotes? Rigolade! […] Le chirurgien fait-il une
distinction entre les bons et les mauvais microbes? (qtd. in Taguieff 163)
Hannah Arendt concurs with Levinas’ position on assimilation, in that in every Jew “there still
remained something of the old-time pariah, who has no country, for whom human rights do not
exist, and whom society would gladly exclude from its privileges” (Jew as Pariah, 27). The
illusion of national belonging of long established Israélites and the lure of the idea of the land of
liberté, égalité, fraternité, a paradisiacal fantasy in the minds of so many immigrants, became a
betrayal that facilitated a politics of deception.
In spite of the French Revolution and the ideals and values of the Enlightenment; in spite
of Jewish emancipation and incorporation into French citizenry; in spite of the final exoneration
of Dreyfus; in spite of Jewish participation in WWI from which the Jews were supposedly to
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have emerged as one of “the diverse families of France;”106 in spite of having broken the ultimate
glass ceiling with the election of Léon Blum as Prime Minister of the Third Republic; ultimately,
in the mind’s eye of the French clouded by a very rigid, narrow, and anachronistic notion of
French identity, Jews remained Jews, ontologically deficient, never French enough. They learned
Prospero’s language in the prose of Proust and the philosophy of Montaigne, but Caliban did not
curse the French with their language, it was the French that cursed Caliban.
3.3. Propaganda and denunciation
In their seminal treatise Age of propaganda, Anthony R. Pratakanis and Elliot Aronson state that
propaganda “ha[s] come to characterize our post-industrial society (9).” Beforehand, propaganda
was considered mass-deception, the circulation of “biased ideas and opinions” (9) at the service
of totalitarianism. Scholars now understand that rather than mere lies with malicious intent the
propaganda apparatus is much more sophisticated and used by diverse ideologies to promote
their agendas. Pratkanis and Aronson define it as “mass ‘suggestion’ or influence through the
manipulation of symbols and the psychology of the individual” (9). “Propaganda,” they add, “is
the communication of a point of view with the ultimate goal of having the recipient of the appeal
come to ‘voluntarily’ accept this position as it were his or her own (9). This definition has deep
consequences in the perpetration of a dominant ideology and its reproduction via language and
social rituals107 that allow individuals to feel they are freely accepting and enforcing both
ideology and its practices. Psychologically, as Lacan and Irigaray amongst others demonstrate,
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This refers to the title of Maurice Barrès’ treatise, Les diverses familles spirituelles de la
France, on the cohesion and unity of the French nation that occurred during WWI where the
differences of separate ethnic and religious groups became irrelevant due to their courageous
service to France.
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See Pierre Bourdieu’s ideas on class reproduction through language in Language and
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the internalization of the “law of the father” through language has deeply lasting and often
harmful effects on various non-hegemonic groups and individuals belonging to them.
As Renée Poznanski shows in Propagandes et Persécutions propaganda during Vichy
was consistently deployed following the Nazi model (Poznanski 341-362). It consisted of
bombarding derisive information through mass media venues (radio, newspapers, posters,
cartoons, film) and in targeted forums for diverse sectors, such as art and ethnographic museum
exhibits, parades, and university courses (Study of Judaism at the Sorbonne, for instance). The
German occupation authorities had a bureau of propaganda in Paris (Progandastaffel) and a
French subsidiary in Paris as well, the Institut d’étude des questions juives (IEQJ), (responsible
for the exhibit Le Juif et la France.) In addition to the mandated German propaganda centers
mentioned here, the Vichy government had its own propaganda network: le Centre de
propagande de la évolution Nationale d’Avignon (The Avignon Propaganda Center of the
National Revolution) ; le Secrétariat général à l’information (The Ministry of Information)
created on October 13, 1940, which was expanded on November 11, 1942 to become le
Secrétariat général à l’information et à la propagande, eventually directed by Philippe Henriot
in 1944;108 and le Comité d’organisation de l’industrie cinématographique (COIC) established
on November 2, 1940. According to Steve Wharton in his work Screening Reality: French
Documentary Film during the German Occupation, the French authorities finally saw film
production as an industry (not just an art form) and “were determined to put to their use” this
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This ministry was responsible for the administration of radio and cinema. Under its umbrella
a new office came into being – the General Directorate for Cinema - and its task was to
“encourager, coordonner, orienter et controller la production et la diffusion du cinéma français.”
Quoted in Steve Wharton, Screening Reality, 42.
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highly useful industrial product (31).109 Concomitant to the efforts of these institutions were
Radio-Vichy and Radio-Paris, two stations that were widely listened to.110 In fact, Darquier de
Pellepoix and Philippe Henriot gave emotive speeches railing against Jews and all other
undesirable groups encouraging their denunciation. Lastly, Poznanski affirms that the most
important source of propagandistic material during the occupation were Pétain’s patriotic and
anti-Jewish speeches (Propagandes et Persécutions, 76-97).
3.3.1. Propagandistic rhetoric
The most germane elements in the structuring of propagandistic rhetoric are the techniques of
persuasion, often accompanied by certain linguistic tropes, described below. These techniques
have multiple sources, the earliest belonging to classical techniques of persuasion, oratory in
nature. According to Pratkanis and Aronson, the classical model has four facets:
a) the source (ethos): who is speaking, whether he is of noble and trustworthy character;
b) the message (logos): it needs to have a rational and logical resonance and be adapted to
the target audience;
c) the emotions of the audience (pathos): Aristotle considered the emotions of the audience
fundamental in relaying the message, and sought to elicit all feelings, from anger, to
shame, to pride, in constructing an effective message;
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For a brief but nonetheless interesting discussion of Vichy’s policies and promotion of cinema
see Desprairie’s L’Héritage de Vichy, 111-112 and 118-119.
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Darquier de Pellepoix had a radio program on Radio-Paris called Les Juifs contre la France
(summer 1942-Aug 11, 1944) that was quite popular. The London-based Resistance renamed
Radio Paris Radio-Paris ment (lies). The full jingle is “Radio Paris ment, Radio Paris ment,
adio Paris est Allemand.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHQzZClpL9o&list=RDtHQzZClpL9o#t=78. On the topic,
see Braunschweig, “Les émissions antisémites.”
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d) facts and events outside the immediate control of the speaker (atechnoi): taking
advantage of current events and the oratorical environment for the position of the orator
(Age of Propaganda,18-19).
The central characteristic of this model is orality. Many of the letters I am studying in fact reflect
this aspect: even within a formal register, its tropes of familiarity, everyday language, popular
culture referents, and emotional appeals to the receiver are present. This is especially true of
letters of civic activism, when the authors seek to motivate government officials to act swiftly,
effectively, and radically in order to Aryanize the country.
These four components served as the building blocks of subsequent and more complex
methods of persuasion to which we now turn. Modern day theories of persuasion derive from
psychoanalysis, learning theory, and cognitive approaches. The first one is based on the symbolic
meaning of common objects. Once the propagandist understands the language of the
unconscious, they can figure out what symbolic words and images to use in order to influence
the audience (ibid. 21). Advertisers and politicians tend to utilize learning theory to persuade
their public: “According to learning theory, a persuasive message is persuasive when it is learned
and accepted by the recipient: propaganda must be seen, understood, learned, remembered, and
acted upon” (ibid. 22). The cognitive approach establishes that “the target of persuasion is not a
passive receptor of influence, dutifully obeying the principles of learning theory, but an active
participant in the persuasion process” (ibid. 23). This aspect of persuasion theory is extremely
pertinent to délation, most especially in the didactic form of the letters included in this section
where authors seek to improve and optimize Vichy’s policies. All these models and principles
are present in Vichy’s various modes of propaganda and had pronounced effects on the French
public. The case of denunciation, as we have established, is far more complex since there was
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already an anti-Semitic tradition, both intellectual and popular, in the country previous to the
German occupation that was ripe to render its fruits.
3.3.2. Main propagandistic tropes and techniques
Although propagandistic tropes and techniques are extensive, I will explore some of the most
important utilized in the letters of denunciation I am studying. One can see how these techniques
are frequently reflected back to government officials in order for them to be receptive to their
authors’ suggestions and admonishments. In this sense, it is interesting to see which tropes were
the most effective with the public, which notions were best incorporated by them, and then
parroted back to the authorities, and which ideas were ingrained in longstanding popular lore,
superstition, and prejudice. Below is a list of tropes and techniques frequently used in Vichy
based on Robert Cole’s classification in The Encyclopedia of Propaganda:
1. Bandwagon —the notion that everyone is participating in certain ideology and practices
and that in order to belong to the group, an individual needs to join them (Cole, 610). In
the case of Vichy, in order to join Pétain’s National Revolution, people needed to
embrace his nationalistic xenophobic, anti-Semitic agenda, and to embrace the legal
apparatus that his government crafted.
2. Card-Stacking –-Only the positive aspects of a certain ideology are emphasized while the
negative aspects of a competing ideology are exclusively publicized (ibid). Within Vichy,
all competing ideologies against Pétain’s version of nationalism and its practice of
Aryanization were not only maligned, but crushed with censorship.
3. Glittering Generalities --- This is mainly a linguistic device that entails evocation of
“positive connotations” (ibid) of a personality, party, or ideology that resonate with
people’s core values. “ Famille, travail et patrie” was the slogan of the National
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Revolution and it resonated both with the bourgeoisie and popular classes within a
patriarchal context, especially in a moment of defeat when people needed to reorganize
their perception of France under German Occupation, and of economic crisis, when
unemployment was high.
4. Labeling or name-calling--- Another linguistic device that demonizes and degrades the
opposing party or antagonistic or scapegoated group (ibid). Vichy constantly derided the
Third Republic, Jews, freemasons, and communists. In terms of Jews they insisted they
were culpable for France’s defeat due to excessive political, financial, economic, and
cultural influence.
5. Transference or Testimonial--- the association of positive symbols and celebrities with
the agenda that is being promoted (ibid., 611). Pétain promoted himself as a WWI hero
representing nationalist and imperial values, his credibility behind the National
Revolution.
6. Scapegoating---Pointing to a group or individual and blaming them for the evils of an
historical event or a social ill (ibid., 611-612). Jews, freemasons, and communists were
the target of Vichy’s propaganda of blame.
7. Doublespeak---“Deliberate use of obscure and ambiguous language in order to deceive
the listeners [receptors] as to the real intent of the policy or program” (ibid., 612).
Clearly, French people did not fully understand the implications of the Statutes Against
the Jews. Even when the big round-up of Vel d’hiv came about, and many Parisians were
startled and shocked about these egregious acts, Vichy attempted to assuage them by
saying that these “foreign” (false) Jews were only being deported to the East to work.
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8. The Big Lie---Constant repetition of outrageous falsities reiterated through different
venues so that eventually they become accepted as fact (ibid., 611). The hammering of
essentialist stereotypes of Jewish conspiracy wove the narrative of Jewish world
domination, the demise of France, and the guilt for the German Occupation.
9. Plain Folks---Everyday popular language and symbols (ibid). Pétain always had the
French flag behind him when he was giving his speeches or in many posters with his
image.
These techniques give rise to three processes indispensable in propagandistic messaging: first,
gaining attention to the message/ideology being promoted; second, concealing thr aims and the
identity of the promoters of the ideological platform; and finally, raising the public’s anxieties
and fears while at the same time displaying strength so that they might be embraced as a solution
to these anxieties.
3.3.3. Denunciation and reception theory
In “The Ideological Dimension of Media Messages,” Marina Camargo Heck states that
ideology’s “social function is not to give agents a true knowledge of the social structure, but
simply to insert them, as it were, into their practical activities supporting this structure” (122). It
accomplishes this goal through coded messages that obfuscate power relations and by relaying
the messages in such a manner that oppressed subjects not only cannot identify their true position
within this structure, but also support it against their own interests, and in the process surrender
their agency. This suspends the possibility of political mobilization and transformation. For
Camargo Heck, it is “not false consciousness, but… [an] obscuring of social reality” (122) that
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allows for this process.111 She refers to the work of Argentinean sociologist Eliseo Verón who, in
“Semanticization of political violence,” establishes that ideology is a “system of coding reality,”
and not the specific coded messages it produces (qtd. in Carmago Heck, 123). Since these
messages are created by semantic rules of selection and combination, one needs to understand
these in order to decode them. Camargo Heck states that “[w]hen a message is emitted, it is not
only what is said that has significance, but also the way it is said, and what is not said, but could
be said” (124). Therefore, one can infer that one needs to study the mechanisms of the
organization of messages and to situate them historically in order to understand both their
creators and their audiences.
Stuart Hall’s seminal essay on reception theory, “Encoding and decoding,” expands
Camargo Heck’s focus on the semantics of messaging. He argues that discursive production
follows the process of message production, circulation, distribution-consumption, and
reproduction, a model that belies “a complex structure in dominance” (128). The “continuity [of]
the flow of effective production (that is ‘reproduction’)” (129) is key in forming a full circuit of
delivery and reception of the ideological content of discourse: “The apparatuses, relations, and
practices of production thus issue, at a certain moment (the moment of ‘production/circulation’)
in the form of symbolic vehicles constituted within the rules of ‘language’[…]. The discourse
must then be translated- transformed, again –into social practices- if the circuit is to be both
completed and effective” (128). In order for discursive messages to be effective they need to be
meaningful; this is accomplished through the creation of narrative. For example, in the case of an
historical event, Hall states that it needs to have a cohesive narrative or story to be transmitted
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As Lacan demonstrated in his famous seminar, language, always charged and ideological,
becomes internalized at the mirror stage. The system of representation is not merely linguistic,
but includes images, concepts, and structures, and is unconscious (Camargo Heck, 124-126).
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effectively in the form of historiography (129). For specific messaging to be effective, these
historical events become subservient to the ideology that is being promoted.
This insight aids our understanding of the effectiveness of the narrative concocted in
Vichy since the message blaming Blum’s Third Republic for the defeat of France ensured the
successful reception of anti-Jewish policies. All Jews were associated with Blum and the
Republic, while their perceived stronghold in banking, commerce, media, and the liberal
professions were utilized to their detriment. All anti-Semitic narratives whether on the left (anticapitalist) or on the right (nationalism and xenophobia) led to the Jew as culprit, to conspiratorial
ideas of world domination via financing (the Bolshevik Revolution, the establishments of the
banks, Zionism), as rendered in the canonical anti-Semitic forgery The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion. Vichy’s opportunistic narrative was created by the French reactionary class and then
codified with anti-Semitism and xenophobia in order to promote both the Nazi agenda and the
goals of the conservative French oligarchy:
In that moment [the moment of encoding and decoding], the formal sub-rules of discourse
are ‘in dominance’, without, of course, subordinating out of existence the historical event
so signified, the social relations in which the rules are set to work or the social and
political consequences of the event having been signified in this way (Hall 129).
Hall states that the moments of encoding and decoding of the message are crucial in the
delivery of content. Reception depends on symmetrical or familiar codes that can be easily
understood, therefore decoded, by the target audience. This means that in order to be effective a
properly delivered message has to be appropriate for its audience (via register, language, visuals,
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semiotics) in order to be understood by the receptor and incorporated into his personal ideology
(130):112
[The message form] must first be appropriated as a meaningful discourse and be
meaningfully decoded. It is this set of decoded meanings which ‘have an effect’,
influence, entertain, instruct, or persuade, with very complex perceptual, cognitive,
emotional, ideological or behavioral consequences (ibid.).
In short, the dominant narrative justifies the dominant ideology, “its institutions, its laws and its
practices through its message forms” (posters, newspaper articles, exhibitions, films, radio
programs, etc.). It also promotes, when internalized, specific social practices, like that of
denunciation during Vichy. For instance, Law 4553 of October 25, 1941 mandating obligatory
denunciation of “crimes or projects of crimes” against the state was the initial legal incitement to
the social practice of denunciation, but constant anti-Semitic messaging affirmed the national
and personal value of délation. In fact, there were many letters of denunciation written before the
decree of Law 4553.
3.4. Affective dimension of the discourse of denunciation
Having explored the ideological and cultural expressions of denunciation, I will now focus on
the psychological motivations, both conscious and unconscious, of this epistolary genre, both
phenomenon and common practice of the Vichy era.
3.4.1. The death drive, splitting, and the abject
I begin by broaching certain psychoanalytic concepts that allow us to understand the hatred for
Jews at a critical moment in French history, when national identity was in crisis due to the
German Occupation, and the trauma of war had brought about both individual and collective
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disintegration. This stressful period led to diverse phenomena of social regression that brought
certain primordial processes to the fore. Hatred of the other, abjection, and splitting were
mechanisms to resolve conflictive feelings of shame, self-loathing, fear, and impotence in
France. These feelings arose during this historical time as projective devices and individual
defenses of which Jews were the target.
3.4.1.1. Freud and the death drive
After Freud elaborated his initial notion of Eros, the libidinal drive of survival and creation, he
came to recognize the existence of an opposing concomitant impulse, the death drive (in postFreudian terms Thanatos), an unconscious impetus towards an early state of organic
decomposition, a trajectory toward self-annihilation:
…we have to distinguish two classes of instincts, one of which, the sexual instincts or
Eros, is by far the more conspicuous and accessible to study. It comprises not merely the
uninhibited sexual instinct proper and the instinctual impulses of an aim-inhibited or
sublimated nature derived from it, but also the self-preservative instinct, which must be
assigned to the ego […].
The second class of instincts […] we came to recognize sadism as its representative. On
the basis of theoretical considerations, we put forward the hypothesis of a death instinct,
the task of which is to lead organic life back into the inanimate state […]. (Freud, “Ego”
645)
According to Freud, in order to resolve egoic conflict between self-preservation and the
death drive manifested as sadism, libidinal narcissism impels the projection of the death drive
“away from the ego” towards an outward object (Beyond, 48). Freud arrives at the conclusion
that the “opposition of the two classes of instincts” can be understood as love and hate, the latter
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becoming the expression of “the elusive death instinct in the instinct of destruction to which hate
points the way” (“Ego,” 647).
Works of social psychologists like Robert Jay Lifton have successfully applied
psychoanalytic theory to social events. In the case of France and its citizens, the externalization
of the death drive could be interpreted as the hatred toward Protestants and Jews. This hatred was
fertile ground for Jewish scapegoating during Vichy, a process that had been brewing for
centuries.
3.4.1.2. Melanie Klein and part-objects
The concept of splitting is also useful in the understanding of affective dimensions during Vichy
since the government’s ideological positions were based on the splits Aryan-non Aryan, French
and Jew. Through her study of infant development, Melanie Klein developed this concept as a
primitive defense mechanism initiated very early on when the infant divides the initial primary
object, the mother’s breast, into what Klein calls part-objects by separating pleasurable feelings
from frustrating ones.Even when both are inherent to herself, the infant then projects them
outwardly:
In the very first months of the baby’s existence it has sadistic impulses directed, not only
against its mother’s breast, but also against the inside of its body: scooping it out,
devouring the contents, destroying it by any means which sadism can suggest. The
development of the infant is governed by the mechanisms of introjection and projection.
From the beginning the ego introjects objects ‘good’ and ‘bad’ for both of which the
mother’s breast is the prototype--for good objects when the child obtains it, for bad ones
when it fails him. But it is because the baby projects its own aggression on to these
objects that it feels them to be ‘bad’ and not only in that they frustrate its desires: the
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child conceives of them as actually dangerous—persecutors who it fears will devour it,
scoop out the inside of its body, cut it to pieces, poison it—in short, compassing its
destruction by all the means which sadism can device. (“Contribution,” 262)
In this way the infant totalizes pleasurable experiences, amplifying and idealizing its good
attributes (good breast.) In a parallel fashion, she also totalizes negative or painful feelings
projecting onto them the bad breast. A similar process can be clearly observed in French fascist
cultural theorists and intellectuals of the nineteenth century who blame the Revolution, and most
especially the emancipation of French Jews and their political and social participation in the
Republic, for the advent of modernity; the latter brought about the destruction of traditional
French values and in their view, of France itself. In the association of Jews and modernity, they
construe Jews as an absolute evil. Charles Maurras, for example, presents a perception of the Jew
as “Satan” (Carroll 66) while glorifying “Nation, Church and Monarch” (ibid. 89). Jews
undoubtedly became Vichy’s ‘bad breast,’ their possessions “scooped out” through expropriation
and pillage, and their persons destroyed through deportation and internment.
3.4.1.3. Kristeva, identity, and the abject
The notion of abjection is also useful in our understanding of psychological processes that led to
the revulsion and marginalization of certain social elements during Vichy, a projective device for
the reconstitution of a fragmented national identity.
Psychologically abjection is a primary process of individuation through separation from
the maternal body (Powers, 1-13). In that process the baby jettisons anything it perceives as alien
to Self such as vomit and excrement in a symbolic rejection of the mother:
The abject has only one quality of the object--that of being opposed to I […] what is
abject, on the contrary, the jettisoned object, is radically excluded and draws me toward
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the place where meaning collapses […]. And yet, from its place of banishment, the abject
does not cease challenging its master (ibid. 1-2).
For Kristeva the main threat to individuation is the child’s dependence on the maternal body.
Therefore, abjection is fundamentally related to the maternal function. She further expounds this
idea in Black Sun affirming that matricide is a fundamental human need for the creation of
identity, a process where one must abject the maternal body (Oliver, accessed 26/8/2014).
We may call it a border; abjection is above all ambiguity because, while releasing a hold,
it does not radically cut off the subject from what threatens it—on the contrary, abjection
acknowledges it to be in perpetual danger. But also because abjection itself is a composite
of judgment and affect, of condemnation and yearning, of signs and drives. Abjection
preserves what existed in the archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial
violence with which a body becomes separated from another body in order to be—
maintaining that night in which the outline of the signified thing vanishes and where only
the imponderable affect is carried out. (Powers, 9-10)
In the former passage, Kristeva presents the paradox at the center of the abject: it is both absent
and eternally present, both repulsive and veiled with desire for the primordial, both dangerous
and soothing, the maternal always haunts us in its rejection.
Following Kristevan psychoanalytic theory we can arrive at an understanding of why
Judaism, as the mother religion, has been traditionally marginalized and feared within a Christian
Europe, and associated with dirt, immorality, illness, greed, excess, and treachery, projective
forms of the abject: “It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what
disturbs, identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules […]. Abjection
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[…] is immoral, sinister, scheming, and shady: a terror that dissembles, a hatred that smiles [...] a
debtor who sells you up” (Powers, 4).
Group and religious anxieties incite an unconscious aggression that is enacted in social
rituals of humiliation and debasement, where order and traditional boundaries are reestablished
between the group and the abject. From sacrifice to the carnavalesque, from witch hunting to
hazing, all these rituals entail a reconnection with and synchronic separation from the abject
(Girard, Girard Reader, 69-93). Anti-Semitism and its rituals are instances of these practices:
Anti-Semitism, for which there thus exists an object as phantasmatic and ambivalent as
the Jew, is a kind of para-religious formation; it is the sociological thrill, flush with
history, that believers and nonbelievers alike seek in order to experience abjection. One
may suppose, consequently, that anti-Semitism will be the more violent as the social
and/or symbolic code is found wanting in the face of developing abjection. (Powers,180)

3.4.2. Discourse of envy
3.4.2.1. Psychological and Moral Approaches
Whereas psychologists understand envy as an affective response, philosophers understand envy
within the realm of morality, especially resentment as a moral act. According to Justin D'Arms’
entry on “Envy” in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Aristotle for example states that
envy is a deep distress at the well-being and good luck of others.113 In the same vein, he adds,
Kant affirms that this sentiment is always derived from a comparison of self with others, that for
the envious, one’s worth is not inherent to oneself, but subordinate to someone else’s fortune,
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and carries with it the desire to destroy the more fortunate.114 For D’Arms the dynamics of envy
consist of the interaction between subject, rival, and object of desire. Ironically, the envious
subject is focused on the rival. He defines two types of envy, a benign one where the subject
attempts to emulate the rival and attain his object of desire without harming him or taking away
his good or undermining him. The individual with a malicious or invidious form of envy
attempts to do harm to the rival and rob him of his goods, even if he is not the recipient of these
per se (ibid).
In her seminal essay “Envy and gratitude” Klein broaches the subject of envy as a
fundamental construct in the earliest stages of psychological development:
I consider that envy is an oral-sadistic and anal-sadistic expression of destructive
impulses, operative from the beginning of life, and that it has a constitutional basis (176).
[…] [T]he first object to be envied is the feeding breast, for the infant feels that it
possesses everything he desires and that it has an unlimited flow of milk, and love which
the breast keeps for its own gratification. This feeling adds to his sense of grievance and
hate, and the result is a disturbed relation to the mother. (183)
Envy arises as a rivalry with the plentiful breast; albeit a provider of food and comfort, it is the
external object that possesses that power and can make it available or withhold it from the infant.
Whenever there is good nurturing, the breast becomes introjected and the feeling of envy is
minimized or resolved, because the child feels it is within himself and thus he can nurture and
comfort himself. Whenever there is deficient satisfaction of primal needs, envy for external
abundance is deeply intensified and incorporated as a primary quality and becomes destructive.
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I have often described the sadistic attacks on the mother's breast as determined by
destructive impulses. Here I wish to add that envy gives particular impetus to these attacks
(183).
Klein emphasizes “the spoiling and destructive quality of envy;” when the severely envious
child develops, this destructive quality can be expressed with personal and/or ideological
rationalizations that “blur […] the distinction between good and bad” (230).
Perhaps this sheds light on the psyche of French anti-Semites (may they be formidable
writers and intellectuals, ordinary citizens, or writers of letters of denunciation.) Their constant
lamentations that Jews impoverished and robbed them of their livelihood, of their patrimony and
French traditional lifestyle, are mere expressions of French invidious feelings. They organized
these around a cohesive anti-Semitic ideology that justified robbing Jews of their status, their
possessions, and ultimately, their life with no moral compunction. For Klein the increase of
deprivation (war and Occupation) breeds “greed and persecutory anxiety,” 115 (183) expressed in
French paranoid hatred for Freemasons, communists, and Jews, and the lust for their
possessions. Even though many letter writers complained of the ineptitude, inadequacies, and
inefficiencies of Vichy to provide for them and fulfill their promises of “getting rid of the Jews”,
and even at times perceived the authorities as favoring and protecting Jews, the writers
ultimately split off the grievances and hatred onto an externalized bad object represented by the
Jews, maintaining nonetheless their loyalty to Pétain and Vichy.
In conclusion, within the Klein model the ego turns the death drive and destructive impulses
outward, towards another object, to avoid harming self through the process of splitting (see section
3.4.1.2.). Envy is a projective process that aids the expression of anxiety for survival through
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aggression. An increase in persecutory anxiety can cause severe regression, from the total loss of
the good object to the return to early splitting mechanisms, to disintegration (189-90). This can
lead to “[t]he craving for power and prestige and the need to pacify persecutors at any cost” (190). By
denouncing Jews to the authorities many of the délateurs so seem to fall into this category.
3.4.2.2. Envy as mimetic desire: Girard’s paradigm of triangular desire
René Girard’s work on mimetic desire within a triangular structure is fundamental to our
understanding of the motivation behind the cultural practice of writing letters of denunciation in
that he applies classical psychoanalytical theory to social and cultural behavior. Within his social
theory, unconscious developmental and interpersonal processes and the effects of trauma on the
psyche on the micro level are operational within the macrocosm of society. For Girard, desire
does not inherently and spontaneously emanate from within the ‘Self’. It is rooted in the ‘Other’
(“Triangular desire,” 43). We “desire what ‘Others’ desire” (41), that is, we become mimetic in
the process of imitating the desires of others (33-41). He therefore posits that the fundamental
dynamic of desire is triangular. In literature for example, classical characters ignite or suggest
“[d]esire according to the Other” (36). For example, the desire of heroes (referring to Don
Quixote and Emma Bovary) is not spontaneous but motivated by a third person, the mediator,
who is also known as the model or rival: the person (or group of people) that are envied. Girard
also states that since “history is a nothing but a kind of literature,” (historiography, historical
novels), these narratives attribute feelings to historical characters “especially, desires that they do
not experience spontaneously” (36). According to him:
The triangle is no Gestalt. The real structures are intersubjective. They cannot be
localized anywhere; the triangle has no reality whatever; it is a systematic metaphor,
systematically pursued […]. The purpose and limitations of this structural geometry may
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become clearer through a reference to “structural models.” The triangle is a model of sort,
or rather a whole family of models. But these models are not “mechanical” like those of
Claude Lévi-Strauss. They always allude to the mystery, transparent yet opaque, of
human relations. All types of structural thinking assume that human reality is intelligible;
it is a logos, and, as such, it is an incipient logic, or it degrades itself into a logic. It can
thus be systematized, at least up to a point, however unsystematic, irrational, and chaotic
it may appear even to those, or rather to those who operate the system. (35-36)
This triangular structure of desire leads to the idealization (and devaluation) of the other,
becoming an abstraction onto which one projects one’s own stereotypes and desires. The
following is the schema that Girard (33-34) proposes to represent the triangular interaction
between subject, rival or other, and the object of desire:

Self = Subject
Person who desires what
the model (Other) desires
= person who imitates,
who envies
Hero, disciple of the
model

Other
Denominated model,
mediator, rival who
suggests or provokes
desire, person whose
desire is imitated or
emulated, person who
possesses that which the
subject has been led to
value and hence wishes to
possess for himself =
Object of Envy

Object of Desire
Values, qualities,
attributes, possessions
“The object that the self or
subject desires because he
or she knows, imagines, or
suspects that the mediator
desires it.”

A French anti-Semitic view of Jews and Jewish desire may look like this:
Subject
Jews

Other, rival
The French
= Object of Envy
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Object of Desire
Participation in French
culture: art and literature;
their insertion into social
and political strata of
power, wealth.
Real “Frenchness” and
national belonging.

There are several perspectives on how to interpret both Jewish and French desire utilizing
this Girardian model. French anti-Semitic discourse articulated Jewish desire as mimetic, a wish
to socially mesh, to disguise oneself into a real French citizen, the desire to integrate in order to
dethrone, dominate, and usurp the positions of the “real” French, dispossessing them in the
process. Within a more historically objective perspective, French Jewish desire to belong
especially due to the fact many French Jews had been in France for centuries with severe
professional restrictions ought to be understood through the lens of their emancipation and
further incorporation under Napoleon III’s reign. Due to Jewish emancipation and their
incorporation to full citizenship, French Jews found new opportunities in sectors previously
forbidden to them propelling them to explore new fields and acquire social success and
(apparent) integration. Jewish desire to actively be part of a philosophically advanced and
cultured society, to participate as a citizen “à part entière” in the country where they were born
and had inhabited for generations, a country that they considered their own was a deep-seated
phantasy come true. In fact, France became for many Jews, a beacon of universality where they
could finally become fully belong and flourish without discrimination.116
The mechanisms that set Jewish desire in motion began with the Enlightenment and then
the revolution with its promise of universal rights. The zeitgeist to become “French” and belong
to France was highly desirable and French advocates and adherents to these enlightened values
and ideals mediated and provoked this desire.
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Chagall, Modigliani, Némirovsky, Walter Benjamin, Hannah Arendt, and many other Jewish
writers, artists and thinkers viewed France as the “land of milk and honey”, the promised land
where they could finally thrive.
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Monarchic, church, aristocratic forces however, viewed Jewish desire to incorporate
themselves into a French state as destructive and invidious envy, a force that would impoverish
and destroy France. They perceived Jews as mimetic, aping Frenchness for their own
“conspiratorial” ends, chameleons posing as French, incapable of loyalty to France Their state of
the eternal déraciné (Carroll 27-49) (no homeland of their own, uprooted, eternally wandering)
and their foreign culture and religion were anathema to Frenchness; thus Jewish mind and
character could never be part of the French “Collective Self” (Carroll 20-27).
The relationship between France and French Jews has historically been fraught with
conflict and tension; in this duality we see the splitting of the Jewish French psyche into an
overvaluation and “idealization” of a particular benevolent France that embraced many Jews
until the Dreyfus Affair first, then the Vichy Laws came into effect facilitating their demise.
An opposite perspective to Jewish emulation is that of French mimesis, envious
copycatting of Jewish prominence in the arts, literature, finance, and other areas. In this case,
Jews became the model or rival idealized and admired by some, hated and envied by others.
Invidious authors wrote against Proust,117 the military establishment deviously betrayed Dreyfus
while calling him a traitor, and a barrage of authors and intellectuals wrote against him. Leon
Blum, who brought certain fundamental labor reforms like the forty-hour week, and the Jewish
political actors of the Third Republic were derided and faulted for France’s defeat against the
Germans. Vichy’s policies were the culmination of French envy: by simply taking over art
collections, property, stores, banks, and assets belonging to Jews, deciding to annihilate the
entire Jewish population, they would totally erase the rival and incorporate the desired attributes,
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In his rejection for publication of La Recherche du Temps Perdu by NRF Press, Gide
expressed that Proust was a snob, and much later Céline claimed that Proust’s prose had
inflections of Yiddish, that is, his style was “Franco-Yiddish.”
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ironically becoming simulations of Jew, or the idea of Jew.118 Below is a view of mimetic French
desire of Jewish life in France where French envy of Jewish success over their perceived wealth
and status during Vichy would look like this, which is an inversion of the previous model.
Subject
French

Other, Rival
Jews

Object of Desire
Strong group identity,
affiliation, and culture;
power, influence, wealth,
and social status;
Artistic, literary, musical,
philosophical contributions.

Object of Envy

Girard delves into Max Scheler’s notion of ‘ressentiment’ reminding the reader that
jealousy is “infinitely more profound and complex” than mere frustration from being barred from
the object of desire: “it always contains an element of fascination with the insolent rival”
(“Triangular Desire,” 41). He then cites Scheler’s definition of envy: “a feeling of impotence
which vitiates our attempt to acquire something because it belongs to another” (41) and goes on
to say that “there would be no envy, in the strong sense of the word, if the envious person’s
imagination did not transform into concerted opposition the passive obstacle which the possessor
puts in his way by the mere fact of possession” (41).
We find this transformation and displaced sense of outrage and injustice enacted time and
time again in the letters of denunciation. Délateurs complain about Jews promenading along the
Côte d’Azur, dining in the best of restaurants, stuffing their bellies incessantly, occupying all
accommodations, consuming all the area’s resources; they are distressed and pained at this sight
of perceived or relative affluence even when it might have been exaggerated and de-
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The tune of Vichy’s unofficial anthem, “Maréchal, nous voilà”, was copied from the Jewish
Polish composer, Casimir Oberfeld, who was eventually deported to his death in Auschwitz
(Riding, 126).
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contextualized.119 Perception is perspective; it is difficult to discern reality from imagination and
fiction, especially when ensnared by the trauma of war.
Girard concludes that the rival/model/mediator (the Jew in our case), is secretly admired
by the subject (the anti-Semitic French) leading to the idea that the notion of a ‘France trop
enjuivée,’ a Jewified France, was actually a defense against personal feelings of unworthiness
and deficiency of the subject (42):
… everything becomes clear, everything fits into a coherent structure if, in order to
explain envy, we abandon the object of rivalry as a starting point and choose
instead the rival himself, i.e., the mediator, as both a point of departure for our
analysis and its conclusion. Possession is a merely passive obstacle; it is frustrating
and seems a deliberate expression of contempt only because the rival is secretly
revered. […] The subject would like to think of himself as the victim of an atrocious
injustice but in his anguish he wonders whether perhaps he does not deserve his
apparent condemnation. Rivalry therefore only aggravates mediation; it increases the
mediator’s prestige and strengthens the bond which links the object to this mediator
by forcing him to affirm openly his right or desire of possession. Thus the subject is
less capable than ever of giving up the inaccessible object: it is on this object and it
alone that the mediator confers his prestige, by possessing or wanting to possess it.
Other objects have no worth at all in the eyes of the envious person, even though
they may be similar to or indeed identical with the ‘mediated’object. (41-42)
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When Jews had the resources they left the Occupied Zone relocating to the South. Some
received aid from international Jewish organizations, and some had the resources to sustain
themselves. Since their survival was at stake, not only did they pay large sums of money for
goods and housing, but had to bribe some officials to hide their presence from higher authorities
that would target them for internment.
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The mimetic and envious French subject would include the conglomerate of ordinary French and
well-known writers, intellectuals, and politicians. The epistolary denunciator models him or
herself after these public figures imitating the ideas that dominate anti-Semitic literature in a
popular form with a different audience and the particular context.
Although French Jews and non-Jews are seemingly in close proximity inhabiting the
same national space, history separates them in many respects. The French in their position of
mediator are emancipators and members of the dominant culture bestowing rights and privileges
and Jews are recipients, faithful ‘vassals’ to everything French. There is little or no rivalry with
the mediator. As Girard states regarding external mediation: “The harmony between the two
[parties] is never seriously troubled” (39).
Conversely, the French ‘subject’ in relation to Jewish mediation appears to become a
subject of internal mediation. As the process of acceptance, integration, assimilation, and thus
‘Frenchification’ occurs, the Jew becomes a model that is “close” (39) and whose qualities and
assets are that much more knowable and remarkable. However, as Girard points out, it is the
(anti-Semitic) French affective behavior vis-à-vis their fascination for their Jewish model that is
telling of the nature of the mediation and imitation: “the hero of internal mediation, far from
boasting of his efforts to imitate, carefully hides them” (39).
This relationship of the subject to his model is fraught with ambivalent feelings. He
views his model as a willful and hostile obstacle to obtaining satisfaction of desire and believes
that the model finds him too inferior to take him on as a disciple (40), thus the (anti-Semitic)
French perception of Jewish arrogance, i.e. Jewish racism for those outside their tribe. These
feelings are often expressed in the letters. The model’s perceived hostility toward the subject
increases the model’s prestige instead of weakening the bond between them (40) creating
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ambivalence: “The subject is torn between two opposite feelings toward the model – the most
submissive reverence and the most intense malice. This is the passion we call hatred” (40). As
Girard so insightfully states:
The person who hates first hates himself for the secret admiration concealed by his
hatred. In an effort to hide this desperate admiration from others, and from himself, he no
longer wants to see in his mediator anything but an obstacle. (40)
It is not difficult to understand how the Pétain government’s press release on the eve of the
impending armistice (October 17, 1940) blaming the Jews for the shameful defeat would have
more than unleashed in the French psyche the feeling of a ‘Jewish obstacle’ to the well-being,
unity, and sovereignty of France. The concealed admiration for the Jewish model of enduring
tradition and unified national identity even in the face of adversity would have easily turned to
hatred. Thus, the secondary role of the Jewish mediator of desire would have come to the fore:
“[It] thus becomes primary, concealing his original function of a model scrupulously imitated”
(40).
Within the Girardian calculus of triangular desire, in seeking the roots of anti-Semitic
literature, where writers claimed that their desire preceded that of their Jewish rivals (40); that
everything Jewish had no value, “although still secretly desired” (40); and that their Jewish
“mediator was a shrewd and diabolical enemy [who] tried to rob them of their most prized
possessions” (40), we must conclude that the desire of French anti-Semitic writers, including
authors of letters of denunciation, was mimetic and that Jews were the target of brutal envy.

3.4.3. Discourse of vengeance
3.4.3.1. Vengeance within the bounds of the law
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It is crucial to understand that vengeance is rooted in the notion of justice. The Rawlsian
idea of justice as fairness provides a framework for the legitimate use of political power in
Western liberal societies. Rawls first principle is that everyone has basic equal rights and
liberties; his second principle of fair equality of opportunity is applied to social differences that
need to be tackled by political institutions, redressing inequalities and benefitting the least
advantaged members of its societies.120
Robert Solomon121 proposes a deconstruction of the traditional philosophical dichotomy
of emotion vs. reason, the irrational vs. the rational that predominated in philosophical thought
since Descartes.122 In using the theory of “Justice as fairness” as the backdrop for his argument,
Solomon attempts to extend Rawls’s model by infusing emotion back into the concept of justice
–an aggregate of both positive emotions such as sympathy, compassion, care, pity and negative
ones such as envy, jealousy, anger, hatred, and vengeance. He argues for using vengeance as a
paradigm for justice. In so doing, he demonstrates that both justice, perceived as impersonal,
rational, abstract, and socially de-contextualized together with vengeance, defined as personal,
emotional/irrational, particular, and obeying to a social context, are both implicated one in
another, and more importantly, that vengeance is always a component of justice: “Wherever
justice is at issue, the lingering shadow of vengeance is not far behind” (96). Justice and
venageance do not reside in mutually exclusive realms, but are tightly associated and
overlapping.
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Leif Wenar, "John Rawls," The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/rawls/
121
See Solomon’s essay “Justice, Sympathy, Vengeance,” 88-113.
122
Besides introducing the concept of deconstruction, in many of his writings, Derrida attempts
to blur these boundaries by assuming a seemingly disjointed style.
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Traditionally vengeance is contrasted with justice, at times creating an opposition. However
Solomon stipulates that “[g]etting even refers to an idea of balance that underlies virtually all
theories of justice. Vengeance requires measured reciprocity. It presupposes one's personal
involvement, notions of loss, desert,123 and personal debt…” (95). The concept of retributive
justice is pertinent to understanding vengeance as a component of lawful punitive acts.
Retributive justice affirms that wrongful actions ought to be punished commensurately to the
crime committed: moreover there is a moral obligation to prescribe a sanction.124 Solomon
affirms that:
Not only can vengeance be defended as a significant ingredient in justice (retributive justice
most plausibly), but there is also a sense in which justice in general might better be
construed on the model of vengeance. […]. [V]engeance seeks to get even by inflicting
harm […] (91). […]. [V]engeance and its satisfaction, whether acknowledged or
denied, continue to be essential ingredients in the criminal law and provide a standard
for what we consider to be just and fair. (96)
Finally, Solomon’s essay states that it is fundamental to understand justice from within the
specific cultural conventions and paradigms that become ingrained in people’s psyche from
childhood on, constituted by familial life and early experiences molded by institutions like
schools and churches. (92)
During Vichy, as traditional French legal institutions collapsed due to Occupation,
propaganda, and totalitarianism, justice degenerated into vengeance and it was enacted within the
confines of discriminatory laws. These had been crafted by Pétain’s jurists and agreed upon by
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Desert is a concept in the realm of justice, ethics, and morality pertaining to claims of
deserving the proper treatment, reward, or punishment for an action or deed performed.
124
Alec Walen, "Retributive Justice," The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2014/entries/justice-retributive/.
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the State’s legal apparatus. They acquired the function of reifying Vichy’s power structure and
justified judicial action outside the purview of “justice as fairness.” Justice as vengeance was
enacted by the State upon innocent victims whose only fault was ontological: not doing anything
outside the scope of the law but solely existing. They became both symbol of the power of the
State and of its autocratic agenda. The specific set of laws deployed against them had the goal of
expunging them from French society and enacting social vengeance.
3.4.3.2. Vengeance as sacrifice
It is notable that in the Preamble of the Statut des Juifs published in all the main
newspapers in 1940, Pétain stated that the Jews were the cause of the defeat of France due to
their cultural, political, and economic influence and they needed to be ousted from these
domains. A leitmotif in his speeches is the aspiration to restore and reinvigorate his country from
the decadence that it had fallen into before the war due to the policies of the Third Republic. His
proposals reflect the Girardian position that every crisis is the occasion for ritual whereby ritual
signifies “re-invigoration through victimization” (“Girard interview,” 2011). It is through public
rituals, such as Pétain’s publicized edicts and speeches, that societies transfer collective violence
onto a designated common enemy, the scapegoat. Ritual is born out of an often imagined enemy
that unifies and pacifies a community that has fallen into chaos by a crisis of non-differentiation
where homogeneity intensifies rivalry since the distinction between model and imitator has
become blurred causing a sense of unease due to the lack of clarity of boundaries between selfand other:
Many rituals begin with a mimetic free-for-all during which hierarchies disintegrate,
prohibitions are transgressed, and participants become each other’s conflictual doubles or
‘twins.” (Girard Reader, 10)
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In the October 17, 1940 communiqué (press release) announcing the impending promulgation of
the Statut des Juifs the Pétain government suggested that national reintegration was to be
achieved and in the same breath that it would do so by dealing with “the Jewish problem,”
intimating the process of social victimization that would ensue:
Le gouvernement dans son œuvre de reconstruction nationale a dû dès les premiers jours
étudier le problème des juifs et celui de certains étrangers qui ayant abusé de notre
hospitalité, n’ont pas peu contribué à notre défaite. Partout et spécialement dans les
services publics […] l’influence des juifs s’est fait sentir insinuante et finalement
décomposante […].
Le gouvernement entier dans une absolue sérénité s’est défendu de faire œuvre de
représailles […].
Il ne s’agit pas de facile vengeance, mais d’indispensable sécurité
(Le Temps, 19 Oct. 1940, 2).
Despite his claim of peaceful intentions where no vengeance would be exacted, his language
betrays his anti-Jewish malicious policies: from the start he defines Jews as a social ill that
weakens France: “le problème des juifs,” “l’influence des juifs s’est fait sentir insinuante et
finalement décomposante.” In his denials of vengeance, he states he will only use it for matters
of national security: “Il ne s’agit pas de facile vengeance, mais d’indispensable sécurité.” But in
fact, since it is wartime, this is in truth an affirmation of its use. He states that the government is
in need of defending itself from taking reprisals: “Le gouvernement entier dans une absolue
sérénité s’est défendu de faire œuvre de représailles.” This defense implies a previous
aggression, a Jewish slight. I propose that many of the French displaced their collective anger
against occupying forces onto the Jews because they had become deeply integrated into French
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life. One needs to emphasize, though, that the Dreyfus Affair was a turning point tinging Jews
with the suspicion of being spies that weakened the French empire.125 The fact that Jews
identified as French enhanced xenophobic anxieties that became exacerbated in the ravages of
war and defeat. Anti-Semitic discourse took hold and evolved through the ideas of social
theorists and intellectuals from Toussenel, Drumont, Barrès, through Maurrassian Integral
Nationalism (national socialist ideology) which espoused a fundamental hostility against the
notion that Jews (and other foreign elements) were part of the “national body.” In Maurras’
words:
Under the condition of an atrocious national mourning, at a time of glorious resurrection,
the government of Maréchal Pétain put the businesses of devastating métèques back in
their proper place, and he returned to the sons of our land the ownership of their
professions and restored the honor and freedom of their work (qtd. in Carroll 95).
Thus Jews transitioned from neighbors and comrades to enemies.126
Girard writes that “[a]ll […] rites amount to a theatrical reenactment of a mimetic crisis
in which the differences that constitute a society are dissolved” (Girard Reader, 11). In light of
the theory of mimetic desire, we might view the wave of anti-Semitism that soared throughout
the 1930’s as a form of violence that ensued from a rivalry that spiraled out of control especially
among bourgeois French intellectuals, artists, businessmen, financiers, and government and
political figures, since Jews had successfully participated in these spheres. The proliferation and
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In Barrès’ view, “Dreyfus is the deracinated individual who feels ill at ease in one of the plots
of your old French garden […] because he had no roots […] that associated him strongly enough
with the soil and the conscience of France […].” qtd. in David Carroll, 28.
126
Vicki Carron proposes that perhaps the Jews were scapegoated so that the military did not
have to take responsibility for the defeat, as the preamble to the Statut des Juifs suggests. See
“Path to Vichy,” 2.
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contagion of mimetic desire would lead to the interchangeability of the subject positions of
imitator and model and to the collapse of distinctions.
Girard states that sacrifice is the culmination of the ritual crisis where order is restored by
a collective act of vengeance, the transference of reciprocal violence onto a surrogate victim,
where the many have chosen the one whose symbolic death or expulsion will take away with it
the sins and the chaotic violence of the group. Interestingly, in his first address to the nation as
head of state, Pétain offers himself not only as savior who promises to bring about order, unity,
and peace and assuage the pain of the people, but as a surrogate victim onto which the collective
violence/vengeance of the community can be transferred: “je fais à la France le don de ma
personne pour atténuer son malheur” (June 17, 1940). By positioning himself as the sacrificial
victim for the welfare of the country, Pétain astutely occludes the true sacrificial victims, a
function that was already assigned by the Nazis to the collectivity of Jews.
The desire to commit an act of violence on those near us cannot be suppressed without a
conflict; we must divert that impulse, therefore, towards the sacrificial victim, the
creature we can strike down without fear of reprisal, since he lacks a champion. […]
When community succeeds in convincing itself that one alone of its number is
responsible for the violent mimesis besetting it; when it is able to view this member as
the single “polluted” enemy who is contaminating the rest; and when the citizens are truly
unanimous in this conviction—then the belief becomes a reality, for there will no longer
exist elsewhere in the community a form of violence to be followed or opposed […]. In
destroying the surrogate victim, men believe that they are ridding themselves of some
present ill. (Girard, Violence, 13, 81-82)
Pétain promised the French two significant outcomes in order to gain their support:
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a) That the violence of war would be over, a fundamental desire of the French
people who still bore the trauma of the loss of 1.3 million and the wounding of 4.3
million soldiers in WWI and had no appetite for fighting.
b) That they would ultimately become a sovereign nation once more if they
complied with the German agenda.
The victimization of Jews was linked to the suppression of national violence, even when
ironically the means for this was violence itself, through the ritual of sacrifice:
The function of sacrifice is to quell violence within the community and to prevent
conflicts from erupting. (Girard, Violence, 14)
Real or symbolic, sacrifice is primarily a collective action of the community, which
purifies itself of its own disorder through the unanimous immolation of a victim, but this
can happen only at the paroxysm of a ritual crisis. (Girard Reader, 11)
These letters were written both under a legalistic framework and as strong psychological
responses toward specific personal mishaps; traces of vengeance and scapegoating appear in
theses epistolary acts as direct retaliation for actions where Jews were involved; now the authors
have the opportunity to exact revenge for what they perceived as Jewish interventions with
peripheral participation as professionals or agents of corporations where parties suffered losses in
the pre-Vichy years. On the other hand, the letters might have been retribution for sentimental
episodes such as failed romances or adulterous affairs with Jews.

3.4.4. Discourse of inverted victimhood
This discourse is comprised of letters whose authors see themselves as victims of Jewish
money, greed, power, or deviousness. They blame their plight not upon Vichy policies or
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German Occupation but rather on specific encounters with Jews that have been displaced, or are
trying to hold on to their jobs or their businesses. These actions are resented by the denunciators
who view these characters as robbing them of employment, food, housing and medical services.
Many of these letters instrumentalize anti-Semitism and xenophobia for self-interest. These
denunciations happened under dire circumstances of penury that pushed many of these writers to
denounce with the false idea that if Jews disappeared, so would their suffering.
War and occupation brought everyday hardship: shortages (la disette) of food, raw
materials, and energy.127 There was also a scarcity of labor since approximately 1,850,000 POWs
were in Germany, and the forced labor programs that sifted men to Germany drained the French
labor force. Industrial production had declined on average by 40% and agricultural production by
one third (Sweets, 8). The French economy serviced Germany and its war machine. According to
John Sweets, by 1943 France became the most important supplier of raw materials, food stuffs
and manufactured goods of Germany amounting to the equivalent of one fourth of Germany’s
GNP (8). Sweets refers to desperate statements by the French Minister of the Interior in the fall
of 1941 concerning the need of food, heating, clothing, and shoes in Southern France
exclaiming: “How will we make it through the winter?” (qtd. in Sweets 14).
It is important to note that there was an inflation of 80% during the war, while wages
remained stagnant, so even if some goods were available, they were unaffordable to most
French. There was rationing of food and other commodities but the government often ran out of
these, and many people could not obtain them. Due to this situation people would try to acquire
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See Fogg, The Politics of Everyday Life in Vichy France: Foreigners, Undesirables, and
Strangers; and chapter 1 of Sweets, Choices in Vichy France: The French under Nazi
Occupation for an in-depth discussion on everyday circumstances in Vichy France.
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the goods they needed on the black market where they were sold at a very high price. Farmers
often chose this venue since it would afford them much more money.
After the occupation of Southern France in 1942, popular resentment about food
shortages and high prices was often aimed at the German officers who ate in restaurants
whose prices placed them out of the reach of most French citizens: many people
grumbled about the special treatment received by the French government officials and
officers of the Armistice army who seemed to be fed well in the mess halls provided for
them. (Sweets 15)
In the letters of denunciation we examine it is the Jews, not the Germans, who get blamed
for price inflation and for a voracity that impedes French people from having access to all kinds
of goods. How did this transfer take place? Many factors provoked this displacement. Shannon
Fogg points out that France was in fact profoundly shattered during Vichy: collaborationist and
resistance factions, the Occupied and the Free Zone with totally different daily circumstances
and problems, programs like the Relève that created popular resentment, refugee allocations128
that generated anger in populations that did not receive these subsidies, exacerbated class
tensions, tensions between urban and the rural areas. This social fragmentation needed to be
resolved around a unifying force or idea, underlying and familiar, that would allow many of
these disparate elements greater social cohesion. The creation of a common enemy, a scapegoat
that could be held responsible for the country’s woes was an effective way of national bonding, a
process whereby “[t]he surrogate victim dies so that the entire community, threatened by the
same fate, can be reborn in a new or renewed cultural order” and that Girard calls sacrificial
substitution (Violence, 255).
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Monies from the state distributed to various groups of refugees in the South to help with their
relocation. See Fogg, 280.
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In his examination of the anti-Semitic racialism behind the Shoah, Dominick LaCapra
eloquently underscores the overarching psychic processes of discrimination and the fantasies that
mobilize this hatred:
[…] practices related to such tendencies as victimization, anxiety about contamination or
pollution by outsiders who are—or threaten to be—within the Volksgemeinschaft, the
desire to get rid of (entfernen) these unsettling others, and regeneration or even
redemption through violence against relatively powerless or disempowered victims
experienced (often in contradictory terms)—indeed, some equivocal but predominantly
negative fashion valorized—as powerful, conspiratorial, world-historical, erotically
charged threats to the community and the self. (127)
Effective anti-Jewish French and German propaganda that justified specific anti-Jewish
laws fueled state-sanctioned institutions like the CGQJ and the PQJ “[t]he mission of these
organizations to combat the ‘Jewish plague’ posed a serious threat to Jews” (Fogg 285.)
Meanwhile, public rituals such as round-ups, parades, exhibits, holidays, and anti-Semitic
paraphernalia energized the anti-Jewish sentiment that took hold at a grassroots level.
In addition to all the causes mentioned above for Jewish scapegoating was the fact that
anti-Semitism was a profound component of Nazi ideology imposed on all the nations conquered
by the Third Reich. It became a value not only to be embraced but also to be exalted and
promoted. French anti-Semites, from prominent intellectuals and fellow travelers to average men
on the street with anti-Semitic views, could now express them openly. In fact since these ideas
were in vogue, they could give free rein to their prejudice and indulge in it.
One of the ways it was manifested was through letters of denunciation, although antiSemitism was not the exclusive motivation for the genre. Fogg asserts that a multiplicity of
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factors contributed to this practice of denunciatory letter-writing and that a combination of
ideological and material factors motivated it (Fogg 283), for instance: material gain (since some
rewards were offered for turning in Jews); self-preservation; xenophobia, and pettiness over
cultural differences; nationalism and a sense of civic duty due to state-sanctioned anti-Semitism;
the desire to follow Vichy policies and be a law-abiding citizen; the notion of social
regeneration; the removal of competition for employment, professional, industrial, and artisanal;
frustration against bureaucratic failings. (ibid. 274, 283) Ultimately one can conclude that letter
writing was part of a social sacrificial ritual but was at the same time, a survival strategy. In
terms of refugees in the South, Fogg states that:
By resorting to informing, the residents […] also confirmed that they accepted the
punishment of others for various infractions, and they made themselves complicit in
supporting the Vichy regime. In a time of extreme shortages, it appears that self-interest
often influenced the decision to inform—a decision often made easier by the official
marginalization and scapegoating of certain key groups. As outsiders, refugees did not
have the advantages of natives such as being known to authorities as trustworthy. They
also lacked long-term relationships with the inhabitants of the region that could have
lessened the impulse to denounce. The refugees were an added drain in the area […]
prompting some to alert authorities about alleged or sustained food abuses. (288)
Although both Fogg and Sweets discuss the Vichy government’s program to discourage
anonymous and slanderous denunciations, they overlook these policies with respect to Jews. In
fact, anonymous denunciations were exhaustively investigated and all kinds of letters, whether
signed or not, were methodically scrutinized (Fogg 285-287).
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PART II. ANALYSIS OF LETTERS OF DENUNCIATION
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Chapter IV.
Denouncing “Illegals” and “Others”

4.1 The discourse of illegality
Illegality was one of the centerpieces of anti-Jewish discourse during Vichy. The anti-Semitic
legal apparatus of the time was geared to wards one goal: turning Jews into outlaws. That goal
was reached through a two-pronged approach that consisted in depriving them first of their
rights, since the mere fact of being Jewish became a crime, and second of their livelihood,
because the expropriation of Jewish properties, businesses, art collections, and capital, was
fundamental to fuel the French and German economies. The Statut des Juifs and the elaborate
and complex spoliation laws constituted the legal cornerstones for this enterprise, and any
transgression of these were pursued by the appropriate authorities (the CGQJ, PQJ, SEC, etc...)
Moreover, Vallat, via the CGQJ, was most interested in demonstrating to the Germans
competency and efficiency in implementing its own Aryanization program (Paxton 53).129
To truly understand aspects of legality/illegality during Vichy it is fundamental to
incorporate Agamben’s concepts of homo sacer and state of exception. Agamben defines homo
sacer, the sacred man, as:
the one whom the people have judged on account of a crime. It is not permitted to
sacrifice this man, yet he who kills him will not be condemned for homicide in the first
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“During the year 1943 alone over 200,000,000 francs realized by the sales and liquidations
were deposited in the blocked accounts numbered 501 and 511 which the Caisse des Dépôts et
des Consignation kept very carefully for the CGQJ” (Paxton 153).
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tribunitian law, in fact, it is noted that “if someone kills the one who is sacred according
to the plebiscite, it will not be considered homicide.” This is why it is customary for a bad
or impure man to be called sacred. (Pompeius Festus cited by Agamben, Homo Sacer, 71)
Not only is homo sacer exempt from the law of homicide (meaning that if anyone were to
kill him, the murderer would not be punished), but he is subject to the exemption of ritual
sacrifice as an act of purification, excluded from human and divine law (Agamben, Homo Sacer,
282-86). The homo sacer is excluded from the community and can be assassinated without legal
consequence. He is marginal to the official code applied to all other citizens of a society; but the
homo sacer is also associated with the sacred which is always opaque, unknowable, and inspires
either reverence or terror, a sacredness either luminous or dark. The complexity of the figure of
the homo sacer is that it is impregnated with social significations (religious, secular, political,
artistic).
The idea of homo sacer is complemented by that of state of exception. It is defined by
Agamben as the abrogation of a juridical system and has its roots in Roman law (State of
Exception, 1-3):
Upon learning of a situation that endangered the Republic, the Senate would issue a
senatus consultum ultimum [final decree of the Senate] by which it called upon the
consuls (or those in Rome who acted in their stead: interex or proconsuls) and, in some
cases, the praetor and the tribunes of the people, and even, in extreme cases, all citizens to
take whatever measures they considered necessary for salvation of the state […] which
usually led to the proclamation of a iustitium.
The term iustitium […] literally means ‘“standstill” or “suspension of the law” (41).
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The ambiguity of a juridical condition which combines the sacred and the impure (the
term ‘sacer’ signifies both sacredness and condemnation) and that doesn’t allow a sacrifice but
yet sanctions homicide, is, according to Agamben, central to the politics of modern persecution.
He specifically applies it to the victims of the Holocaust in his assertion that they existed outside
yet inside the confines of the law, “a space devoid of law, a zone of anomie” (Agamben, State of
Exeption, 50). Given that they were subjected to an entirely different legal code, Jew as homo
sacer became a direct victim of this legislation. This was justified because of his “state of
impurity and evil,” as the Romans originally defined the sacred man.130
The application and the suspension of the law were two parallel systems that allowed for
the existence of one legal organization alongside another at the margin of the law in Vichy
France. This juridical exception permitted the suspension of rights for certain segments of the
population that were legally defined as dangerous, perfidious, and contrary to the common good.
These categories were ideologically utilized to manipulate the members of French society that
associated Jews with the fear of death and the attack of their traditional way of life, evoking in
them primal sentiments of survival.
Vichy would not openly participate in the Final Solution, yet engaged in the round up of
Jews and sent them on convoys to the East. By becoming intermediaries to murder, officials
representing the power structure of the state foreclosed any responsibility to it (even till this day
by some.) This deflection of responsibility is possibly due to the claim that they stayed within the
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Jews, as we know, were defined from early Christianity to modernity as the puppeteers that
controlled the destinies of the Western world, whether by killing Christ, by creating a system of
banking that oppressed the common man - Judaism having the essence of hucksterism from
which capitalism developed (see Marx on the Jewish Question), or by financing Bolshevik
revolutions opposed to capitalism, as well as the Zionist enterprise, so that they could control
every political aspect of the modern world, as proposed in the famous anti-Semitic early
twentieth century Russian falsification The protocols of the elders of Zion that had and still has
tremendous impact in anti-Semitic teleology.
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legal parameters established during Vichy, which did not openly advocate for the death of its
Jewish inhabitants.
The concept of state of exception is essential to the conceptualization of the Vichy State.
Since the security of the state was threatened by the German Occupation, the constitutional
government disbanded itself and gave full powers to Pétain By decree he signed into law the
Vichy statutes against the Jews (to which he put the final harsh touches of repression and
discrimination) so that Jewish legal immigrants and French Jews (the population onto which the
threat was displaced thus becoming an enemy of the state)131 would be outside the guarantees
afforded to French citizens; that is to say that two legal codes existed simultaneously: one for the
“real French” and the other for those perceived as outside the realm of Frenchness (Catholic and
European.) They were thus subjected to a different set of laws aimed at their marginalization, the
expropriation of their property, and their ultimate banishment from France.
4.1.1. Jews as the cause of scarcity: Letter CCCLXVIII-2: 23 Sep. 1942132
Beyond the taxonomy of délation that I propose in this collection of letters, we can also perceive
the tragedy that the French experienced under the duress of war. Hunger, desperation, and dire
poverty were truly traumatic experiences in many French lives.
Within this genre of epistolary aggression directed against Jews, there are some letters in
which personal and familial devastation are palpable as the effect of the sémiotique of language
bringing the reality of their suffering to the fore. Here we can discern the superimposition of two
separate but tightly intertwined scenarios, where the images and themes of anti-Semitic discourse
131

The Pétain government’s press release announcing the first Vichy laws was broadcast on
French radio on October 17, 1940, and published in the press the next day, setting up the Jews as
the scapegoat, the homo sacer, for the decline and defeat of France.
132
Facsimile of the letters of denunciation examined in chapters 4, 5, and 6 are reproduced in
Appendix A in the order in which they appear in Part II of this dissertation.
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dissolve away laying bare quotidian lack and desperation that may have caused this immoral
behavior. While we focus on Jewish scapegoating, an empathetic view of the conditions of
personal and national tragedy in Vichy France is called for in order to comprehend the
mechanisms of denunciation. Some délateurs may not have necessarily embraced deep antiSemitic sentiments but were prey to terrible conditions. The following letter illustrates the
devastating effects of war and occupation under Nazi Germany, and how abject hunger and
desperation motivated some authors to denounce.
CCCLXVIII – 2
Le 23 septembre 1942
Barthélémy Emile
[ ?]133 (Gers)
Monsieur le Maréchal Pétain
Chef de l’Etat Français à Vichy (Allier)
Monsieur le Maréchal,
Nous nous permettons de vous importuner encore pour vous signaler qu’en zone libre (en
général paraît-il) dans cette région surtout, un fléau menace pour cet hiver: la famine pour bon
nombre de familles de la région qui il y a encore quelques temps pouvaient se nourrir
convenablement à des prix encore assez abordables.
Cet état de choses provient de ce que des juifs se réfugient dans les petites localités parce que
chassés des grandes villes s’ils ne portent pas l’étoile jaune. Ils se logent dans des maisons très
confortables et très chères, mènent un train de vie très fâcheux qui éblouissent [sic] nos braves
campagnards et surtout paient très largement à ces derniers les produits de notre terre de
133

Due to the degraded copy of the letter with minuscule cursive hand-writing there are several
places in the letter that are illegible and are marked with the symbol [?].
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France ; les gens du pays sont courroucés et disent : “Il y en avait assez de ces ‘sales réfugiés’
qui ont déjà fait augmenter beaucoup la vie.”
En effet cette dernière catégorie a fait en majeure partie beaucoup de mal aussi: le Service des
Réfugiés les protègent [sic] dans tous les domaines et administrations au point que les Maires, si
logiques et bons soient-ils, n’ont réfrénés [sic] certains appétits insatiables de cette catégorie
qui se croient tout permis. Ils touchent de grosses indemnités, pécuniaires + indemnités de
logement, chauffage et éclairage, des bons de vêtements gratuits et semi gratuits pouvant allestt
[sic] jusque 5000 [?] + [la vie?] du travail obligatoire pour tous les hommes + bons de denrées
mensuels, confitures, pâtes, légumes secs, pommes de terre. Tout ceci leur donne une forte
mensualité qui leur permet de grandes largesses pour payer très cher la nourriture. Le mieux
c’est que toutes ces libéralités sont accordées à tous même à des riches industriels.
Faîtes faire une enquête sérieuse, très approfondie, par des policiers de Vichy ou une autre
région (car ceux de la région craignent le Service des Réfugiés qui menacent [sic] de “camps de
concentration” tous ceux qui prétendent entraver leurs desseins) et vous verrez le
désastre commis ici par tous ces privilégiés qui ne se gênent pas de dire cyniquement‘qu’ils ne
s’en font pas’ car quelqu’un au pays leur garde leur commerce, ou autre chose, s’ils en ont une;
quant aux autres ils n’ont jamais eu autant d’argent devant eux.
Voilà l’origine du “marché noir” en zone libre qui entraîne les originaires d’ici qui possèdent
quelque chose à faire pareil pour ne pas mourir de faim; quant aux autres ils en meurent
doucement mais sûrement. Etrangers [ ?] et réfugiés remontent chez eux, ils font une ample
provision qui les met à l’abri de la faim pour longtemps, c’est une véritable razzia dans le fonds
[sic].
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Nous ne sommes pas encore en hiver et déjà on doit se restreindre plus que jamais et se
contenter pour les 2 gros repas d’une sardine salée ou deux et d’un fruit, les haricots secs, assez
rares par suite de la sècheresse sont vendus à 135francs [ ?] le kg ici et 80t et 150 francs à
Agen et Toulouse. Que va devenir la classe laborieuse qui fournit de gros efforts manuels, les
ouvriers et les petits fonctionnaires? Que vont devenir les enfants de ces derniers plus que sousalimentés?
Il ne faut pas songer qu’aux grandes villes… et les petites villes et les villages qui sont plus
déshérités que les grandes villes et qui elles [sic] ont encore des pommes de terre, des légumes
ou si peu que ce soit. Ici pas de pommes de terre, œufs, légumes quelconques sauf pour
les “marchés noirs,” pas de matières grasses, pendant ce temps les fermiers qui tuent nombre
oies et cochons prennent leurs matières grasses pour faire du savon et vendent leur graisse:
150F le kilo et plus.
Si encore nous avions suffisamment de pain !
Espérant que vous daignez examiner cette lettre et vérifier de bonne source ce que nous
soulignons [?], recevez [?] onsieur le

aréchal, avec l’assurance de notre indéfectible

attachement, l’assurance de notre profond respect.
Barthélémy
This letter is quite typical of the letters of scarcity in the South complaining of the hordes of
arrogant Jewish refugees, “sales réfugiés” who appropriate all available commodities (food,
living spaces, fuel) causing terrible inflation, corrupting the good local county people into
profiteering, and who are protected by certain local authorities. What emerges from the text are
the heart-wrenching conditions of the author’s suffering due to abject hunger, so much so that
food governs his speech and thought most of the time. The following semantic field
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demonstrates the previous statement: “famine, nourrir, les produits de notre terre, appétits
insatiables, denrées, confitures, pâtes, légumes, pommes de terre, nourriture, mourir de faim, les
2 gros repas d’une sardine salée ou deux et d’un fruit, les haricots secs, assez rares par suite de
la sècheresse, œufs, sous-alimentés, matières grasses, oies et cochons, graisse, pain.” He repeats
many of these terms several times. Through anaphora, the textual expression of compulsion, one
infers that the text becomes a representation of this man’s extreme hunger, a starvation that is
palpable and painful to the reader eliciting her compassion.
The fact that anti-Semitic rhetoric is interwoven into the narrative forges an association
of lack with the presence of Jews and other refugees in the region: “un fléau menace pour cet
hiver: la famine pour bon nombre de familles de la région;” [a scourge threatens this winter: a
famine for a good number of families of the region]. It is understood that “scourge” is a
metaphor for the influx of Jews, alluded to often as the “Jewish plague.” Sadly, the author does
understand that Jews are being chased from the Occupied Zone. He feels they are guilty of not
wearing the yellow star and therefore, expelled: “Cet état de choses provient de ce que des juifs
se réfugient dans les petites localités parce que chassés des grandes villes s’ils ne portent pas
l’étoile jaune.” Through the sophistic syllogism of plague=hunger, and hunger=current
conditions, the conclusion is that plague=Jews. Thus, even with the understanding that Jews
were refugees, the author displaces his difficult living conditions onto them and blames these
people for the hunger in the region.
Philippe Nivet, in an article entitled “Les réfugiés de guerre dans la société française
(1914-1946),” examines the mistreatment of refugees in the regions of Loire and Gironde. He
concludes that the local populations were less than welcoming to the influx of the displaced
French and foreign refugees viewing them with contempt, suspicion, reserve and even hostility.
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He bases these conclusions on the examination of reports written by the postal service regarding
the correspondence from these regions during the period. One such report states:
De la lecture des lettres émanant des populations hébergeant des réfugiés, il
ressort que le mécontentement est à peu près général parce que les réfugiés restent
oisifs (qtd. in Nivet 258).
The flip side to these letters is the fact that Pétain received missives from refugees in the
South complaining about the inhospitable treatment that they received from the local
communities: “Des réfugiés écrivent au maréchal Pétain, au cours de l’automne 1940, pour
protester contre la situation qui leur est faite” (258).134
Despite the discursive confusion I have touched upon in this brief analysis, one can glean
the pain of French suffering in small Southern towns. We ought not to dismiss desperation as a
motivator for denunciation.
4.1.2. The de-Judaification of France: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 17 Sep. 1943
CCCLXVIII-3
Montpellier, le 17 Septembre 1943
Monsieur TOLLINCHI
Directeur Régional Adjoint à Montpellier
A

onsieur le Procureur de l’Etat Français à RODEZ (Aveyron)

A.E. JB/YM – 2
Objet: Affaire SOLAL et GELY
J’ai l’honneur de vous exposer les faits suivants:

134

Nivet concludes that the conflicts between refugees and local populations illustrate the
process of retreat of each group into its fold because cultural unification was tenuous and war
disrupted the process of national integration. (259)
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Dans le but d’établir frauduleusement la non-appartenance à la race juive de ces 2 enfants
mineurs, Philippe et Robert, Monsieur Lucien SOLAL a fait usage de certificats de baptême
falsifiés.
Ces certificats établis par

r l’abbé GELY, curé du FAYET, indiquent que le baptême a eu lieu

le 25 décembre 1939.
Il résulte du rapport de la Section d’Enquête et de Contrôle du C.G.Q.J. que les registres de la
paroisse du FAYET aussi bien que ceux de l’évêché de ODEZ portent comme date du baptême
celle du 28 décembre 1940.
En conséquence, j’ai l’honneur de déposer entre vos mains, une plainte pour faux contre

r

l’abbé GELY curé du FAYET (Aveyron).
Par ce même courrier, j’adresse à

r le Procureur de l’Etat Français à

ontpellier, une plainte

pour usage de faux contre Mr Lucien SOLAL, 7 rue Duguesclin, à Montpellier.
Veuillez trouver ci-joint, les pièces suivantes:
2 certificats de baptême (ORIGINAUX)
Copie du apport de la Section d’Enquête et de Contrôle du C.G.Q.J.
Copie de ma plainte auprès du Parquet de Montpellier.
Le Directeur Régional des questions juives
As established in chapter II, the second Vichy Statute that meticulously focused on defining who
was a Jew is critical in comprehending this letter. According to the first article individuals were
categorized as Jews if they had three grandparents of the “Jewish race” (“race juive”) or two
Jewish grandparents and a Jewish spouse despite belonging to any other religion (emphasis
mine). A second section of this article reinforced the definition by adding that those who had
belonged to the Jewish religion until June 25, 1940 and had two Jewish grandparents were still
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considered Jews (emphasis mine). Since the author denounces two “converted” children to
Catholicism and their father as well as the priest who performed the baptism for falsifying the
date in order to protect the former from the infamous dead/line, the law is crucial for
contextualizing this letter.
Written by the Regional Director of the CGQJ in Montpellier and addressed to the
Attorney General of France in Rodez, the author files a complaint against Father Gely, priest of
Fayet, as well as Lucien Solal, the father of two minors for the falsification of dates on the
certificates of baptism of his children. According to the author, after a thorough investigation by
the SEC (Section d’Enquête et de Contrôle,)135 the parish registry showed that the boys were
originally baptized on December 28, 1940, but their falsified certificates showed that they had
been baptized on December 25, 1939. The new date would have allowed the boys Philippe and
Robert to comply with at least one clause of the Vichy definition of Jew that could move them to
the realm of “non-appartenance” (non-belonging). One understands that in these scurrilous times
of 1943, this was a desperate attempt to circumvent the law and save these children: even if the
complaint targets Gely and Solal, by implicating the boys the author also denounces them as
Jews.
The meticulous investigation demonstrates the efficiency of the legal apparatus against
Jews. The authorities search parochial and episcopal archives in order to follow through what we
assume was an initial accusation offered to the CGQG in Montpellier. The fact that it ultimately
targets children demonstrates the rarefied extreme anti-Semitic sentiments harbored by many.
Why was a case of baptism pursued with such determination? The answer might be found in the
words of the French jurist of Vichy, Maurice Duverger who states: “Il est à craindre que la

135

The special Anti-Jewish Police of the CGQJ.
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plupart des Juifs ne feignent une conversion apparente et ne parviennent ainsi à éluder
l’application de la loi” (qtd. in Gros 7).
In order to make his case airtight, the author presents exhaustive documentation to
support the accusation of falsification against the priest and Solal: “2 certificats de baptême
(O IGINAUX), Copie du apport de la Section d’Enquête et de Contrôle du C.G.Q.J., Copie de
ma plainte auprès du Parquet de Montpellier” (two original certificates of baptism, a copy of the
report of the inquiry, and copy of the complaint filed in the court in Montpellier.) He remits a
copy of the inquiry to the Attorney General of Rodez and Montpellier since both accused parties
fall under different jurisdictions. The detailed minutia ascribed to this bureaucratic operation
demonstrates the channels that had to be traversed in order to get an eventual conviction from the
courts.
The rhetorical structure of this administrative document is a reproduction of the original
discursive devices of letters of denunciation written by average citizens. In this sense this letter is
a mise en abime where different levels of bureaucrats utilize standardized language and replicate
the primal phrases of délation. “J’ai l’honneur de vous exposer les faits suivants,” “j’ai
l’honneur de déposer entre vos mains, une plainte” are among the most frequently used
salutations in these letters. One viscerally sees the “letter within the letter.”
The document reveals how parallel legal codes get implemented in a state of exception
resulting in the disintegration of the State: the fact that the modern French Republic had been
built upon the principles of freedom, fraternity, and equality (liberté, fraternité, égalité) is not
only undermined but fully negated by the new legalisms of Pétain. Marginalization and exclusion
are antithetical to the foundational principle of equality, confinement and persecution to liberty,
denunciation and betrayal to fraternity. France became a simulation of France during Vichy.
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Xavier Vallat sustained that anti-Jewish law was not conceived as a law of exception but
as a particular modification of common law (Gros 7). Gros, however, points out that all the
domains of law (family law, public law, penal law, civil law, commercial law, labor law) “were
contaminated by the distinction between Jew and member of the French community” (trans.
mine): “Face à l’avalanche de textes, l’ex-citoyen Juif n’est même plus un sujet de droit: il est
l’objet de mesures qui l’effacent comme sujet” (ibid.). Despite the attempt to normalize the law
during the Vichy years by French institutions and to objectify and dehumanize Jews, the dual
legal codes point to a clear case of state of exception. Raul Hilberg writes “Chacun, à son
échelon, appliqua les procédures normales à une situation exceptionnelle, déployant
machinalement, ou par amour du travail bien fait, des trésors d’ingéniosité pour définir, classer,
transporter …” (qtd. in Gros 4).
Although the document I just analyzed could fit under the category of administrative
communiqués between different government agencies, I chose to include it in this section since
issues of legal technicalities pertaining to the de-Judaification of France were determined by
precise guidelines so as to identify Jews and to expel them form the polity, including of course,
the legalities of their baptism. This administrative letter punctiliously enacts the performativity
of the law within a totally perverted and unethical rationalized legal code. Gros emphasizes that
there was a considerable increase of litigation due to the Vichy Statutes, particularly in the
number of cases where the obtainment of a certificate of “non-appartenance à la race juive” was
a desired outcome (5). We can conclude that all the Vichy Statutes together with the German
ordinances were euphemisms, since the true crime of Jews was that Jews were Jewish. Hence,
the essentializing process created a false juridical system aimed at “legally” excluding,
dispossessing, and killing a segment of the population that would hold the fear and self-contempt
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of an occupied country and reinforce French nationalism. The semblance of a legal structure
assuaged the general population and prevented immediate uprisings or radical resistance among
Jews and other sectors of the French population. This legal framework granted legitimacy to a
collaborationist leader and his government became a proxy for the Germans.
4.1.3. Yellow Star: Visibility and power: Letter XXXVIII-83: 25 Jan. 1943
Letter XXXVIII-83
Neuilly, 25 Janvier 1943
Georges SANTERNE
6 Avenue Sainte-Foy
NEUILLY –sur-SEINE
Monsieur le Commissaire aux Questions Juives
1 Place des Petits Pères
PARIS 2e
Monsieur le Commissaire,
Copropriétaire de l’immeuble sis 6 ue de la Poterie à Paris 1er arr, je viens vous informer
qu’hier, ma concierge m’a dit avoir été prévenue par la police qu’un de nos locataires: le
nommé S OUSSI était juif, bien qu’interrogé plusieurs fois à ce sujet, il ait toujours nié et
qu’au surplus, il ne porte pas l’étoile jaune.
Cette déclaration vous est faite à touts [sic] fins utiles, je vous serais obligé de vouloir bien
m’en accuser réception.
En attendant, je vous prie d’agréer,

onsieur le Commissaire, d’agréer mes salutations

distinguées.
Signed : G. Santerne
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Ci-inclus, une enveloppe timbrée.
This letter comes from one of the most affluent Parisian suburbs and presents two salient points:
first, the fact that French police had informed the concierge of the apartment building that one of
the residents was Jewish, that he had denied being Jewish, and he had not registered nor worn the
yellow star as identification. The second important factor is the authoring of the letter itself,
where the owner informs CGQJ of these events requesting a confirmation of receipt. These two
aspects underlie the Foucauldian elements of self-policing and policing others, of avoiding the
scrutiny of the police by enforcing its disciplinary action. At the same time “compulsory
visibility” is demanded of the Jewish population via an external symbol, the Jewish star, ensuring
the subjection of all the population, both Jewish and non-Jewish. As Foucault states:
Traditionally, power was what was seen, what was shown, and what was manifested [...].
Disciplinary power, on the other hand, is exercised through its invisibility; at the same
time it imposes on those whom it subjects a principle of compulsory visibility. In
discipline, it is the subjects who have to be seen. Their visibility assures the hold of the
power that is exercised over them. It is this fact of being constantly seen, of being able
always to be seen, that maintains the disciplined individual in his subjection. And the
examination is the technique by which power, instead of emitting the signs of its potency,
instead of imposing its mark on its subjects, holds them in a mechanism of
objectification. In this space of domination, disciplinary power manifests its potency,
essentially by arranging objects. The examination is, as it were, the ceremony of this
objectification. (187)136
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Hélène Berr in her Journal 1942-1944 expresses an acute awareness of the ‘invisibility’ of the
source of power and discipline: “La chose terrible, c’est que dans tout cela, on voit très peu de
gens sur le fait. Car le système est si bien organisé que les hommes responsables paraissent peu.
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It is clear that the letter was written under duress, under the pressures of police
surveillance since the authorities had already intimidated both the owner and the concierge of the
apartment building who then became vulnerable to the authorities. This vulnerability was
exploited and fomented with a well-run Office of Propaganda that served to ideologize and
terrorize both the Jewish and non-Jewish populations. However, since the letter was written in
1943 after the massive round-ups of Jews and the application of more severe restrictions upon
the Jewish population, the denouncer wrote this letter understanding the possible implications of
it. We do not know whether he warned the resident of the query or not, yet he had to respond to
the demands of the authorities due to the fear of the surveillance state.
Renée Poznanski’s meticulous analysis of the imposition of the yellow star is
fundamental in understanding how this external stigma impacted both the Jewish and non-Jewish
communities in France. At first the sentiments of the general French population were
sympathetic and indignant since “Jews wearing the yellow star were cheered up by a smile, a
helpful gesture, or some sort of personal contact” (245). This gave way to general indifference137
as they became used to this “othering” symbol.138

C’est très dommage, car autrement, la révolte serait bien plus générale. Ou est-ce parce que je
vois les choses de l’extérieur? Il est certain qu’il a fallu un minimum d’hommes pour organiser et
exécuter ces persécutions” (217-218).
137
Again, Hélène Berr’s compelling passage conveying her dismay and indignation at the
indifference, ignorance, and obliviousness of the world around her is worth noting: “A chaque
heure de la journée se répète la douloureuse expérience qui consiste à s’apercevoir que les autres
ne savent pas, qu’ils n’imaginent même pas les souffrances d’autres hommes, et le mal que
certains infligent à d’autres. Et toujours j’essaie de faire ce pénible effort de raconter. Parce que
c’est un devoir, c’est peut-être le seul que je puisse remplir. Il y a des hommes qui savent et qui
se ferment les yeux, ceux-là, je n’arriverai pas à les convaincre, parce qu’ils sont durs et égoïstes,
et je n’ai pas d’autorité. Mais les autres, ceux qui ne savent pas, et qui ont peut-être assez de
cœur pour comprendre, ceux-là, je dois agir sur eux” (169).
138
Poznanski presents a purview of reactions of the collaborationist press that supported
wholeheartedly the law and was quite harsh towards Jews. Among these, she quotes Lucien
Rebatet in Je suis partout: “We are now at the decisive moment between Aryans and Jews.
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As for Jews “[they] did indeed personally feel and interpret the imposition of the yellow
star as an attempt to humiliate them. They also saw it as an effort to isolate them from the rest of
the population and stir up a wave of hostility against them” (240). In the beginning most wore
the star as a gesture of solidarity, Jewish pride, rejection of intimidation, or of bravery as
opposed to cowardice by not wearing it. However, as time passed they realized that it served as
an easy vehicle of identification for round-ups and deportations; thus they came to understand
the danger it conveyed and resisted wearing it, or hid it the best they could under a lapel of a
coat, a sweater, or bag. As violating the law of this identifier could put them in danger, they had
to be strategic in the display and obfuscation of the symbol:
For all who had never hidden their national origins or their national identity it was
moreover risky to try to escape the imposition of the yellow star: one single informer
weighed heavier than the complicit silence of a whole neighborhood (239).
Poznanski states that in the first three weeks there were over a hundred people arrested and
incarcerated for not wearing the yellow star and there were numerous denunciations just as the
one I have examined (249).139
4.1.4. Medicine and the plague: Letter CCCLXVIII-2: 14 Aug. 1942
CCCLXVIII-2
TULLE, l4 août 1942
Monsieur le COMMISSAIRE GENERAL,
Aryans cannot permit such an enemy to conceal himself… Still, we have one deep regret: we
regret that the yellow star has not been imposed by a French law” (246).
139
Hélène Berr’s father was one of these Jews arrested June 23, 1942 because his yellow star
was not stitched correctly on his coat. It was only pinned on so it could be more easily worn on
several different suits (76). He spent three months in Drancy before his employer, Etablissements
Kuhlmann, paid a ransom to have him released on Sep. 22, 1942 (145-146).
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Je me permets d’attirer votre attention sur un individu, juif étranger, qui, par son activité
néfaste, compromet la sécurité du pays et nuit à l’œuvre de redressement national.
Il s’agit du nommé FLO IAN Alexandre, se disant docteur en médecine et dentiste, réfugié de
PARIS, et habitant actuellement la commune de PANDRIGNES (Corrèze).
De nationalité roumaine, né de père et mère juifs, le sieur FLORIAN exerce la médecine et la
dentisterie, malgré l’interdiction qui pèse sur les médecins et dentistes étrangers, non intégrés.
Toutefois, il ne se fait pas payer, mais accepte des cadeaux en matières.
D’autre part, cet individu n’a pas effectué sa déclaration de juif.
Enfin, aux jeunes gens, il tient publiquement des propos violement anti-nationaux [sic], antigouvernementaux et contre la Légion.
C’est aussi un gaulliste acharné.
Je vous signale ce cas, Monsieur le COMMISSAIRE GENERAL, à toutes fins que vous jugerez
utiles, et vous prie d’agréer l’expression de ma haute considération.
(Signed illegibly) Mr. Daggia
In this case, the denunciator associates illegality first with the prohibition of the practice of
medicine imposed on foreign Jews, and second with a threat to the French State due to nonregistration in the Préfecture: “son activité néfaste, compromet la sécurité du pays et nuit à
l’œuvre de redressement national.” It is significant that Foucault opens his chapter on the
panopticon with the measures against the plague, mentioning the enforcement of quarantine, the
observation points around the town, the control of traffic within and without the city.
This surveillance is based on a system of permanent registration: reports from the syndics
to the intendants, from the intendants to the magistrates or mayor. At the beginning of the
‘lock up’, the role of each of the inhabitants present in the town is laid down, one by one;
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this document bears ‘the name, age, sex of everyone, notwithstanding his condition’:
[…]. The magistrates have complete control over medical treatment; they have appointed
a physician in charge; no other practitioner may treat, no apothecary prepare medicine, no
confessor visit a sick person without having received from him a written note ‘to prevent
anyone from concealing and dealing with those sick of the contagion, unknown to the
magistrates’. The registration of the pathological must be constantly centralized. The
relation of each individual to his disease and to his death passes through the
representatives of power, the registration they make of it, the decision they take on it.
(Foucault 196-197)
In light of Foucault’s analysis, a parallel can be established with the restrictions imposed
on French Jewish physicians through quotas and the prohibition for foreign Jews of practicing
medicine. Jews in general were identified as socially diseased, associated with the Jewish plague,
so registration, control, and the limitation of medical practice were all closely related. In fact,
this perception of Jew as diseased excludes him from practicing medicine.
The author of the letter we are analyzing associates the Jewish element with violent antinationalist and anti-government activity –since Dr. Florian is said to speak up against the Légion
française. A refugee from Paris, the doctor is accused of violating the law barring immigrant
physicians, and particularly Jewish ones, from the practice of medicine and dentistry although he
is apparently smart enough to not do so directly since he accepts gifts instead of money for his
services. This practice obviously creates a conundrum for the denouncer who feels compelled to
add to his charges that the doctor is also a committed Gaullist who mocks French veterans. In so
doing, the complainant creates an association between perniciousness and illegality, the same
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way representatives of these pernicious and illegal groups often appear together in Vichy
documents (Jews, Gaullists, communists, freemasons, and anglophiles.)
The letter was written in Tulle, the capital city of the Corrèze in Central France, a
departement located in the Unoccupied Zone that is directly under the control of Vichy. Foucault
makes clear that social relationships are reproduced in the criminal system. We can infer that the
denouncer has a lower social status than the doctor, but the Vichy laws allow him to
symbolically and legally renegotiate this disparity. These laws have brought into play the very
texture of class difference, occluding anonymous instruments of power such as hierarchical
surveillance, continuous registration, perpetual assessment and classification (Foucault 209).
This letter reveals that certain aspects of punitive actions against Jews were not witnessed by the
denouncer and that he was therefore dissatisfied with his perception of lax enforcement of the
law. This position is representative of many French people who felt that the Vichy laws were not
being enforced with enough discipline and force, perhaps because public punishment had lost its
social hold from the nineteenth century on:
Punishment, then, will tend to become the most hidden part of the penal process. This has
several consequences: it leaves the domain of more or less every day perception and
enters that of abstract consciousness. Its effectiveness is seen as resulting from its
inevitability, not from its visible intensity; it is the certainty of being punished, and not
the horrifying spectacle of public punishment that must discourage crime: the exemplary
mechanics of punishment changes its mechanisms. As a result justice no longer takes
public responsibility for the violence that is bound up with its practice. (ibid. 9)
The fact that murders were dispatched to the East in convoys and the harsh treatment of prisoners
and severe conditions of survival were confined to the internment camps insulated the broader
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population, since it was not widely and openly exposed in the media, which were controlled by
the office of Propaganda and the Vichy censor. This does not mean that there was no possibility
of exposure since we have documents from partisan groups and publications from the Resistance.
However, sadly, intellectual resistance to Jewish imprisonment and repression was for the most
part covered by Jewish groups.
4.1.5. Homo Sacer: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 16 Sep. 1941
CCCLXVIII-3
Vichy, le 16 Septembre 1941
Le Service de l’Action Civique
A Monsieur Le Commissaire aux Affaires Juives à VICHY (Allier)
Monsieur Le Commissaire,
J’ai l’honneur d’attirer votre attention sur le cas d’un militant syndicaliste, qui nous est signalé
par notre Union Départementale des ALPES-MARITIMES.
Il s’agit de

onsieur Henri FE

O qui a été récusé par

onsieur Le Préfet des Alpes-

Maritimes comme Membre du Conseil Syndical et Secrétaire General du Syndicat des Hospices
Civils de la Ville de NICE pour la raison suivante :
Isréalite[sic].
Fils d’Isréalite [sic] étranger.
Naturalisé Français.
Par contre, la Fédération des Services Publics vient de nommer M. Henri FERRO au poste de
Délégué Inter-régional pour II Départements.
Cette nomination a provoqué une surprise parce qu’elle contredisait en effet, l’attitude de
Monsieur Le Préfet des Alpes-Maritimes.
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Je vous serais reconnaissant de m’indiquer dans quelle mesure il serait possible d’appliquer à
M. Henri FERRO, le statut des Juifs en cette affaire.
Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur Le Commissaire, en mes sentiments distingués.
(Signed illegibly)
This bureaucrat, apparently affiliated with the French Legion of Honor of War Veterans,140 seeks
legal advice from the CGQJ about a case that was sent to his office by an official from the Union
Départementale des Alpes-Maritimes. The letter appears to be part of an ongoing investigation
that seeks to strip M. Henri FERRO, a Jew, of his livelihood as a civil servant and of his
leadership role in the Hospital’s Workers’ Union, and perhaps find him and/or other bureaucrats
guilty of the infringement of the Second Vichy Statute, specifically Article II that stipulated that
no Jew could hold a position in public service.
Following the introduction of the letter, the denunciator utilizes the rhetorical device of
asyndeton, presenting a list of items without conjunctions “giving the effect of unpremeditated
multiplicity, of an extemporaneous rather than a labored account” in order to emphasize the
illegality of Ferro’s conditions of Jew and foreigner: “Isréalite [sic]. Fils d’Isréalite [sic]
étranger. Naturalisé Français.”
Due to these reasons Ferro had been dismissed by the prefect of Nice from two important
union positions that dealt with the public sector. Despite these job terminations the Federation of
Public Services had now appointed Ferro to the position of Interregional Delegate for two
provincial departments contradicting the decisions of the prefect who had dismissed him. The
author requests information from the CGQJ as to how to apply the statut des Juifs in this case.
He evidently is averse to Ferro’s new appointment: whether this is due to the fact that he himself
140

The letter is written on stationary with the letterhead of the LEGION FRANÇAISE DES
COMBATTANTS.
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desires the job, or merely seeks to follow the technicalities of the law, or is trying to affirm his
political position (since Ferro is described as a militant unionist [un militant syndicaliste]), the
author adamantly seeks to block Ferro’s nomination.
Foucault determines that several mechanisms render the body “docile” enough to be
disciplined and/or punished while transgressing legal parameters. What he calls the “art of
distribution,” a “discipline that proceeds from the distribution of individuals in space,” (141)
applied to Ferro, the denounced, allows us to understand that the institutional capriciousness of
firing-then-hiring him at bureaucratic whims renders him counter-intuitively powerless when
obtaining a new position. This process underscores his inability to be at his first post of union
leader, as well as the expectation to be in another place as delegate, emphasizing his dependence
on the arbitrary French authority.
Another point that Foucault delineates is the control of time and activity. While he
develops this concept of timetable with the strict regulation of routine within prison systems, the
fact that Ferro’s activities are regulated by an arbitrary timeframe that allows or hinders him
from engaging in labor activities again reduces him to victim of this bureaucratic time-space
axis. This back and forth is tantamount to both disciplining and punishing him (149-56).
On the other hand, the denouncer becomes both the disciplined subject, since he tries to
follow the Vichy laws with exactitude, and the executioner who attempts to deliver the
punishment of infringement via the bureaucratic ladder obfuscated by complex channels of
operations (again, the invisibility of the apparatus of discipline and punishment).
From a different perspective, this letter also demonstrates the bureaucratic fissures
possibly derived from diverse political convictions and social strata, since some individuals were
strictly enforcing the anti-Jewish laws while others were trying to by-pass them. Or, Ferro’s
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contested appointment might have been an act of defiance on the part of the union: “Par contre,
la Fédération des Services Publics vient de nommer M. Henri FERRO au poste de Délégué
Inter-régional pour II Départements.” Because it was written in 1941 in the early part of
Pétain’s regime, before the mass-roundups and deportations of the summer of 1942, the
document shows confusion in the application of the laws and ambivalence about their reception.
We also encounter a certain excitement at the prospect of filling the newly vacated positions
previously held by Jews, whether in the public sector or in the liberal professions, openings that
would allow non-Jews to acquire social status by becoming incorporated into the intellectual,
bureaucratic, and professional structure. Many people, including famous intellectuals, advanced
their careers and became famous by occupying these vacancies.141
4.1.6. Spoliation: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 23 Mar. 1942
CCCLXVIII-3
LAURENT to the CGQJ, 23 March 1942
Monsieur,
Le Polonais, AST, fabricant de chaussures 55 rue des Couronnes, PARIS 20e, habite
G ENOBLE depuis plusieurs mois. S’il se présente un acquéreur en vue d’ acheter son usine,
l’administrateur de cette maison s’arrange toujours de façon à ce que l’achat ne se conclut
pas….pour cause, avec l’agrément de ce Gérant au cœur trop sensible pour les Juifs, des
pourparlers sont en cours, pour mettre un compère aryen dans l’usine, juste de quoi servir
d’homme de paille, de paravent, à seule fin que, malgré toute cette mise en scène, le Polonais
AST reste maitre dans l’affaire.
141

Sartre, for example, filled the position of philosophy at the Lycée Condorcet left vacant by the
dismissal of Henri Dreyfus-Le-Foyer, the grand-nephew of Alfred Dreyfus. See Ingrid Galster,
“Sartre et la ‘Question juive’: Réflexion au-delà d’une controverse.”
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C’est la raison pour laquelle la juive AST, après avoir envoyé toute sa famille, ses enfants en
zone libre, reste a PARIS pour exploiter en sous-main son commerce. Beaucoup de matériel a
été déménagé avant le gérant actuel : toute l’argenterie de leur appartement est en lieu sûr, tout
cela chez eux, et qui fait passer les valises, l’argent, la correspondance de l’autre côté de la
ligne de démarcations.
Il y aura une bonne capture à faire parmi certain Contrôleur de la gare de LYON qui fait chaque
semaine le parcours PARIS-LYON, et des fois G ENOBLE, craignant une indiscrétion je n’ose
en dire davantage, ces renseignements étant de la plus grande vérité.
ecevez ….
LAURENT, 30 rue des Couronnes
This letter focuses on the matter of Jewish spoliation. The Germans had initiated the
expropriation of Jewish enterprises with two ordinances, the first one was promulgated on
October 18, 1940, and the second one on April 26, 1941, both containing specifications about the
process of appropriation of real-estate, businesses, and individual possessions. The enforcement
of these measures was delegated to French local authorities except the large military companies
of strategic interest that were put under the direct control of the Germans (Griffioen & Zeller
440). The Vichy government also decided to implement measures of expropriation and passed
the spoliation law in July 22, 1941 in order to reestablish French sovereignty in the Unoccupied
Zone and partake of the booty: “The French not only wanted to show their ability to implement
an economic ‘purification’ in both zones; they were also anxious to keep the proceeds in French
hands” (ibid.).
This spoliation law, known also as Aryanization of Jewish wealth, was very detailed,
offering explicit procedures in the process of expropriation. Ideologically it implied the
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“decontamination” of goods “soiled” (souillés) by Jewish hands and it was aimed at purifying the
economy (Bruttmann 2). The CGQJ lead this effort.142
The letter opens with the idea of foreignness, “Le Polonais,” a noun of national origin
that is utilized throughout the letter to refer to both the denounced and his wife (“La Polonaise”)
presenting a space of non-Frenchness. This opening also serves to legitimize the author, a
français de souche. By defining the denounced with an adjective of such weight, he becomes
anonymous, object and other, an interloper. Anonymity serves to erase his personhood, thus
facilitating the act of social violence, the denunciation itself. The notion of otherness, associated
with Judaism, underlies the idea of the perennial outsider: it excludes him from the law of the
French, as a sacred man, but subjects him to a totally different set of laws, a state of exception,
since the French can own property whilst Jews cannot.
Ast, who had a shoe factory in Paris, fled to Grenoble, an action that usefully serves to
depict him as a coward, in line with the typical representation of the other as feminine.He is also
considered a criminal who has broken the law by crossing the line of demarcation, and as we
proceed in the letter he will be portrayed, alongside his wife, as the mastermind who has
corrupted the authorities, which allows him to run his business from afar through the proxy of his
wife and the administrator. Despite the laws that have snatched his property away from him, he
remains in control falling into the anti-Semitic stereotype of all-pervading Jewish power.
After this introduction the denouncer describes a case with salient elements of the process
of Jewish expropriation during Vichy: the appointment of a provisional administrator who is
(ostensibly) managing a factory or property until it is sold to a Frenchman. Spoliation though,
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For a deeper explanation of the subject please refer to Marrus and Paxton, 152-160, and the
catalogue of the exhibition La spoliation des juifs: une politique d’état 1940-1944 (Mémorial de
la Shoah, January 30-September 29 2013), edited by Tal Bruttmann.
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was often a corrupt enterprise, financially favoring some and excluding others from easy profit.
In some cases provisional administrators were friends, or former business associates of the
owners who were sensitive to the situation and did what they could in order to forestall the sale
in the hope that the occupation would end soon and the rightful owners would have their
property returned.
In this particular letter the denouncer complains about such a case where the
administrator intentionally prevents the sale of the factory because he is philo-Semitic. Despite
ongoing negotiations to place a fellow Aryan (compère aryen) as the manager of the factory, he
fears that the manager would only function at the bequest of the owner via the pro-Jewish
administrator. The vocabulary utilized to convey these ideas stems from the lexicon of a farce
remitting us to the realm of the theatrical: the Jew is a puppeteer who pulls the strings of the
administrator/manager, a mere front man (homme de paille) who is controlled by the Jew in the
back stage. He is a mere screen for Jewish desire and power “paravent,” so that the enforcement
of expropriation laws become a mere appearance, a theater piece, a stage set where Ast still
directs the play: “malgré toute cette mise en scène, le Polonais AST reste maître dans l’affaire.”
Taguieff emphasizes the historical notion of conspiracy of Jewish world domination that
reifies Jewish might and renders it omnipresent and omnipotent: “le Juif seul tire les ficelles.
[…]. L’histoire est conçue comme un théâtre, avec ses figurants, pantins ou fantoches: une mise
en scène pour leurrer” (160). This last word, “leurrer,” to lure, encapsulates the methodology of
corruption presented in the letter: Ast has left with his family to the free zone leaving his wife
behind in Paris. She runs the business under-handedly, “sous-main,” moving much of the
inventory before the arrival of the present manager. The valuables, especially the silver
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(argenterie), are hidden in a secure place in their apartment and the wife sends money,
correspondence, and packages to the free zone.
Despite procuring goods for her family’s safety, the author associates the wife (la juive
AST ) with Jewish greed and materialism (argenterie, argent, valises), as well as trickery, since
he implies that she bribes the border comptrollers in the gare de Lyon and Grenoble in order
smuggle her family’s property. The denouncer suggests that by staying behind in Paris, she is
doing not only something illegal by guarding her factory, but also something immoral by
abandoning her family, even when she is trying to protect them. The implication is that she
breaks with the model of Pétain’s National Revolution: “travail, famille, patrie,” a motto that
reverts back to pre-modern values. In terms of work, this family is not involved in agricultural
labor, but instead in bourgeois urban business. A notable aspect is the rupture with traditional
gender roles, where women rear the children at home and men provide for their livelihood, since
the woman here is masculinized by directing the business, and the man, as mentioned above,
feminized by leaving with his children. Finally, the fact that they are Polish Jewish immigrants
disrupts the idea of Frenchness, of fatherland, transforming them into foreigners.
The last paragraph deals with the allegedly corrupt train-station guards and the dangers of
philo-Semitism within the French population which returns the letter back to the initial complaint
of the corrupt French administrators, thereby creating a circular narrative within the letter. The
author’s choice of words “une bonne capture,” a term associated with the hunt, rather than
“arrestation” or “enquête,” the appropriate judicial terms, remits us to the wild, the savage, the
animalistic, perhaps allowing the readers a glimpse of the author’s own voracity projected upon
Jews and those who help them. The author ends the letter by contrasting the virtuousness of his
modesty “craignant une indiscrétion je n’ose en dire davantage” and his truthfulness “ces
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renseignements étant de la plus grands vérité,” with the impurity and falsehood of those he
denounces in the letter. Evidently, this rhetoric was very effective since the para-text shows that
the CGQJ moved to have this case investigated in Grenoble. At the bottom of the letter a
handwritten directive by the CGQJ states: “Voir PIERRE VEAU, faire faire une enquête à
GRENOBLE.”
4.2. The Discourse of Otherness
4.2.1. Wild man: Letter XXXVIII-56: 12 Jun. 1942
Paris, le 12 juin 1942.
A M. Darquier de Pellepoix
Paris.
Monsieur,
J'ai l'honneur de présenter à votre haute et bienveillante attention l'exposé suivant :
Garde assermenté, au cimetière du Père-Lachaise, nous avons parmi nous un nommé Elia
Kougel, Juif 100 p. %. Sans aucune référence militaire, sans avoir jamais figuré sur les listes de
classement des emplois réservés, il a été nommé alors que des Français mutilés de 1914-18,
continuent à « sécher » sur lesdites listes précitées.
Comment se fait-il aussi que cet individu ait été assermenté avant d'être naturalisé? Sa
naturalisation serait le fait aussi, d'influence que vous connaissez, de l'Ancien Régime. En tout
cas, sa présence dans l'Administration est des plus suspecte [sic]. Son aplomb insolent, tant dans
le cimetière qu'au dehors est un défit [sic] révoltant, ayant déclaré un jour à haute voix: « Les
Juifs en connaissent plus long que les Français. » II a été appelé plusieurs fois à l'hôtel de ville
pour sa situation de Juif, mais il est toujours retombé sur ses « pattes ». Par suite de quelles
influences occultes ?? Il s'était fait octroyer la Carte du combattant, par fraude sans doute, mais
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on [la] lui a tout de même retirée.
En attendant, ce cas, ne peut s'éterniser. Son dossier doit être riche en surprises. Il serait
ridicule que les uns aillent de l'avant pour se laisser étrangler par derrière. En conséquence, je
viens vous demander qu'une enquête sévère soit faite sur cet individu, qui occupe un emploi dans
l'Administration et qui ne lui est pas dévolu. Dès maintenant, il s'agirait de savoir de quelle
autorité il est exempt, d'après lui, de porter l'insigne « Juif ».
Croyez, Monsieur Darquier de Pellepoix à l’assurance de mes sentiments les meilleurs.
LOZET Julius
14 Rue du Repos
Paris XXe
Cx du combattant 1914-1918, médaillé militaire, mutilé de guerre, groupe Collaboration : carte
n° 50-143-H, section sociale.
This letter starts with the idea of infiltration, stating that “among us” (parmi nous) there is a
guard 100% Jewish. The idea of Frenchness is established by the notion of group in the word us,
a counterpoint to Jewish; 100% of Jewishness denotes a totality of foreignness or nonFrenchness, without a possibility of redemption. The infiltration-penetration of the French body
politic is akin to a rape of a national and moral contract. The Jew is violence that violates,
dangerous and aggressive, fitting into White’s discussion of the savagery and immorality of the
wild man that has no place in civilized French society.
The first words of the accusation after the obligatory formal salutation is, “garde
assermenté,” a sworn-in guardian, associating holiness, both oath, judicial and religious, and
space, a cemetery, Père Lachaise no less, the famous resting place where many of the greatest
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French luminaries, are buried.143 A guardian is supposed to take care of these sacred grounds;
instead he sullies them with his mere beingness as a Jew. The author’s language implies perjury
and betrayal, since Elia Kougel has allegedly passed himself as French through trickery.
The author then enumerates the transgressions that Kougel has committed to somehow
get himself on the employment list reserved for mutilated veterans of WW I, insinuating
subterfuge through the falsification of official documents. He claims that Kougel had gotten a
veteran’s card fraudulently, but that it was eventually taken away from him, proof that he was
not a veteran. Meanwhile, Kougel still has his job while true WWI veterans are simply “wasting
away” without one. He offers a contradictory statement when he claims that Kougel is not
naturalized, and therefore should not have been appointed to any public job, and yet states that if
he were naturalized, it would be due to the “influence…de l’Ancien Régime,” the influence of the
Third Republic.144 One may conclude that Kougel was probably among the many immigrants put
on the fast-track to naturalization after WWI when laborers were needed in France but
unfortunately for him perhaps also part of the group of the 6,000 Jews stripped of their
citizenship by the Vichy government. In any case, a clear contrast is established between old and
new, between the lenient policies of the Third Republic towards Jews, as exemplified by their
representation in high government positions, and the stringent anti-Jewish policies of the Vichy
state illustrated by the complaint targeting a poor municipal employee expressed in this letter. Its
author obviously bemoans the imcomplete character of the national revolution when he notes
that Kougel, although he was summoned to City Hall several times, somehow always managed
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The cemetery was named after the confessor of Louis XIV, Claude de Choiseul-Francières,
Marshal of France. Jacques-Louis David, Napoleon's court painter, Honore de Balzac, Eugène
Delacroix, Gerard de Nerval, Georges Seurat, Marcel Proust, among others, are buried there.
144
It is interesting that many authors of these letters chose to associate the Third Republic with
the despotic pre-revolutionary monarchy, the Ancien Régime, by using the same term for both.
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to return unscathed by the authorities: “II a été appelé plusieurs fois à l'hôtel de ville pour sa
situation de Juif, mais il est toujours retombé sur ses ‘pattes.’” And the author asks rhetorically:
“which influences allow this to happen?” (“Par suite de quelles influences occultes?”,) implying
that the hôtel de ville is a location of corruption, a site infiltrated by Jewish influence and power.
In this passage one gets the typical anti-Semitic stereotype of Jewish conspiracy equating occult
influence with Jewish influence through a series of substitutions and associations. His last
complaint is that Kougel does not wear the Jewish star.
Another important aspect of the author’s loathing and fear of Kougel is the ubiquitous
arrogance he attributes to him, a sense of superiority that transcends the limits of the workplace
and permeates all of French spatiality: “Son aplomb insolent, tant dans le cimetière qu au
dehors, est un défi révoltant.” Thus, his self-assuredness transcends the bounds of the cemetery,
the space of the dead. The unconscious aggressive impulses of the mob supported the current
policy of Vichy, including the desire of annihilation of the Jew, the other, who disturbs the
cohesive self and thus evokes repulsion (défi révoltant.)
This sense of superiority evokes the religious sense of chosenness of Jewish theology:
“ayant déclaré un jour à haute voix: ‘Les Juifs en connaissent plus long que les Français.’ ” The
threat becomes amplified because he allegedly makes this statement out loud, coming out of
silence and reclaiming the Jewish self that society is oppressing and ultimately trying to
annihilate. The assertion of superiority of Jews, due to their long history, becomes an inverted
hierarchy where Jews threaten the current order of Aryanization, voicing an ancient Biblical
dictum that overwhelms the author’s sense of ego and triggers an internal convulsion that impels
him to denounce the Jew, a desire to make him disappear.
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The last paragraph warns the authorities to take this case seriously because the New
France that is being rebirthed through Pétain’s New Revolution could be derailed, be strangled
from behind, “se laisser étrangler par derrière”. This very violent metaphor not only touches
upon the fear of reemergence of Jewish power through the asphyxiation of France, but could be
read as an act of sodomy, the ultimate panic of French virility, of a France already emasculated
by Germany. Could they also be sodomized by Jews in their dual conception: the non-Aryan, the
weak, feminized and bookish Jew, or by the occult all powerful cabal that dominates the world?
This ultimate homophobic terror is but the projection of the enactment of the Vichy laws, the
fear of retaliation by the perverted other through a barbaric act, the return of wildness repressed.
A stereotypical image of Jew as corrupting comes about though the letter’s semantic
field: “retombé sur ses pattes” (regaining his footing, falling back on his paws) animal-like, as
an astute cat, “aplomb insolent” (insolent demeanor) as an arrogant subject, “influences
occultes,” occult and dark influences, par fraude, deceptive and conniving, “révoltant,”
revolting, “étrangler par derrière,” to be strangled from behind. The entire letter is an attempt to
take the horror and threat of the Jew, associated with ghosts and death, the haunting of a
cemetery, to the light of the knowable, to the visible and manageable stereotype in line with
Bhabha’s ideas.
The author signs his name, Lozet Julius, citing his French credentials, “C[roi]x du
combattant 1914-1918, médaillé militaire, mutilé de guerre.” In his tone and style we infer that
he considers himself a valuable, civic-minded Frenchman and a real patriot.
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4.2.2. Jewish vices: Letter: 27 May 1942
Paris le 27 mai 1942
Monsieur le Commissaire Général
Dans l’intérêt de votre mission d’assainissement nous croyons devoir vous mettre au courant du
fait suivant : le né Kohn Jean agé [sic] de 28 à 30 ans, dont le Père interné actuellement
possédait un commerce Passage Brady, se livre activement au commerce de l’or et des Devises
étrangères.
Il habitait auparavant Square Robiac (VIIe) mais actuellement il change souvent de domicile, il
se vante de posséder une fausse carte d’identité.
Il a comme maitresse une demoiselle Weiss, Israélite comme lui.
Celle-ci habitait nous croyons, Rue du Commerce, mais comme elle était auparavant employée
Chez Crédima (S.A) 145 Avenue Malakoff, il sera facile de la trouver. Pour le Sieur Kohn, il est
relativement facile de le trouver :
Tous les Dimanches après-midi, il se livre aux douceurs du jeu de “Poker” aux Etablissements
“Suffren” 40 ter Avenue de Suffren, grand garage dont le dernier étage a été transformé en tripot
et il se fait là des différences de plusieurs dizaines de Mille francs.
La fille Weiss lui sert actuellement de secrétaire pour son commerce d’or et de Devises.
Signalement de Kohn : Taille environ 1m 75 à 1m 80, corpulent, figure poupine tout rasé, cheveux
chatains, légèrement ondulés, bien mis, porte la croix de guerre 1939-1940.
La fille Weiss. Grande brune, profil nettement juif, âge environ 25 à 28 ans.
Le Sieur Kohn se targue de relations utiles dans la Police et prétend devoir être prévenu si on le
recherche. Les parties se jouent surtout le Dimanche après-midi, mais cependant quelquefois la
semaine en soirée.
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Veuillez agréer,

onsieur le Commissaire Général, l’expression de nos sentiments les plus

respectueux.
Un Groupe d’Antisémites
This collective author denounces Jean Kohn and his mistress, Mademoiselle Weiss. From the
very beginning, in the opening sentence, they express the will to contribute to the state’s mission
of cleansing, introducing the notion of purity and impurity with the term “assainissement.” This
term has four levels of signification: body, mind, space, economy. The word has the connotation
of disinfecting both a wound and a space. We are confronted with the duality of a pure France
contaminated and wounded by Jewishness. The wound as expressed in vichyssois anti-Semitic
discourse is associated with military defeat, a loss for which Jews were blamed. The idea of
contamination permeated all of France, spread like a plague that needed to be eradicated in order
to restore some sense of health to the nation. “Assainissement” contains the root “sain” denoting
both physical and mental health (sanity), a metaphor that implies the healing of the French
psyche from its moral disease. A third meaning of “assainissement” is economic, that of
stabilizing the currency and the markets, typically associated with Jews. The implication is that
Jews have indeed corrupted and destabilized the French economy. Still another meaning of the
term is to normalize: to be French is to be normal, while to be Jewish is an immutable
abnormality.145
The denunciation mentions that Kohn’s father is interned or imprisoned, introducing an
element of familial criminality and thus establishing the sense of inevitability, that is, of fixity,
“de père en fils:” a generational syllogism. Since the son is being accused of dealing in gold and
foreign currency (“de l’or et des devises étrangères”), this claim is related to the cliché of the
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“Assainissement”, Petit Robert, 100; “sain”, ibid. 1595.
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“money-grubbing Jew” and “Jewish huckstering”146 and to the economic connotation of
“assainissement,” as mentioned above. The idea of working with money was one of the sole
domains of economic life that Jews historically were allowed to participate in from the Middle
Ages until their emancipation, given that it was viewed as impure in Christianity (and associated
with feces in traditional psychoanalysis.)147
The authors proceed to give precise details of Jean Kohn’s whereabouts: he changes
domicile often, a logical outcome of the father’s interment. They allege that he brags of having a
false identity card, again constructing Jews as arrogant and all-powerful, proud of their
corruption and transgression of the law, the typical conspiratorial understanding of the Jew. The
authors also denounce his mistress “maitresse,” Mademoiselle Weiss, underlying the idea of
living beyond the confines of traditional morality and legality, because they are not married, and
also present her as an accomplice to his financial crimes because she is his secretary in business.
Moreover, he describes them as “Israélites,” which establishes that they are not immigrant Jews.
But again, no matter how many generations earned them the term Israélite in France, they
retained the stain of foreign element. They also convey her information, establishing that it
should be easy to find her (“il sera facile de la trouver”), thereby pointing to the facile and
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See Marx’s essay “On the Jewish Question” (1843) where he famously introduces the notion
of Jewish capitalists as “hucksters,” foundational to left-wing anti-Semitism: “What is the
profane basis of Judaism, practical need, self-interest. What is the worldly cult of the Jew?
Huckstering. What is his worldly god? Money” (48).
147
See The Freud Reader, “Character and Anal Erotism,” 295-97. Freud discusses the
association between money and excrement/dirt. He discerned from his cultural and clinical
experiences that “wherever archaic modes of thought have predominated or persist –in the
ancient civilizations, in myths, fairy tales and superstitions, in unconscious thinking, in dreams,
and in neuroses—money is brought into the most intimate relationship with dirt. We know that
the gold which the devil gives his paramours turns into excrement after his departure…” (296).
Freud also points out that as “the original erotic interest in defecation” wanes in later years, “the
[new] interest in money makes its appearance…” (297).
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thoughtless act of denunciation and echoing Arendt’s idea of the banality of evil, the everyday
casual violence that seems to those who engage it both innocent and moral.
They claim that every Sunday Jean Kohn can be found in an apartment transformed into a
poker den (“tripot”), this transformation being an allusion to the toxicity of the Jewish influence.
The etymology of tripoter conveys the meanings of seediness or sliminess and that of an
unwanted sexual touch, again underscoring the sense of disrepute, filth, and sexual depravity.
This den seduces the innocent (the French) with its promise of the pleasures of the vice of
gambling (“aux douceurs du jeu de ‘Poker’”.)
What follows is a description of Kohn providing height, alluding to his body weight,
corpulent, (implying that he was well-fed during those years of scarcity), clean-shaven, rosy
cheeks, hair color, well-groomed. In addition they establish that he always wears a war medal,
“la croix de guerre,” a marker of national belonging and at the same time a shield of protection
to avoid being incarcerated by the authorities. In the semiotics of the text, there is a feeling that
for these authors, his whole demeanor, especially the donning of the medal, seems to be a
disguise, a ruse, camouflaging Jewishness, aping Frenchness. The authors then offer a physical
description of Weiss, a tall brunette. This statuesque young woman is portrayed with a certain
desire, albeit repressed due to her clear-cut Jewish profile (“profile nettement juif”), a typical
stereotype of the Jew with a prominent hooked nose that is considered his/her defining feature.
These “signalements” remind us to the anthropometry of Alphonse Bertillon (1853-1914), who
believed that the photo of a profile was indispensable to identify an individual because it is
almost impossible to find two identical ears.148 He developed the fiche anthropométrique,149 a
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See Pierre Birnbaum, L’Affaire Dreyfus: La épublique en péril, 38.
See Appendix C, p. 397, for a copie of the police profile card of Alfred Dreyfus.
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chart that included height, measurements of the head, color of eyes, of hair, measurement of all
traits of the face, age, place of birth, to identify criminals, situating both Kohn and Weiss in that
realm. These descriptions also allude to the phrenological studies of Félix Voisin (1794-1872)
who attempted to link facial traits to mental illness, nymphomania, establishing an association of
the denounced with psychological disease. As we know, phrenology and anthropometry were
much utilized by Nazi scientists and adopted in France during Vichy as ways of identifying Jews,
their physical traits revealing the perversity of their nature, as established in my previous review
of the exhibition Le Juif et la France.
The authors claim that Kohn boasts of having inner relations with the police and that he
would be warned if anyone was trying to apprehend him, again establishing the corrupting effect
of the Jew upon French institutions. In the portrayal of Kohn we can perceive a character that on
the surface seems to be French, who dissimulates his Jewish otherness, but whose true corruptive
nature remains underneath this veneer. In this brief narrative, he functions as a fictional other, the
recipient of projective stereotypes with the elements of criminality, sexual perversion, and
illegality associated with him and his lover, infecting, and seducing France, a danger that need to
be forcibly removed to rebuff this seduction.
The letter is signed Un Groupe d’Antisémites, making the authors both known through
their anti-Semitic ideology, but at the same time anonymous. This anonymity is revealing since
we can assume that the author can be either individual or collective in real life, because
collectivity would give more weight to the denunciation. We can infer that the author(s)
somehow personally know Kohn and Weiss or are in a reasonable proximity in order to be
privileged to precise details of these people’s lives, including Kohn’s weekly escapades to poker
games. Perhaps the anonymity indicates that they did not want to be recognized by Kohn (in case
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he did have influence with the police). Could we presume that the author(s) were present in these
games and were seduced by their douceur, their enticing qualities? Could they have lost money
to Kohn in this setting and then decided to denounce him? Or were they solely ideologically
driven as they purport with this signature?
4.2.3. Vampires: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 31 Oct. 1942
St-Hilaire du Touvet, le 31 octobre 1942
Monsieur le Commissaire aux Affaires Juives
Vichy
Monsieur,
Y a-t-il quelque chose de changé depuis le gouvernement du Maréchal, ou bien est-on toujours
sous la domination juive ?
Notre cas particulier: le Sanatoirium [sic] des Etudiants de France à Saint-Hilaire du Touvet.
Jusques à quand existera ce ghetto? Le Directeur, le Dr Douady, Français aryen au point de vue
juridique, est-il à ce point esclave du sang juif qu’il a dans les veines pour tolérer la personne et
l’activité de son Dr adjoint le juif Cohen? (René)
Ce Cohen, même s’il était aryen, ne mériterait sa place: dermatologue distingué, absolument nul
au point de vue médecine générale, et phisiologue à la culture livresque mais commettant dans
la pratique erreur sur erreur, - homme de l’esprit étroit et mesquin, brillant dans un salon, mais
tout-à-fait déséquilibré dès qu’il a la moindre responsabilité ou qu’il est en présence des
étudiants, dont il hait l’esprit.
Mais le pire est son caractère juif et ses conséquences :
- tous les médecins juifs plus ou moins frappés d’interdiction d’exercer se retrouvent au Sana :
. . Guttmann, Caroli, Grunwald,

eyer, etc… (ce dernier à l’état constant).
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- pour le frère de Cohen, qui a perdu son emploi, une place a été spécialement créé [sic] au
Sana.
- des infirmières juives sont conservées au Sana en dépit de leur incapacité notoire.
- les malades juifs jouissent d’un traitement de faveur, et sont gardés au Sana aussi longtemps
qu’ils le désirent, même lorsqu’ils vont très bien, alors que les Français aryens sont renvoyés au
moindre signe d’amélioration.
- surtout tout ce monde exerce au Sana une terrible influence, directe et surtout indirecte, par
tous les moyens : entre autres par l’organisation de cours et de conférences (et rappelez-vous
qu’il s’agit du Sana des Etudiants, centre important de la culture française.)
Ceci est absolument inadmissible, et n’est toléré jusqu’à maintenant que grâce à l’appui et la
protection des “amis” des Drs Douady et Cohen. Et la crainte d’être renvoyé, frappé de
“guérison spontanée” (très pratique au Sana pour toutes les personnes gênantes) empêche que
l’on se plaigne. C’est aussi ce qui nous contraint, à notre grand regret et honte, à ne pas signer
cette lettre.
This letter was written from the alpine region of the Rhône, near Grenoble, in the occupied zone;
Saint-Hilaire du Touvet was known for its sanatorium, a center for treatment of tuberculosis. The
main topic of the letter is the hiring and medical practices of this sanatorium given that,
according to the author, Jewish presence is privileged: many Jewish doctors were hired by the
director as well as Jewish nursing staff. The anonymous author also states that Jewish patients
are treated better than non-Jews.
The letter begins with a striking question: “Y a-t-il quelque chose de changé depuis le
gouvernement du Maréchal, ou bien est-on toujours sous la domination juive?” Asking whether
the era of ineluctable Jewish domination and power is over or not is a way of underscoring the
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density of Jewish presence within the sanatorium and of describing it as a ghetto, the precise
pejorative term used here. The author proceeds by viciously maligning the director, a non-Jew,
who, he complains, is a “slave to the Jewish blood that runs through his veins” (tr. mine) due to
the fact that he tolerates the presence of the adjunct doctor, “le juif,” the Jew Cohen. The
metaphor implies that Cohen, like a vampire, has bitten the “Aryan” director with his Jewish
blood and dominates him.150 Cohen, a distinguished dermatologist is considered totally inept in
the practice of general medicine by the author, despite his fame, since according to him his
knowledge of tuberculosis is merely bookish, and he commits many errors in his practice. In fact,
he is called a nothing, “absolument nul,” an attempt of totally erasing him. A sense of disgust
permeates the author’s expressions with respect to him, transmitting to the reader the repulsion
he feels towards the doctor, who becomes the abject. French students are coded as enthusiastic
and idealistic, while Cohen is described as narrow-minded and mean-spirited, “esprit étroit et
mesquin,” and unbalanced, “déséquilibré,” presenting the antithesis French (virtue) and Jews
(vice). For the author, the worst part of Cohen is his Jewish character and its consequences,
“caractère juif et ses conséquences.” These are tribal nepotism (hiring of mostly Jewish doctors,
who otherwise are prohibited from practicing medicine, and keeping Jewish nurses employed);
fraternal nepotism (hiring his own brother); preferential treatment of Jewish patients;careless
treatment of Aryan patients; and deep influence over medical students. All of these echo antiSemitic stereotypes.
It is telling that in this place of illness, the residence of abjection, the space where
consumptive patients are housed, the association of refuse with Jews predominates textually.
These ill patients had to be removed from society due to the danger of infection of the general
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population mimicking the legal processes that Vichy had adopted in its anti-Jewish policies:
confining Jews, as illness, to avoid contact with the general public, rounding them up to avoid
any further contamination of France.
The sanatorium, the author says, is a place for French medical students (le Sanatoirium
[sic] des Etudiants de France,) belonging specifically to them, again establishing an opposition
between French and Jew no matter how French Jews might identify, or how many generations
they have been in France, or worked for the French project. In fact according to the author Jews
have a destructive influence upon French students by teaching courses and holding conferences:
- surtout tout ce monde exerce au Sana une terrible influence, directe et surtout indirecte,
par tous les moyens : entre autres par l’organisation de cours et de conférences. (et
rappelez-vous qu’il s’agit du Sana des Etudiants, centre important de la culture
française.)
The author emphatically reaffirms that the Sanatorium is a French space, one that needs no
contagion of Jewishness, perceived as hyper-intellectuality. This site of healing is where the
French must heal from this infection. Healers of illness cannot be the illness itself.151 Moreover,
terror towards the abject permeates the whole visceral repugnance towards Jews. The language
of illness is encoded in the full text: “tous les médecins juifs plus ou moins frappés d’interdiction
d’exercer se retrouvent au Sana,” since the verb “frapper” is associated with being struck by an
illness; “des infirmières juives sont conservées au Sana en dépit de leur incapacité notoire,”
incapacity defining the disability of illness; Doctor Cohen is “déséquilibré,” unbalanced, a
reference to mental illness and to “les malades juifs,” the Jewish patients of the sanatorium. It is
significant that within this letter, no French people, including the patients of the sanatorium, are
For and expansion of these ideas, see Susan Sontag’s Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its
Metaphors.
151
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either metaphorically or directly linked with any phrases depicting illness. In fact, French
patients are associated with improvement and healing: “les Français aryens sont renvoyés au
moindre signe d’amélioration.” French patients are sent back into society due to their recovery,
and are struck with “guérison spontanée,” spontaneous healing. The textual implication is that
the consumptive non-Jewish patient is redeemable insofar as he can get well, whereas Jews, who
are accursed, cannot, a reminder of the irredeemable “wild man.”
The accusation of preferential treatment for Jewish patients and doctors, that they remain
in the Sana as long as they desire, conveys within it a reference to the historical moment and that
which it necessitated: the letter was written three months after the mass roundups of the summer
of 1942, that included the La afle de Vel d’hiv, a defining moment both for French Jewry in
particular and French society in general. At this point Jews understood that they were being
hunted down and that their future in France was uncertain. It became more apparent to them that
they needed to go into hiding for their own survival. Perhaps we can see here that Dr. Douady
provided Jews with a safe-haven in his sanatorium and can infer the fissures within French
society, many who were startled by the brutality of the roundups and saw that the
marginalization of Jews was just the initial phase of much more horrific policies. In fact, Pétain
started losing support of the general public.
On the other hand, some French people, such as the author, became even more venomous
and desired to participate in the purification of the country of Jews and Jewish culture. He does
not sign the letter fearing that he will be thrown out of the sanatorium like the many patients who
miraculously heal - a Jewish ploy to take over the whole hospital: “la crainte d’être renvoyé ...
C’est aussi ce qui nous contraint, à notre grand regret et honte, à ne pas signer cette lettre.” The
author is not only terrified that the abject has overtaken the sanatorium, a metaphor for Jewish
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overarching control and all-pervasive power, but more importantly, with cowardice and shame,
of being “jettisoned” from the sanatorium should he sign the letter, by which he himself would
become “the abject.”
4.2.4. The merchant of Venice Oran: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 2 Apr. 1941
ORAN, le 2 Avril 1941
SYNDICAT DES GROSSISTES-COLPO TEU S DE TABACS D’O AN
Monsieur Xavier VALLAT
Commissaire Général aux questions Juives
Vichy
Monsieur le Commissaire Général :
Nous nous permettons de vous adresser sous ce pli, copie d’une lettre adressée en date du 22
Mars dernier,
1.-A la Légion Française des Combattants
2.-A

r. Le Gouverneur Génaral [sic] de l’Algérie

3.-A Monsieur le Préfet d’Oran
4.-Au Service du Ravitaillement Général
5.-A la Chambre de Commerce d’Oran
et vous prions très respectueusement de bien vouloir vous pencher sur cette affaire qui a pour
acteur, le Juif multimillionnaire Elie d’Abraham Dahan, usurier notoire, néfastement connu sur
la place d’Oran, où ses méfaits ne sont plus à compter.
Ce dernier, usant de sa roublardise maitresse, agit encore à l’heure actuelle comme au temps où
israël [sic] était grand maître. Dépositaire exclusif de La S.A. Française des Allumettes
Caussemille d’Alger, le juif Dahan, par une manœuvre habile a établi une liste de répartition des
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allumettes, liste agréée par le Service du avitaillement Général d’Oran, où avec amertume
nous y trouvons, sur 104 clients qu’il dessert à Oran-Ville, 62 Juifs, 32 catholiques et 10
Musulmans. Or dans la branche Epicerie-Tabacs, il se trouve que les juifs dans ces branches ne
sont pas légion, environ 5% de la totalité des Epiciers-Tabacs d’Oran-Ville, contrairement à ce
qui se produit pour d’autres genres de commerce (bazar [sic], étoffes etc.). Il ressort nettement
que le juif Dahan, a tenu, et tient encore à favoriser ses coreligionnaires, au détriment des
loyales populations Françaises et Musulmanes.
Cette manœuvre continue, malgré les nombreuses réclamations adressées de toutes parts, aux
Pouvoirs Publics. Cela soulève évidemment de vives protestations dans les milieux Français et
usulmans, où l’usager est très mal servi du [fait] qu’il ne peut se procurer sa boite
d’allumettes qu’à grand peine ; celles-ci accaparées par les Juifs, ne sont sorties à la vente, que
sous forme de marché noir.
Nous vous prions très respectueusement, Monsieur le Commissaire Général, de bien vouloir
nous aider à débarrasser la Ville d’Oran du Juif Dahan, ce dernier étant indigne de conserver
encore un monopole de fait, où il a fait preuve de partialité, en favorisant, par ces temps de
restrictions, ses coreligionnaires, au détriment des Français et Musulmans.
A notre avis, une

aison de l’importance de la Société Caussemille, Française, cent pour cent,

devrait avoir comme Agent, un Français, honnête, probe et conscient de son devoir, qui
distribuerait sa marchandise d’une façon impartiale, et non pas à sens unique comme le Juif
Dahan.
Dans l’espoir qu’une solution rapide interviendra grâce à votre équité, nous vous prions
d’agréer,

onsieur le Commissaire Général, avec l’assurance de notre indéfectible dévouement,

nos très respectueuses salutations.
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(Signed by) Le Vice-Président: (His name is illegible), Le Président: M. Abdelilah, Le
Secrétaire : (illegible).
This letter had previously been sent to five different agencies, but evidently none responded. It
was then sent directly to Xavier Vallat and written and signed by the president, vice-president
and secretary of the union of tobacco wholesalers in Oran denouncing Elie d’Abraham Dahan for
his unfair practices in the sale and distribution of matches. It was written after the abrogation of
the Crémieux Decree (1940) when Jews in Algeria ceased to be French citizens, a right that had
been afforded to them since 1870. The Crémieux Decree had been implemented after the defeat
of France in the Franco-Prussian war that had left the imperial stronghold of its North African
colonies severely weakened. According to Arendt’s “Why the Crémieux Decree was abrogated”
the disparity of the law that afforded French citizenship en masse to the Jewish population in
Algeria and not to its Muslim subjects, was to incorporate what France perceived as a group that
could more easily be assimilated into French continental values and culture. With this action,
France wanted to add “38,000 loyal Frenchmen in their colony at a time when trouble obviously
lay ahead” (117). Jews had to renounce self-governance and become subject to French law. Riots
followed in 1871, but contrary to efforts to link these to the Crémieux Decree, Arendt establishes
that they were promoted by anti-Semitic French settlers and falsely tied to the disparity of Jewish
and Muslim citizenry. She explains that Muslims had the availability of French citizenship from
1865 on, with the condition that they live under the “civil and political laws of France” (116) and
not under Koranic law.152 In any case, the Crémieux Decree created discord between the Jewish

“It is true that [Muslim] natives did not want to renounce their personal status (which
permitted polygamy and the denial of all rights to women) and that France could hardly grant
them citizenship under this circumstance” (119). Arendt, though, comprehends that this social
structure that oppressed women was dictated by the group’s social organization due to a Muslim
152
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and Muslim native populations, and during Vichy when Jews became legally vulnerable, their
relationship became even more strained.
The introductory paragraph is written in the register of the theatrical, bombastically
presenting stage, scenario and actors: “et [nous] vous prions très respectueusement de bien
vouloir vous pencher sur cette affaire qui a pour acteur, le Juif multimillionnaire Elie
d’Abraham Dahan, usurier notoire, néfastement connu sur la place d’Oran, où ses méfaits ne
sont plus à compter.” Evocative of Rabelais’ satirical exaggerations, with Shakespeare’s Shylock
as both character and actor, “acteur,” “le Juif multimillionnaire,” “usurier notoire,” notorious
usurer, in the vein of jongleurs, the authors plea and summon, “et [nous] vous prions,” and
exhort to listen and watch (read), the nefarious deeds that will be recounted, “ses méfaits ne sont
plus à compter”; and finally mount the stage-set “la place d’Oran,” all of which inserts the
situation into the tropes of both orality and spectacle. One can almost hear and feel viscerally the
rhythms of the incantations of a street storyteller - venez, venez, rapprochez-vous, come closer to
the show - in the words “de bien vouloir vous pencher sur cette affaire.” This introduction is
truly remarkable in that it appropriates the genre of the histrionic, adapting it to the narrative of
délation because this process deconstructs the act of denunciation itself, interpolating it from the
beginning into the fictional.153

aristocracy that exploited the laborer population, a population that mostly depended on women
labor, the only labor they could “afford to hire.” (Arendt, 119)
153
Guy Debord explains that “concept of spectacle” unifies and explains a great diversity of
apparent phenomena. The diversity and the contrasts are appearances of a socially organized
appearance, the general truth of which must itself be recognized. Considered in its own terms,
the spectacle is affirmation of appearance and affirmation of all human life, mainly social life, as
mere appearance. But the critique which reaches the truth of the spectacle exposes it as the
visible negation of life, as a negation of life which has become visible. (Society of the Spectacle,
Aphorism, 10)
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With another element introduced onto the stage, his masterful ruse, “sa roublardise
maitresse,” a personification of his trickery, the play is transformed into a magic show. Dahan
acts, “agit…comme au temps où israël [sic] était grand maître,” as when Israel was still the
world master of ceremonies, continuing with the imagery of spectacle. The phrase also exoticizes
a constructed and glorified past when Jews had a nation state, an imaginary empire. At this
historical moment, when Jews were egregiously the marginalized other in French national
discourse and policy, the primitivizing allusion to a Biblical supernatural people, divinely
chosen, therefore indestructible, reflects typical processes of othering and magical thinking. The
imagery from these North African voices favor archaic references, such as usury and Old
Testament images. The initial contemporary stereotype of Dahan depicted as a multi-millionaire
interfaces with the other primal images, creating the stereotype of the eternal Jew, the notion of
an unchanging and knowable essence.154
The authors state that Dahan was the exclusive distributor of matches in Algiers for a
French company based in Oran and that he very skillfully established a distribution list of
matches favoring Jewish businesses “par une manœuvre habile [il] a établi une liste de
répartition des allumettes,” The root of manœuvre is main, hand, an allusion to a “slight of the
hand” which refers us back to Dahan’s subject position of magician, a magician who avails
himself of tricks of fire no less, since he is in the business of match distribution. In fact, his
trickery was all the more clever – the hand is quicker than the eye – in that his distribution
network was approved by an official government office, “liste agréée par le Service du
154

“The oldest social specialization, the specialization of power, is at the root of the spectacle.

The spectacle is thus a specialized activity which speaks for all the others. It is the diplomatic
representation of hierarchic society to itself, where all other expression is banned. Here the more
modern is also the most archaic. (Debord, Society of the Spectacle, Aphorism, 23)
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avitaillement Général d’Oran,” that didn’t seem to grasp just how partial this network was to
Jews, who were disproportionately favored: out of 104 clients 62 are Jews, 32 are Catholics and
10 are Muslims, allowing for a monopoly of sales of matches by Jews despite numerous
complaints to public offices. The notion of tribalism among Jews, a manner of exclusion of
French and Muslims from Jewish social organization now comes to the fore. The authors
emphasize this point in several parts of the letter: “le juif Dahan, a tenu, et tient encore à
favoriser ses coreligionnaires, au détriment des loyales populations Françaises et

usulmanes,”

underlining the partiality of Jews to their correligionaries, and at the same time creating an
opposition between Jews and French/Muslims and between tribalism and secularism othering
Jews both ideologically and socially. Another example: “une maison de l’importance de la
Société Caussemille, Française, cent pour cent, devrait avoir comme Agent, un Français,
honnête, probe et conscient de son devoir, qui distribuerait sa marchandise d’une façon
impartiale.” In this passage the authors again establish the racialization of Jews as a key factor in
their difference to the French. The Société Caussemille, Française was 100% French configuring
both the ideal of racial and cultural purity that excluded Jews. This Frenchness was morally
superior, honest, impartial, and conscious of their duty in contrast to Jews, specifically to Dahan,
who is corrupt, dishonest, and partial to his people. In these examples, the emphasis of tribalism
continues the primitivizing theme.
The mention of numerous complaints filed against the monopoly of Dahan by the French
and Muslim populations emphasizes their feeling of not having enough nor easy access to match
boxes “où l’usager est très mal servi du [fait] qu’il ne peut se procurer sa boite d’allumettes
qu’à grand peine”, having a very difficult time procuring their own. The difficulty of acquiring
matches highlights their precious, special, magical qualities, transforming them into fetishes
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associated with the stereotype of Jew, who amasses not only matches, but an abstract notion of
overarching (mystical) power and capital. Jews accumulate power just as they do matches and
sell them, not legally, but only in the black market “[elles] ne sont sorties à la vente que sous
forme de marché noir,” a parallel occult and dark world that only Jews understand. This
equation of matches, magic, domination sends us right back to Taguieff’s thesis of world
domination.
The fact that these union officials had written five previous letters in addition to this one
underscores how oppressed Muslims felt by the colonial system, a sense of injustice that was
exacerbated by the Crémieux Decree, deployed by the French to divide the populations of their
colonies in order to control them by creating social conflict between different factions of the
population. I again reiterate that in this historical moment Jews were the weakest subjects
juridically and served as a displacement of native pent up aggression towards the French
colonials. But given the tropes of performativity and fiction that the authors unwittingly utilized,
one can understand why they had not gotten responses in their previous attempts to redress this
issue. The fact that the French company, La S.A. Française des Allumettes Caussemille, hired a
Jew to be their sole distributor and that a government office, le Service du Ravitaillement
Général d’Oran, and approved his distribution list, again point to fissures within the institution,
whether through resistance, oversight or corruption, in contradiction with the totalizing Vichy
project of exclusion of the Jews.
4.2.5. Girl Scouts: Letter XXXVIII-71: 29 Dec. 1942
MONTPELLIER, HERAULT, 29 Décembre 1942
LA RENAISSANCE IMMOBILIERE DE FRANCE
S. ROUQUETTE Directeur Départemental
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Monsieur le Commissaire Général aux Questions Juives
Hôtel Algéria 22, Bld Carnot VICHY Allier
Monsieur:
J’ai l’honneur de vous adresser, inclus, des documents trouvés chez un locataire juif, après son
départ.
Ce juif, de nationalité imprécise, était venu en France avec un passeport roumain.- Sa fille, 17
ans environ, avait trouvé moyen, malgré l’état de réprobation dans lequel vivent ses
congénères, de créer une section d’Eclaireuses Israélites, sous le couvert du Scoutisme
Français.
De l’examen de ces documents, il ressort que, se servant du Scoutisme Français comme pavillon,
les Israélites lui font couvrir une marchandise plus que suspecte.
Abusant d’une hospitalité débonnaire, usant de leur facilité d’adaptation, ils ont avec un
mimétisme remarquable adapté à leurs fins, une organisation parfaitement honorable dans ses
buts, pour la transformer au profit des leurs, en un conservatoire de la tradition juive.
Il est certain que d’autres documents ont été emportés ou détruits, je pense néanmoins, que ceux
que je vous adresse pourront vous intéresser.
Veuillez agréer,

onsieur, l’expression de ma considération la plus distinguée.

S. ROUQUETTE: Signed
This letter originates in Montpellier, which was a one of the principle centers in the free zone
where Jews fled to take refuge from German occupation in what they thought would be a safehaven from persecution. The letter was written on Dec. 29, 1942, a significant date, only a
month and a half after Germany’s expansion to the free zone (Nov 11, 1942.)
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The document is introduced with a voyeuristic motif of obtrusion into a private space, the
personal belongings of a Jewish man and his daughter “chez un locataire juif.” The director of
the property management company that handled this apartment perused over papers, perhaps
other objects, the tenants had left behind after their rapid departure. The invasion of an intimate
space with an ethnographic eye violates both hearth and interior psyche, eyeing these with
predisposed suspicion. The letter becomes a process of uncovering the other in order to find the
evidence for the indictment of a crime for which he has already been condemned. The author
acts as a detective and presents the criminal proof, item by item. One cannot but be made
uncomfortable by the masculine prying eye and handling of the belongings of a young seventeen
year old girl, Jewish or not, an inappropriate incursion, a suspicious violation of privacy where
the detective emerges as predator. These items, her papers and other articles, become transitional
objects of fondling. Especially the projections of distrust could be understood as reflections of
himself, the author, and his obscure fantasies. Is it desire? Is it a perverted form of control or
mere scopophilia? As contemporary readers, he falls under our shadow of suspicion.
The first piece of evidence presented by the amateur detective is the tenant’s condition of
immigrant: “Ce juif, de nationalité imprécise, était venu en France avec un passeport roumain.”
Despite having a Romanian passport, the subject has an imprecise nationality. The adjective
“imprécise”155 is charged with the ideas of lack of clarity “qui manque de netteté,” blurry “flou,”
indecisive “indécis.” All these aspects contribute to create a fluctuating image of the Jew, a Jew
that adapts, a camouflaged being who is dangerous because he is impossible to detect among the
French. (However, as we know, underneath the camouflage, the eternal immutable unassimilable
sneaky Jew is always there.) Words and phrases that point to the suspicious and covert nature of
155
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Jews are “sous le couvert,” under the cover, “pavillon,” façade, “une marchandise plus que
suspecte,” “facilité d’adaptation,” “mimétisme,” “transformer.”
Mutability is associated with illegality, someone outside the boundaries of law and
respectability, of mores and customs, the threat of an anathema that cannot be pegged, a
conniving being that simulates Frenchness, the utmost peril to France, “usant de leur facilité
d’adaptation, ils ont avec un mimétisme remarquable adapté à leurs fins.” Because of Jews’
fickle nature, they only seek their own social and political goals that do not converge with those
of the French state. Moreover, Jews privilege the association with their “congénères,” their own
group or family, a distinctly different group from French society. They have abused French
hospitality and good-nature, “abusant d’une hospitalité débonnaire,” with the affirmation that
Jews never belonged in France and were only guests, ungrateful at that, no matter how long they
participated in the construction of the French nation. These metaphors underlie the idea of
foreignness.
The second accusation of the author was that the tenant’s daughter created a regional
chapter of “Eclaireuses Israélites de France,” an act that was perfectly legal since the Israélite
Scouts of France became part of French Scouting in 1941, receiving official approval of the
Ministry of Youth and National Education in 1941(Poznanski 137). Scoutism is an international
secular movement with chapters throughout the world, including France. The word
“Eclaireuses” means bearers of light, an allusion to knowledge in service of the greater
community. It especially reverberates with the French values of the Enlightenment, a movement
that was also named after the luminosity of wisdom that would free citizens from the shackles of
ignorance and religious superstition. For this author, despite its international character, Scoutism
was exclusively associated with Frenchness. Henceforth, the act of founding a new chapter of
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Jewish scouts was proof of illicit activity as French scouts had now become contaminated by
Jewish culture and religious affiliation, co-opting the organization and using it as façade for
Hebraic dubious machinations: “se servant du Scoutisme Français comme pavillon, les Israélites
lui font couvrir une marchandise plus que suspecte.”
The Eclaireurs Israélites de France (EIF) was founded in 1923. From 1939 on the
organization established five centers in Southern France to house French Jewish children from
urban centers as well as foreign Jewish youth. They were located in Villefranche de Rouergue
and Saint Affrique (Aveyron), Saint Céré (Lot), Beaulieu sur Dordogne (Corrèze) and Moissac
(Tarn). After the armistice (22 June 1940) more than two thousand Jewish youth joined the
organization and were grouped together in twenty-six chapters in the Unoccupied Zone. The EIF
trained group leaders and taught courses in agriculture, animal husbandry, and artisanal trades
(carpentry, masonry, electrical) as well as Jewish cultural and religious heritage. The Eclaireurs
Israélites promoted the “back to earth” movement which interfaced well with Pétain’s National
Revolution values of building strong bodies, returning to basic values of working the land and
honoring family and country. Practicing sports was one of their core values. Other rural sites
were set up where Jewish youth cleared land, plowed fields, raised chickens and cattle in order to
survive the war. The EIF operated within the legality of Vichy law at first. (Poznanski 137-140)
In the southern zone they called themselves “Quatrième direction jeunesse.” They worked at the
camps of Gurs and Rivesaltes to bring aid and comfort to Jewish internees and to bring about the
release and rescue of Jewish children. During the summer of 1942 another division formed called
“La sixième.” They worked in collaboration with a network of other Jewish organizations
fabricating false papers – identity cards, baptismal – placed children in hiding, and helped in the
passing of families and individuals into Switzerland and Spain. After the dissolution of the
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Quatrième direction, the movement entered into full clandestine activity in the rescue of people
and in armed resistance.
The goal of the “Eclaireuses Israélites de France” was to help assimilate Jewish youth
into French society while retaining a Jewish identity and specificity.156
…the purpose was to ensure that the spiritual leadership of Jewish youth be in keeping
with the ideals of scouting and the foundations of Jewish culture be blended
harmoniously with the imperatives of unswerving fidelity to France (Poznanski 137).
The great irony is that the creation of the chapter of “Eclaireuses Israélites de France” in
Montpellier irked the author to the point of denunciation, instigating an investigation that may
have contributed to the dissolution of the youth group in the South as we can see from the
official response to the author by the CGQJ in Appendix A: “J’ai donné des instructions, en
accord avec le Chef de Gouvernement, pour que les Eclaireurs Israélites de France soient
dissous.” After the massive round-ups of 1942 and then their formal disbanding during Vichy,
Jewish Scouts joined clandestine oppositional groups (Poznanski 140). This fulfilled the author’s
gravest fears. The metaphor of Jew as chameleon is the main othering device in the text: their
subjectivity is constructed as mimetic, therefore, dangerous, since one could not distinguish
easily the copy from the real, that is, the Jew from the French.

156
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Chapter V.

Propaganda, Civicism, and Denunciation

5.1 The Discourse of délation as civic engagement
Contrary to Halimi and Joly, I consider denunciatory documents where civic activism was
deployed in service of de-Judeification of France as délation even when no specifically targeted
person or group was mentioned. The logic of this inclusion is that within the disparagement of
the collectivity every single individual was targeted. Moreover, in their virulent didactic
character, these documents sought to optimize the anti-Semitic machinery and mobilize the
CGQJ to become more effective at their job of eradicating Jews from France.
The missive writers included in this section are representative of those citizens who
became disenchanted and disgruntled with Vichy’s ineffectiveness in the implementation of its
anti-Semitic policy of exclusion and elimination. They were among the most receptive
audiences, having been primed by, or participated in a long French anti-Semitic literary and
political tradition. Open to a very conservative political right that blamed Léon Blum and his
“social democratic” policies for weakening France, they had fallen into despair, fear, and anger
at the time of the “drôle de guerre” (foolish war) and the traumatic humiliating defeat and
surrender to the Germans. Last, but not least, those who had been given hope and perhaps license
to enact their resentment or hatred of Jews participated in the authoring of these letters in order
to recuperate a nostalgic idealized image of a cohesive Christian France, with a strong
monarch/leader. After all, not only had Pétain, the hero of Verdun, on the eve of defeat, set
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himself up as the sole possible and credible savior of France,157 but his speeches also attempted
to evoke the lost grandeur of Napoleonic France. Published in the mainstream press, his
preamble to the Vichy Racial Laws rationalized and legitimized the necessity for the
marginalization of some French citizens contrary to the principles of universalism of the French
Revolution.158 Civically engaged epistolary authors were among those who, along with Pétain,
hoped to seize the opportunity to finally rid France of the troublesome “other”, finally resolving
the Jewish question within France.
The perceived ineptitude and inefficiency of the anti-Jewish policies were considered not
only as Pétain’s or the CGQJ High Commissioner’s political and organizational failures, but also
as remnants of the Third Republic and its functionaries imbued with Jewish socialist, humanistic
and democratic ideals. These dismayed and disappointed denouncers wanted to hold Pétain to his
word of punishing those responsible for the debacle, of restoring and rejuvenating France, and of
putting an end to the economic, political, and cultural influence of this dangerous and impure
element.
For these authors, Vichy was seen as not fulfilling its promises by allowing Jews to
remain in bureaucratic and professional positions or maintaining their properties and businesses
(in very few cases), blatantly disregarding the law or sluggish in imposing it. These citizendenouncers wished to admonish the government, transmit their unhappiness of the regime’s
performance, and then instruct officials how to optimize their job in order to bring to fruition the
desired outcome of elimination of the Jewish contaminant. These civic-minded délateurs
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“Sûr de la confiance du people entier, je fais à la France le don de ma propre personne pour
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combat.”
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believed fully in the mission, endeavors, and policies of Pétain’s Révolution Nationale as an
antidote to the diseased France.
5.1.1. The didacticism of aryanization: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 27 Oct. 1942
Letter CCCLXVIII-3
Villefranche-sur-Saône, 27 Octobre 1942
Monsieur,
Depuis quelques jours, par la voie de la radiodiffusion nationale, vous nous parlez des questions
ou plutôt de la question juive en France. En ce qui me concerne spécialement je ne suis
aucunement un sectaire, mais au cours de ma carrière j’ai eu assez à souffrir des Juifs, j’ai pu
assez les apprécier et enfin ils ont fait assez de mal à la France pour qu’on ne puisse avoir
aucune commisération pour eux. Eux et leurs acolytes, les francs-maçons et les communistes, il
faut qu’ils disparaissent de la France. Tout est là et il n’y a que cela qui compte. Si donc les
mesures que vous prenez n’ont pas ce but et cet aboutissant, inutile de prononcer de jolis
discours à la radio, il n’y a rien de fait.
Or, et c’est ce qui nous peine, un groupe de camarades et moi, c’est que vos allocutions
radiodiffusées sont peut-être très jolies, fort bien ordonnées, très bien dites, mais, comme on dit
en style d’école, elles sont totalement hors du sujet. Des idées générales sur le judaïsme à
travers les âges et le monde, sur ce qu’il a été et peut devenir, on n’a que faire. Ce qui nous
importe seulement, c’est de savoir :
1 : si on a véritablement l’intention de faire quelque chose pour nous débarrasser des Juifs.
2 : ce qu’on a fait jusqu’ici
3 : ce qu’on fait
4 : ce qu’on va faire.
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Tout le reste n’est que bourrage de crâne. Or comme le dit le

aréchal, ce sont les discours qui

nous ont perdus et on en a assez des discours.
Tout d’abord, a-t-on en haut lieu l’intention bien arrêtée de nous débarrasser des Juifs et de tout
ce qui les accompagne ? Notre impression est nettement: non.
This unsigned letter was penned by a nationalist listener of radiodiffusion nationale, addressed
to, and stamped by the CGQJ. The author’s denunciatory exposition is based on the classical
oratory paradigm of persuasion: he validates his position as a trustworthy source (ethos) by
establishing that he is a model citizen who follows the prescribed social practices of Vichy. He
listens to speeches by Pétain or/and Darquier de Pellepoix concerning the Jewish question and
thus has been instructed by them. As he affirms his credibility by depicting himself as nonsectarian (“aucunement un sectaire”), he starts to build pathos by eliciting the readers’ feelings
about Jews: he acknowledges his familiarity with them both professionally and personally and
establishes that despite being fond of some of them, he has come to the conclusion that they have
done much harm to France, “so much so that one does not have to have any compassion for
them” (tr. mine). The simulation of fairness comes from the antithetical juxtaposition of both
appreciation and disgust evoking conflicting feelings. Ironically, without understanding that he
has been indoctrinated, he seeks to indoctrinate by providing the government with the license to
be merciless towards these groups. He also provokes feelings of shame and ridicule in his
critique of the officials. This level of pathos is reflected in his lexicon “souffrir,” “apprécier,”
“ce qui nous peine,” “Tout le reste n’est que bourrage de crâne.”
His message (logos) is the central part of the letter and is presented as a rational
conclusion to both his personal experience with Jews and Vichy’s information: his solution to the
Jewish problem is that “[Jews] and their acolytes, freemasons and communists must disappear
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from France” (tr. mine). He emphasizes this point by admonishing the officials, stating that if
they don’t energetically pursue this goal, their words become empty, merely pretty speeches
“jolis discours.” He proceeds to state that the speeches about the history of Judaism are pointless:
“Des idées générales sur le judaïsme à travers les âges et le monde, sur ce qu’il a été et peut
devenir, on n’a que faire.” This is due to the fact that they don’t truly serve the task at hand: to
get rid of the Jews “nous débarrasser des Juifs.” To him and his colleagues that is the main goal
and the only message that is worthy, and the only topic that ought to be broached in official
speeches is:
1. “Whether or not they have the intention to do anything to get rid of the Jews.”
2. “What has been done up until now [to get rid of them.]”
3. “What is being done now [to get rid of them.]”
4. “What will be done in the future [to get rid of them.]”
The author uses the verb “faire,” to do, repetitively for rhetorical emphasis in a very effective
manner (anaphora). He finishes the letter by establishing his solidarity with Pétain and agreeing
with Pétain’s critique of speeches: “Or comme le dit le Maréchal, ce sont les discours qui nous
ont perdus et on en a assez des discours,” asserting that speeches have led France astray. This
author is representative of a citizen who has learned and accepted the propagandistic message
and has “become an active participant of the persuasive process” (Pratkins and Aronson, 23).
5.1.2. Discursive confusion: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 1 Jul. 1941
Alger, le 1ier Juillet 1941
Monsieur Xavier VALLAT
Commissaire aux questions Juives
VICHY
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Monsieur le Commissaire,
Bon nombre d’Algérois, dont je suis, avons appris avec plaisir les mesures que vous venez
d’édicter à l’encontre des JUIFS Algériens,
Ces mesures, bien que pouvant être considérées comme étant de nature à enrayer certaines
excentricités auxquelles ont coutume de se livrer les juifs, ne sont pas, à notre avis suffisantes
pour la raison suivante.
Il est indispensable qu’un signe très apparent soit institué pour distinguer l’élément juif de
l’élément européen.
En effet, vous n’ignorez pas que depuis 1940 l’Algérie reçoit de nombreux réfugiés en
provenance de toutes les régions de la Mer-Patrie [sic]. Parmi eux se trouvent un assez grand
nombre de femmes et des jeunes filles qui, elles, ignorent la mentalité et les agissements des
enfants d’Israël.
Le plus grand bonheur des fils de Sion est de pouvoir abuser des femmes aryennes et dès qu’ils
ont pu « SE PAYER UNE GOY [ ] » (comme ils ont coutume de dire), de se glorifier auprès de
leurs coreligionnaires et de provoquer très souvent la prostitution de leur naïve victime.
Pour parer le plus possible à ce genre de scandale et soustraire les intéressées à ces
agissements, nous vous demandons de prendre une mesure qui à notre avis serait radicale et de
nature à faire cesser l’état de choses que je vous signale.
Un signe distinctif, en l’occurrence le port d’un fez noir, comme au

aroc, ou d’une lévite

noire, serait de nature à faire distinguer et signaler le juif à l’attention d’autres habitants de la
cité.
Nous sommes assurés que serait d’un effet salutaire et que nos sœurs refugiées s’écarteraient
plus facilement du danger qui les menace.
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Pour obliger les juifs à porter le signe distinctif que vous jugerez utile de prescrire, des mesures
sévères pourraient être édictées à l’encontre des contrevenants.
Veuillez croire, Monsieur le Commissaire et Cher Camarade, à l’assurance de mes sentiments
bien respectueu[x] et dévoués.
[Signed]
ALDEGUER[ ?] Jean,
Carte Combattant 802 Alger, (Guerre I9I4-I9I8)
Légionnaire No 228.379
Avenue Eugene Etienne No 46, ALGER
Here again in the text we encounter the polarity Aryan/Jew. However, in this case this
elemental binary coupling is deployed within a different hegemonic structure steeped in colonial
cultural references since the letter originates in Alger. The Muslim population, a majority in this
country, is blatantly absent from this dyad; through the omission of the Maghrebis, the notion of
Aryanism is re-signified.
The main proposal to the French authorities is that Jews wear either a black fez or black
gabardines, black being the color of humiliation and shame for Muslims: “Un signe distinctif, en
l’occurrence le port d’un fez noir, comme au

aroc, ou d’une lévite noire, serait de nature à

faire distinguer et signaler le juif à l’attention d’autres habitants de la cité.” This author
advocates for a distinctive marker because the yellow star was not imposed in the unoccupied
zone of France. The suggested policy is evocative of pre-colonial Morocco, an anachronistic
racial/religious classification where indigenous Jews were visibly delineated through their garb.
This proposition is ideologically confused and convoluted: it is an attempt to recreate the
simplicity of thirteenth century Muslim social structures within the reality of German
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occupation. In addition, there is a reference to French colonialism, a nostalgia of French
expansionist power and the benefits it brought to France. The conflation of Morocco and Algeria
falls under an orientalist discourse that collapsed all North African others into one large
undifferentiated exotic whole. The appropriation of medieval modes of identification and
segregation by a new Nazi paradigm fuses both ancient and current modes segregation and
oppression. This cultural palimpsest demonstrates how difficult it is, as Bourdieu states, to
articulate alternative paradigms of whatever political spectrum within an established linguistic
doxa:
Heretical subversion exploits the possibility of changing the social world by changing the
representation of this world which contributes to its reality or, more precisely, by counterposing a paradoxical pre-vision, a utopia, a project or program, to the ordinary vision
which apprehends the social world as a natural world: the performative utterance, the
political pre-vision is in itself a pre-diction which aims to bring about what it utters. It
contributes practically to the reality of what it announces by the fact of uttering it, of
predicting it, and making it pre-dictive, of making it conceivable and above all credible
and thus creating the collective representation and will which contribute to its production.
[…] And there are, no doubt, relatively few cases in which the structuring power of
words, their capacity to prescribe while seeming to describe and to denounce, while
seeming to enunciate, is so clear (Bourdieu, “Description,” 128.)
Bourdieu establishes that describing a different future within existing linguistic
structures makes it practically impossible to create any significant political change, which for
him is the possibility of Revolution, since the description of a new vision is articulated with the
same language that perpetrates and consolidates the economic and social hierarchy it is trying to
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alter (128-129). In this letter’s linguistic and cultural disarray one can precisely see the difficulty
of articulating new social policy within a prescribed framework. By appropriating the ‘black fez’
there is a symbolic layering of two binary couples, (Aryan/Jew) over (Muslim/Jew), that even
when they have different historical referents both prescribe elemental principles of separation
and discrimination. But perhaps, in this instance, as Pétain’s Révolution Nationale was a
conservative, regressive, and nostalgic movement, this overlay and confinement within an
established linguistic schema would unconsciously appeal to the author. The dusting off and
redeployment of the black fez as a disciplinary and structuring technique of exclusion echoes
Nazi policy of Jewish marginalization.
The author wants to distinguish between Jews and Europeans: “Il est indispensable qu’un
signe très apparent soit institué pour distinguer l’élément juif de l’élément européen.” For him
European is a stand-in for Aryan, the irony being that according to Nazi racial theory, the French
were not Aryan. By extension we can assume that the author also wanted Mizrahi and Sephardic
Jews to be marked by the black fez because he feared that the various new refugees, among them
women and children, might become prey to Jews who would target gentiles to cohabitate with
them:
En effet, vous n’ignorez pas que depuis 1940 l’Algérie reçoit de nombreux réfugiés en
provenance de toutes les régions de la Mer-Patrie [sic]. Parmi eux se trouvent un assez
grand nombre de femmes et des jeunes filles qui, elles, ignorent la mentalité et les
agissements des enfants d’Israël.
Many of the letters of denunciation complain of the flooding of Jewish immigrants to their areas.
It is interesting to note that this author does not directly rail against a ‘Jewish invasion’ although
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it is documented that among the many refugees that arrived in Alger after 1940 there was a
significant Jewish component:
After the armistice with Germany was signed, Vichy authorities sent foreigners
(including Jews) who had volunteered for and fought in the French army against the Germans in
1940 and foreign Jewish refugees to work camps in Algeria and Morocco. Upon their arrival, the
Jewish refugees received aid from local Jewish committees, as well as from the Joint
Distribution Committee and the HICEM, an international Jewish migration organization. These
organizations also tried to obtain visas and organize travel to the United States for the refugees.
The Vichy administration sent other Jewish refugees to camps in southern Morocco and
Algeria to work as forced laborers on the pan-Saharan railroad line. There were approximately
thirty camps, including Hadjerat M'Guil and Bou-Arfa in Morocco and Berrouaghia, Djelfa, and
Bedeau in Algeria. Conditions were extremely harsh for the over 4,000 Jewish labor conscripts
working on the railroad.159
The author refers to alleged Jewish machinations of taking advantage of gentile, “Aryan”
women by Jews who view them as mere objects of conquest and boast of their sexual prowess to
their fellow Jews:
Le plus grand bonheur des fils de Sion est de pouvoir abuser des femmes aryennes et dès
qu’ils ont pu « SE PAYER UNE GOY [ ] » (comme ils ont coutume de dire), de se
glorifier auprès de leurs coreligionnaires et de provoquer très souvent la prostitution de
leur naïve victime.
Beyond underscoring the myth of Jewish clannishness the author affirms that Jewish deviant
behavior leads to the prostitution of their victims, adding to the conspiratorial ideas of the Jew as
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a sexual pervert. In contrast to the feminized persona of the Jew explored formerly, in this letter
we find a counterpoint, a hyper-masculinized version.
This particular letter’s interest is the attempt at distinguishing and thus separating Jews
from non-Jews in order to apply the Vichy laws more efficiently. The author’s suggestion would
lead to visible segregation in Alger and this division, which entails marginalizing and punishing
the Jewish element, is fundamental to his form of civic engagement. His political proposal is
solely based on this point.
The proposition of creating distinctive groups in Alger, Aryans vs. Jews, is not irrelevant
despite how much it disregards the country’s social and political reality, because, as Bourdieu
affirms, “political action […] aims to make or unmake groups” (“Description,” 127). Bourdieu
insists that the creation of political and social groups is fundamental to the political process and
based on discourse and self-perception:
The categories according to which a group envisages itself and according to which it
represents itself and its specific reality, contribute to the reality of this group…It is in the
struggles which shape the history of the social world that the categories of perception of
the social world, and the groups produced according to these categories, are
simultaneously constructed. (133-134)
By defining himself and those with whom he affiliated against an imagined Jewish other,
our anti-semitic author could fathom himself participating in the construction of a better society
and effecting change that would heal his country by the abjection of a pernicious and poisonous
element: “Nous sommes assurés que serait d’un effet salutaire…du danger qui…menace.”
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5.1.3. Careerism: The résumé: Letter XXXVIII-47: 10 Feb. 1942
In this particular collection of documents in the archives of the CGQJ housed in the CDJC one
can also find cases of aberrant careerism, that is, of people who sought direct employment with
the CGQJ by presenting their anti-Semitic credentials. Their personal histories of hatred against
Jews are replete with ethnographic versions of their acquaintance with French and foreign Jews,
their participation in anti-Jewish youth groups and other organizations, and their expertise with
anti-Semitic discourses. Some even received responses from the CGQJ proposing a job
interview. The letter presented below is an excellent example of what anti-Semitic meritocracy
looks like.
XXXVIII-47
Nice, 10 Février 1942
A Monsieur Xavier VALLAT
Commissaire aux Questions Juives
VICHY
Monsieur le Ministre,
J’ai appris que pour des fonctions d’administrateur dans les entreprises juives, vous manquiez
d’hommes intègres, énergiques pour poursuivre l’œuvre d’épuration indispensable à notre pays.
Je suis un de ces hommes, désireux de toute mon âme, [de] voir ma patrie délivrée des parasites
qui l’ont pillée et voulant collaborer à l‘œuvre de redressement entreprise.
Lieutenant Colonel d’artillerie en retraite depuis quatre ans, ma vie militaire m’a conduit en
Russie (Mission Messel) en 1917 et 1918, où j’ai pu me rendre compte que le soviétisme était
une invention juive – en Pologne où j’ai vécu pendant 7 ans où j’ai pu constater que ce
malheureux pays était en fait une immense colonie juive en Europe Centrale – au Maroc et en
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Algérie où j’ai passé 10 ans et où j’ai pu voir les Juifs protégés par le décret Crémieux pousser
les Arabes à la révolte ouverte contre leurs bienfaiteurs. Là je suis devenu antijuif – J’ai eu
l’honneur d’avoir mon nom affiché à la synagogue d’Oran comme un des ennemis d’Israël.
Je connais à fond les Juifs, leur histoire, leurs méfaits et les questions juives que j’ai étudiées
particulièrement.
Je dispose de quelques heures journellement et me mets à votre disposition soit comme
administrateur d’une ou de plusieurs affaires juives, soit pour un autre emploi.
Je parle le polonais – l’anglais, encore assez correctement l’allemand et comprends le russe.
Veuille agréer,

onsieur le

inistre, l’expression de mon profond respect,

Signé : VINCENT
Lieutenant Colonel en retraite G. VINCENT
44, Avenue du Parc Mosca NICE (A.M.)
This letter is essentially a curriculum vitae of anti-Semitism and is structured as such. The
author, a retired lieutenant coronel, is applying for a job at the CGQJ as an administrator of
expropriated Jewish property or any other bureaucratic position in that agency. His résumé is
divided into military experience that allowed him knowledge of Jewish culture in both
Ashkenazi and Sephardic environments, accolades due to his anti-Jewish activities, and
languages often spoken by Jews.
The highlights of his military experience comprise the following: four years in Russia
where he discovered that Bolshevism was a Jewish invention, “ j’ai pu me rendre compte que le
soviétisme était une invention juive”; seven years in Poland where he could confirm that “Central
Europe” was nothing but a massive Jewish colony, “où j’ai pu constater que ce malheureux pays
était en fait une immense colonie juive en Europe Centrale”; ten years in Algeria and Morocco
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where he could see the effects of the Crémieux Decree privileging Jews while fomenting discord
and popular dissention against France by the “Arab” population, “j’ai pu voir les Juifs protégés
par le décret Crémieux pousser les Arabes à la révolte ouverte contre leurs bienfaiteurs.” It is
where he became anti-Jewish and had his name inscribed in the synagogue of Oran as an enemy
of Israel, “J’ai eu l’honneur d’avoir mon nom affiché à la synagogue d’Oran comme un des
ennemis d’Israël.” He finalizes his letter of application by relaying his knowledge of foreign
languages—proficiency in English and Polish, certain fluency in German, and basic
comprehension of Russian.
The author wants to harness his anti-Semitic experience to fulfill the work of purification
that is essential to the restoration and health of French national character, “l’œuvre d’épuration
indispensable à notre pays.” He also implies that there has been a lack of idealism and honesty in
the people responsible for carrying out the labor of freeing the country of Jews, “vous manquiez
d’hommes intègres, énergiques pour poursuivre l’œuvre d’épuration indispensable à notre
pays,” and he proclaims that he is one of the men of integrity eager to participate in the “sacred”
task of purification: “Je suis un de ces hommes, désireux de toute mon âme, voir ma patrie
délivrée des parasites qui l’ont pillée et voulant collaborer à l‘œuvre de redressement
entreprise.” Thus, the author desires to put at the disposal of the CGQJ all the knowledge about
Jews that he has acquired throughout his experience in the military and cultivated in his personal
studies about the Jewish question, “Je connais à fond les Juifs, leur histoire, leurs méfaits et les
questions juives que j’ai étudiées particulièrement.” Given all his dexterity, he offers his
services to the CGQJ, “quelques heures journellement,” for a few hours every day preferably as
a provisional administrator or in any other job related to Jewish affairs.
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Even if this letter is not an explicit letter of denunciation, I feel it adds value to the genre
since it illustrates anti-Jewish sentiments that ran deep in France even before the harsh conditions
of war and the vicious propaganda campaigns that occurred during Vichy. This letter presents the
process of voluntary recruitment and ideological affiliation with the apparatus that had the goal
of totally effacing the Jewish presence in France.
5.1.4. Resistance or Propaganda?: Letter XXXVIII-68: Nov. 1942
We have encountered instances of resistance (albeit not generalized nor systematic
among the population or institutions of the country) in this collection of letters. Some neighbors
informed their Jewish counterparts of impending round-ups or planned violent actions against the
Jewish community, at times risking their own lives while others turned them in. Some colleagues
hired talented doctors, musicians, screen-writers, and other professionals despite anti-Jewish
policies of employment exposing themselves to punitive actions from both French and German
authorities. In the unoccupied zone, for instance, Henri Calef and Jacques Cohen worked as
screen writers. In Paris, Jean-Paul Le Chanois, a member of the Dreyfus family, wrote four
screenplays for Alfred Greven, the German film producer brought to Paris by Goebbels and who
started the German-owned studio, Continental films.160 There were provisional administrators
known to buy or manage Jewish properties or businesses with a gentleman’s agreement to delay
the sale or to return them after life returned to normal (Paxton 157); ( that is to say that at times
there was truth to the accusation of “homme de paille” hurled at the Aryan trustees of Jewish
interests.)
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As the story goes, after reading many screenplays, Greven bemoaned the fact that there were
very few interesting ones because no Jews were left in France and Germany. See Riding, pages
187-190.
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On the other hand, many professionals wrote letters against their professional Jewish
rivals: they fought to have them expelled from their positions invoking the laws against Jews in
order to occupy them themselves. They voraciously took over Jewish property and businesses in
hope of an easy profit. For example, they protested the return of a Jewish harpist to her position
at Radio Nationale that had been filled temporarily by an Aryan musician (Letter XXXVIII104a).
However, we have to contemplate that many of the cases including the following report
depicting a kind and generous French police force could be indeed fictionalized propagandistic
ideation to cloak Vichy’s brutal practices. For example, in this report where there was an
apparent subversion of legal protocol by protecting two young Jews rather than reprimanding
and imprisoning them, the reader must question the veracity of the narration and skeptically
analyze the text for clues of propagandistic rhetoric.
XXXVIII-68
CO ITE D’ACTION ANTI-BOLCHEVIQUE
14, Avenue de l’Opéra
PARIS
Phone : Opéra 82-73
82-74
RAPPORT No 972
On nous signale les faits suivants:
Le Dimanche ler Novembre, le jeune Henri DEQUESNE, âgé de le 16 ans et demi et un de ses
camarades

A TINEZ, âgé d’une vingtaine d’années, se trouvaient au Cinéma “LE
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VIVIENNE”, rue Vivienne. A la sortie du spectacle, le jeune

A TINEZ se dirigea vers les

lavabos de la salle, DEQUESNE l’attendait dehors.
A l’intérieur des lavabos,

A TINEZ trouva deux jeunes juifs, qu’il connaissait comme tels

pour les avoir vus porteurs de l’Etoile jaune, dépourvus de la dite étoile judaïque et
honteusement occupés à des choses qui n’ont aucun rapport avec le Cinéma.
Indigné de ces mœurs bien juives et les prenant de plus en défaut, (décret interdisant l’accès des
salles de spectacles aux Juifs), MARTINEZ les souffleta et leur prit leurs papiers, leur donnant
rendez-vous le lendemain à la Gare St. Lazare, où [il] leur promettait, en plus de la restitution
des dits papiers, une admonestation publique devant quelques autres jeunes gens, au moral sans
aucun doute plus propre et Français sans tare.
Le Lundi 8 Novembre, les deux jeunes juifs, cette fois-ci munis de leur insigne jaune, arrivent au
rendez-vous avec leur “employeur” ??, aryen, parait-il, et se vantant de relations, par
lesquelles, ils allaient faire voir à ces jeunes Français, ce qu’il en coûte de s’attaquer à de
jeunes juifs pédérastes. Des Inspecteurs de Police de la Gare St. Lazare, (Commissariat
Spécial) les accompagnaient d’ailleurs et l’on embarqua tout le monde au Poste de Police,
Commissariat Spécial de la GARE ST. LAZARE. Là le Commissaire fit garder les jeunes
DEQUESNE et MARTINEZ, bien que d’ailleurs le premier ne fut pour rien dans l’affaire. En
même temps les Juifs, bien qu’ayant fraudé les lois établies étaient simplement rendus à leurs
foyers avec tous les honneurs dus à la race élue.
Mais notre correspondant attire notre attention sur les faits suivants :
1˚) Le Commissaire Spécial de la Gare St. Lazare, interrogeant le jeune

A TINEZ, lui

demanda pourquoi il s’était emparé des papiers des Juifs, celui-ci lui répondit simplement : “Je
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n’aime pas les Juifs”. Sur ce, il reçut deux coups de poing à la face, de la part du Commissaire,
qui sans doute, aime les Juifs mais outrepassa largement ses droits les plus élémentaires,
2˚ S’adressant aux Juifs, et pressentant que peut-être, nos deux jeunes Français, DEQUESNE et
A TINEZ, seraient tentés d’infliger une correction méritée à ces pédérastes Juifs, le
Commissaire dit aux Juifs : “Si un de ces lascars vous cherchent [sic] des ennuis je les ferai
passer à tabac”. Ces faits pourront d’ailleurs être contrôlés par le témoignage de

adame

DEQUESNE, mère, venue après une nuit de vaine attente et d’angoisse, chercher son jeune fils
au Commissariat.
3˚) Le Commissaire a entendu le jeune DEQUESNE Henri et ensuite, lui a interdit le passage
trop fréquent dans la Gare St. Lazare, le prétendant sans doute réservé à la jeunesse Israélite.
This text is a report conveying an account of an incident that occurred at a cinema in
Paris and culminatied at the Police Station of the Gare St. Lazare. Sent directly to the CGQJ by
the Comité d’Action Antibolchevique,161 it depicts the protection of Jews by police authorities
and their Aryan employer, with an ironic outcome in which anti-Semitic French youth are
reprimanded and severely chastised instead of Jews. Police officials are presented as allies of
Jewish citizens in a common resistance to current law.
Several aspects make us doubt the authenticity of the facts relayed in this report. First of
all it is recounted without a specific narrative subject and the report does offer the specific name
of any one denouncer “notre correspondant”, providing instead the name of the organization
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The Comité d’Action Antibolchevique was an extremely anticommunist and antiSemitic organization founded in July 1941 by Paul Chack, a writer and naval officer who
wrote for the collaborationist press. It was financed by Vichy and the German propaganda
office, Propaganda-Abteilung. Paul Chack was one the principal organizers for the exhibit
“le Bolchevisme contre l’Europe” which linked Judaism with Communism. See Pierre
Philippe Lambert and Gérard Le Marec, Partis et mouvements de la Collaboration.
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which it stems from. This impersonal style is identified in the narrative by the use of “on”: “On
nous signale les faits suivants,” which imbues the text with an aura of anonymity.
This report embodies the dimension of simulation, dissimulation and revelation, of
showing and hiding, of recognition and disavowal. Perhaps the most salient anomaly of this
report is that there is not any identifiable name for the Jews involved in this episode, as in the
classical letters of denunciation or police reports against Jews. To the contrary, French names are
constantly brought to the fore effacing the Jews involved: it seems that DEQUESNE and
MARTINEZ, their names written in capital letters mimicking the format utilized in most
denunciatory epistles against enemies of the French State, were the ones being denounced, a
simulation of anti-Semitic denunciation
An important instance of false identification is that the young Martinez,162 the most
aggressive of the pair, has a non-French name of Spanish origin, yet he over-identifies with
French nationalism and is aggressive towards those he perceives to be foreigners (the Jewish
boys). Curiously, his first name is never mentioned while the first name of the obvious français
de souche, Henri, is mentioned twice. Because of this, one could conclude that there are aspects
of performativity of Frenchness by Martinez, reflecting the same accusations hurled at Jews.
While both Dequesne and Martinez received an admonishment, only Martinez is
physically punished by receiving two blows to the face, “il reçut deux coups de poing à la face,
de la part du Commissaire,” echoing the defiant slap that he gave to the young Jewish boys at
the beginning of the narrative. At this point one could wonder why a police captain would do that
since his open refusal to apply anti-Jewish laws could deprive him of his job. In fact, the
162

Martinez was not a frequent French name in the 1940’s. http://www.genealogie.com/nom-defamille/MARTINEZ.html
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commissaire’s alleged action casts serious doubts on the veracity of the account. By the end of
the report, we learn of Dequesne’s punishment (he is not able to frequent the Gare St. Lazare), a
mild one compared toMartinez’ who was physically harmed, two very different outcomes.
An important passage of innuendo and dissimulation within the initial encounter of the
French and Jewish boys in the bathroom of the cinema, is the utilization of a euphemism by
Martinez alluding to the boys homosexual acts, “honteusement occupés à des choses qui n’ont
aucun rapport avec le Cinéma,” shamefully involved with activities that have no relation to the
movies. Later these activities are curtly and succinctly revealed: “jeunes juifs pédérastes,” young
Jewish pederasts. This passage might in fact be true, or it could be a mere anti-Semitic stereotype
superimposed on the young Jews, the idea of their lack of masculinity, of Jewish bookishness, a
weak Jewish body, Jewish perversion and over-sexuality.
In his work, The Jew’s Body, Sander Gilman explores the various conceptions of the
(male) Jewish body that emerged and developed towards the end of the nineteenth century as
reflected in the literature of the time and that continue to fill western psyches with denigrating
and pathological images of Jews. He mines Proust’s opus, Remembrance of Things Past, as a
primary source in literature for examples that illustrate these notions as it is one of the major
works that convey the Zeitgeist concerning the ‘Jewish condition’ at the fin de siècle.
According to Gilman, the Jewish body is essentially differentiated by circumcision,
affirming that this physical ritual indicator of Judaism is symbolically, if not literally equated
with castration.
The Jew remains the representation of the male as outsider; the act of circumcision
marking the Jewish male as sexually apart, as anatomically different. It is important to
remember that there is a constant and purposeful confusion through the late nineteenth
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and early twentieth centuries of circumcision and castration. This association is made
within psychoanalytic theory at the fin de siècle, but it is present within the general
culture of the nineteenth century, specifically in the medical debates about the origin of
circumcision as a symbolic substitution for castration. (119)
It is from this difference that flow the associations of sexual perversion – hyper-sexuality
and homosexuality – and of disease – plague and syphilis, defining the Jewish body as defective,
sexually morbid, and threatening due to the risk of contagion. Gilman sustains that “[f]or Proust,
being Jewish is analogous to being homosexual” (125). We can imagine the glee of the Comité
d’Action Antibolchevique when writing that the two Jewish youth were homosexual as it would
reaffirm their prejudice and the label of homosexual would have most likely been on their list of
targeted victims.
Returning to the report, perhaps the most important expression of showing and hiding is
the wearing/not wearing of the yellow star. In the primal scene in the lavatory, Martinez claims
to recognize the boys as Jewish as he had previously seen them wearing the Jewish star, which
seems quite unrealistic. However, in the cinema they are not wearing the star, since it was
forbidden for Jews to attend public spaces of entertainment.163 Concomitantly, Martinez takes it
upon himself to adopt the role of police enforcer by taking away their documents and physically
punishing them, “les souffleta et leur prit leurs papiers.”
The theatricality of the narrative could lead one to doubt the veracity of the facts reported
in the text especially since we can find elements from the Comédie de cape et d’épée (Cloak and
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Germany’s Ninth Ordinance, July 8th, 1942, barring Jews from frequenting public sites and
events including theater and cinema, Poznanski, 247.
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Dagger Theater.)164 This genre includes themes of honor and dishonor, of love both requited and
unrequited, duels, chivalry, wronged innocents, often women, their gallant rescuers, and the
device of disguises through which characters hide and reveal their identities. Women dressed as
men in order to be able to study, to become bandits, or to avoid an arranged marriage. Amorous
confusion, complicated imbroglios, and tragic events are instrumental in the development of the
three-act plot. The typical ending of the comédie is the reconstitution of the established
hierarchical order, both in terms of class and gender, and the triumph of lovers, who manage to
end up together surmounting all the misunderstandings and obstacles encountered by them
throughout the play. Although humor can also be present in comédies, and the absurd and
ridiculous character of the text is felt, this particular scenario is nothing if not tragic with serious
consequences.
We can see how the themes of the Comédie de cape et d’épée appear in the report starting
with an abundance of instances of disguises or role reversals: Jews defying their legal stigma by
not wearing the Jewish star and attending places forbidden to them like the movies, homosexuals
hiding in the lavabos, French youth acting as enforcers of the law, Aryans supporting Jews, the
police defending the Jewish boys and roughing up the French, subverting the ideology and laws
of the Vichy regime, and the full-fledged simulation of a challenge to a duel; the narrator
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The genre, popular in France in the mid-seventeeth century, was adapted from the Spanish
Golden Age theater Comedia de capa y espada. Representative French playwrights were
d’Ouville, Scarron, Thomas Corneille, and Boisrobert. French authors recycled titles, plots,
names of characters and places. See Bernard Croquette, “Comédie de cape et d’épée”.
Encyclopedia Universalis. Retrieved on 9 Dec. 2014 from
http://www.universalis.fr/encyclopedie/comedie-de-cape-et-d-epee/
For a concise description of Comedia de capa y espada, see McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of
World Drama, Volume 1, pp. 87-88 and p. 225.
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employs the characteristic language of court nobility in the word souffleter, “MARTINEZ les
souffleta,” as if inviting an opponent to a duel.165
Yet another reversal is that rather than denouncing Jews, as in other letters of
denunciation, the report seems to desire two outcomes: to denounce the officer of the Gare St.
Lazare, and to save the honor of the Frenchmen.
A more profound analysis of these inversions is that Vichy brought about a fragmentation
of identities: people adopted alternative personas, either out of the necessity of survival (Jews,
communists, resistance fighters) or due to the shattering and ideological confusion of the
country. Following the model and themes of the comedias we can propose a reading of the report
dividing it into three distinct acts:
Act 1: Cinema and men’s lavatory.
Reminiscent of a convocation to duel, Martinez slaps the Jewish boys who are not
wearing their yellow stars, and snatches away their papers, telling them to meet him
somewhere the next day to get their identity cards back.
Act 2: The meeting takes place at the police station of the Commissariat Spécial for the
Gare St.Lazare where the Jewish youths, now wearing the Yellow Star, arrive with their
Aryan employer and other inspectors from the Police of the Gare St. Lazare emulating a
duel with the attendance of witnesses and seconds.
Act 3: The night in jail for the French boys after having been admonished by the police, the
arrival of Dequesne’s mother at the police station and the liberation of the French boys in
the morning.
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As in the scene of the duel in Le Cid, “le soufflet.”
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Perhaps, if we, the reader, were to open up the scenario to include the preparation and
redaction of the report, the play would then yield an alternative outcome: since, as the paratext
informs us,166 this report was sent to the CGQJ, which passed the report up the ladder to the
Prefect of Police, who then transmitted it to the National Police (Services de Police Nationale),
Act 3 could have taken place at the Comité d’action antibolchevique with their informant (“Notre
correspondant”) narrating the events that took place and its members typing this report or
perhaps, like a journalist making up the entire story. Now, if France were to be understood as the
beloved, and her saviors, Vichy’s acolytes, attempted to restore her honor and imperial vitality,
then we might come to the conclusion that the Comité d’action antibolchevique hoped for the
proper resolution to the events recounted in this tale of a miscarriage of justice. Thus, the true
enemies of France, including corrupt judeified police (“enjuivés”), Jews, and communists, would
be sent to Drancy.
5.2. Propagandistic Messaging
As one can infer there are certain rhetorical tropes frequently utilized in propagandistic language,
such as anaphora, alliteration, and assonance in the creation of slogans and jingles often used as
propagandistic mnemonic devices; metaphors, symbols, antithesis, personifications, etc. In my
analysis of the next letter, a falsely simplistic but telling document, I will be pointing to these
tropes in relation to their denunciatory content. .
5.2.1. Rhetorical tropes: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 12 Jun. 1942
Monsieur Darquier de Pellepoix
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There are two letters associated with this report in the archive that illuminate its itinerary: one
sent to the Prefect of Police by the CGQJ with the report attached dated 19 Nov. 1942; and the
second sent by the Prefect to Police to the CGQJ explaining that he had transmitted the report to
the National Police on 25 Nov. 1942.
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Commissaire Général aux questions juives
12 juin 1942, Vichy
La France ne se relèvera pas tant qu’il y aura des Juifs à demeure, ils travaillent tous en
sourdine ; il n’y a pas de demi-mesure à prendre, ni des statuts pour cette race ; il faut les
empêcher de nuire. Un seul remède : les chasser tous de France, sans cette détermination il n’y
aura jamais rien de fait. Hitler n’a pas tant tergiversé et Mussolini non plus. Alors, nous,
Français nous avons eu pitié pour ces gens, qui nous ont fait tant de mal et qui continuent à en
faire, ces Juifs en profitent parce qu’ils sentent qu’on ne prend pas de mesure d’expulsion envers
eux, notre faiblesse sera notre perte.
Allons,

r le Commissaire, plus d’équivoque, un coup de balai énergique et on en parlera plus.

Voyez le Président Laval et que l’on en finisse avec ces Juifs.
Un patriote ennemi des Juifs.
Louis Garsin, Marseille
This letter is homologous to the previous one in that it relays a similar message: the only solution
to the ills that have befallen France is to eliminate the Jewish element due to the harm they have
inflicted upon the country: “Un seul remède: les chasser tous de France” (the only remedy is to
chase them [Jews] out of France). The author reiterates this message of radical effacement of
Jews in several fashions throughout the letter: “La France ne se relèvera pas tant qu’il y aura
des Juifs à demeure” (France cannot raise herself up as long as Jews live there), “un coup de
balai énergique et on en parlera plus” (one needs to sweep them out forcefully).
One can clearly recognize many of the propagandistic techniques mentioned in the introduction
to this section. I will enumerate the most evident. It opens with the typical conspiratorial
essentialization of Jewish underhandedness and trickery, “ils travaillent tous en sourdine,” they
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all work in a hidden fashion, behind the scenes and cannot be heard (with the implication that
their secret work is destroying France). This totalization is both “labeling” and the reinforcement
of “the big lie” that degrades and disparages. Both techniques serve the purpose of indicting and
confining the other to a restrictive idea (stereotype) that easily erases their humanity and allows
violence to be enacted upon them. This big lie gets constructed though emphasis and reinforced
repetition throughout the letter: “travaillent …en sourdine;” “il faut les empêcher de nuire”
(one must stop them of doing harm); “qui nous ont fait tant de mal et qui continuent à en faire”
(they have harmed us so much and continue to do so) …ces Juifs en profitent (those Jews profit
from us). The more shrill the “big lie” gets, the more radical the solution for eradication: “il n’y a
pas de demi-mesure à prendre, ni des statuts pour cette race” (one needs not to take halfmeasures, nor laws [to deal] with this race); “sans cette détermination il n’y aura jamais rien de
fait ” (without this determination [of chasing Jews from France], there will never be a remedy);
“…ils sentent qu’on ne prend pas de mesure d’expulsion envers eux, notre faiblesse sera notre
perte” (they [the Jews] feel that there has been no action taken to expel them, and our weakness
will become our demise); “ plus d’équivoque, un coup de balai énergique et on en parlera plus”
(no more ambivalence, sweep them forcefully out and we won’t have to talk about this issue ever
again); “que l’on en finisse avec ces Juifs ,” (let’s finish with the Jews); “Un patriote ennemi des
Juifs,” (A patriot enemy of the Jews).
The “big lie” leads to the creation of the scapegoat. Girard’s explanation of its function
within a society - an individual or group that receives the inner projections, emotional conflicts
(fear, shame, disgust, rage), and violent impulses of the majority via stereotyping leading to
persecution in order to preserve social cohesion (“Scapegoat,” 12-23) - clearly elaborates why
and how the propagandistic technique of scapegoating works. In this letter it is utilized with
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rhetorical effectiveness creating an antithetical opposition between France and its noxious
element, the Jews, who need to be removed at all costs. This fantasy of purity, both racial and
religious, is what provides this anti-Semite with the hope that the deliverance from the problems
his country is undergoing is both simple and therefore possible.
Notably in this letter one can see how the author employs propagandistic transference. He
associates himself with Hitler, Mussolini,167 and Laval’s policies of being expeditious and
effective in extinguishing the Jews: “Hitler n’a pas tant tergiversé et Mussolini non plus,” (Hitler
did not procrastinate so much, nor did Mussolini); “Voyez le Président Laval…,” (Go see
President Laval…) Parallel to the technique of transference is that of Bandwagon, or joining in
with others who share similar beliefs and practices, in this case presumably the Germans and the
Italians as represented by their leaders.
Finally, it is important to note that the last metaphor utilized by the author--the metaphor
of house cleaning – to “sweep energetically Jews out of France,” “un coup de balai énergique,”
as if they were dirt and rot to be swept out of France in order to make her whole again was not
confined to this one letter, but on the contrary commonly found in popular propaganda materials
of the day. In her article “Hidden Voices: Childhood, the Family, and Antisemitism in
Occupation France”, Sandy Flitterman-Lewis references a message written on a Pétainist poster
of 1941: “Il faut aussi balayer les JUIFS pour que notre maison soit propre” (Jews must be
swept away to make our house clean). She also quotes the words spoken by Klaus Barbie in his
description of the “liquidation” of the Jewish children’s home at Izieu, as having ‘Cleaned out
the house.’ This remits us to the famous poster of the National Revolution with two edifices side
by side, the Jewish one crumbling under corruption, and France being built upon the firm pillars
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of work, family, and nation.168 Flitterman-Lewis clearly sees the metaphor of “national house
cleaning” as an articulation of the “ideology of racial purification” (ibid.) and therefore as a
symbol of effective technologies of aryanization.
5.2.2. Encoding/Decoding: Letter XXXVIII-72a: 5 Jan. 1943
Pau, le 5 janvier 1943
Monsieur le Secrétaire aux questions juives
VICHY
Monsieur,
Sommes-nous encore en France ? Il nous arrive d’en douter, quand nous circulons dans les rues
de PAU. Nous avons poussé un soupir de satisfaction quand nous avons appris que le Secrétariat
aux questions juives était crée [sic], nous avons pensé, qu’enfin, nous allions assister à une
épuration radicale de tous les centres qui étaient envahis par tous ces « Messieurs ». Nous
pensions être débarrassés de cette bande de rapaces, c’est un espoir qui gonflait le cœur de
beaucoup de Français, hélas après deux ans d’existence!...
Nous constatons avec peine et avec plus de regret encore que rien n’est changé ou presque.
Qu’a-t-on fait contre ces mercantis, ces faiseurs de marché noir? je vous le demande? Nous
pensions que le secrétariat aux affaires juives était un service plein de vie, d’énergie, de
décision, nous le pensions dis-je car aujourd’hui nous nous apercevons que comme beaucoup
d’autres, ce service n’existe en fait que sur le papier. oh ! Je sais il y a des causeries à la radio,
dans ces causeries il nous est dit et nous croyions trouver de la fermeté, de la sincérité, qu’untel
était arrêté, qu’il faisait ceci, cela, très bien, mais pour un, pour dix de « coffrés » combien de
milliers circulent librement et vaquent à leur petites affaires ! Et c’est le motif de cette lettre,
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certains cours ont peut-être été nettoyés mais dans quel sens? De quelle façon? Est-on sûr
d’avoir agi comme il le fallait, Permettez-moi d’en douter! Si le secrétariat aux questions juives
est bien vivant, il se doit de ne pas s’endormir. Il reste beaucoup à faire et nous protestons pour
ce qui n’a pas encore été fait.
Je vous écris de PAU, le faisant d’une façon impersonnelle puisque résumant la pensée de
beaucoup de gens, car il y a une question juive dans cette ville, vous ne l’ignorez pas et cette
question mérite d’être étudiée très rapidement et avec la dernière énergie. PAU a maintenant
son ghetto que [sic] des juifs qui parlent ou ne parlent pas français, des juifs gros et gras, plein
d’assurance, de suffisance, des juifs qui sont ici chez eux, c’est écœurant, et ils sont comme cela
dix douze quatorze mille peut-être, s’occupant de leurs petites affaires, de marché noir, faisant
monter les prix d’une façon ahurissante, car il faut bien le dire, tout est à eux, tout est pour eux,
il n’y en a que pour les juifs, dame ils payent bien, c’est évidemment une raison et une bonne. Il
y a naturellement la question logement et hôtels à l’heure actuelle, beaucoup de personnes
cherchent à se loger, en vain d’ailleurs, car dès que quelque chose est libre, un juif tombe dessus
offre un prix très supérieur et vous n’avez plus qu’à chercher de nouveau. Deux fois déjà, j’ai vu
passer sous mon nez, ce qui eut fait mon affaire. Dans les restaurants c’est autre chose, tout le
monde est à la portion congrue or ces messieurs n’en ont jamais assez, d’où des suppléments qui
font bien l’affaire des hôteliers alors que nous nous assistons à ces festins, la faim au ventre cela
devient décourageant et révoltant.….
Aussi on en arrive à se demander s’il ne vaudrait pas mieux être juifs que Français, en toute
sincérité ces pirates sont soutenues [sic]dans la région tout le monde est à leur dévotion, depuis
la préfecture jusqu'au plus petit boutiquier en passant par la municipalité, la police, etc.… Je me
suis même laissé dire que par le truchement, la complaisance de la chambre de commerce,
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certains s’étaient installés ?.... C’est un scandale, mais un scandale qui commence à échauffer
certains esprits que tout Français avant d’être commerçants ou affairistes beaucoup en ont assez
de voir, ces profiteurs, étaler leur superbes [sic], pleins d’arrogance, se gaver pendant que
d’autres restent le ventre creux, oui beaucoup en ont assez et réclament de l’action de la part du
secrétariat aux questions juives. Nous sommes quelques uns [sic] qui ne sont pas décidés à se
laisser étouffer par cette vermine. Nous protestons avec force, auprès des services compétents
pour qu’une épuration soit entreprise sans délais, des enquêtes sérieuses et objectives
s’imposent. Non pas des enquêtes faites à moitié avec complaisance, et sentiment, non quelque
chose d’énergique et de sincère, si votre service n’est pas un mythe et nous ne demandons qu’à
le croire, s’il est un service vraiment français, s’il est dirigé vraiment par des français nous
pensons alors que nos réclamations ne resteront pas sans suite. Aussi, nous voulons espérer que
très bientôt des décisions seront prêtes et qu’enfin la ville de PAU se verra purgée de tous ces
apatrides qui empêchent tant de nos compatriotes à [sic] profiter d’un peu de place au soleil.
Je m’excuse de la longueur de cette lettre, mais il eut été difficile de dire en quelques lignes
comment les choses se passaient encore une fois, nous espérons que nos plaintes seront
entendues et c’est avec un espoir que je termine en vous priant d’agréer,

onsieur, l’expression

de mes sentiments distingués.
L. VAILLANT
57, rue de Foix
PAU
PS : Une personne digne de foi vient de me dire qu’au camp de GU S, ces messieurs avaient
fondé une caisse de crédit de 22 millions, entièrement versés ?.....
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This missive is basically a long-winded complaint with the central themes of popular
disappointment with the French institutions during the Occupation and the “Jewish invasion.”
One of many such letters bemoaning this Jewish invasion and exploitation of the South, it
concerns Pau, a small town in the French Pyrenees, close both to the pilgrimage site of Lourdes
and to the internment camp of Gurs.169 It was written after the German invasion and occupation
of the South (Nov 11, 1942). German troops were mostly concentrated in the urban areas like
Marseille, Toulon, and Nice. Small towns like Pau were therefore thought of as good hiding
places for Jewish urban populations, mostly Parisian, who could not or did not leave the country
in time, before the borders were closed to emigration.
In the analysis of this letter I am going to explore how these narratives of greed and
domination are constructed and how the official messaging gets encoded, decoded, and reencoded by the scribal labor of this disgruntled letter writer. By writing to government
institutions and demanding more drastic actions than the ones already taken, he not only repeats
but also hyperbolizes the initial messages. A rural society, the South found itself overrun by
urban refugees from the North, mostly Jews and communists, who could not leave France. These
newcomers, many from Paris, tended to be more progressive, affluent, sophisticated
(embourgeoisés,) and more educated than the rural natives.170 Confined to these small towns,
they became visible because: a) they had more resources; b) they were foreign to the small
closed communities where mostly everyone knew each other; c) they had different social
practices than the local inhabitants; and d) since they were refugees who had fled to these towns
suddenly, they needed to stay in hotels, to dine in restaurants, and to improvise in order to
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survive. Merchants were taking advantage of this influx of people to command more money for
their products, particularly foodstuffs, and the locals were increasingly unable to afford to live in
their own town.
The pressures felt by long-time residents combined with the official Vichy narrative of
Jewish domination made them draw the conclusion that Jews were taking over their area and
challenging their way of life to a point that endangered their own survival. One cannot but
wonder about the author’s failure to resent in any way the support provided at no cost to Nazi
troops in terms of food, fuel, local products, and buildings for their accommodations.
Propagandistic messaging impeded them from processing these inconsistencies, creating a
narrative of Jewish greed, expansion, and exploitation.
Insofar as the production of meaning via narrative is the most important component,
according to Hall, for an effective process of message reception (official ideology), his definition
of hegemonic viewpoint is useful in understanding how narrative is created. For him, the
characteristics of this term are the following: (a) that it defines within its terms the mental
horizon, the universe of possible meanings, of a whole sector of relation in a society or culture;
and (b) that it carries with it the stamp of legitimacy – it appears coterminous with what is
‘natural’, ‘inevitable’, ‘taken for granted’ about the social order” (137).
The hegemonic viewpoint for much of the population in small towns like Pau is revealed
in the opening rhetorical question of the letter: “Sommes-nous encore en France?” - “Are we still
in France?” The phrase is profoundly revealing of the sense of alienation felt at the time. France
was no longer France, because their town was being overtaken: Jews who were never considered
to be French by rural citizens were filling the streets: “PAU a maintenant son ghetto que des juifs
qui parlent ou ne parlent pas français.” By grouping Jews who speak French and those who do
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not as a cohesive community unto themselves, as a clan (ghetto), the author emphasizes two
aspects: a) non- belonging due to the lack of French language, (or reading between the lines,
speaking with an accent) therefore foreign; and b) even those who speak French don’t belong
because of Jewish rather than national allegiance. This association is an example of the
discursive encoding of Jewish otherness. Moreover, according to the author, despite this
foreignness, which ought to be associated with shame, they are quite visible, eating at
restaurants, staying at expensive hotels, and buying an enormous amount of goods, another
codification for greed, deformity, brazenness, lack of virtue: “des juifs gros et gras, plein
d’assurance, de suffisance.” He continues his description by expressing his repulsion at the
notion that they behave as if they were at home, “des juifs qui sont ici chez eux, c’est écœurant”
with the Kristevan implication of the sense of foreignness bleeding into borders, an encounter
with the abject. One wonders whether this disorientation comes from the inability to conceive of
a French Jew, both French and Jewish, an encoded oxymoron that would cause vertigo.
An important propagandistic encoding that fed the notion of invasion was the inflated
number of the Jewish population in France. For the author, a sudden increase from the Jewish
influx in Pau became a drastic invasion of “dix douze quatorze mille peut-être,” very dubious
given the total number of Jews in France at the time.171 Practically in the same breath, the author
insinuates that this increase in population in Pau led to inflated prices for which the Jews,
“masters” of the black market, are to blame: “s’occupant de leurs petites affaires, de marché
noir, faisant monter les prix d’une façon ahurissante.” This was not exactly the case, however
as Kenneth Mouré explains in an article entitled “Economic Choice in Dark Times: The Vichy
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(Propaganda, 25)
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Economy” that includes a review of Paul Sanders’ Histoire du marché noir, 1940-1946.
Everyone engaged in illicit commerce during the Nazi occupation due to Vichy’s “inability to
provide adequate food, clothing, and fuel, with available goods often insufficient to fill
inadequate rations, fostered a culture of queues, barter, and black market transactions
fundamental to the popular experience of Vichy and the Occupation” (114). Mouré further states
“the use of extralegal markets […] became an essential feature of survival for all but the least
well off” (114) and he praises Sanders for demonstrating in his book that it was in fact the
Germans who caused terrible inflation in France and fomented the black market:
[…] German authorities encouraged the development of black market networks,
protected French traffickers working for German purchasers, disrupted the official French
efforts to suppress black market activity (while blaming the inadequacy of French
controls and enforcement for the existence of black markets), and undermined their own
efforts at systematic economic exploitation by diverting productive capacity, transport
resources, and funds to illegal markets, which increased French profits as German
agencies competed for black market goods. This fostered a criminal underworld engaging
in extensive illegal commerce and thriving on the combined effects of Nazi contempt for
law and the disintegration of moral and legal boundaries in the occupation regime. The
end result was not greater German exploitation, but higher prices and lower standards of
behavior in licit and illegal markets. (114)
There was a domino effect where Germans had a vested interest in developing a black market in
order to take possession of the goods that were slated for the French population, blaming the
Vichy government for the inflation caused by Nazi greed. In turn, Vichy officials blamed the
Jews for the economic collapse of France due to their own failures.
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Our letter writer replicated the encoded message of Jewish blame due to intrinsic avarice,
incomparable wealth, and excess that harmed the locals’ ability to compete, and left unable to
purchase any goods:
car il faut bien le dire, tout est à eux, tout est pour eux, il n’y en a que pour les juifs,
dame ils payent bien, c’est évidemment une raison et une bonne. Il y a naturellement la
question logement et hôtels à l’heure actuelle, beaucoup de personnes cherchent à se
loger, en vain d’ailleurs, car dès que quelque chose est libre, un juif tombe dessus offre
un prix très supérieur et vous n’avez plus qu’à chercher de nouveau.
The French who can eat in restaurants have normal portions while the fat Jews “gros et gras”
gorge themselves and never have enough, demonstrating their essential insatiability: “Dans les
restaurants c’est autre chose, tout le monde est à la portion congrue or ces messieurs n’en ont
jamais assez.”
The process of encoding and decoding depends on register and tone. The codes need to
be deciphered appropriately by the receptors in order to be understood and introjected.
Codification is achieved mainly by associations either linguistic or visual (Jew-greed) and
constant repetition (anaphora) reinforces the message.
The codification of Jewish invasion and greed can be inferred in this letter through its recodification, that is, through its mirroring of the metaphors, similes, and other associations
disseminated on the radio. These are reflected back to the institutions that originally
disseminated them. Some of these associations in this particular letter are: “envahis par ces
“ essieurs,” “bande de rapaces,” “ces mercantis, ces faiseurs de marché noir;” “juifs gros et
gras;” “des juifs qui sont ici chez eux;” “ces messieurs n’en ont jamais assez;” “ces pirates;”
“ces profiteurs;” “cette vermine;” “ces apatrides.” The code of a pernicious Jewish presence is
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reinforced by French penury: “la faim au ventre;” “reste le ventre creux;” “beaucoup de
personnes cherchent à se loger, en vain d’ailleurs.”
Yet another propagandistic encoding is that of Jewish arrogance, tribalism, and
segregation from the general French population. Susan Suleiman, in her brilliant essay on
Sartre’s Réflexions sur la question Juive, addresses the issue of “Jewish discrimination,” that is
the notion that Jews stayed among themselves and had more allegiance to their people than to the
nation they lived in, a point meant to reinforce their alleged questionable nationalism and
therefore also the suspicion of possible betrayal of France. The idea of double allegiance was
prevalent from Dreyfus up to Vichy:
It is worth recalling that the theme of “Jewish racism” – with its corollaries, Jewish
arrogance and Jewish power -- was a commonplace of anti-Semitic propaganda in the
1930’s. Thus, the front page of La France enchaînée, “Organe du Rassemblement
Antijuif de France” (headed by Darquier), carried this banner headline in its issue of
April 19, 1938: “L’UNION SACREE S’IMPOSE contre le Racisme Juif!” (“A Holy
Alliance Must Oppose Jewish Racism!”). Anti-Semites from Brasillach to Rebatet harped
on the “clannishness” of Jews, their refusal to mix with others. Sartre repeats the antiSemitic slogan about “Jewish racism” even as he apparently deplores it. (Suleiman 212)
This letter echoes this theme in the following phrases: “PAU a maintenant son ghetto;”
“des juifs… plein d’assurance, de suffisance, des juifs qui sont ici chez eux;” “ces profiteurs,
étaler leur superbes, pleins d’arrogance.” Messages are decoded by these authors through their
familiarity with propagandistic ciphers learned via various media outlets. Their psychological
and cultural space being overtaken by the unilateral and universalizing perception of Jewish
toxicity, they embrace them due to the need of an organizing principle that provides meaning to
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personal and national distress and fragmentation. The interest of these letters for the epistolary
canon of the time is the aspect of re-codification of original messaging through mirroring and
hyperbolization. This re-codification was propelled by the perception that under Pétain’s helm
the institutions of Vichy were not living up to the platform that the regime had initially proposed
as its ideals for a National Revolution that was to reinvigorate and restore France to its “national
purity.” Ironically, the same laws that encouraged denunciation provoked this flurry of
admonitions and complaints against the government, and particularly, the CGQJ.
In this particular letter the re-encoding of the initial messages of Vichy is achieved
through allusions of castration, lack of virility, and infidelity. The gendered criticism of the
CGQJ was encoded into the proposals addressed directly to Darquier de Pellepoix (“Monsieur le
Secrétaire aux questions juives”), a stark counterpoint to the masculine ideas of the Révolution
Nationale. The following passage alludes to an effeminate institution:
Nous constatons avec peine et avec plus de regret encore que rien n’est changé ou
presque… Nous pensions que le secrétariat aux affaires juives était un service plein de
vie, d’énergie, de décision, nous le pensions dis-je car aujourd’hui nous nous apercevons
que comme beaucoup d’autres, ce service n’existe qu’en fait que sur le papier… nous
croyions trouver de la fermeté, de la sincérité…
The author is disappointed at the lack of life, energy, and decision, all essentializing masculine
attributes in patriarchal discourse. The CGQJ thus becomes feminized by the author who accuses
it of timidity and weakness. This is reinforced by the idea of lack of firmness, a phallic failure,
sincerity and loyalty to the state being masculine Aryan ideals.These ideas are repeated and
intensified throughout the letter: Si le secrétariat aux questions juives est bien vivant, il se doit de
ne pas s’endormir. Il reste beaucoup à faire et nous protestons pour ce qui n’a pas encore été
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fait. The author’s proposals lay out a path to virility and Frenchness. In the first one he insults
CGQJ officials who are lax and need to study the Jewish question with vigor, repeating his
former message with zeal: “car il y a une question juive dans cette ville, vous ne l’ignorez pas et
cette question mérite d’être étudiée très rapidement et avec la dernière énergie.” Repetition is
deployed in the letter in the same manner that original propagandistic messages were reinforced
through reiteration. In the second proposal the author escalates his request of an immediate
purification and cleansing of Pau from its Jewish “infestation” “pour qu’une épuration soit
entreprise sans délais.” He demands that serious and sincere inquiries and firm objectives be
imposed upon the population without complacency and half measures: “des enquêtes sérieuses et
objectives s’imposent. Non pas des enquêtes faites à moitié avec complaisance, et sentiment, non
quelque chose d’énergique et de sincère.” He forcefully advocates for competence and taunts
the regime when he asks whether their professed ideals are only myths and whether they are truly
French. If they are, they will act like Frenchmen, in a virile fashion and comply with his
demands:
Nous protestons avec force, auprès des services compétents … si votre service n’est pas
un mythe et nous ne demandons qu’à le croire, s’il est un service vraiment français, s’il
est dirigé vraiment par des français nous pensons alors que nos réclamations ne
resteront pas sans suite.
In his third proposal the author again hyperbolizes his demands for the total purging of the
stateless Jews, “apatrides” that were impeding his fellow countrymen, “compatriotes,” from
finding a certain wellbeing under these trying circumstances, “qui empêchent tant de nos
compatriotes à profiter d’un peu de place au soleil.”
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As important as the extirpation of the Jews, this text conveys the idea that governmental
and commercial agencies, from the police to the chamber of commerce, need to be de-Judeified
(Aryanized) since all of them seem to be devoted to protecting Jews in France: “ces pirates sont
soutenues [sic] dans la région tout le monde est à leur dévotion, depuis la préfecture jusqu'au
plus petit boutiquier en passant par la municipalité, la police, etc.… [et] la complaisance de la
chambre de commerce.” In this letter we can see the re-coding and circulation of Vichy
propaganda, expanding its proposals and attacking its institutions. The author doesn’t waver in
including every anti-Semitic common-place aspersion of the time, demanding prompt and
decisive actions against the local Jewish population. In this way, this author not only civically
engages his society, but also attempts to become its popular prophet, its critic, and its policy
maker.
5.2.3. Intertextuality and ideology: Oedipus on a bicycle:
Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 11 Dec. 1942
In terms of the intertextuality of ideologies and written treatises, Hall states that
messaging draws from diverse sources and that it is pertinent to understand that messages are not
formed in isolation nor emanate from closed systems. Instead “[t]hey draw topics, treatments,
agendas, events, personnel, images of the audience, ‘definitions of the situation’ from other
sources and other discursive formations within the wider socio-cultural and political structure of
which they are a differentiated part” (129).172 In the following analysis I focus on the
intertextuality of messaging between the denunciatory document and the canonical La France
Juive.
DOCTEUR JEAN BOUCHON
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In the case of Vichy, The protocols of the elders of Zion, the pamphletary literature of Céline,
and Drumont’s La France Juive were relevant in Vichy’s anti-Jewish messaging.
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Chirurgien-Consultant
Villa Midagane
Cabinet de Chirurgie Générale
VILLENEUVE-LOUBET
Le 11 Décembre 1942
Monsieur le Ministre,
D’ici sur la Côte d’Azur, où la masse israélite continue son arrogance malgré vos efforts et vos
communications à la radio..…
Je viens vous donner une suggestion que seule votre activité discrétionnaire peut faire aboutir:
Donner l’ordre aux préfets de réquisitionner toutes ces bicyclettes de luxe que possèdent les juifs
et ce qui leur permet de faire du marché noir et de nous narguer. Nous autres aryens, médecins,
anciens combattants, mutilés des jambes, nous sommes obligés d’aller à pied, en boitant, car les
bicyclettes sont réservées aux juifs à des prix noirs inabordables pour nous.
Demandez aux préfets de réserver aux conseils de l’ordre des médecins de leur département,
après réquisition d’un certain nombre de ces bicyclettes à une taxe officielle, pour l’usage
professionnel des médecins.
Cette suggestion, vous serait venue à l’esprit, si vous aviez eu le temps de venir à Nice, à
Cannes, et sur toute cette belle Côte d’Azur où les juifs ont trouvé des personnes interposées qui
facilitent leur trafic dans l’ombre et en plein soleil sur des bicyclettes de grand luxe. Voyez la
Croisette et la Promenade des Anglais.
Vous sauverez la France, les malades français, et les médecins mutilés comme moi, qui font des
complications de phlébite dans les jambes, pour marcher trop à pied, faute de bicyclette.
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Pourquoi n’interdiriez-vous pas aux juifs de louer aussi des voitures de gazogène à des prix d’or
à Nice et à Cannes. La préfecture leur donne des autorisations (les bureaux de la circulation)
alors que les aryens médecins ont des refus?
L’étoile jaune…..enfin, c’est bien mais ce n’est pas suffisant.
Croyez à ma haute considération, et à mes vœux de réussite.
JEAN BOUCHON
The analysis of this letter will focus on the intertextuality between the anti-Semitic French canon
prior to the Occupation and Nazi and Vichy racial theories of Aryan superiority. One of the main
sources of popular messaging in France at the end of the nineteenth century was Drumont’s La
France Juive, which offered two foundational principles: the Jewish invasion of France and
control and domination through Jewish money. Both ideas can be found in this letter.
The author opens with the idea of arrogant hoards of Jews in the Côte d’Azur: “D’ici sur
la Côte d’Azur, où la masse israélite continue son arrogance .” The notion of an explosion of
Jewish masses is profoundly derogatory: it denotes the idea of invasion and taking over
something that does not belong to Jews, and of dislocation, of non-belonging. Invasion, of
course, also has the connotation of displacing those who do belong there. An association could
perhaps be established between the invasion of the beautiful and sophisticated French
Mediterranean and a past Mediterranean civilization, the Greco-Roman, destroyed by yet another
invasion. This parallel establishes the destructive potential of the Jewish presence for France, in a
site that ought to be reserved for the French who perceive themselves as the creators of the
modern civilized world. The perils of Jewish invasion or conquest were underscored by
Drumont:
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En tous cas, il m’a paru intéressant et utile de décrire les phases successives de cette
Conquête juive, d’indiquer comment, peu à peu, sous l’action juive, la vieille France s’est
dissoute, décomposée, comment à ce peuple désintéressé, heureux, aimant, s’est substitué
un peuple haineux, affamé d’or et bientôt mourant de faim. (xvi)
For Drumont, conquest was both a metaphorical act (since according to him, Jewish values
spoiled the good French character) and a literal one, as his gross inflation of the number of Jews
living in the country at the time his work was published demonstrates. This was a leitmotif that
was constantly repeated up to and throughout Vichy, a number that has been utterly
discredited.173 The relevance of the former quote is to underscore his perception of the Jewish
element as so detrimental to the national fabric that it radically alters and decomposes it. Vichy
propaganda espouses these ideas and advocates the need for de-Judeifying France.
The denunciator links Jewish masses with an arrogance so strong that it defeats the
government’s efforts to subdue them via radio transmissions: “continue son arrogance malgré
vos efforts et vos communications à la radio.” This hubris is linked to the idea of conspiracy,
since this particular Jewish trait subverts all efforts to subdue these people and renders the alien
and pernicious element invincible in the eyes of the author. Moreover, this character defect
complements the idea of invasion because of its detrimental contagious effect on the general
population. Once the notion “us vs. them,” virtuous vs. defective that otherizes the Jew and
separates him from “Frenchness” is established, the author offers his suggestion: confiscate
luxurious Jewish bicycles and distribute them to French citizens, especially citizens like himself
who serve the common good. Bicycles here are fetishized becoming symbols of Jewish wealth
173
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often during the Occupation was 600,000. See Poznanski, Propagandes et persecutions, 25.
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and economic power, further linking them to secret and illegal commercial activities, like the
black market, that allow Jews to cheat the French: “marché noir et de nous narguer.” “Us”
becomes the Aryans (despite the fact that Germans did not consider the French to be Aryan), the
doctors, the veterans of war, the wounded and the mutilated, the true French: “Nous autres
aryens, médecins, anciens combattants, mutilés des jambes nous sommes obligés d’aller à pied
en boitant.”
In the latter part of the sentence the author dramatizes his petition with an opposition,
juxtaposing veterans limping through the streets, and Jews nonchalantly riding their luxurious
bicycles in the sunny Côte d’Azur, a locus of wealth “toute cette belle Côte d’Azur où les
juifs…[conduisent] dans l’ombre et en plein soleil sur des bicyclettes de grand luxe”. The idea of
French lack is further explored through the incompletion of limbs (mutilés des jambes),
contrasting the fetish of Jewish potency (bicycles) with French castration and impotence (phallic
lack though amputation.) Like French Oedipuses, these veterans suffer since France, their
mother, has betrayed them by favoring an alien element over its own offspring since bicycles are
reserved for Jews, “les bicyclettes sont réservées aux juifs.”
Yet another stereotype of the moneyed Jew is introduced in the letter with the affirmation
that only Jews can afford not only bicycles but luxurious cars as well: “[bicyclettes] à des prix
noirs inabordables pour nous” and “voitures de gazogène à des prix d’or.” The theme of
domination through Jewish wealth was a traditional motif in France, popularized and persistently
reinforced by Drumont (and others,) as the following passage illustrates:
Aujourd’hui, grâce au Juif, l’argent auquel le monde chrétien n’attachait qu’une
importance secondaire et n’assignait qu’un rôle subalterne est devenu tout puissant. La
puissance capitaliste concentrée dans un petit nombre de mains gouverne à son gré toute
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la vie économique des peuples, asservit le travail et se repait de gains iniques acquis sans
labeur. (xiv-xv)
In this passage Drumont emphasizes the Jewish attachment to money (argent), the central value
of this group, a passion that has contaminated the Christian world. One can clearly see the intertextuality with Marx’s famous essay “On the Jewish question” (1844).174
The denouncer suggests that the local authorities confiscate and then reserve a number of
these bicycles for the medical association of their region for their professional use: “Demandez
aux préfets de réserver aux conseils de l’ordre des médecins de leur département, après
réquisition d’un certain nombre de ces bicyclettes à une taxe officielle, pour l’usage
professionnel des médecins.” Even when one understands that Bouchon wants a bicycle for
himself and that it is perhaps the main motivation behind the letter, the discourse he utilizes is
significant: the link between doctors, those who heal, as proposed recipients of Jewish wealth,
power, and mobility, symbolized by the possession of bicycles and cars, points to the redirection
of Jewish resources into healing the country of the disease of Jewishness. He interjects himself
into this discourse of illness and impotence describing his inability to walk due to his own
phlebitis: “Vous sauverez la France, les malades français, et les médecins mutilés comme moi,
qui font des complications de phlébite dans les jambes, pour marcher trop à pied, faute de
bicyclette.”
Again, one can hear echoes of Drumont’s preoccupation with the annihilation of France
in view of a Semitic invasion of “the healthy body of France,” just like a foreign virus or
microbe that has made the country ill:

174

See note 146.
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…c’est la part qu’a l’envahissement de l’élément juif, dans la douloureuse agonie d’une
si généreuse nation, c’est le rôle qu’a joué, dans la destruction de la France, l’introduction
d’un corps étranger dans un organisme resté sain jusque-là. (xvii)
His positivistic metaphors utilizing medical and biological language such as organism
(organisme), healthy (sain), a foreign body (corps étranger), painful agony (douloureuse agonie)
to describe the perennial condition of foreignness and illness as a Jewish plague that befell and
contaminated the country are part of the anti-Semitic folklore that allowed Nazi propaganda to fit
like a glove.
The author then admonishes Darquier de Pellepoix for being out of touch with the French
since he did not bother to travel to the southern coast, “si vous aviez eu le temps de venir à Nice,
à Cannes, et sur tout cette belle Côte d’Azur,” where Jews are ubiquitous: “Voyez la Croisette et
la Promenade des Anglais.” Again Drumont’s words come to mind, exhorting his fellow
Frenchmen to walk in the streets and watch the Jews, and the deplorable conditions that have
befallen the country due to them:
C’est dans la rue que je vous propose de regarder, en apportant seulement à cet examen la
réflexion qui aide à tirer un enseignement du moindre détail, le bon sens du patriote qui
cherche à se rendre compte du lamentable état dans lequel est tombé son pays. (xix)
In Bouchon’s letter Jews not only promenade freely but are also engaged in illicit activities
(trafic) with the help of intermediaries out in the open, “où les juifs ont trouvé des personnes
interposées qui facilitent leur trafic dans l’ombre et en plein soleil. ” The opposition, shadow
and sun, denotes both the obscurity and underhandedness of this illegal traffic, and its blatant
presence in the heart of France. Moreover, it highlights the palpability of these actions since they
are endorsed by authorities that refuse aid to Aryan doctors: “La préfecture leur donne des
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autorisations (les bureaux de la circulation) alors que les aryens médecins ont des refus?” The
opposition between the true French and Jews is revisited at the end of the letter. Jews are
especially dangerous since they can pass for French, dissimulating their presence and being
inconspicuous. Therefore, the yellow star is necessary, but not sufficient according to the author:
“L’étoile jaune…..enfin, c’est bien mais ce n’est pas suffisant.”
This letter is written on December 11, 1942, exactly one month after the German and
Italian invasion of the Free Zone.175 One can well imagine the plethora of Italian vehicles,
motorbikes, military convoys, luxurious officer automobiles, and bicycles that could be seen
patroling the streets of Nice and the suburb of Villeneuve-Loubet where the letter-writer lived.
But they seemingly did not inspire his indignation or anger: because he undoubtedly saw the
world through the lens of Drumont and those who created a body of anti-Semitic literature, his
vision was clouded. As a result, he could not understand that the problem was the Nazi, not the
Jewish invasion.

175

See map in Appendix C, p. 395.
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Chapter VI.

Affective dimension of the Discourse of Denunciation

In this chapter I will focus on the psychological motivations, both conscious and
unconscious, of this epistolary genre, both phenomenon and common practice of the Vichy era. I
will start this section by defining the concept of affect:
… from the German word Affekt…in the nineteenth century this term [was] synonymous
with emotion or excitement. Borrowing from that tradition psychoanalysis defines affect
as a quantity of psychic energy or a sum of excitation accompanying events that take
place in the life of the psyche. Affect is not a direct emotional representation of an event,
but a trace or residue that is aroused or reactivated through the repetition of that event or
by some equivalent to it. Like libido, affect is quantifiable and both drives and images are
therefore said to have a quota of affect. (Critical Theory, 5)
According to Freud a traumatic event often causes the blockage of affect, manifested in
somatic symptoms that can be released verbally as in the psychoanalytic talking therapeutic
process (ibid.). This is pertinent to our analysis since these letters should be recognized as
affective discharges, in fact as unconscious relief from anger, trauma, frustration, and shame
among other difficult emotions to process, in this case displaced exclusively onto the imaginary,
ethnicized, and ideological Jewish phantasme (or fantasme). This word has multiple meanings in
French,176 revealing the diverse functions and forms found in these letters, from hallucinatory
visions (of the archetypal Jew), to psychological fantasy, unconscious or conscious imaginary
176

Petit Robert, 684.
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constructions that allow the subject to express his libidinal drives (and release his frustration and
shame of Occupation and war). The word also connotes supernatural ghosts that elevate Jewish
power to a supernatural realm that the authors feel is frightening and beyond their control. All of
these meanings are often coterminous, interchanged, and projected onto anyone who associates
with the Jewish element, including French authorities that are perceived as privileging and
helping Jews.
The affective domain provides insight into the psychological motivations for
denunciation. In this section I will explore three discourses of affective expression that emerge as
most salient in this collection of letters: envy, vengeance, and inverted victimhood. Each one
will be taken up and elaborated upon in relation to the analysis of the letters selected for each
affective modality.
6. 1. The Discourse of envy
We define envy as the emotional register of coveting what Jews possess or appear to
possess in the realm of French fantasy, may it be material wealth, social status, or lucrative or
prestigious employment.
6.1.1. Producing films in Nice: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 29 Jun. 1943
CCCLXVIII-3
NICE le 29 Juin 1943
Monsieur DARQUIER de PELLEPOIX
Commissaire Général aux Questions JUIVES
Monsieur le Commissaire Général,
J’entends régulièrement votre émission concernant les questions Juives, malheureusement, elles
sont purement théoriques ! Dans la pratique, elles n’existent pas. Excusez ma franchise.
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Un exemple entre mille.
Le Juif Polonais FINA COPPELOVICH, 141 Promenade des Anglais, refoulé de France en
1933, Gaulliste connu, enrôlé dans l’Armée Polonaise d’autorité et non pas volontaire Français,
évadé d’un Stalag a obtenu la place de DI ECTEU CO

E CIAL aux STUDIOS DE LA

VICTOIRE à NICE, situation qui représente Huit à Dix Mille Francs par mois.
Avant la guerre, ce juif s’occupait d’affaires de Bourse plus ou moins louches puis qu’il avait été
refoulé de France.
Sa femme, pendant son absence avait été retenue trois jours à la Police d’Etat pour trafic d’or.
Voilà les Juifs qui occupent des situations que de bons Catholiques Français, anciens
combattants, Officiers de Réserve, sont incapables d’obtenir!
Depuis un an que ce juif est revenu, alors qu’il n’avait pas un sou, il mène la grande vie,
s’alimente au marché noir et a chez lui de grandes réserves.
Le cinéma a pourtant sa règlementation, sa Direction qui dépend du Gouvernement et il est
décrété qu’aucun Juif ne doit y pénétrer.
Je vous envoie, Monsieur le Commissaire Général, cette lettre confidentiellement et sans
adresse, car ce Juif a des ramifications partout. J’avais avisé de cet état de choses le
Commissariat aux Questions Juives de NICE, mais, malheureusement sans aucun résultat.
Par la Radio que je prends régulièrement faites-moi savoir si vous avez bien reçu ma lettre et je
vous prie d’agréer

onsieur le Commissaire Général, l’assurance de ma plus haute

considération.
Capitaine ROCHE
This is a letter about libidinal frustration, dissatisfaction, and envy. One can get a sense of the
sexually charged lexicon from the very first phrase “J’entends régulièrement votre émission
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concernant les questions Juives” I regularly listen to your radio broadcast concerning Jewish
issues. The word “émission,” beyond its use in telecommunications in French, can refer as well
to ejaculation. From the letter one could infer that the author, unconsciously, perceives the
government as castrated, since their “émission[s]” do not deliver any of their rhetorical promises.
In this sense, the word (logos), originally equated with male potency in a Derridean sense
(phallologocentrism), does not bear its fruit and the author complains that the government’s
attempts are merely theoretical exercises, “elles sont purement théoriques,” that is, they can be
seen as both infertile and impotent. The subordinate phrase “concerning Jewish questions” is also
a key to this sexual dynamic, since Jews are the fetishistic objects of desire or repulsion that
provoke the ineffectual transmissions.
A counterpoint to the impotent French government is Fina Coppelovich, the Polish Jew
the author denounces. Despite being expelled from France in 1933 (the author utilizes the word
“refoulé” for expulsion, with a parallel meaning of sexual repression), Coppelvich managed to
escape a Stalag, re-entered France, and became the commercial director of cinema studios. In
this sense this homecoming after an expulsion/repression could be understood as the return of the
repressed and the author is both intimidated and alarmed by his presence.
From a Freudian standpoint, the author’s psyche presents Coppelovich as sexually
charged: visually and phonetically his name is evocative of copulation; his job at the cinema
denotes not only financial plenty, “Huit à Dix Mille Francs par mois,” but social power and
access to a realm of fantasy since the movies create and engage desire. Cinemas are also dark
spaces where the imagination takes hold, a metaphor for both the unconscious and the sexual.
Coppelovich is able to regularly have access to this forbidden realm “qu’aucun Juif ne doit y
pénétrer,” that Jews ought not to “penetrate.” An additional statement of sexual prowess is found
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in the phrase “[il] a chez lui de grandes réserves.” The author cannot “penetrate” this space and
envies everything it symbolizes, from satisfying sexuality, to financial abundance (lack of access
to the nurturing of the feminine function), to fertility.
Coppelovich has a wife who is involved with gold, “trafic d’or,” an erotic marker of
desire, nobility, and power, historically associated both with plenty and pleasure. Both she and
her husband are also described as being involved in the black market “au marché noir” and
shady dealings, the word “louches” connoting vice, debauchery, and the obscure, again
peripherally being linked with sexuality.
In contrast, the author of the letter complains that good Catholics like himself are
incapable of obtaining these privileges: “Voilà les Juifs qui occupent des situations que de bons
Catholiques Français, anciens combattants, Officiers de Réserve, sont incapables d’obtenir!” In
his choice of words the author associates his standing as a good Catholic with the incapacity (or
inability) of obtaining the goods he desires: money, sexuality, and access to dark spaces of erotic
fantasy and pleasure. He resents and envies the ease with which this character enters this realm
that he does not have access to. An additional statement of frustration is that his initial complaint
is ignored by the CGQJ in Nice. His words as expression of his virility again fail to deliver and
he now writes directly to the paternal symbol, the High Commissioner of the CGQJ.
However, I propose that Coppelovich is perhaps, for the author, an alternative paternal
figure that he dreads, just like Kafka in Letter to his father. He insists that the missive remain
confidential and does not include his address for fear of retaliation/emasculation: “Je vous
envoie, Monsieur le Commissaire Général, cette lettre confidentiellement et sans adresse, car ce
Juif a des ramifications partout.” One could also posit that even his name could be a pseudonym
due to fear of the overarching figure of Coppelovich. The magnification of his power, a power
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that effaces the author’s own identity, could be understood as a severe paranoid fear of
castration.
Along with the Freudian register of libidinal desire and frustration one can superimpose a
social register onto this reading. The elements of Girard’s schema of triangular desire are visibly
present in the text. The subject of desire is the denunciator, Captain Roche, his rival is
Coppelovich, and the objects of desire are money, job, and social position. He defends himself
from his envious desire through the rationalization of his violent act of denunciation. He justifies
this aggressive action by stating that Jews are taking away jobs from good Catholic French and
that Coppelovich is committing a national crime by breaking the Vichy Laws.177 Paranoia and
fear due to an extreme disintegrating envy are expressed in his request to remain confidential as
he fears repercussions from this imposing Jewish man.
In the poetics of the epistolary language, the idealization of Coppelovich is expressed in
the description of his prowess and resilience. We can recognize Girard’s position that envious
desire is so threatening that the subject needs to hide from his own feelings of admiration of the
rival. Since he is inevitably comparing himself with the rival, the subject projects his own
feelings of inferiority by devaluing and attacking him.

177

Article 5 from the First Statut des Juifs states that no Jew can work in the movie industry in
any capacity: “Les juifs ne pourront, sans condition ni réserve, exercer l'une quelconque des
professions suivantes : Directeurs, administrateurs, gérants d'entreprises ayant pour objet la
fabrication, l'impression, la distribution, la présentation de films cinématographiques; metteurs
en scène et directeurs de prises de vues, compositeurs de scénarios, directeurs, administrateurs,
gérants de salles de théâtres ou de cinématographie, entrepreneurs de spectacles, directeurs,
administrateurs, gérants de toutes entreprises se rapportant à la radiodiffusion.” Yad Vashem.
Loi du 3 Octobre 1940 Portant Statut des Juifs. Retrieved Dec. 3, 2014 from
http://www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/education/languages/french/lesson_plans/pdf/righteous1.pdf
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6.1.2. Medical competition: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 6 Dec. 1941
CCCLXVIII-3
Docteur J. N. VALLAT
Limoges, le 06/12/41
Monsieur le Haut Commissaire,
J’ai l’honneur de porter à votre connaissance les faits suivants : au mois de Février 1942, doit
s’ouvrir à Limoges un concours de

édecins des Hôpitaux de cette ville ; plusieurs candidats

vraiment Français doivent se présenter à ce concours.
Or du fait d’intérêts purement matériels un Israélite ancien Interne des Hôpitaux

r inder

Meyer, jeune médecin, par conséquent un combattant de 14-18 et qui «fit la guerre 39-40 »
largement à l’arrière s’est poussé non seulement à s’installer dans notre ville, mais encore à se
présenter à ce concours….. J’apprends qu’une personnalité médicale de notre ville a sollicité
auprès du Gouvernement une dérogation pour ce médecin qui n’a aucun titre qui lui permette de
transgresser le Statut des Israélites.
Je me suis permis de vous écrire, mon nom indique assez ma qualité de Français de toujours ; je
suis titulaire de la croix de guerre 39-40 homologuée, prisonnier de guerre six mois,
légionnaire, enfin d’un point de vue strictement médical je suis ancien Interne, ancien chef de
clinique adjoint et Professeur suppléant d’Ecole de

édecine. J’ai foi dans votre sens de l’équité

et aussi en l’application des lois édictées par notre Chef et j’ose espérer très fermement qu’une
injustice ne sera pas commise qui risquerait de permettre à un juif 100% de devenir Chef de
Service Hospitalier au détriment de Français pur sang.
Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Haut Commissaire, en mes sentiments très respectueusement
dévoués.
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JN Vallat
This letter comes from la France profonde, that is, the heartland of the country. It is
written by a doctor who is concerned about a competition for the position of Hospital Director at
a local hospital in Limoges. He expresses his concern about the possibility that Meyer, an
experienced Jewish doctor, enter this competition, since he is “un Israélite,” the term Israélite
being selected to accentuate his foreignness -- despite the fact that Meyer was born in France,
that his family possibly lived there for generations, and that he actively participated in the duties
of French citizenry, including the military, having fought in WWI and WWII. In the author’s
view, however, Meyer is not legitimately French and intrudes into Limoges: “[il] s’est poussé
[…] à s’installer dans notre ville.” The author, by contrast, Dr. Vallat, establishes his true
Frenchness by pointing out that he and the person he writes to, Xavier Vallat, director of the
CGQJ, have the same last name, and thus a commonly shared identity: “Je me suis permis de
vous écrire, mon nom indique assez ma qualité de Français de toujours.”
The hospital competition was a forum that clearly set into motion the Girardian positions
of subject and rival and in the process constructed difference between Frenchness and otherness.
The author belittles Meyer’s participation in both wars, asserting that he was not at the front, but
“largement à l’arrière.” By contrast, Vallat, the author, claims all the accolades of French
institutions, be it the military, hospitals, or universities: “je suis titulaire de la croix de guerre
39-40 homologuée, prisonnier de guerre six mois, légionnaire, enfin d’un point de vue
strictement médical je suis ancien Interne, ancien chef de clinique adjoint et Professeur
suppléant d’Ecole de

édecine.” In this way the author creates a rivalry between Meyer and

himself, denigrating the former’s accomplishments while aggrandizing his own. He does this in
order to impede Meyer from entering the competition. He is afraid that Meyer might win since a
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renowned doctor, “une personnalité médicale,” applied for an exemption from the Statut des
Juifs on Meyer’s behalf so that he could participate.
In this interplay Vallat wants to delegitimize Meyer by making a case that he does not
merit a dispensation because he holds no title of valor or military excellence. If he were to be
granted this dérogation by the CGQJ it would result in a transgression of the laws decreed by
Pétain178 since a “Juif 100%” should not take the place of a “Français pur sang.” Vallat, thus,
through his rhetorical efforts, would like to emerge as the “hero” in his narrative instead of his
“mimetic” rival.
According to Girard, what motivates this rivalry is envy. One can infer that Meyer was
respected since his colleagues supported his participation in the competition. Moreover, Vallat’s
attempt to diminish him while exalting himself is telling of his own sense of inferiority relative
to Meyer. He covets Meyer’s expertise, the professional and governmental support for Meyer’s
postulation, and his experience. From a Kleinian perspective, we find a classic split between the
good and the bad doctor, and between the good and the bad soldier, and again between the true
and the false French. In fact, the parallel Vallat establishes between himself as the good doctor,
soldier, and Frenchman, vis-à-vis Meyer is a discursive primitive manifestation of a totalizing
split where he is all good and Meyer is all bad. Since one can infer from the letter that Meyer has
professional recognition, Vallat’s envy further amplifies the negativity he projects onto him.
6.2. Discourse of vengeance
With regard to the discourse of vengeance, we understand denunciation as related toacts of
retaliation against Jews involving specific unfortunate events such as a wife’s abandonment of
178

We know by article 8 of the second Statut des Juifs that “[Ceux q]ui ont rendu à l'État
français des services exceptionnels,” that those who rendered exceptional service to the French
State, could be granted an exemption as long as the 2% quota for doctors had not been filled.
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her husband (for a Jewish man) or vice versa, or the seizure of a property due to foreclosure by a
Jewish bank before the war.
6.2.1. The foreclosure: Letter XXXVIII-33: 30 May 1941
XXXVIII-33
Madame Adèle GEORGES-VILLE-RAULIN
Fondation Galignani
89 Boulevard Bineau, NEUILLY S/SEINE
Le 30 Mai 1941
Monsieur le Haut Commissaire,
Je tiens à vous signaler que j’ai été dépouillée, en mai 1938, d’un immeuble sis 16 Place
Vendôme et qui était la propriété de ma famille depuis plusieurs générations, par une Société
juive, la Sté FONCI

dont font partie, en tant qu’administrateurs, les Juifs Arnold OSTERTAG

et Daniel DREYFUS.
Cette Société, contrevenant aux ordonnances prises par les autorités occupantes, ne s’est jamais
déclarée en tant que société juive alors qu’il est bien avéré que ses administrateurs et les
capitaux été fournis [sic] par les juifs précités. La Société FONCIM a son siège [à] Genève 22
avenue Dumas ; elle est au capital de 50.000 francs suisses et elle a nettement le caractère d’un
holding, car outre les juifs Daniel Dreyfus et Ostertag, précédemment mentionnés, il y a deux
gérants de fortune qui servent de prête-nom, à d’autres personnalités juives.
La Société Foncim a pour filiale et comme Société gérante de ses intérêts à paris [sic], la Société
IMMOBILIA, dont font également partie les juifs Ostertag et Daniel Dreyfus. La Sté Immobilia,
avan [sic] de s’installer 16 Place Vendôme, occupait les mêmes bureaux que la Banque Daniel
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Dreyfus, 3 rue Meyerbeer à Paris et avait les mêmes lignes téléphoniques que la dite banque, ce
qui prouve l’étroite collusion des deux affaires.
Devant les articles du 24 octobre 1940 et du 26 avril 1941 pris par les autorités occupantes, il y
a non seulement lieu de prendre mesures contre ces deux Sociétés juives, qui ne sont jamais
déclarées, mais outre les graves sanctions qu’elles encourent, il y a lieu de toute urgence, de
demander la nomination d’un gérant aryen afin que cette Société subisse le sort commun de
toutes les affaires juives actuellement.
Veuillez agréer,

onsieur le Haut Commissaire, l’expression de ma très haute considération.

Adèle GEORGES-VILLE.
This letter was written by a woman who was a resident of the Fondation Galignani, a
retirement home for people sixty years and older. It was bequeathed to Neuilly-sur-Seine by a
journalist and publisher, William Galignani in the late nineteenth century. It was meant for
residents of high moral standing with half its spaces allocated to intellectuals, writers, publishers,
and artists.
The letter begins with a lexicon of violence, “j’ai été dépouillée” which signifies to be
skinned, robbed, stripped, undressed, a vocabulary of brutal attack or rape. This forceful
introduction is the result of a rivalry between her and two bank administrators whom she
denounces throughout the letter. Initially, their interactions culminated in the repossession of her
property, a building in an exclusive part of Paris, Place Vendôme. Now she continues the cycle
of violence by denouncing both the Jewish bankers, their company, Foncim, and their sister
company Immobilia, insisting they are Jewish businesses.
As we examine the opposition between the author and the administrators we can
delineate the tensions between a well-established or aristocratic class, fallen from its privileged
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position, and the advent of a bourgeois economy of production and finance. Since it had been in
her family for generations “qui était la propriété de ma famille depuis plusieurs générations” we
can assume that the author had to mortgage her property and had been unable to repay the loan.
Having suffered a violent loss through the foreclosure of her building, her acrimony is
exacerbated by the fact that the offices of the company that caused her this loss are now located
in her former property. It is important to note, however, that the author does not lay claims on the
property in question, nor does she state that it was repossessed illegally or in violation of
contractual law.
In retaliation, she now adopts a similar framework of legality to denounce the Jews by
mentioning specific articles of the German Ordinances, utilizing legalisms to enact mimetic
violence.179 She engages in personal revenge on Osterag, Dreyfus and their companies by
denouncing them as Jewish. This is in a sense remarkable, because most of the letters of
denunciation are written with the idea of personal gain, mostly financial, while this letter merely
seeks vengeance with no personal benefit whatsoever except the emotional satisfaction of
vengeance.
She exacerbates the rivalry by describing the opponents as fraudulent and outside of the
purview of the law. She provides the address of Societé Foncim in Geneva and asserts that it is
highly capitalized. She states that these firms are not only violating the aforementioned
ordinances for not having declared themselves as Jewish businesses, but also defrauding the
public trust in that two wealthy non-Jewish managers serve as name-lenders for this holding.
179

She mentions the second ordinance (pub. Oct 24, 1940) and third one (April 26, 1941), the
centerpiece of German Aryanization laws. The second law involves an inventory of Jewish
businesses, with the obligation of declaring and registering Jewish businesses and replacing the
owners with a provisional manager. The third one strengthens the second granting more power to
the provisional managers, a move towards expropriation. See Poznanski, Jews in France during
WWII, 31-41.
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Furthermore, she claims that there is collusion between Foncim, Immobilia, and the Daniel
Dreyfus Bank. The salient aspect of all these statements is that she likely searched public records
to find out information on matters of capitalization, addresses, etc. She may even have added
details that arepartially or totally fabricated. In any case, it looks like she carefully plotted her
revenge.
In light of the German Ordinances, the author demands that the CGQJ appoint an Aryan
administrator to take over the companies and points to Osterag and Dreyfus as Jews that ought to
be carefully surveilled. She hopes that this particular Jewish company will live the common
destiny of Jewish businesses of the time: “afin que cette Société subisse le sort commun de toutes
les affaires juives actuellement.” Because she lost her property, she now hopes that the people
whom she perceives perpetrated violence against her will suffer losses and be harmed. Mirroring,
one of the phases of oppositional rivalry, eventually resolves itself in sacrificial substitution, and
finally, in the ritual of sacrifice. The value of this letter resides in that, as Girard states, the
judicial system takes over the function of sacrifice:
[…] the judicial system and the institution of sacrifice share the same function, but the
judicial system is infinitely more effective. However, it can only exist in conjunction with
a firmly established political power. And like all modern technological advances, it is a
two-edged sword, which can be used to oppress as well as to liberate. (Violence, 23)
As the official response included in the file shows, the CGQJ took Adèle Georges-Ville’s letter
seriously and forwarded it to the appropriate authorities.
This case brings to mind the case of Coco Chanel and her attempt to regain control of her
perfume company from Paul and Pierre Wertheimer by using Vichy Aryanization laws. In 1920,
Coco Chanel had entered into a legally contractual partnership with the two Alsatian Jewish
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brothers whose family owned the largest cosmetic company in France. They received 70%, the
middleman, Théophile Bader, received 20%, and Chanel retained a 10% share in the company.
The Wertheimers had already Aryanized the company by selling it to a non-Jew who had ties
with German officials. Ultimately, her attempts to delegitimize the sale as fake were
unsuccessful. The parallel that can be drawn between the two cases is that both entailed a prior
legal transaction based on law that applied equally and fairly to all parties alike. Jew or non-Jew
was not a factor in the negotiations or in the application of the law. And, as we know, this was
not the case during Vichy. Both Georges-Ville and Chanel tried to wield the anti-Jewish laws as
a weapon for personal revenge or gain.180
6.2.2. Complications of love: Letter XXXVIII-17a: 23 Sep. 1941
XXXVIII-17a
A Toulon, le 23 septembre 1941
Mr. Dupont Robert, professeur, 4 rue Chalucet, Toulon,
A Monsieur Xavier Vallat, Haut Commissaire aux Affaires Juives, Vichy
Excellence,
J’ai l’honneur de vous exposer les faits suivants :
Mobilisé le 27 août 1939 comme Interprète Lieutenant de réserve, je reviens en permission, du
front de Lorraine où se trouvait ma division, fin novembre de la même année.
Je constatai avec déplaisir en arrivant qu’un juif hongrois, reçu tous les jours à la maison en
mon absence, exerçait sur ma femme et sur mon fils une pernicieuse influence. Une enquête me
fit découvrir qu’il était communiste militant, appartenant à plusieurs organisations extrémistes,
dont le secours ouge International. Je découvris aussi qu’il faisait parvenir des secours
180

See Anka Muhlstein’s “The Cut of Coco” in The New York Review of Books, Oct. 9, 2014.
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(argent, vêtements, vivres, armes) à un déserteur, son ancien voyageur de commerce, qui n’avait
jamais caché ses convictions anarchistes.
Ma femme était secrétaire comptable et mon fils apprenti chez ce juif, le nommé Arthur
Schweitzer, mécanographe, rue Corneille no 5 à Toulon. Je défendis à Schweitzer de reparaître
chez moi et j’interdis à ma femme et à mon fils de retourner travailler chez ce triste personnage.
Ayant appris, dès le premier mois de mon retour au front, que mes défenses étaient
transgressées, je dénonçai Schweitzer au Procureur de la République. Le juif hongrois fut arrêté
et envoyé dans un camp de concentration. Le 31 décembre 1940, il fut condamné à cinq mois de
prison pour recel de déserteur.
Sur ces entrefaites, j’avais été fait prisonnier le 17 mai, avec l’état major de la 1e D.I.N.A.
A l’Oflag ND, j’appris avec stupeur, le 1e juin 1941, que Schweitzer sorti de prison était revenu
à Toulon et qu’il avait tranquillement repris la direction de ses affaires. Ma femme avait
abandonné le domicile conjugal pour vivre avec cet individu, laissant seule et sans argent ma
fille mineure, alors malade.
Rapatrié le 14 août comme ancien combattant des deux guerres, je protestai avec indignation,
dès mon retour, contre la scandaleuse liberté laissée à Schweitzer. Celui-ci fut de nouveau arrêté
et envoyé au camp de Vernay (Ariège). J’avais demandé en outre la fermeture du magasin, où
ma femme continue à gérer les affaires du juif. Il m’a été répondu que ma requête dépasssait les
pouvoirs de l’administration préfectorale.
Cette administration semble donc se désintéresser d’une situation pourtant intolérable pour un
homme d’honneur; elle ne tient d’ailleurs nul compte du fait que Schweitzer est juif, celui-ci
étant uniquement considéré comme « ressortissant hongrois », d’après la lettre dont la police
m’a donné communication.
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J’ai donc recours à vous,

onsieur le haut Commissaire, pour obtenir une mesure sans laquelle

il est impossible d’espérer que ma femme revienne à son devoir. C’est une famille française qu’il
s’agit de sauver; c’est l’honneur d’un honnête homme et d’un Français sans reproche qu’il faut
protéger.
Engagé volontaire en 1907, mobilisé pendant toute la guerre de 1914-1918, où j’ai combattu
dans l’infanterie, ayant été huit mois sur le front et ayant subi quinze mois de captivité pendant
la dernière guerre, aujourd’hui membre de la Légion, j’ai servi et sers encore la France de mon
mieux. J’espère que la France ne me laissera pas narguer et déshonorer par un ignoble juif, et
c’est avec pleine confiance dans votre intervention que je vous prie de vouloir bien agréer
l’expression de mes sentiments profondément respectueux.
Robert Dupont
This letter, the first of a series of three addressed to the CGQJ, dramatizes an amorous
triangle between the author, Dupont, a teacher, his wife, and her lover, a Hungarian refugee,
Arthur Schweitzer. Dupont had been fighting at the front only to find his wife involved with
Schweitzer during a military leave. He obviously became jealous and started a series of
denunciations.
In this letter Dupont narrates the genealogy of the relationship between his wife and
Schweitzer: his son was an apprentice in Schweitzer’s shop (business equipment) and his wife
was his bookkeeper. They started having an amorous affair while Dupont was at the front and
eventually his wife moved in with him, abandoning their sickly daughter in Dupont’s house. She
ran his business and ultimately asked for a divorce.
According to Dupont, Schweitzer was not only a Jew but also a militant communist that
worked for extremist organizations. Despite Dupont’s efforts to incriminate him, the authorities
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consider him a Hungarian refugee “ressortissant hongrois.” We could hypothesize that perhaps
Schweitzer was not even a Jew181 and that the idea of his Judaism was deployed as an instrument
of vengeance. Dupont emphasizes that Schweitzer is Jewish in his first letter mentioning this at
least five times since he wishes to have the Aryanization laws applied to him. In addition to this,
he hurls the accusations of communist, noxious influence upon others’ character, and affiliated
with extremist organizations: “[…] une pernicieuse influence […] il était communiste militant,
appartenant à plusieurs organisations extrémistes, dont le secours Rouge International.”
The author expresses his frustration at the inaction ofvarious agencies that refused to
take the extreme measures he asked for to make Schweitzer disappear from his life.He explains
the steps already taken with local authorities to have the situation remedied. He mentions a
previous accusation that caused Schweitzer to be arrested and sent to a concentration camp and
then to prison for five months for aiding and abetting a former employee, a radical leftist and
deserter from the military: “[…] qu’il faisait parvenir des secours (argent, vêtements, vivres,
armes) a un déserteur, son ancien voyageur de commerce, qui n’avait jamais caché ses
convictions anarchistes.” Upon Dupont’s return from the front, he has him arrested again by the
local authorities and sent to the Camp de Vernay. Since his wife visited Schweitzer at the camp
(as we find out in the second letter), and continued to manage his business, Dupont tried to have
the authorities interrupt any correspondence between the two. At this point the wife asked him
for a divorce and he was so desperate that he attempted to have Schweitzer’s business closed or
confiscated so that his wife could not earn a living without him: “J’avais demandé en outre la
fermeture du magasin, où ma femme continue à gérer les affaires du juif. Il m’a été répondu que
ma requête dépassait les pouvoirs de l’administration préfectorale.”
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Within the schema of violent rivalry, the contrast between Dupont and Schwetzer in this
text is a contrast again between Frenchness and foreignness, between virtue and disgrace: “d’un
honnête homme et d’un Français sans reproche” and “un ignoble juif.” It is in the mediation
through the woman, the hyphen, where we can understand the gender transactions that took place
between the three, and the transition to agency that the wife ultimately assumed in this
patriarchal conflict.
As the object of desire, the wife becomes objectified in Dupont’s paternalistic discourse,
a position conform to Vichy ideology after the armistice Initially, the war opened spaces
previously occupied by men for women: they engaged in the war efforts by working under the
umbrella of the Ministry of Defense, mainly in the armament industry and the postal service and
also took many jobs vacated by men who were fighting at the front. After the Armistice, when
men started returning home and needed to work, they reclaimed their former positions. Vichy
ensured that these men would be employed by passing a very repressive law against women, the
Married Women’s Work Act (October 11, 1940), that prohibited married women from working
outside the home if their spouse could provide for the family (Diamond, 32-33.) Vichy advocated
a regressive stance on women with its slogan “travail, famille, patrie,” extolling pronatalism and
familialism as the base for the reconstruction of a decadent France (Deprairies, 214-215). They
asserted that in order to be healthy, women had to get pregnant four times during their lifetimes;
abortion was criminalized on February 15, 1942 (Pollard, Reign, 174), defined as “ a crime
against the individual (the unborn child), society, and the race” (Pollard, “Women,” 44.)
Maternity and femininity had to be confined to the private sphere and were the regime’s ideals
for women.
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By 1942 there was a shortage of labor in France since Germany had a tremendous need
for workers, both in industry and in agriculture. The Germans thus demanded that France send
men to fill these positions and Vichy created two programs for this purpose, La Relève and Le
Service du Travail Obligatoire (STO). The Married Women’s Work Act was repealed and
replaced by the law of September 2, 1942 allowing women to work in all sectors of the
economy:182
The events of the Occupation—specifically the Germans' demand for war labor—
definitively sealed the fate of Vichy's own labor policies. But Vichy had set out to
achieve a revolution. In that vision, women's work and women's dependency were the
cornerstone of an economic restructuring of French society that would restore French
vitality and French order. The "highest goal," that of "social peace," would be achieved,
class struggle and economic conflict could be "smoothed over" (if not entirely resolved)
through an economic mobilization of gender: men given back their pride, status,
autonomy; women "reclassified" through their domestic dependency, as secondary
workers, socially valued but not economically privileged as individuals. Vichy's strategy
to re-represent "work," to reorder French society along these economically asymmetrical
gender lines was based on its ability to construct an imaginaire— of home—where work
undertaken by women was neither labor nor employment. This agenda, however
implausible in the circumstances of 1940-44, represented a thoroughgoing blue-print for a
"revolutionary" France, a France where women would be materially contained au foyer.
(Pollard, Reign of Virtue, 173)
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Dupont deploys Vichy’s ideology of the National Revolution to impose strictly delineated gender
roles upon his wife for the welfare of his family, “C’est une famille française qu’il s’agit de
sauver.” He would have his wife circumscribed to the home where she would be exclusively
dedicated to the traditional nurturing function. His wish is to see her come back to her prescribed
duty, “que ma femme revienne à son devoir.” It is pertinent to note that “devoir” has both the
meaning of duty or obligation, and house chores, a nostalgic view that Vichy promoted in which
a wife has no personal desire, no agency, and no subjectivity. On the other hand, since Dupont’s
wife had a profession and he knew she was working, it is unlikely that he held such narrow
views initially. However, due to the jealous interaction with the rival, he came to adopt the
rhetoric that was being promoted by the regime, and perhaps its ideas.
In his letters Dupont constantly negates the wife’s agency and blames all of her actions
on Schweitzer. This paternalistic narrative is contradicted again and again throughout the three
letters: she goes to visit Schweitzer in Vernay, corresponds with him, abandons the home, runs
his business and ultimately files for divorce. However, Dupont dispels these facts as if she were
under Schweitzer’s control, an incursion into the realm of magical thinking with the primary
fantasy of her passivity, even though the facts constantly contradict this view.
The critical blow that Dupont wishes to deliver to the new couple is the closure or sale of
Schweitzer’s business because he fathoms that his wife would be forced to return to him out of
economic necessity. This attempt to control her proves the validity of a central feminist tenet,
namely that financial independence is one of the most fundamental elements to women’s agency.
In fact, it was probablythe autonomy that Mrs Dupont felt by working at Schweitzer’s, by
running his business, that provided the strength she needed to leave the conjugal home and a
traditional marriage where she evidently felt unfulfilled.
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Despite this picaresque narrative, one can see the plight of three individuals, a man who
fought on the front and was a prisoner of war, a woman trapped within a morass of anti-woman
propaganda and legislation during Vichy, and probably trapped in a confining or loveless
marriage as well, and a Hungarian refugee, whether Jewish or not, that was several times
interned and castigated. This letter demonstrates how women were also sacrificial objects, just
like Jews, within the ideological apparatus of Vichy. In this sense, it is telling that Jews were
often feminized (as subaltern subjects are), indicating that women occupied a radically oppressed
position within their society. And in a similar fashion to Jews, women were targeted by
discriminatory ideology and legislation that codified it.
6.3. The discourse of inverted victimhood
By inverted victimhood we mean the attribution of personal suffering caused by war,
displacement, and occupation at the hands of the German army and the Vichy authorities to what
we will call the “imaginary Jew.” We coin this term as an ethnicized other constructed by
cultural and religious traditions both ancient and contemporary, often fueled by propagandistic
materials. This archetypal persona is often the container of peoples’ frustrations and a psychic
space of displacement of difficult emotions such as fear, anger, shame, guilt, and loss. Hence,
these délateurs perceive themselves as victims of Jewish power despite the fact that Jewish
wealth had systematically been expropriated, and the Jews who had remained in France were
constantly displaced and on the run, trying to survive the penury of war as other Frenchmen.
These authors could not recognize Jews as victims and blamed them for their own hardships.
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6.3.1. Shortages and denunciation: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 3 Sep. 1941
CCCLXVIII-3
L. GONTARD, Chirurgien-Dentiste
5 Place Macé,
ANTIBES
Antibes, le 3 Septembre 1941
Monsieur le Commissaire Général,
Ainsi que vous le savez certainement, la majeure partie de la Colonie Juive a jeté son dévolu sur
la Côte d’Azur et s’y est installé [sic] comme en pays conquis.
Ces indésirables présentent pour la société et la Patrie deux dangers, non seulement parce que
les [sic] Gaullistes forcenés et propagandistes impudents.
D’abord, grâce à leur grande fortune, ils accaparent tout ce qui est consommable à n’importe
quel prix, vont chercher jusque dans les fermes, poulets, lapins, légumes, fruits, et paient
royalement (poulets 400 frs, lapins 300 frs, et le reste dans les mêmes proportions) beaucoup
prennent un taxi ce qui augmente encore de 200 à 300 frs le prix de leurs achats ...si nous ne
trouvons de bonne-à-tout-faire eux en ont, mais ils les paient 800 à 900 frs ... etc...les œufs 5 frs
et le beurre 250 frs sont prix courants pour eux ... comment voulez-vous que les autres classes
puissent lutter ... et pourtant ils ont autant de besoins.
Ensuite, ces affairistes nés font des affaires, et vous vous doutez des affaires qui les intéressent,
ceci au détriment de la société.
Dans bien des cas les commerçants ne leur font pas grise mine car ils ont l’argent et le
pourboire facile ... surtout depuis quelques jours où nous voyons pas mal de juifs que les
événements de Syrie, de l’Iran [,] d’Egypte, en général ont été [sic] chassés de ces régions.
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Avec quelle joie nous les consommateurs, verrions cette tourbe rejetée hors de France, comme
l’Allemagne et l’Italie ont réussi à les refouler hors de leur frontière.
Car nous trouverions plus facilement à nous alimenter et à un prix raisonnable.
Veuilles agréer,

onsieur le Commissaire Général, l’expression de mes sentiments très

distingués.
Signé: L. GONTARD
This letter reflects the research about shortages in the Unoccupied Zone by Fogg and Sweets
mentioned above. The author, Gontard, depicts the influx of Jews in the Côte’ d’Azur through
the model of expansionist colonialism: “la majeure partie de la Colonie Juive […] s’y est
installée comme en pays conquis.” The model is nostalgic of the colonial project of the French
Empire that is now in jeopardy because of the French defeat. The Occupation is a constant
reminder of national humiliation bringing to the fore the fantasy of the former imperial model,
albeit now inverted. The author projects the role of conqueror and conquered upon the Jews,
inverting the roles of victim and victimizer: the French have not been defeated and oppressed by
Germany but by Jewish refugees. This “invasion” is articulated as a premeditated conquest since
the group already had its heart on this region: “a jeté son dévolu sur la Côte d’Azur.”
According to the author these “indésirables” present two dangers for the region and for
the country at large: first, due to their immense fortunes, Jews hoard all the food and other
provisions causing tremendous inflation: “ils accaparent tout ce qui est consommable à
n’importe quel prix, vont chercher jusque dans les fermes, poulets, lapins, légumes, fruits, et
paient royalement (poulets 400 frs, lapins 300 frs, et le reste dans les mêmes proportions.)”
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Secondly, he believes Jews are incipiently dishonest “affairistes nés” (hucksterers).183 This
essentialization naturalizes Jews as selfish wheelers and dealers that exclusively pursue their own
interests and in the process corrupt society, a standard anti-Semitic stereotype. The fact that the
local business owners do not refuse their money or their copious tips is an indication of their
nefarious influence. A second common stereotype one finds in the text is that of the bookish,
weak, bourgeois, Jewish body, since the author claims that Jews take taxis in order to do their
shopping “beaucoup prennent un taxi,” an act that he finds repulsive since it only makes their
wealth more pronounced, and their innate laziness evident. Their laziness and their ostentatious
wealth get reinforced because they also have servants whom they pay abundantly--“... si nous ne
trouvons de bonne-à-tout-faire eux en ont, mais ils les paient 800 à 900 frs …”--while the French
can’t find or afford one. As Bhabha points out, by articulating the other (in this case the Jew)
under the shadow of the fetishistic stereotype, the author assuages his own anxiety about scarcity
and alterity.
In this text we can also find a constructed dichotomy between the frenetic, maniacal, and
unruly Jews: “[g]aullistes forcenés et propagandistes impudents,” “cette tourbe,” and the
civilized French. If Jews were eliminated, order would be reestablished and France could return
to an organized way of life. This would also bring about a remediation of food shortages, “Car
nous trouverions plus facilement à nous alimenter et à un prix raisonnable.”
Gontard also utilizes a class conscious discourse when he creates an opposition between
the Jewish bourgeoisie and the French proletariat, “comment voulez-vous que les autres classes
puissent lutter ... et pourtant ils ont autant de besoins.” Class resentment and solidarity with the
less affluent are present in the letter, for instance when he affirms that all consumers would
183

Affairiste can be translated as wheelers and dealers, profiteers, or hucksters, again referring to
Marx’s essay.
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benefit from, and rejoice in their expulsion from France, as Italy and Germany have already
done.
In keeping with the theme of colonialism, the author mentions the presence of Jewish
immigrants from Syria, Egypt and Iran: “nous voyons pas mal de juifs que les événements de
Syrie, de l’Iran d’Egypte, en général ont été chassés de ces régions.” What the author might be
referring to is the Syria-Lebanon campaign of June and July 1941, also known as “Operation
Exporter,” an Allied invasion of Syria and Lebanon for the purpose of taking over the Vichy
French military bases and of preventing a German incursion into the Middle East. British and
Free French forces prevailed and in the aftermath of this victory Vichy forces were given two
choices: to join de Gaulle’s forces or to be repatriated to France.184
The mention of Egypt and Iran in the text which were simply not involved in this battle
are reflections of the French orientalist imaginary. The first one is reminiscent of Egypt,
evocative of the Napoleonic epic prowess, and that of Iran, an allusion to the popular Les Six
Voyages de J. B. Tavernier (1676) and his chronicle of his excursions to Persia. Colonial desire
is projected onto this situation.
6.3.2. Refugees at the spa: Letter CCCLXVIII-3: 9 May 1943
XXXLXVIII-3
DOCTEUR FRANCK TISSOT
SAINT-GERVAIS-LES-BAINS
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09/05/1943
Monsieur le haut commissaire [sic],
Je viens porter à votre connaissance les faits suivants afin que vous puissiez y mettre bon ordre.
St Gervais est une station prémentoriale [?] d’enfants et de jeunes gens qui rend de grands
services. Ses hôtels et pensions sont emplis pour la plupart de malades : pleurétiques surtout.
Cette station est à peu près unique et ces malades sauraient difficilement aller ailleurs. J’en
appelle à l’autorité des Professeurs Traisier et Courcoux à ce sujet.
Or, les autorités locales, sur la demande des autorités italiennes nous imposent des juifs
étrangers, indésirables sur la Côte d’Azur.
On chasse pratiquement les Français des hôtels choisis par les juifs, en leur réservant les places
libres, sans tenir compte des places retenues.
Des stations comme Megève, déjà juive, ou comme Combloux, Sallanches, les Ouches, ont des
quantités d’hôtels vides ou à peine occupés par quelques touristes. Il serait plus normal d’y
mettre ces juifs étrangers à qui l’on donne pratiquement le pas sur des Français convalescents!
Je vous remercie,

onsieur, de ce que vous voudrez bien faire et vous prie d’agréer mes

salutations empressées.
Fr. TISSOT
Directeur du bureau d’hygiène
Despite the fact that this letter does not denounce any specific Jew, the author targets a
group of Jewish newcomers who are sent to Saint-Gervais in the Haute Savoie region by the
Italian authorities. This letter deals with an inversion of the vulnerable. The author narrativizes
the plight of Jewish refugees as one of appropriation of French spaces displacing two of the most
fragile French populations: pre-school children and people suffering from severe lung illnesses
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like pleurisy and tuberculosis. The author states the latter to underscore the French position of
victimhood against the Jewish invasion “des juifs étrangers, indésirables sur la Côte d’Azur.”
The denouncer gives weight to his authorship through the markings of authority: his position of
doctor and the reference to academics that agree with him: “J’en appelle à l’autorité des
Professeurs Traisier et Courcoux à ce sujet.” He also adopts the position of a self-appointed
guardian and advocate for these defenseless groups in his attempt to protect Saint-Gervais, a
unique French place known for its sanatoriums, from the influx of Jewish refugees, complaining
that the hotel-keepers give Jews all the rooms without respecting existing reservations for the ill.
Besides constructing a set of victims and victimizers, the semiotics of the text establishes
an association with Jews as ill, since they dwell in spaces for the convalescent. These “foreign
Jews” become an abnormal appendage to the town. Abnormality can be read as aberrant, bizarre,
deformed, sick, out of place, horrific and outside the purview of the law.185 For the author it
would be more “normal” to send them to other towns already overtaken by Jews, or towns that
are almost vacant: “Des stations comme Megève, déjà juive, ou comme Combloux, Sallanches,
les Ouches, ont des quantités d’hôtels vides ou à peine occupés par quelques touristes. Il serait
plus normal d’y mettre ces juifs étrangers.” The idea of the abnormal also could be understood
as the presence of a foreign element, and only Jewish segregation from the French mainstream
would lead to purification and restore normalcy and order, “mettre bon ordre,” as the author
requests from the High Commissioner at the beginning of the letter. It is the in-mixing of
ethnicities that seems to cause the disorder that disturbs the denouncer.
The author concludes that this incursion of Jews literally tramples the French ill “à qui
l’on donne pratiquement le pas sur des Français convalescents!” In this violent metaphor he
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“Anormal,” Le Petit Robert.
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again reinforces the role of Jewish victimizer with respect to the helpless French. The ultimate
irony is that many of the resort towns were kept economically afloat by “[…] the influx of
refugees from the north and the resettlement of Jewish families in several of the spas [that]
maintained to some extent the economies of those communities dependent on ‘thermalism’”
(Sweets 9).186 Robert Paxton also states that the hotel keepers and casino owners of la Côte
d’Azur “wanted the business of wealthy Jews” (Vichy France, 160). So, one can be suspicious of
Tissot’s claims that Jews disrupted a spa town full of convalescing French tourists during the
heat of the war, in 1943, under full German occupation. Perhaps we could say that for this rather
anti-Semitic physician it is the presence of Jews, who will always be experienced by him as
contaminating, that is causing his requests for health and order. After all, he was the Director of
the Office of Hygiene of St. Gervais-Les-Bains (Directeur du bureau d’hygiène.) The CGQJ
responded to Tissot, suggesting that he go to the local police or “la Milice” (the French Gestapo)
since the CGQJ could not formally address his preoccupations about “Jewish scandals in St
Gervais.”
6.3.3. Spoliation thwarted: Letter XXXVIII-96: 16 Mar. 1943
XXXVIII-96
Louis Rinville
Rue St-James
Neuilly-sur-Seine
Affaire BEZALEL
Rue Euryale Dehaynin
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PARIS
PARIS, le 16 MARS 1943
COMMISSARIAT GENERAL AUX QUESTIONS JUIVES
Contrôle des Administrateurs Section 7
I, Place des Petits Pères
PARIS
Messieurs,
Je vous confirme mon rapport verbal au sujet du Juif Bézalel (Russe naturalisé le 6 Décembre
1927).
Ce dernier me crée toutes sortes de complications dans l’exercice de ma mission, refus de me
donner les clefs, refus de me donner ses documents comptables, plaintes au commissaire de
Police du quartier de l’Hôpital St. Louis, plaintes au Comité d’Organisation, menaces de
chantage.
En plus Bézalel ne cesse ses insultes, ses sous entendus [sic] et ses menaces de règlements de
comptes à mon sujet. Tout ceci par devant le Commissaire de Police ci-dessus nommé et par
devant Me MINGASSON, Huissier 10 Bld Sébastopol.
Ses menaces ne me font pas peur, mais il me serait pénible d’en venir aux mains pour me
débarrasser de cet énergumène J’aimerai bien dans ce cas avoir l’aide de la police aux
questions juives.
Sur votre avis je me suis rendu à la P.Q. J. Rue Greffulhe. Ces derniers ne peuvent intervenir
d’aucune façon dans ce cas et m’ont conseillé d’intervenir auprès de:
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Mr. PERMYEUX [sic] de la Police Judiciaire aux affaires juives. Th. ODE.43.80. Je vous donne
cette adresse afin d’intervenir vous mêmes [sic] auprès de ce dernier. Sans aide il ne me sera
pas possible de continuer ma mission sans risques de “coup dur.” Ceci à toutes fins utiles.
Veuillez agréer,

essieurs, l’expression de mes sentiments distingués.

(Signed L. Rinville)
The first sentence of the letter reflects the evolution of anti-Semitic practices during
Vichy that reduced the personhood of Jews, from full-citizen to their mere ethnicity. By stating
that Bézalel was a Russian Jew naturalized in 1927, the denouncer surreptitiously refers to the
law of July 22, 1940 that “set up a commission to review all the naturalizations accorded since
1927 and to strip of French nationality all those citizens found undesirable” (Marrus and Paxton
4), obviously with the goal of transforming a naturalized citizen into a foreigner. Moreover, the
author addresses the denounced as “le Juif Bézalel” in line with Darquier de Pellepoix’s
directive that “correspondence must never refer to a Jew as “monsieur,” but only as the “Jew soand-so” (ibid. 301). At the same time, he alludes to two fundamental political anxieties of the
time that were exploited by the fascist government: the Jewish subject was Russian, an
association both with communism and xenophobia.
It is also worth noting that this was a written follow-up to a verbal denunciation to the
CGQJ: not only by writing this letter, but also by contacting the various repressive institutions of
the regime, as we will note further ahead, the délateur is committed to pursuing his double goal
of taking over Bézalel’s business and of turning him in, whatever the implications might be.
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The author of this letter is one of the 7,400 provisional administrators tasked with
managing Jewish businesses until their sale or liquidation.187 In this letter he complains that the
Jewish owner impedes his duty by not giving him the keys of the property and the accounting
books, “refus de me donner les clefs… [et] ses documents comptables,” and by lodging official
complaints against him in the neighborhood police station, “plaintes au commissaire de Police
du quartier,” even resorting to threats of blackmail “menaces de chantage” and insults, “ne cesse
ses insultes.” One can feel the author’s sense of disempowerment, and perhaps emasculation (he
cannot get the “keys,” in a Freudian sense), because of the obstacles he encounters, in contrast to
Bézalel’s vigorous, (virile) resistance. The fact that Bézalel publicly humiliates him, no less in
front of the police chief and the bailiff, reinforces the author’s sense of impotence and
victimization. “Bézalel ne cesse ses insultes […] à mon sujet. Tout ceci par devant le
Commissaire de Police […] et par devant

e

INGASSON, Huissier.”

The author states that the gangster-like threats of Bézalel “règlements de comptes” do not
frighten him but to the contrary, we can assume that he is scared of this “énergumène” -madman -- since he would not want to confront him physically without the help of the Police for
Jewish Affairs (PQJ.) In this case we can observe how the assertive, strong Jew who defends his
interests is a terrifying figure that has become aggrandized, all-powerful, or simply
psychologically violent or crazy, since propaganda of the time had constructed Jews as weak and
submissive. In fact, many Jews did cooperate with the French authorities who deceived them into
thinking that by registering with them and complying with the anti-Semitic laws, they would be
protected, most especially if they were French citizens.
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These were appointed by the SCAP (Service de Contrôle des Administrateurs Provisoires) or
the CGQJ. See Marrus and Paxton, 153-169.
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In the text we get a glimpse of the complexity of French bureaucracies during Vichy, the
multiple levels of apparati of repression (CGQG, PQJ, local police and bailiffs, Police
Judiciaire) and of a disarticulation that wittingly or unwittingly undermined Vichy policies. We
can also perceive the fissures of institutional resistance within Vichy’s government. In this case
authorities simply refused to help the provisional administrator stating that it was not in their
purview to do so.188
On the direct advice of the CGQJ, the denouncer approached the PQJ, to no avail as this
office considered that this affair was out their jurisdiction. They suggested that he contact Mr.
Permilleux, (PERMYEUX in the text), the Police Commissioner and head of the division of
Jewish Affairs in Paris (Poznanski 361). He was the official to whom other agencies turned over
their suspects as he had the unequivocal authority to arrest and intern them at Drancy (Poznanski
306).
Rinville finally exhorts the “Contrôle des Administrateurs” of the CGQJ to help him in
his work since without their support he might fail, “Sans aide il ne me sera pas possible de
continuer ma mission sans risques de ‘coup dur.’” Again we can sense both the fear of the
administrator --perhaps of Bézalel, perhaps of losing his job--and his frustration towards the
bureaucratic insensitivity, indifference, and incompetence he has encountered. He feels
188

It must be noted that the PQJ, the Police of Jewish Affaires under the CGQJ, had been
abolished and reborn as the SEC (Sections d’Enquête et Contrôle/Division of Investigations and
Inspections) in the spring of 1942. Its purview was technically limited to investigations and
recommendations, without the authority to makes arrests: “the SEC was excluded from all
judicial acts (arrests, searches, et cetera) and charged […] to reserve for themselves any
decisions about what further should be done about suspects identified by the SEC” (Marrus and
Paxton 296). This excuse or reason was often used when the CGQJ did not want to follow up or
take action for whatever reason. However, quite zealous in probing “the slightest infraction of
anti-Jewish laws with a pedantry hitherto found only in the SS” (ibid., 297), the SEC made
arrests from the outset in the occupied zone (ibid). The SEC was also infamous for its “hunting
of Jews” in the streets of Paris relying on notions of Jewish facial features for recognition
(Poznanski 306).
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victimized both by Bézalel and the bureaucratic labyrinth he has had to traverse. He comes
across as one of the true believers of Vichy’s policies and seems to consider his work as an
important mission to further the National Revolution.
Conclusion
Although most of these letters are discursively fluid and could be classified under several
of the denunciatory categories that I have delineated, I organized them according to the discourse
that seemed to stand out the most; that contained the key constitutive elements and tropes
appropriate for each section. Multiple factors could have motivated any denunciation: envy,
vengeance, scarcity, inflation, and careerism, a sense of duty in abiding by the new laws and
government directives, or anti-Semitism. However, whatever the impetus, these pernicious
missives led to investigations, to spoliation of Jewish property and businesses, and could
ultimately be deadly.
These letters are representative of the voice of perpetrators, the petits assassins de plume,
a voice that has remained hidden, ignored or intentionally effaced, and has therefore obfuscated
the French alliance with Nazi Germany and France’s direct participation in the machinery of the
Shoah. They are part of the archeology of Vichy, artifacts that reveal the popular voices,
inflections, and xenophobic superstitions that prevailed during this dark period. They also unveil
quotidian and complicit practices from the occupied and unoccupied zones, where one can find a
cross-section of regions (Algiers, Tunisia, Morocco, Paris, Northern and Southern France, etc.), a
panorama of France at the time.
For those who write the letters, a narrative of injustice emerges where the author feels
he/she has been wronged; that it is unfair that the Jews have so much (jobs, money, health
services, matches!) while they have so little; that there is an infringement of the Vichy Laws by
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the Jewish person(s) in question and it is incumbent upon the writers to do the right thing by
informing the authorities for the sake of the nation; and where Jews who fled for safety, the
South of France, for instance, have invaded the territory of real French people, flaunt their wealth
and privilege, swarming and buzzing like an infestation of insects, mosquitoes and flies.
For those against whom these letters are written, a narrative of dispossession, deemancipation, betrayal, and exile is inferred. These letters tell a story of economic loss, loss of
livelihood, home and personal property; of segregation, criminalization, scapegoating,
incarceration, clandestinity and flight of people who, underneath the rhetoric and gloss of the
democratic Republic, were never really considered fully French with inalienable rights. They
were tolerated, instrumentalized, and discarded when the nation needed a scapegoat – a
sacrificial figure - against which to consolidate and unify a fractured and splintered society after
a national catastrophe. These letters are particularly haunting in that they contain discursive
evidence illuminating the machinations, subterfuge, and trickery of a regime that would sacrifice
its Jewish population at every turn, allowing for the deportation and death of 76,000 Jews.
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Epilogue: Commemoration and its vicissitudes

The thesis developed in this dissertation outlining conflicting tendencies towards Jews in France
throughout its history is reflected in the various approaches towards memorialization of the
Shoah. An analysis of three sites of memory crucial to Jewish interment and deportation under
Vichy, Véldrome d’hiver, Drancy, and Camp des Milles, sheds light on the continued
ambivalence toward France’s role in the Holocaust and on the difficulty of France to come to
grips with its collaboration with Germany during WWII. Each one of these three lieux de
mémoire represents an approach to preservation or erasure of memory.
Vel’ d’Hiv
The Véldrome d’Hiver,189 originally an indoor bicycle racing stadium, was the site where close
to 8,000 out of 13,152 Jews were arrested during the major roundup in Paris on July 16 and 17,
1942 (la grande raffle du Vel’ d’Hiv) and confined for five days in deplorable conditions. This
roundup was a marker of France’s commitment to the participation in the Final Solution and it
was a joint German and French operation.
The building of the Véldrome d’Hiver, located at rue Nélaton, not far from the Eiffel
Tower, went through a process of recycling, erasure, and finally, memorialization. Thousands of
Algerians were held there in 1958 during a period of Algerian riots throughout France
reproducing the function of prison it had during Vichy, reigniting the violence that that place had
recently seen.
A memorial plaque in honor of the victims of Vel’ d’Hiv had been placed on the building
around 1959 by the Jewish community. The inscription on the plaque states the exact number of
men, women, and children kept at the Vélodrome by the police of the Vichy government under
189

See Appendix C, p. 402, for photographs of Vel d’Hiv’.
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orders of the Nazi occupants (emph., tr. mine). On the bottom of the plaque the “letters Tav-NunTzadik-Bet-Hey form an abbreviation to: ‘may his/her soul be bound up in the bond of life’”
(Hershkovitz 3), a solemn and prayerful inscription that makes this engraving undoubtedly
Jewish, but still discreet: the desire to honor the dead was perhaps ghosted by the events that had
happened all too recently. The plaque was moved to 8 Boulevard de Grenelle after the building
was demolished due to a fire in 1959. Meanwhile an annex of the Ministry of Interior, and
apartment buildings were built on the very site where the stadium had stood, erasing the visible
marker of the intersection of both colonialism and Nazi collaboration, a silencing of a space of
multidirectional memory (Rothberg xiii).
After more than thirty years of silence, President Mitterand decreed that a monument be
erected near the site where the Vélodrome once stood, on Quai de Grennelle, which was
inaugurated on July 17, 1994, fifty-two years after the roundup. The monument was sculpted by
Walter Spitzer whose family had survived Auschwitz and it enshrines a scene of Jews camped
out on the floor of the Vélodrome. A woman leaning on a suitcase, a couple comforting each
other, a girl playing with her doll, a family holding their son, all evoke the pathos of betrayal and
uncertainty. A significant aspect of the monument is the total absence of the yellow star on their
clothing: despite being a secular site of memory, it represents an event motivated by ethnic and
religious hatred, thus the symbol is historically accurate and warranted. With perhaps the best of
intensions, we still have a symbolic effacement.
The legend under the monument echoes this omission by stating that this is a homage to
the victims of “racist and anti-Semitic persecutions and crimes against humanity committed
under the authority of the so-called (l’autorité de fait dite) government of the French state” (tr.
mine). Two glaring problems are conveyed in this inscription: one, the inclusion of the word
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“racism” in the text, when the roundup exclusively targeted Jews and was motivated by antiSemitism; this inclusion serves the purpose of diluting the prejudice, of confounding its meaning
and ultimately of universalizing it by undoing any Jewish specificity. The second sanitizing
phrase is the one deflecting responsibility from the French state since it was only the “so-called
government” that had committed these acts.
Drancy
Drancy,190 known as the antechamber to Auschwitz, was at first a public housing project initiated
in the 1930’s, but the construction was only partially completed by the beginning of the war. In
the buildings that became the Camp de Drancy there were no doors on most of the apartments or
rooms, many had no windows, and there were no bathroom facilities, nor running water. On June
14, 1940 the Germans appropriated Drancy, making it a camp for French and English prisoners
of war. After the roundup of August 20, 1941 the camp became Drancy la juive and was slated
for Jewish imprisonment and deportation, becoming both a concentration camp for Jews where
they could stay anywhere from three days to twenty months (and even longer), and a major
transit camp from where most of the French convoys to death camps departed. Rajfus states that
“67 out of the 79 convoys [would] leave from Drancy” (Drancy, 14).
After the liberation of France, with the growth of the population and the expansion of
Paris, it was transformed into a public housing project, changing its name to the original la cité
de la Muette--the city of the mute-- of the 30’s, a cruel foreshadowing of the institutional
deletion and silence that persists even today. Some people could disagree with this sentiment
since there have been different attempts at memorialization. However, the previous barracks
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remain an inhabited HLM rather than a designated site of historical significance, the dark years
covered over like a palimpsest of dispossession.
It took thirty-two years after the deportations for the first commemorative monument to
be inaugurated, a sculpture by Shelomo Selinger (1976). Selinger based his project on Rodin’s
"Gates of Hell:" two portals representing the infernal gates with inscriptions in French and
Hebrew frame ten amalgamated figures, both secular and religious (a Jewish minyan, a quorum
for prayer). Women, children, and men disappear into each other, as if losing their identity in the
collective whirlwind, fused together by the tragedy of the Shoah (University of Minnesota,
Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, par. 1- 3). The inscriptions read: “From this place,
French Jews were deported to concentration camps and to death. Nearly 100,000 Jewish men,
women and children were interned here before deportation to Auschwitz. Only 1,518 returned;
256 were shot as hostages” (qtd. in ibid., par. 4). The second quote cites the Book of
Lamentations in the Bible: ‘Look and See, for it is a sadness comparable to my sadness” (ibid.).
The sense that Drancy had not become in full a lieu de mémoire prompted, almost a
decade later, in 1988, the installation of a cattle-car (wagon à bestiaux—wagon for animals)
symbolically placed near Selinger’s sculpture to commemorate the deportations. In 2001
discussions were motivated by the recognition of the historical importance of the site and its
need for further memorialization. The discussion started after a book of photographs of Drancy
was published by the American photographer William Betch, Drancy ou le Travail d’Oubli
(2001) with hauntingly beautiful photographs from the site, of its disrepair in the present, of its
past Hebrew and French graffiti and intimate inscriptions hidden in the basement. That year the
building was classified as a historical monument for being a pioneering project in modern public
housing (Géraud par. 2-3), a very problematic interpretation of its historical importance. Heated
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discussions continued especially around the site where a more elaborate memorial was to be
placed, especially whether la Muette itself should be recuperated like Drancy and become the
memorial itself. But with regard to that proposition, much concern was expressed about how the
current tenants would be affected and how the community of Drancy viewed the idea of a
memorial on site. For example, one resident of la Muette since 1954 expressed the view that a
monument, a cattle-car, and then a museum “ça fait beaucoup,” were altogether too much
(tr.mine) (ibid. par. 10). She also believed that all this could cause problems because there were
many Muslims and she feared problems with anti-Semitism. Another tenant who had lived there
for twenty-five years is quoted as saying that the past seemed to be more important than the
conditions of the current residents and that nobody cared about their problems (ibid. par. 11). On
the other hand, the mayor of the city of Drancy, Jacques-Christophe Lagarde, wanted to see the
entire cité de la Muette vacated and restored as a historical site and as a museum dedicated to the
deportation of Jews (Weill par. 4, 5).
What is interesting is how the representatives of the Foundation du Memorial de la Shoah
articulated their position. Both Simone Veil and Serge Klarsfeld were not in favor of the idea of
turning la cité itself into the memorial. They were concerned about the more than 500 people
who lived there and who were economically vulnerable and knew that the tenants were already
upset by rumors of eviction. Klarsfeld stated that “il fallait que la cité de Muette demeure un lieu
de vie […] et ne pas gêner les gens,” la Muette should become a site of life and the memorial
should not bother the residents (tr. mine, ibid. par. 6). Jacques Fredj, the Director of the
Memorial de la Shoah at the time, shared this exact sentiment: “l’ancien camp est redevenu un
lieu de vie,” the former camp has become a site of life (tr. mine, Forster par. 3). In my opinion,
people ought not to live in a site with such a somber legacy of death.
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Le Mémorial de la Shoah at Drancy that consists of a museum with an educational center
was inaugurated September 23, 2012, across the street and off to the side from la Muette, in
order to be inconspicuous. Jacques Fredj opined that the Memorial at Drancy is a site of
education and history “un lieu d’education et d’histoire” but was not be a commemorative
monument (ibid. par. 4).
Central to the conception of the Foundations’ memorial at Drancy was the idea that the
museum should be discreet, unobtrusive, and blend into the urban landscape of the
neighborhood, that is to say, not disturbing the community, or as Fredj puts it: “Il fallait un
bâtiment qui ne soit ni clinquant ni arrogant. Un lieu transparent,” it should be a building that
doesn’t clash with the environment and that is not arrogant. A transparent site (tr. mine, qtd. in
Géraud par. 1). I feel that the Shoah Foundation’s emphasis on invisibility, an invisibility
extended to the Jewish community in France and its recent trauma, falls into a precautionary
attitude that reflects the history of French Jewish oppression. I can’t help but feel that the
representatives of the Memorial rationalized the construction of a peripheral museum rather than
memorializing the entire site as other camps have, from Treblinka, to Dachau, to Camp de Mille.
Meanwhile the residents of La Muette remain imprisoned in a historical trauma; by freeing both
the residents from the specter of the past and the memories within the walls of “Drancy la juive”
memorialization can finally be successfully achieved. The impetus of adding more and more
layers of monuments (Selinger’s memorial, the cattle-car, and now the museum,) speaks to an
insufficiency of commemoration because the place has not been recuperated properly; moreover,
nobody should live at Camp de Drancy due its legacy of death.
Drancy currently has a large population of Muslim tenants who are economically
disadvantaged. Approximately five hundred tenants live there at any given time. Through the
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intervention of the Shoah Foundation the residents have become aware of the history of the
place. Moreover once again the French government has pitted the Jewish Community, who
would like to preserve the site as a lieu de mémoire, against the underprivileged residents of the
projects.The Muslim community feels an invasive presence due to the construction of the
museum and feels ogled at by the visitors who wish to honor the deportees to Auschwitz by
visiting the site. They also feel threatened that they might lose their homes and that Jews will
take them over. In my estimation the French government rather than creating conflict among
communities should have long ago constructed new public housing up to modern standards, and
la Cité de la Muette should have been restored and preserved as Drancy, with the removal of the
contemporary veneer that is covering up its ghostly legacy so that proper commemoration can
take place.
Camp des Milles
Camp des Milles191 is located in the south of France on the outskirts of Aix-en-Provence. Called
by some ‘Vel’ d’Hiv du sud’ because of the Jewish families and children that were interned there
before their deportation, it was founded in 1882 as a brick and tile factury (Tuilerie des Milles),
and was closed in early 1939 due to the economic recession. Under the Third Repubic, when the
war began in 1939, it became an interment camp for German and Austrian refugees who were
seen as possible enemies of the state. Many of the refugees were Jews escaping Hitler’s policies.
From July 1940 to July 1942, a second period of the camp when it became both a transit and an
internment camp for undesirables, there was a greater population including the anti-fascist
brigade of Spanish refugees from the Civil War, Jews expelled from the Palatinat, and a great
many “degenerate” artists and intellectuals. Many internees were waiting for emigration visas to
191
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any country that would accept them. The third period, from Aug.-Sept. 1942, it became a
deportation camp for Jews and approximately 2000 women, men, and children were deported to
Auschwitz via Drancy or Rive Salts, another transit camp (Camp des Milles, 6-7). After
Germany occupied the South in November 1942, it was closed as a camp and became a
warehouse for German ammunitions.
From the end of the war to 1982, it remained unoccupied and was visited by some
researchers and former inmates who wanted to recuperate their past in order to write testimonies
of their experiences there. At the end of these years a movement to memorialize the place was
initiated. Serge Klarsfeld started research on the names and identity of the deportees to
Auschwitz (ibid. 26). In 1983 given that the owners of the property were going to demolish the
building that had been the dining hall of the guards of the camp (hall of painted murals—several
of the artists who had stayed there had painted these), Jewish and non-Jewish local and national
organizations like le Conseil Représentatif des Institutions Juives de France and la mairie d’Aixen-Provence, moved to have the site classified as a historical monument to be protected and
restored and they succeeded in their endeavor.
In 1985 a commemorative stele was placed at the entrance of the camp and most
importantly a committee was formed with the mission of preserving the camp and creating a
memorial museum of the deportation, the resistance, and interment on this site. In 1992 what is
called the Chemin de Deportés, the walkway that the deportees had to go through from the camp
to get to the trains towards their death was opened to the public. At the end of the pathway a
wagon du souvenir was placed (ibid.). In 1993, the dining hall with murals was opened to the
public. In 2004 the entire camp was classified as a historical moment and from 2006-2009 the
necessary financial resources, both public and private were put together and it was bought under
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auspices of la Fondation pour la Mémoire de la Shoah (ibid., 27).
On September 10, 2012 the memorial site was completed and inaugurated. La Fondation de
Camp de Milles (FCM) oversees all the exhibitions, and activity in this lieu de mémoire.
The establishment of the camp as lieu de mémoire was not an easy one, from the fact that
it was initially a private property, to the need to convince politicians to come on board. Putting
together the funding, assembling historians, restorers, survivors, intellectuals of different areas to
arrive at the conception of what the memorial site would be like, what it would look like,
achieving the archeology of objects, graffiti, scribblings, gathering letters sent from the site and
memoirs written about it; tracing the dead deportees, personalizing each one, was probably one
of the most difficult and painful tasks that had to be accomplished in the process of transforming
the site. The mission statement of the FCM reveals the seriousness of its intent to fight all types
of “racism, anti-Semitism and fanaticism” (Memorial Site of Les Milles Camp, par. 2):
The museum's action aims to increase the vigilance and responsibility of each of us in the
face of racism, anti-Semitism and fanaticism of every kind:
By keeping alive the memory and history of the Holocaust and the genocide crimes
committed against Armenians, Gypsies and Tutsis, as well as the resistance to these
crimes.
By drawing on the scientific research that might help us understand the individual and
collective processes that engendered such crimes, but also the capacities that allow
people to fight back (ibid. par. 2-4).
In this mission statement we can see the emphasis given to the multidirectionality of
memory, the connection between various communities who are victims of hatred and
persecution, the need to intersect in order to achieve deeper understanding of human cruelty and
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tragedy, and the ways it can be collectively averted through coalitions between communities.
There are three areas to visit of the Memorial du Camp de Milles: the first one is the
historical context that gave rise to the camp. The second area is the visit to the memorial itself,
that is, the building where inmates lived, their dormitories, their refectory, the rooms where the
bricks were initially made, the kiln, and how the internees transformed them into social spaces.
This visit cannot be described by any other term than phenomenological since the visitors’
bodies experience the bareness of the existence of the inmates, participate in their venues of
resistance, of survival, of entertainment while waiting to be deported, the precariousness of their
conditions. The third part of the visit is called the reflection area, where one can watch films,
interact with moderators, ask questions and share opinions. There are interactive displays that
facilitate the understanding of the processes that can lead to genocide with the latest research on
the topic, views on collective trauma, passivity, and discourse, focusing on stereotypes and how
they can lead to depersonalization and ultimately to dehumanization. In this area they also
investigate the various forms of resistance that one can adopt in the face of a movement bent on
the exclusion and destruction of a people.
The Memorial de Camp de Milles also has a year-round program of events, from
conferences, to exhibitions, films, debates, education workshops, concerts, etc. In my experience,
the community in and around Aix seems to be invested in the project, seeing the positive effect it
has in reaching people, all kinds of people, and the participation of students from various
disciplines who do their internships there (stages). All are extremely touched by the opportunity
to work there and learn the collaborative processes of memory preservation. The site achieves
remembrance and memorialization in a deep and significant way, and itis extremely successful in
its endeavor.
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To conclude, the institutional approaches to these sites denote diverse attitudes that not
only mold popular perception, but are a “combat contre l’oubli et l’ignorance” (Camp des
Milles, 26). In the case of Vel d’Hiv, the absence of the building itself opens up a void of
memorialization, creating the erasure of the most important marker of the Shoah in Paris. The
moving sculpture at Vel d’Hiv is in my opinion a good beginning for more significant and visible
markers of the site in the future.
My view of Drancy is that after the construction of dignified public housing, the
occupants should be relocated, opening up the cité de la Muette and its haunted quarters to
effective memorialization of Drancy la juive. This recycled site of haunted and grotesque
pastiche should then be restored to reproduce the space of the deportations from 1941-1944
removing paint and wall paper in order to unveil inscriptions and drawings on the walls
following the model of Camp des Milles. A more immediate relationship between the museum
and the camp itself should be established opening Habermasian spaces of dialogue between
communities.
In my estimation, the Camp des Milles sets the standard for the preservation of lieux de
mémoire. Its recuperation of the past includes both didactic and cultural intersectional spaces
with other genocides respectfully recovering the history of the period and the relevance of the
site without foregoing the particularity of the space.
My hope is that this dissertation has opened up hidden, forlorn spaces from the archive
through the excavation of textual matter in the spirit of the restoration of Camp des Milles. I
understand the difference in scope of both projects, but also their link, as any one of these letters
might have been responsible for a victim’s interment in such a camp. Both undertakings attempt
to illuminate the content of spaces and words by extracting and distilling meaning, by peeling
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phrases and walls in order to discover the raw materials of a sordid past. Each letter is a lieu de
mémoire, and every analysis is an archeological dig that renders a unique narrative, like mute
stones that need to be enlivened. By including not only the transcriptions of the letters but
facsimiles of these and other documents in the appendices, I strived to give the reader a sense of
the somatic experiences that one has in handling these texts, in walking through spaces like the
Camp des Milles. By carefully analyzing the materiality of these phantasmagoric letters, one
realizes that the voices heard are not only those of the denouncers: one can also infer the silent
presence, the testimony of the victims they denounced; one can deduce, from their descriptions,
their personalities, and imagine their hurried escapes, their holding onto the hope of survival. In
this sense, both victims and perpetrators remain inextricably entwined in these texts.
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Conclusions

1. The Mémorial de la Shoah intersects with other genocides in its commitment to educate
and transmit the plight of people subjected to extermination and to preserve the memory
of those who perished under its violence. For example, in 2014 it mounted an exhibition
in commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the Rwandan genocide of the Tutsi,
“Rwanda 1994: le génocide des Tutsi.” It was organized and curated in conjunction with
Rwandan researchers and the association Voices of Rwanda. A special issue of the
journal Vingtième siècle, “Le génocide des Tutsi rwandais, 20 ans après” was published
bringing to light important new research concerning the Tutsi genocide.
In 2015 there will be a conference, organized in partnership with the Goethe Institute, on
the Gypsie genocide, “Le génocide des Sinti et Rom – histoire et mémoire” to mark the
commemoration the 70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz.
The Mémorial de la Shoah will also present a major exhibition on the Armenian
genocide, “Le génocide des Arméniens en 1915: stigmatiser, exclure, détruire” from
March 27 through September 2015 and offer a series of colloquia, educational and
cultural activities that lead to an intersectional understanding of all genocides, creating a
space of multidirectional memory without losing the specificity of each tragedy.
2. Memorialization is an essential component of mourning, of processing historical events
and our role in them. Both for victims and perpetrators, this process is indispensable for
working through the trauma it leaves them with. The act of consecrating a space to
memorialize it allows people to remember their experiences there, to validate their
memories, and to deal with the psychological effects they are left with.
As the positionality of perpetrators and victims are often diametrically opposed, both
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suffer different effects of the experience. It is indispensable for victims to elicit memories
in order to process them. On the other hand, perpetrators also need to acknowledge their
role in the events at hand if they are going to be free of their haunting, a haunting that
visits a society transgenerationally should they not acknowledge their past. In the case of
Vichy, it was not until 1995 that the French president at the time, Jacques Chirac,
publically admitted French responsibility in the French Jewish genocide:
Yes, the criminal folly of the occupier was assisted by French, by the French
state.
France, homeland of the Enlightenment and of human rights, land of welcome and
asylum, France, on that very day, accomplished the irreparable […]. Failing her
promise, she delivered those she was to protect to their murderers. (Di Paz 12-13)
Dute to the efforts of some politicians and the flurry of studies by scholars who have
sought to research the Vichy years since the 90’s, there has been more openness about
French collaboration with Germany, an assumption and acknowledgement of
responsibility by the French government. However, I believe that much has still to be
done in terms of popular recognition of events during Vichy: due to the silence of the
generation immediately after the war, their children were enveloped in the ghostly matter
of oblivion that needs to be lifted.
This study is one of the multiple attempts not only to expose, but hopefully to educate
academics and the general public about denunciatory practices in Vichy.
3. The archival research I engaged in led to my comprehension of the importance of the
materiality of each letter since each one is an artifact of history that reveals the past, its
authors, and its victims. I have come to understand that each letter is a lieu de mémoire
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itself. The careful analysis not only of its content, but its paper, its letterhead, its
markings, its pentimentos, its bureaucratic trajectory discloses a personal narrative, the
micro-history, as well as the macro-historical panorama of Vichy. This collection of
letters belonging to the archives of the CGQJ reveals the engrenage of a political
apparatus where both the process of denunciation and every one of these letters became a
relevant part of the mechanisms of control, the everyday acts that aided in the creation of
a totalitarian regime. Each one is a microcosm of the social episteme of the period that
reflects the efficacy of the propaganda and the state apparati that institutionalized and
legitimized persecution.
4. The collection of letters of denunciation in this dissertation was examined with a wide
array of literary theoretical and rhetorical devices in order to reveal the tropes and
discursive constructions behind this practice. Through the close reading of these texts I
proposed to go beyond the kind of thematic classification typically found in previous
studies and instead to deconstruct the letters in order to understand the motivations
behind their writing, to trace the palimpsest of propagandistic slogans present in their
phrases, to find in their literality the continuity of a long tradition of anti-Semitic and
fascist writing in France. I sought to establish the links between these discourses, the
anaphoric phraseology, the recurrent sources, and the legal framework that propelled
denunciation under Vichy. These letters depict how Vichy’s politics influenced common
people from all walks of life beyond class, gender, and region. One can also gather from
this collection the different forms in which anti-Semitism was articulated, illuminating
the different forms it can take.
5. The letters from this particular collection debunk the popular myth that délation was a
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female activity, especially taken up by women from inferior social classes and of
questionable morality; that women had nothing better to do than gossip and write
vindictive and petty letters denouncing others. Approximately 95% of those I examined
were written by men from all walks of life; many authors were from the liberal
professions, doctors, lawyers, dentists, and businessmen, shopkeepers, factory workers,
farmers from small villages, people from Paris, from Morocco, from Algiers, from South
and Southwestern France. The fact that many more men than women are the authors of
these letters demonstrates how Pétain’s totalitarian project, the Révolution Nationale, was
in the same vein as colonialism, a masculine enterprise. It was a gendered movement that
wanted to put women back in the house in accordance with Vichy’s slogan of travail,
famille, patrie, to create a more virile nation, to reconstitute a strong patriarchal society.
6. This research is also relevant insofar as it expands the canon of Holocaust literature by
seeking to understand the voice of the perpetrators and their rationale. This epistolary
corpus ought to be seen as the continuity of the pantheon of anti-Semitic, xenophobic,
and fascist authors and intellectuals, a strong tradition in France from the mid-nineteenth
century through the twentieth century. Their voices echo the anti-Semitic legacy of
Voltaire, Toussenel, Drumont, Barrès, Maurras, to Céline, and the writings of the officers
of Vichy responsible for anti-Semitic policy: Xavier Vallat, Dalquier de Pellepoix, and
Pétain himself. Through the use of a discursive approach, my hope is that the letters can
provide not only a framework to understand the perpetrators’ voices but also to develop a
healthy skepticism toward the literature of the period, including writings by famous
authors --who claimed not to participate in the regime while taking advantage of some of
its policies-- all the while tempering our assessment with the understanding that the
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impetus for survival was a factor in this participation. The discursive categories in this
corpus allow us to understand how ideology is constructed and deployed in the service of
the dehumanization and oppression of a group for political and monetary gain.
7. French epistolary conventions with their formulaic structure were most closely adopted
by the better-educated denouncers, although they are present to a greater or lesser degree
in all. French anti-Semitic literary tradition coupled with the incorporation of slang and
everyday language is a relevant characteristic particular to these letters reflecting the
influence of the popular culture of their time and of particular regions: slogans,
pamphlets, newspapers, cartoons, speeches, posters, radio emissions, and other popular
venues imbued with anti-Semitic propaganda were regurgitated throughout this corpus.
Reverberations of more archaic forms of anti-Semitism, like religious and racial slurs and
prejudices, would appear and be recycled to fit the tenets of the National Revolution.
8. The authors of these letters, whatever their motivation, however traumatized, hungry,
afraid, envious, or vindictive, were moved to denounce by the need to displace the
responsibility for France’s defeat and occupation, as well as their own personal tragedies.
The scapegoats of this displacement were the Jews, both French and foreign. The stresses
of war and occupation were also blamed on them, giving these letter writers additional
excuses and further motivations to impugn their national enemies. The legislative
apparatus of Pétain’s government gave these petits assassins de plume the license to
denounce: after all it was their civic duty and legal obligation.
However trivial or petty these letters may seem, each of them constituted an assault on
Jewish identity and was a small nail in the coffin of European Jewry. Feeling as I do the
sting of each word, I understand that the value of these letters resides in the
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comprehension of the betrayal of humanistic and inclusive ideals.
9. This collection of letters of denunciation is only one of many archival sources that help to
illustrate the convoluted time of Vichy. Further epistolary studies in the Bibiotheque
Nationale, Yad Vashem and other archives can further extend the canon in order to
expose the quotidian and the ideological, and would be valuable not only for historians
and sociologists, but also for researchers of literature, linguistics, and other fields.
A parallel studying of memoirs and letters of survivors and this corpus of letters might
enhance the understanding of diverse facets of the war that could enrich both research
and the graduate classroom. Multiple projects inspired by these letters could be
developed as well, from fiction, to archival exhibitions, to films.
Letters against freemasons, communists, partisans, and other enemies of the Vichy State
should also be located and investigated. Without sacrificing the specificity of the Shoah
or the martyrdom of other groups, a comparative reading of all of these letters could
produce a a more complete picture of persecution in Vichy, and intersectional
explorations could illuminate our understanding of these tragic events.
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Appendix A
Letters of Denunciation
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4.1. Discourse of Illegality
4.1.1. Jews as the cause of scarcity
CDJC CCCLXVIII-2 Barthélémy Emile to Maréchal Pétain , 23 September 1942.
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The author complains that there is a scourge of Jews in the small villages near Gers since they
are chased out of the big cities for not wearing the yellow star. There is a severe drought that has
caused food shortages and people are very hungry. He complains that the Jews live in expensive
housing with heat and electricity and they have all kinds of food at high prices on the black
market, making it impossible for locals to buy their foodstuffs. There is an incessant mention of
many kinds of food: stringbeans, sardines, vegetables, eggs, potatoes, etc. The author seems to be
suffering and very hungry. He asks for an investigation in the area.
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4.1.2. The de-Judaification of France
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Mr. TOLLINCHI, Directeur Régional Adjoint at Montpellier to Mr. le
Procureur de l’Etat Français at RODEZ, 17 September 1943.

Tollinchi writes to the attorney general for the French State at Rodez concerning the Affair Solal
and Gerly. He informs him that legal proceedings will be brought against the Jew Solal for
falsifying the baptismal papers of his two children so that they would be categorized as nonJews. Also a complaint has been filed against the priest (abbey) Gerly, curé de FAYET for
falsifying the date of the baptism.
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4.1.3. The Yellow Star: Visibility and Power
CDJC XXXVIII-83 Georges SANTERNE addressed to CGQJ, 25 January 1943.

The co-owner, Santerne, of a certain apartment building wants to let the Commissioner know
that his concierge informed him that the police alerted her to the fact that one of the tenants is a
Jew named SROUSSI who has lied about being Jewish in previous interrogations. In addition, he
does not wear his yellow star. The writer requests a return receipt and includes a stamped
envelope.
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4.1.4. Medicine and the Plague
CDJC CCCLXVIII-2 Mr. Daggia addressed to CGQJ, 14 August 1942.

The author accuses Alexandre FLORIAN, a Romanian Jew, of violating the interdiction against
practicing medicine and dentistry. He has not registered as a Jew but he does not accept payment
in money but in goods instead for his services. In addition, Florian allegedly gives antigovernment and antinational speeches and is a rabid Gaullist.
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4.1.5. Homo Sacer
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Service de l’Action Civique to CGQJ, 16 September 1941.

The author passes on information obtained from the Union Départementale des ALPESMARITIMES concerning Henri FERRO who was accused of being an Israelite and a son of a
foreign Israelite by the prefect of the Alpes-Maritimes. FERRO has nevertheless been given the
position of inter-regional delegate for 11 départements. The author seeks clarification on whether
or not the Statutes against the Jews could be applied to FERRO as this is a rather high
administrative position. (Signed illegibly)
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4.1.6. Spoliation
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 LAURENT to CGQJ, 23 March 1942.

The author writes about a Polish Jew, AST, who is the owner of a shoe factory and has fled to
Grenoble. He states that the provisional administrator of AST’s factory is allied with the owner,
too pro-Jewish, and finds some way to prevent the sale of the factory when a buyer comes along.
There are talks of putting an Aryan manager in the factory but the denouncer is sure that it is just
a ruse on the part of the owner and administrator as the new manager will only serve as an
“homme de paille” (front man, puppet) to protect their interests. The wife of AST has emptied
much of the inventory which she has done by remaining in Paris. She lives in their apartment and
has stored their silver in a secure place; she has valises, money, and letters smuggled beyond the
line of demarcation to her family in Grenoble. The author suggests starting an enquiry with
respect to the guards at the train station at Lyon and Grenoble who allow the comings and goings
as well as the wife and the administrator.
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Discourse of Otherness
4.2.1. Wild Man
CDJC XXXVIII-56 Julius Lozet addressed to Delquier de Pellepoix, 12 June 1942.
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The author denounces, Elia Kougel, 100% Jewish, who works in the cemetary Père Lachaise
without being an ancien combattant. He believes that Kougel got the job most likely due to
influences of the “ancien régime” (The Third Republic in this case.) Kougel had problems with
the police but always came out unscathed. He was able to illegally acquire a card of past military
service which was then revoked The writer asks for an enquiry to be initiated with respect to his
employment and to his exemption from wearing the Jewish star.
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4.2.2. Jewish Vices
CDJC XXXVIII-53 A Group of Antisemites addressed to CGQJ, 27 May 1942.
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The authors, “a group of anti-Semites,” denounce two people, Mr. Kohn and his mistress, Mme
Weiss, both Israelite. Mr. Kohn, whose father is actually interned, is selling gold and foreign
currency; he moves frequently, boasts of having a false identity card and of having useful
relations with the police. They also denounce his mistress, Miss Weiss.. They provide a detailed
physical description of both Kohn and Weiss, and details about their whereabouts so they can
promptly be arrested – Kohn plays “Poker” every Sunday afternoon at the “grand garage” on
Avenue de Suffren.
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4.2.3. Vampires
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Anonymous letter to CGQJ, 31 October 1942.

This author opens the letter by asking whether anything has changed since Pétain’s government
with respect to the Jews. As far as he is concerned, they still dominate the public sphere. At a
sanatorium (St. Hilaire du Touvet) the director, although not Jewish, supports Dr. Cohen and
other Jewish doctors and nurses. Dr. Cohen is a renowned dermatologist who is incompetent in
general medicine, according to the denouncer. He fears all these Jewish doctors might be having
a bad influence on medical students due to their Jewish character. He feels that patients are afraid
of complaining because all this Jewish personal would retaliate by discharging them early. That
is why, to their regret, ‘they’ don’t sign this letter.
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4.2.4. The Merchant of Venice Oran
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Miloud Abdelilah addressed to Xavier Vallat, 2 April 1941.
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The President, Vice President, and Secretary of the Tabaco Sellers Union in Oran, Algeria
denounce the Jewish multimillionair, Elie d’Abraham Dahan, notorious usurer who is the
exclusive distributor for a well known French company that produces matches. . The writer(s)
claim that he favors his coreligionists (Jews) in the distribution of match rations and that the real
French and Muslims have very difficult access to matches and pay a dear price for them on the
black market. They also affirm that such a role should be in the hands of a “real Frenchman” or
Muslim who is fair in the allocation of resources.
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4.2.5. Girl Scouts
CDJC XXXVIII-71 S. Rouquette to CGQJ, 29 December 1942.

The director of a real estate management company, S. Rouquette, writes about the papers he
found in an apartment vacated by a Roumanian Jew that indicate that his 17 year old daughter
was able to create a section of the Eclaireuses Israélites de France, Jewish Girl Scouts. He
suspects that they have highjacked an honorable French organization and transformed it into a
nest of Jewish tradition. He requests an enquiry into this matter.
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Propaganda and Civic Engagement:
5.1.1. The didactism of Aryanization
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Gayol addressed to CGQJ, 27 October 1942.

The author expresses the view that all the anti-Jewish speeches on the radio, however beautiful in
phrasology and sound and well-intentioned, are empty words. The most important thing is to get
rid of the Jews. Talk doesn’t help the situation, just do away with them.
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5.1.2. Discursive confusion
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Jean Aldeguer (?) addressed to the CGQJ, 1 July 1941.
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The writer from Algiers suggests that the CGQJ impose the use of a distinguishing mark for Jews
in the region, either a “black fez” or a “black overcoat (levite).” In this way, young naïve girls
utlized by Jews, who then brag among themselves, and that are sometimes led to prostitution
would be forwarned against Jewish men.
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5.1.3. Careerism
CDJC XXXVIII-47 G. Vincent addressed to Xavier Vallat, 10 February 1942.

This writer is seeking employment with the CGQJ as a provisional administrator for any Jewish
business. He expresses anti-Jewish sentiments after his military participation in a campaign in
Russia where her learned that “Sovietism” is a Jewish Invention and a stay in Algeria and
Morocco where he saw the benefits Jews were given due to the Cremieux decree and witnessed
the revolt of the Arab population against the French because of this.
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5.1.4. Resistance or proganda?
CDJC XXXVIII-68 Comité d’action antibochevique to CGQJ, early November 1942.
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The Comité d’action bolchevique sent a report the CGQJ of an incident that occurred at a cinema
in Paris. Two young French youth (16 and 20 years old) went to the cinema and allegedly saw
two Jewish youngmen committing homosexual acts in the lavatory. They claim to have seen
them before wearing the Jewish star, but not that day. One boy slapped the Jewish boys in the
face,took their papers and told them to meet the next day at the police station of the Gare St.
Lazare to get their papers back. They arrived the next day wearing their yellow stars,
accompanied by their employer. In the police station, the police admonished and arrested the
French boys instead. The letter writer complains that the police chief was friendly to the Jews:
instead of punishing them, he punched one of the French youth in the face after the latter
declared that he did not like Jews. Anticipating a reaction from the French boys, he also told the
young Jews that if anyone bothered them he would take care of them and he forbade the French
boys to frequent the Gare St. Lazare.
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5.2.1. Rhetorical tropes
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Louis Garsin addressed to Darquier de Pellepoix, 12 June 1942.

From Marseille, Louis Garsin writes to Darquier de Pellepoix that France will not be able to
recover as long as Jews remain in the country. He therefore petitions for greater severity towards
the Jews who are enemies of France. He states that Jews work in a hidden fashion and harm the
country. They profit because the measures against them are not harsh enough. In addtion, the fact
that the French feel pity for Jews will be the undoing of France. Hitler and Musolini did not
waver in their policies.
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5.2.2. Encoding/Decoding
CDJC XXXVIII- 72a L. Vaillant addressed to CGQJ, 5 January 1943.
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This man complains about Jews in Pau. He feels that the CGQJ has not done its job adequately
and that Jews are flooding Pau, dealing in the black market and paying high prices for goods. In
his view, the Jews are full of arrogance and gorge themselves while the French go hungry. He
exhorts the authorities to purge Pau without delay of such low elements.
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5.2.3. Intertextuality and ideology: Oedipus on a Bicycle
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Docteur Jean Bouchon addressed to CGQJ, 11 December 1942.
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The author, a doctor, writes that that masses of Israelites continue to demonstrate their arrogance
on the Côte d’Azur. He suggests seizing all luxury bicycles that allow them to participate in the
black market and to take advantage of Aryans, including doctors who are injured veterans like
himself, while bicycles are reserved for Jews at prices unaffordable to the French. He suggests
giving these bicycles to doctors who would tend to the sick and to apply this decree in Cannes
and Nice where Jews have very luxurious bicycles. Thus, injured doctors like him, who has a
phlebitus, will be able to transport themselves. He would also like to see a law forbidding Jews
to rent cars at very high prices. The yellow star is a good thing but it is clearly not enough. The
author writes with a Parisian address despite being in the South.
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Affective Dimension of Delation: Discourse of Envy
6.1.1 Producing films in Nice
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Capitaine Roche to Dalquier de Pellepoix, 29 June 1943.

The author writes to Dalquier de Pellepoix that although he listens regularly to his radio
programs about Jews they are only a theatrical façade since nothing happens with regard to the
Jewish question! One example among thousands: A Polish Jew has been thrown out of France
and is now employed as a commercial director of a film studio in Nice earning 8,000 to 10,000
francs a month. After returning to France only a year ago, he already has a great position. He
lives off the black market and has an exuberant life style. People like him prevent good Catholic
men like the denouncer from getting such good jobs. He sends this letter without address,
confidentially, because he fears this Jew, Coppelovich, and his contacts. He asks to be informed
of the receipt of this letter through a radio broadcast.
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6.1.2. Medical Competition
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Doctor J.N. Vallat addressed to CGQJ, 6 December 1941.
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This doctor alerts the CGQJ that next February (1942) there will be a medical contest for the
doctors at a hospital in Limoges for the position of Director Chief of Staff and that a Jew might
get the job if they don’t act. He reports that Meyer, a doctor who had been an intern there when
young and who has never faught for France, is going to present himself for the contest. He
admonishes the authorities not to allow the Jewish doctor r to do so since a Jewish director
would be detrimental to France. The writer states his own credentials: he was an ancien
combattant and received the croix de guerre, and moreover, was a prisoner of war. He was also
the head of a clinic and an adjunct professor at the university.
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6.2.1. The foreclosure
CDJC XXXVIII-33 Adèle GEORGE-VILLE-RAULIN to CGQJ, 30 May 1941.

The author, a woman, states that she had been stripped of her property by a Jewish real-estate
company in 1938. Given the new Aryanization laws, she would like this company to be fined, to
have an Aryan manager, and expropriated since it has not declared itself as a Jewish business
like other Jewish enterprises. She states that the company has a main office in Geneva,
Switzerland, but its French subsidiary is run by Jews behind the scenes and is in partnership with
Jewish banks.
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6.2.2. Complications of love
CDJC XXXVIII-17a Robert Dupont to Xavier Vallat, 23 September 1941.
This dossier consists of a series of three letters appealing to the CGQJ to have a definitif action
taken. This is the first one.
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The author is a teacher in Toulon. He denounces the owner of a business machines shop, where
his wife worked as a book-keeper and his son was an apprentice, M. Schweitzer (supposedly a
Hungarian Jew). He had already denounced him once before to the Attorney General as a
communist and Schweitzer spend time in a concentration camp and five months in jail for aiding
a military deserter. After he was released from prison, he returned toToulon and the teacher’s
wife left his house to live with Schweitzer. Again the professor denounced him and Schweitzer
was sent to the internment camp at Vernay. However, he was unsuccessful in having his shop
closed where his wife continues to manage his affairs. As he was told that his request was
outside the perview of the local prefecture. Dupont writes to the CGQJ to help him get his wife
back.
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Discourse of Inverted Victimhood
6.3.1. Shortages and denuncations
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3-28 L. Gontard addressed to CGQJ , 3 September 1941.

The author claims that a horde of Jews from the Middle East and from France has colonized
Antibes and the Côte d’Azur and that they buy all kinds of foodstuff thanks to their great wealth.
They buy all merchandise at high prices making it impossible for the French people to afford
food. He requests their expulsion from France as Germany and Italy have already done.
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6.3.2. Refugees at the spa
CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 Dr. Franck Tissot addressed to CGQJ, 9 May 1943.
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This doctor writes about St. Gervais, a town in the Alps where sick people tend to go due to its
salutatory properties, especially those with pleurosy. The people in this sanatorium can’t go
elsewhere since they are very ill. Many of them ar e children. The Italian authorities are sending
Foreign Jews to St. Gervais, which forces many French out of the hotels there, chasing away sick
people. The hotels give Jews all the available places without respecting the reservations of the
French. The authro complains s that there are towns that are mostly empty and he suggests
sending the Jews there rather than privileging them in St. Gervais and throwing out the
convalescing French.
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CDJC CCCLXVIII-3 CGQJ response to Dr. Franck Tissot, 20 May 1943.

Response from the CGQJ to Dr. Franck Tissot letter relaying that they did read his letter about
the Jewish scandal in St. Gervais with a great deal of interest. However, they explain that they
cannot help him as they do not have the power to carry out mesures and he would need to send
the case to the police or to the Milice in order to get results.
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6.3.3. Spoliation thwarted
CDJC XXXVIII-96 Louis Rinville addressed to CGQJ, 16 March 1943.

The author writes about the difficulties he has been having with the Jew Bezalalel who refuses to
give him the keys of his business, his accounting books, and other business papers. In his role as
provisional administrator in the process of expropriation, he is abused and maligned by the Jew.
Bezalalel even does this in front of the police. He requests the help of the CGQJ in this matter
because the PQJ has said that it cannot intervene.
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Authorization to reproduce the letters
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Appendix B
Historical Documents
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Timeline of principle events in the history of Jews from the Middle Ages to the late
seventeenth century.
1182 – Expulsion of Jews under Philippe-Auguste
1215 – The IV Council of Latran imposes the wearing of la rouelle jaune by Jews
1240 – Jews are expelled from Brittany
1254 – Jews are banished from France, their properties and synagogues are confiscated; after two
or three years they readmitted to the country.
1269 – King Saint Louis impose la rouelle jaune
1338 – 1347 twenty-five Jewish communities in Alsace are les victims of terrorr
1348 – Massacre of the Jews of Toulon
1394 –Definitive expulsion of Jews from the Kingdom of France by Charles VI
1459 – Interdiction of from becoming farmers and debt collectors
1484 – Pogroms in Arles
1485 – Riots against the Jews in Cavaillon, Christians pillage the Avignon ghetto
1530 – Under Charles V there is again an imposition of wearing la rouelle jaune
1683 – Louis XIV orders the expulsion from the Kingdom
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Except when otherwise indicated, the following newspaper images are downloaded from Gallica
Bibliothèque Numérique. Bibliothèque nationale de France: http://gallica.bnf.fr/

Press release from October 17, 1940, announcing the impeding implementation of the first
Statutes of the Jews, reproduced here in Le Matin, October 18, 1940.
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Same document
(Preamble to the first
Statute against the Jews)
published in the New
York Times 18 Oct.
1940, with commentary.
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Le Statut des Juifs. Le Matin, 19 Octobre 1940.
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Le Statut des Juifs. Le Temps, 19 Octobre 1940.
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President Lava announces La relève and that he hopes for a German victory. Le Matin. 23 Juin
1942.
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392

Official entry of the Law 4553 mandating denunciation in the Journal Official, Oct. 26, 1941.
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Appendix C
Images
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France after the occupation of the Free Zone by German and Italian forces in November
1942

Source: http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zone_libre#/media/File:France_map_Lambert93_with_regions_and_departments-occupation-fr.svg
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France divided by the Dreyfus Affair:

Downloaded 3/14/2015 from Daily Nord:
http://dailynord.fr/2010/05/diner-henin-beaumont/
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The police profile card, la fiche anthropométrique, of Alfred Dreyfus.

Downloaded 11/30/2013 from:
http://publishing.cdlib.org/ucpressebooks/view?docId=kt9b69q8p7&doc.view=popup&fig.ent=h
ttp://publishing.cdlib.org/ucpressebooks/data/13030/p7/kt9b69q8p7/figures/kt9b69q8p7_fig012.j
pg
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Downloaded 10/25/2014 from:
http://globetribune.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Vichy-revolution-national.jpg
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La Relève:

Photo by Andre Zucca.

Downloaded 10/25/2014 from:
http://paril.crdp.ac-caen.fr/_PRODUCTIONS/memorial/vie_occupation/co/office.html
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Exposition: Le Juif et La France – Paris Sept. 1941.

Downloaded from From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_146-1975-04107,_Paris,_Propaganda_gegen_Juden.jpg
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Exposition: Le Juif et La France – Bordeaux.

Downloaded from Yad VaShem.
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Vélodrome d’Hiver
Jews interned inside after the Rafle July 16-17, 1942.

Vel’ d’Hiv Monument to the Victims:
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Drancy: Jewish internees in courtyard

Drancy 2013:
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Monument at Drancy:

Camp des Milles 2013
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